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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

It may be necessary to say a word respecting the contents of the following pages, and their arrangement. In the original, the Narratives of the Merovingian Era are preceded by a very long and learned dissertation, entitled Considerations sur l'Histoire de France. This it has been thought advisable to omit. It is quite a distinct work from the "Narratives," although published with them. Very useful to professed students of French history, it could have little interest for any other class of readers.

The Essays originally entitled "Dix Ans d'Etudes Historiques," are of very great and very general interest; and devoted, as the greater portion is, to the history of our own country, will doubtless meet with proper attention. They are the best introduction to the study of their Author's great work, "The Conquest of England by the Normans."

The Autobiographical Preface has been transposed from the Historical Essays, where it first appeared in 1834. The last essay of the Dix Ans d'Etudes Historiques, being the first of the Merovingian Narratives, appears in its proper place. These are the only changes made in the arrangement; and the reasons for them are sufficiently obvious.

M. Thierry's general characteristics, together with some account of his works, have been sketched by the writer of an article on the state of historical science in France in the "British and Foreign Review,"* from which we borrow the following details:

"M. Thierry is chief of the descriptive school. He is an artist in a very high sense of the word: the art of M. Barante sinks into the feeblest trick, compared with that wider, deeper, well-proportioned work which Thierry raises from materials of the past. Inferior to Barante in style, he is immensely superior in point of construction. He is always animated; often eloquent and picturesque; but his language is not always commendable; it is frequently ambiguous and inelegant. His great power lies in artistic construction. He groups the masses of details with unrivaled ease and effect; he seizes all the points of interest or importance, and makes the others subservient to them in a manner almost unique. In this respect he is a great writer, and a model worthy to be studied.

"Thierry is a model also of unwearied energy and erudition. His life is a lesson to all men of letters: at once grand, thoughtful and affecting. In it may be read the triumph of a great intellect, when fortified by a noble purpose, over the painful 'ills that flesh is heir to.' He has prostituted his pen to no court or ministry: he has sacrificed his soul to no luxurious and ignoble idleness. History has been his passion and reward. Blindness, paralysis and helplessness have been the fatal consequences of his too great application: the eyes that read so eagerly, gradually dimmed until they lost all power; the very hand that traced the narrative of his country's struggles refuses now to

* No. XXXI.
hold a pen. Nothing remains of him but the great heart and intellect, "de faire amitié avec les ténèbres," as he pathetically says. It is a sad spectacle. The visitor goes expecting to see the animated enthusiastic author of the "Norman Conquest;" and he sees the servant bearing in his arms a helpless creature, who, however, when gently placed in his chair, begins to talk with all the faith and enthusiasm of youth. The spirit-sighted countenance of the "old man eloquent," warms into a glow as he speaks of his favourite study. You forget, as you hear him talk, that he is so afflicted. He does not forget it, but he does not repine. . . .

"The 'Narratives of the Merovingian Era,' is the production of the matured and practised hand of its author: it is essentially a work of art, though important ideas relative to the science of history are implied in it. As a portraiture of the sixth century it is unequaled; it joins the picturesqueness, animation and exciting interest of a novel by Scott, to the minute fidelity of exhaustive erudition. The way in which the various elements of society, the highest and the meanest, are selected and grouped round certain individuals and certain events, so as both to illustrate the characters and the times, reveals the hand of a profound artist. The details of social life, minute yet unostentatious, are brought forward to elucidate the various points in the narrative, not to glitter as a vain display of learning. The couleur locale is so well preserved, that you never for an instant doubt that you are reading of barbarians, and of barbarians corrupted by contact with Roman civilization, and modified by the Christian religion. Owing to the title, and to the want of interest generally felt for the Merovingians, Thierry's work seems to have had few readers in this country. Had the public been aware that these Narratives were explanatory of the social state of the sixth century—that they gave a vivid picture of the Roman, barbarian and Christian elements in a state of imperfect fusion—that they brought the vigour and wild energy of the Gauls face to face with the last remains of Roman greatness and luxury, kept in imperfect check by Christianity—then, indeed, more attention would have been bestowed upon the work."

Some portion of this translation has been submitted to M. Thierry, whose approbation and warm encouragement to proceed, have given the translator courage to appear before the public. Fidelity, as strict as the nature of the two languages would admit, has been the translator's aim; how far that has been achieved remains for others to decide.
This volume contains almost every thing I have written on historical subjects, with the exception of my History of the Conquest of England by the Normans, and thus completes the labours of ten years,* during which period I have been enabled to pursue, without interruption, the course of my studies. In this series of essays, placed chronologically according to the order of their composition, the ideas which, when ripened and developed by assiduous labour, produced as their final expression, the "History of the Conquest of England by the Normans," and the "Letters on the History of France," may be in some measure traced step by step. These stumblings of a young man endeavouring to open a new path for himself—the disentangling of a theory at first daring and confused, but which, by a patient study of facts, gradually arrives at scientific precision,—these simple pages, the first sketch of what afterwards formed volumes,—these various tentatives afterwards abandoned for something more complete or more final; all these, if I am not mistaken, will not be uninteresting either to those persons who, approving the result of my labours, might be curious to know every step of the road I traveled, or to those who delight in observing the human mind in its individual developments.

One thing will, perhaps, be remarked, which is, that from the commencement of my attempts in history, my attention became fixed as if instinctively on the subject which I afterwards treated most extensively. In 1817, I contributed to the Censeur Européen, the most serious, and at the same time most speculatively daring of all the liberal publications of that period. To a hatred of military despotism, a fruit of the reaction of the general spirit against the imperial government, I joined a profound aversion for revolutionary tyranny, and without a preference for any form of government whatever, I felt a certain disgust at English institutions, of which we then possessed only an odious and ridiculous imitation. One day when, in order to found this opinion on an historical examination, I had attentively read over some chapters of Hume, I was struck with an idea which seemed to me a ray of light, and exclaimed as I closed the book, "All this dates from a conquest; there is a conquest underneath it." I instantly conceived the plan of re-writing the history of the revolutions of England, considering it from this new point of view; and the first part of my historical sketch, the first essay of that kind I had ever attempted, soon appeared in the Censeur Européen.

This essay, which was extremely brief, brought the reader from the Norman invasion in the eleventh century down to the death of Charles I. The Revolution of 1640 was presented in it under the aspect of a great national reaction against the order of things established six centuries previously by foreign conquest. I ought to have stopped there; there was sufficient courage,

* From 1817 to 1827.
or rather rashness in saying this: but my ardour in politics and inexperience in history, led me on further, and with the same formulas—conquest and subjection, masters and servants—I continued detailing minutely the political events to the end of the reign of Charles II. I saw in the elevation of Cromwell, and the triumph of the military party over the other parties of the Revolution, a new conquest traitorously brought about under the shadow of the national standard. The restoration of the Stuarts by Monk's army appeared to me a treaty of alliance, for the general good, between the old and new conquerors.* After a great deal of time and labour lost in thus obtaining factitious results, I perceived that I was falsifying history.

I resolved to change my plan, and to leave every period its peculiar form and colouring; but I did not give up the idea of tracing all the history of England from the fact of the Norman conquest. This great event, followed by all its social consequences, had struck my imagination as an unsolved problem, full of mystery, and of great importance in its political and historical bearings.

About the same time I began to occupy myself with another historical theory, the influence of which was not of less importance on my latter works; that of the revolution of the Commons. On merely reading the modern writers on French history, it appeared to me that the enfranchisement of the Commons was a perfectly different thing from their account of it; that it was a real social revolution, a prelude to all those which gradually raised the condition of the third estate; that it was the cradle of our modern liberty, and that the plebeians, as well as the nobility of France, had a history and ancestors. I wrote in 1817, in an article on the correspondence of Benjamin Franklin: "We are always told to imitate our ancestors; why do we not follow this advice? Our ancestors were those artisans who founded the Commons; who conceived modern liberty. Our ancestors were not far removed from the present habits of America; they possessed its simplicity, good sense, and civil courage. It was not the fault of these energetic men that all Europe did not become free six centuries ago; if what they wanted was not accomplished, it was the fault of their time, not theirs: barbarism was too strong; its roots were everywhere. When it attributed to itself alone, by exclusive right, liberty, riches, honour, was it easy to raise up another liberty, other riches, another honour, beyond its sphere, and antagonistic to it? A shriek was uttered by civilization, impatient at its shackles, and suddenly Europe was filled with new nations, strangers to all that surrounded them, and seeking to amalgamate with one another. But they could make no path for themselves through those masses of savages and warriors who surrounded them on all sides. They remained isolated; they perished. If, however, fortune was denied to our forefathers, they were not wanting in courage and virtue. . . ."

To colour this picture of the golden age of the liberty of the Commons, my imagination applied to the towns of France what I had read of the Italian republics of the middle ages: it seemed to me, that in searching carefully our history, in looking over chronicles and archives, we should find something analogous to what the historians of the thirteenth century tell us of the Commons of Milan, Pisa, or Florence. It was thus that there arose in me the first regrets that France was deficient in a truly national history, and the first desire to devote myself to studies by the help of which I should be enabled to recover some lost features of that history. In 1818, I wrote as follows: "Who has not

* This continuation was published in the fifth, eighth, and eleventh volumes of the Censeur Européen, which appeared between 1817 and 1819. I do not print it here, although its suppression leaves a gap of one year (1818) in the series of my historical works. It is well to leave something to oblivion.

† Censeur Européen, tom. iv. p. 105.
heard of a class of men who, at the period when barbarians inundated Europe, preserved for humanity the arts and habits of industry? Daily outraged and despoiled by their conquerors and masters, they painfully existed, earning nothing by their labour but the consciousness of acting rightly; and keeping civilization as a trust for their children and the whole world. These saviours of our arts were our fathers; for we are the sons of those serfs, those tributaries, those citizens whom conquerors pillaged at pleasure: to them we owe all that we are. Virtue and glory are associated with their names; but these do not shine much; for history, which should have transmitted them was devoted to the service of the enemies of our forefathers. We should not find among them the frantic devotion of the savage warrior who sacrifices himself for his chief, and seeks death while dealing it, but the passion of personal independence, the courage of civilized man, who defends himself, but does not attack, and that perseverance in well-doing which triumphs over every thing. Such is our patrimony of national honour; such what our children ought to read of under our eyes. But, slaves only lately freed, our memory has for a long while carried us back only to the families and actions of our masters. Thirty years have not elapsed since we remembered that our fathers were the nation. We have admired every thing, have learned every thing, except what they were, and what they had done. We are patriots, and we leave in oblivion those who, during fourteen centuries, cultivated the soil of that country so often laid waste by other hands: the Gauls were before France. . . . . "* 

As the last words and other passages of this fragment indicate, the problem of the Norman Conquest had led me, by the power of analogy, to occupy myself with the great problem of the Germanic invasions, and the dismemberment of the Roman empire. My attention, hitherto absorbed by theories of social order, by questions of government and political economy, was directed with great curiosity to the disorder which, in the sixth century, succeeded Roman civilization in a great portion of Europe. I thought I perceived in that remote subversion, the roots of some of the evil belonging to modern society; it appeared to me that, notwithstanding the distance of time, some remains of the barbarian conquest still weighed upon our country, and that the present sufferings might be traced back, step by step, to the intrusion of a foreign race into the centre of Gaul, and its violent dominion over the natives. In order to confirm myself in this opinion, which would open to me, as I thought, an arsenal of new arms for the battle I was engaged in against the principles and tendencies of the government, I commenced studying and extracting every thing which had been written, ex professo, on the ancient French monarchy, and the institutions of the middle ages, from the researches of Pasquier, Fauchet, and other learned men of the sixteenth century, down to the work of Mably, and that of M. de Montlosier, the most recent one, at that time, on the subject.† The whole of the year 1819 was spent in this employment; I forgot nothing, neither jurisconsults, feudists, nor the commentators on common law. This long and fatiguing review ended by a book which was a real relaxation to me, "Ducange's Glossary."‡ In this admirable book I studied thoroughly the political language of the middle ages; and to trace this semi-Roman, semi-barbarous language to its root, I studied the ancient Germanic and Scandinavian idioms, aided by my knowledge of German and modern English. 

I had been the round of all the authorities at second-hand; I was on the

* Censeur Européen, tom. viii. p. 250.
† The Essais sur l'Histoire de France, by M. Guizot, a work of such deep erudition, and of such superior generalization, appeared only in 1822.
‡ Glossarium ad Script. medie et infime Latinitatis. (6 vols. in fol.)
track of the sources of modern history; but I had not yet a very clear notion of what I was to derive from them. Always pre-occupied with political ideas and the triumph of the cause to which I had devoted my pen, if I thought of becoming an historian, it was after the fashion of the writers of the philosophical school, to abstract from the narrative a body of proofs and systematic arguments, to demonstrate summarily, and not to narrate with detail. However, in grouping my thoughts so as to form more or less logical sequences, I imposed a scruple on my conscience which my predecessors had not thought of, and which was absent from my first essays on the History of England. I laid down the law to myself never to confuse colours and formulas, to leave to every epoch its originality; in one word, strictly to respect chronological order in the moral physiognomy of history, as well as in the succession of events. Under the influence of this disposition, I changed my style and manner; my former stiffness gave way, my narration became more continuous; it even occasionally became coloured with some local and individual tints. The signs of this change may be remarked in my articles of the year 1819, on the Restoration of 1660, and the Revolution of 1688. These essays, with the three which precede them, and the first six of the second part, bear the stamp of my new studies, and that of the political opinions which I then professed with all the conviction of my soul; these were, as I have already said, an aversion to a military government, coupled with a hatred of aristocratic pretensions and the hypocrisy of the Restoration, without any precisely revolutionary tendency. I aspired with enthusiasm to a future, I did not know of what kind,—to a liberty, which, if it had a formula, had this one: any government whatever, with the greatest possible amount of individual security, and the least possible administrative action. I fell passionately in love with a certain ideal of patriotic devotion, of incorruptible purity, of stoicism free from pride and roughness, which I saw represented in the past by Algernon Sidney, in the present by M. de Lafayette.

The first use I made of my studies of the ancient northern languages, and the institutions of the middle ages, was with their help to return to the History of England, and plunge more deeply into it. I had only glanced my eye, so to speak, over the events which succeeded the Norman Conquest: this time I went much further, and began studying the Anglo-Saxon period, an occupation wonderfully facilitated to me by the very erudite work of the learned Sharon Turner. The prodigious quantity of details which this work contains respecting the customs and social state of the German conquerors of Great Britain, and the indigenous Britons, the numerous quotations of original poems, either by Celtic bards or northern Scalds, attracted me by a species of interest which I had not yet felt in my researches. The order of general and purely political considerations to which I had hitherto confined myself appeared to me for the first time dry and circumscribed. I felt within myself a strong tendency to descend from the abstract to the concrete, to consider national life in all its phases, and to take the study of the primitive races in their original diversity as a starting point in the solution of the problem of the antagonism of different classes of men in midst of the same society. I therefore turned my attention to the special history of each of the Britannic isles.

I commenced by the History of Ireland, of which I then only knew what the historians of England say of it; that is, very little. As the peculiar events of this history gradually unfolded themselves before my eyes, an unexpected light came to illuminate the grand problem, the solution of which was the object of all my researches, the problem of the conquests of the middle ages,
and their social results. In truth, the stamp of conquest is marked on every page of the annals of the Irish nation; all the consequences of that first event, so difficult to recognize and trace in other histories, stand out in this one with striking clearness and relief. What can only be guessed at elsewhere, here presents itself under the least doubtful aspect, and in the most palpable form: the long persistence of two inimical nations on the same soil, and the variety of political, social and religious struggles, which spring, as from an inexhaustible source, out of the original hostility; the antipathy of race surviving all the revolutions of manners, laws and language, perpetuating itself through centuries, sometimes smouldering, more frequently flaming, at intervals giving way to the sympathies caused by community of habitation, and an instinctive love of their native land, then suddenly starting up, and separating men once more into two hostile camps. The grand and sad spectacle of which Ireland had been the theatre for seven hundred years, placed before me in a somewhat dramatic manner, what I confusedly saw at the bottom of the history of all European monarchies. It was a living commentary, which placed reality face to face with my conjectures, and pointed out to me the road which I ought to follow if I wished, without endangering truth, to call imagination to the assistance of the reasoning faculties, and unite some little divination to the search after, and analysis of, events.

The History of Scotland, although less rich in views of this kind, likewise presented to me a solid basis for inductions and similarities, the eternal hostility between Highlanders and Lowlanders, an hostility which has been dramatized in so spirited and original a manner in several of the novels of Walter Scott. My admiration for this great writer was profound; it increased gradually as I confronted in my studies his prodigious understanding of the past, with the narrow and dry erudition of the most celebrated modern writers. It was with a transport of enthusiasm that I hailed the appearance of that master-piece "Ivanhoe." Walter Scott had cast one of his eagle-glances at the historical period toward which for three years all the efforts of my mind had been directed. With that boldness of execution which distinguishes him, he had placed on the soil of England, Normans and Saxons, conquerors and conquered, still trembling before one another, a hundred and twenty years after the conquest. He had coloured like a poet one scene out of the long drama which I, with the patience of a historian, was labouring to construct. All the reality of his work, the general characteristics of the epoch in which the fictitious action was placed, and in which the personages of the novel figured, the political aspect of the country, the different manners and mutual relations of the various classes of men, all was in accordance with the outlines of the plan which I was then sketching. I confess, in the midst of the doubts which accompany all conscientious work, my ardour and confidence were redoubled by the species of indirect sanction which one of my favourite statements thus received from the man whom I consider the greatest master of historical divination that has ever existed.

Ever since the commencement of 1820, I had begun reading an immense collection of original historians of France and the Gauls. As I advanced in my studies, the lively impression of pleasure derived from the cotemporaneous painting of the men and things of our ancient history, was joined to a feeling of anger against modern historians, who, instead of reproducing this spectacle faithfully, had disguised facts, misconstrued characters, and given every thing a false or undecided character. My indignation increased at every comparison I made between the real history of France, such as I saw it in the original documents, and the flat compilations which had usurped that title, and propagated
in the world and in the schools the most inconceivable blunders as articles of faith. Anxious to carry out the examination of this strange contrast, I no longer confined my researches as formerly to a series of determined facts, and the search after the elements of a single problem; I touched upon all questions, corrected all errors, and gave free course to my mind in the vast field of erudition and historical controversy.

From the calmness of mind with which I traversed this labyrinth of doubts and difficulties, it appeared to me that I had at last met with my true vocation. This vocation, which from that period I embraced with all the ardour of youth, was not only to bring a little truth into some obscure portion of the middle ages, but to plant for France in the nineteenth century the standard of historical reform. Reform in the study, reform in the manner of writing history; war against the writers without erudition, who were unable to see, and against the writers without imagination, who were unable to describe; war against Mézerai, against Velly, against their continuators and disciples;* war, in fact, against the most noted historians of the philosophic school, on account of their intentional dulness, and disdainful ignorance of national origin. I was about to give this rallying cry, and make an appeal in the columns of the “Censeur Européen” to all men disposed to hear and sympathize with me, when the tribunal from which I spoke, or in less ambitious terms, when the politico-literary enterprise, which had been conducted during six years in spite of numerous persecutions, by my honourable friends Messrs. Comte and Dunoyer, fell under the censure which had just been re-established.

A month later, I sent to propose to the editors of the Courrier Français a series of letters on the history of France, and was accepted as a contributor. The first of these letters, which I might have called my manifesto, appeared the 13th of July, 1820. As it has almost entirely disappeared from the subsequent editions, I give, in the present volume, the primitive text, excepting a few corrections of style. The renovation of the history of France, of which I strongly pointed out the necessity, presented itself to me under two phases; the one scientific, the other political. I demanded a complete restoration at once of the altered or misconstrued truth, and a sort of restitution for the middle and lower classes, for the ancestors of the third estate, forgotten by our modern historians. Born a plebeian, I demanded that the common people should have their share of glory in our annals; that the memory of plebeian honour, of the energy and liberty of citizens, should be preserved with respectful care; in a word, that, by the help of science, joined to patriotism, narratives capable of moving the popular fibre should be made from our old chronicles. Doubtless I exaggerated the possibility of placing on the scene the people at all periods of our history; but this very illusion gave my words more warmth and enthusiasm. Immediately on the appearance of my second letter, I was treated as an enemy by the journalists of the anti-liberal party. I was accused of wishing to bring about the dismemberment of France, and shaking the foundations of the French monarchy, by maliciously depriving it of five centuries of antiquity. The censure mutilated several of my pages, and erased with its red ink my dissertation on the real epoch of the establishment of monarchy.†

Notwithstanding these official attacks, I quietly pursued my road, when I was assailed by unexpected obstacles. As I gradually entered more deeply into the discussion either of the method followed by our historians, or of the very basis of our history, the political colouring disappeared, erudition showed itself

---

* No portion of the Histoire des Français, by M. de Sismondi, had then appeared; the three first volumes of this great work were published in 1821.
† Ninth Letter in the three last editions.
more plainly; the interest of my articles became special, and restricted to the few minds curious in the science. At Paris I was always read with pleasure, but I raised up against me part of my connections in the provinces. Several letters, full of displeasure, arrived one after the other: I do not remember where they came from; but they spoke with so much bitterness about those long articles, *fit only for the Journal des Savans*, that the editors of the *Courrier* feared a loss of subscribers. I was begged to change my subject, mentioning very politely the variety of my publications in the *Censeur Européen*. I replied that I had made a vow to write only on historical matters; and in the month of January, 1821, I ceased to contribute to the *Courrier Français*.

It was not without regret that I saw myself compelled to interrupt my weekly publications. This sort of work, without continuity, without any precise order, suited perfectly the daring impetuosity of my criticism, and, I should add, the want of maturity, at that time, of my studies on the history of France. I was far from feeling sufficiently prepared to treat the same questions in a long work, conceived with calmness and executed with deliberation. But if I felt myself weak on that point, I already had confidence in my views on the history of England, and on the question of conquest which had never failed to extend itself in each new incursion I made in the field of the history of the middle ages. I therefore turned once more to my old subject of predilection, and approached it more boldly, with more knowledge of events, in a more elevated light, and with a firmer grasp. Every thing which I had read for the last four years, all that I knew, all that I felt, entered into the plan which I then conceived with firm and prompt decision. I resolved (let the expression be forgiven) to build my epic, to write the history of the conquest of England by the Normans, by going back to its first causes, and afterwards coming down to its last consequences; to paint this great event with the truest colours, and under the greatest possible number of aspects; not only to give England as the theatre of a variety of scenes, but all the countries which had more or less felt the influence of the Norman population, or the blow of his victory. In this extensive frame I gave a place to all the important questions which had successively pre-occupied me; that of the origin of modern aristocrats, that of the primitive races, their moral diversities and co-existence on the same soil; finally, the same question of historical method, of form and style, which I had recently attacked in my letters on the history of France. I wished to put in practice what I had been advising, and attempt, at my own risk and peril, the experience of my theory: in a word, I was ambitious to display art as well as science, to write dramatically with the aid of materials furnished by sincere and scrupulous erudition. I set to work with zeal proportioned to the difficulties of the enterprise.

The catalogue of books which I had to read and extract from was enormous; and as I could only have a very small number at my disposal, I was forced to seek the rest in the public libraries. In the depth of winter, I made long sittings in the icy galleries of the Rue de Richelieu; and later, under a summer sun, I ran in one day from Sainte Geneviève to the Arsenal, from the Arsenal to the Institute, the library of which, as an exceptional favour, remained open until nearly five o'clock. Weeks and months passed rapidly to me in the midst of these preparatory researches, in which neither the thorns nor discouragements of editorship are to be found; in which the mind, soaring freely above the materials it assembles, composes and recomposes at will, and constructs in a breath the ideal model of the edifice which must later be built piece by piece, slowly and laboriously. While exercising my mind amidst the thousands of facts scattered through hundreds of volumes, and which pre-
sented to me naked (so to speak) the times and men which I wished to paint, I felt some of the emotion which an eager traveler feels at the aspect of the country he has long wished to see, and his dreams have revealed to him.

By devouring the long folio pages to extract one phrase, and sometimes one word out of a thousand, my eyes acquired a facility which astounded me, and of which it is impossible for me to give an account, that of reading in some sort intuitively, and of finding almost immediately the passage which would interest me. The vital force seemed entirely directed to one object. In the species of ecstasy which absorbed me internally, whilst my hand turned over the leaves of a book, or took notes, I had no knowledge of what was passing around me. The table at which I sat was surrounded and abandoned by students; the clerks of the library or the visitors came and went from the room; I heard nothing, I saw nothing; I saw only the apparitions which my reading called up before me. This remembrance is still present to me; and since this period, I have never had so keen a perception of the personages of my drama, of those men of various races, manners, physiognomies, and destinies, which presented themselves successively to my mind; some singing to the Celtic harp the eternal expectation of the return of Arthur; others sailing through the tempest as regardless of themselves as the swan playing in a lake; some, in the intoxication of victory, heaping up the spoils of the conqueror, measuring by line the land to divide it, counting over the families by heads, like cattle; others, again, deprived by a single defeat of all that makes life valuable, resigning themselves to the sight of strangers sitting as masters at their own hearths, or, frantic with despair, rushing to the forest to live there like wolves on rapine, murder, and independence.

As it has often been observed, all real passion requires an intimate confidant: I had one to whom, almost every evening, I rendered an account of my acquisitions and discoveries of the day. In the always difficult choice of a literary friendship, my heart and reason had fortunately agreed to attach me to one of the most amiable of men, and one worthy of the highest esteem. He will, I trust, forgive my placing his name in these pages, and giving him, perhaps, indiscreetly, a token of strong and profound recollection: this friend, this sure and faithful counsellor, from whom I daily regret being separated by absence, was the wise, the ingenious M. Fauriel, in whom sagacity, justness of mind, and elegance of language, seemed united. His judgments, full of acuteness and circumspection, were my rule when in perplexity; and the sympathy with which he followed my labours stimulated me to go on. I rarely got up from one of our long conversations without my mind having made a step, without its having gained something in clearness and decision. At the end of thirteen years I still remember our evening walks, which in summer were extended over a great portion of the outer boulevards, and during which I told with unceasing abundance the minutest details of the chronicles and legends, all which brought the conquerors and conquered of the eleventh century living before me; all the national miseries, all the individual sufferings of the Anglo-Saxon population, and even the affronts experienced by men dead seven hundred years before, and whom I loved as if I had been one of them. Sometimes it was a Saxon bishop turned out of his see for not knowing French; sometimes monks whose charters were destroyed as of no value, because they were in Saxon; sometimes a prisoner whom the Norman judges condemned without a hearing, because he only spoke English; sometimes a family despoiled by the conquerors, and receiving from them as charity a small portion of its own inheritance: things of but little importance when considered in themselves only, but from which I drew the strong tinge
of reality, which would, if the power of execution did not fail me, colour the whole of the picture.

Thus passed the year 1821, of which the least recollections have a charm for me, perhaps because in the mysterious union which is formed between the author and his work, this year answered to the honeymoon,—the sweetest month of marriage. In 1822, I commenced a period of harder and less attractive work; I began to edit. In truth, it is in that operation of the mind, in which no longer fancy but calculation predominates, by which you endeavour to render clearly to the eyes of others what you see; it is there the writer finds his fatigues and misreckonings. The difficulty of finding a form for the ideal work hatched in my brain was the greater, as I refused myself designedly the help which the imitation of a model generally affords. I chose to reproduce in history neither the manner of the philosophers of the last century, nor that of the chroniclers of the middle ages, nor even that of the narrators of antiquity, however great my admiration for them. I proposed to myself, if I had the strength to do it, to unite by a sort of mixed work, the grandly epic movement of the Greek and Roman historians with the naïve colouring of the writers of legends, and the grave reasoning of our modern writers. I aspired, perhaps rather ambitiously, to create for myself a style grave without oratorical emphasis, and simple without affectation of naïveté and archaism; to paint the men of the past with the physiognomy of their time, but speaking myself the language of my own; finally, to multiply details so as to exhaust the original texts, but without scattering the narrative, and interrupting the unity of the whole.

In this attempt to conciliate such different methods, I was incessantly buffeted about between two rocks; I journeyed between two dangers, that of giving up too much to classical regularity, and thus losing the strength of local colouring and picturesque truth, and the still greater one of burdening my narrative with a multitude of little facts, poetical, perhaps, but incoherent and wanting in seriousness, wanting in significance, even for a reader of the nineteenth century. One of my chapters had the first fault, another had the second, according to the nature of the materials, sometimes poor, sometimes superfluous, and which I had great trouble to reduce, to conquer, if I may express myself thus, in order to make them enter their moulds. Sometimes, after long efforts, and erasures without number, I had recourse to my last resource, striking the thing out altogether. I essayed, not without new troubles, fresh combinations; I did and undid incessantly: it was Penelope's work; but thanks to an immovable will and ten hours of daily labour, this work did advance. I loved it with a truly passionate affection, and attached myself to it more and more, as much from the trouble it cost me, as from my hopes, and the dreams of remote success which cradled my hours of repose.

The years 1821 and 1822 were marked in politics by a violent agitation, from which I could not and would not escape. That stroke of policy, the double vote, prelude to that other blow directed against the Charter—executed and punished ten years later, had provoked the least fanatic to illegal resistance. A secret association, borrowed from Italy, united and organized under chiefs placed high in the esteem of the country, a great portion, and that the most enlightened portion of the youth of the middle classes. But we were not long in becoming convinced of the inutility of our efforts to bring about events which were not ripe, and all the affiliated, renouncing action, returned to their counters or their books. It was an act of good sense and civic resignation; and, what is remarkable, a period of serious study succeeded, almost without interval, to this revolutionary effervescence. Dating from the year 1823, a breath of renovation commenced, making itself felt, and reviving simultane-
ously all the branches of literature. The ambition to attain truth under all its forms, in art as in science, then was seen dawning in a crowd of young and distinguished minds; an ambition which for seven years has never ceased to show its fruitfulness, giving great and noble hopes for the future. I had the happiness to see, what I most desired, historical works taking a high place in popular favour, and writers of the first class devote themselves to them in preference. The number and importance of the publications which appeared successively from 1824 to the end of 1830; so many extensive works, each of which presented in a new light, and re-established in some sort, an epoch either ancient or recent of the past; such a concourse of efforts and talents gave rise to the opinion, then a probable, now unfortunately a very doubtful one, that history would be the stamp of the nineteenth century, and would give it its name, as philosophy had done for the eighteenth. Such a belief was well calculated to excite zeal into enthusiasm. I believed myself, according to the fine expression of M. de Chateaubriand, to be one of the first to run down the declivity of the century, and every step I took with this thought seemed to me firmer and more certain. I reached my aim in the spring of 1825, after four years and a half of unceasing toil. The success I obtained surpassed my hopes; but this joy, great as it was, had a sad compensation; my eyes had worn themselves in work; I had partly lost my sight. My task ended, I listened, but too late perhaps. The number and importance of the publications which appeared successively from 1824 to the end of 1830; so many extensive works, each of which presented in a new light, and re-established in some sort, an epoch either ancient or recent of the past; such a concourse of efforts and talents gave rise to the opinion, then a probable, now unfortunately a very doubtful one, that history would be the stamp of the nineteenth century, and would give it its name, as philosophy had done for the eighteenth. Such a belief was well calculated to excite zeal into enthusiasm. I believed myself, according to the fine expression of M. de Chateaubriand, to be one of the first to run down the declivity of the century, and every step I took with this thought seemed to me firmer and more certain. I reached my aim in the spring of 1825, after four years and a half of unceasing toil. The success I obtained surpassed my hopes; but this joy, great as it was, had a sad compensation; my eyes had worn themselves in work; I had partly lost my sight. My task ended, I listened, but too late perhaps, to the advice of taking some repose; it was urgent, for I had become perfectly incapable of reading or writing. My eyesight continued to diminish notwithstanding the use of the strongest remedies; and as a last medical prescription, I was ordered to travel. I went to Switzerland, and thence to Provence, where M. Faurel soon came to join me. He had a scientific end in view in this journey; it was the last complement of long and patient researches on the political and literary history of Southern France, a work worthy in my opinion of the most flourishing time of historical erudition. Condemned to idleness, I followed from city to city my laborious traveling companion, and not without envy saw him scrutinize all the relics of the past, searching archives and libraries, to put the finishing stroke to the work which was to fill up an immense vacuum in our national history.* Thus we traveled together for some months through Provence and Languedoc. Unable myself to read, not only manuscript, but the finest inscription engraved on stone, I endeavoured to derive some benefit from my travels by studying in the monuments the history of the architecture of the middle ages. I had just enough sight to guide me, but when in the presence of edifices or ruins, of which it was necessary to find out the epoch, and determine the style, I know not what inward sense came to the help of my eyes. Animated by what I would willingly call the historic passion, I saw farther and more clearly. None of the principal lines, no characteristic feature escaped me, and the promptness of my glance, so uncertain in ordinary circumstances, was a cause of surprise to the person who accompanied me. Such are the last ideas that the sense of sight procured me; a year afterwards this slight, although to me keen enjoyment, was no longer permitted me; the remains of vision had disappeared.

On my return to Paris in the first months of 1826, I again began to follow what I considered to be my destiny, and almost blind, found again all my zeal for new studies. The necessity of reading with the eyes of another, and dictating instead of writing, did not alarm me; I had been broken into this kind of work by the editing of the last chapters of my book. The always

* I cannot help keenly regretting, that other occupations—those of instruction—have interfered, to defer, for a long while, perhaps, a publication which science demands.
painful transition from one method to the other, was rendered less so to me by the eager attentions of a friendship which is very dear to me. It is to M. Armand Carrel, whose name is now celebrated, that I am indebted for having overcome without hesitation this difficult step. His firm character and judicious mind came to my assistance in the days of discouragement; and perhaps I returned service for service, in being the first to guess and reveal to himself the futurity awaiting his great talents. I first occupied myself with a project long before conceived and decided on; it was that of a great history, or rather of a great chronicle of France, uniting in the frame of a continuous narrative all the original documents of our history from the fifth to the seventeenth century. The almost universal favour which the collections of chronicles and memoirs then enjoyed, had seduced and somewhat misled me. I thought it would be possible to join together all the clashing materials by filling up gaps, suppressing repetitions, but preserving with care the coterminous expression of facts. It seemed to me that from this work, in which, so to speak, each century would relate itself, and speak with its own voice, must result the true history of France; that which would never be altered, never would belong to any other writer, and which all would consult as the repertory of our national archives.

By a singular coincidence, the same idea presented itself at the same time to one of my friends, whose great understanding exercised the more power over me, because the character of his mind least resembled my own; this was M. Mignet, the idealist historian of the new school, gifted with a wonderful talent for the generalization of facts and historical induction. We associated together for the execution of our mutual thought. We both made for several months preparatory studies, he on the thirteenth and following centuries, I on the preceding period. Every thing went right as long as there was nothing to do but to notice and pass in review the large masses of narrative which were to unite in the composition of our work. There was apparently something imposing in it; but when it became necessary to set about the final editing, our illusions vanished, and we each on our side perceived that a labour, in which art did not enter, was repugnant to us. I for my share ended a volume, the one which was first to appear; fortunately the enterprise was abandoned before any thing had been published.

When it became necessary to choose another subject for a book, the propensity of my mind to look back and take former ideas and former sketches into my hands again, made me think of the ten letters on the history of France, published in 1820. Six years had elapsed since that period, and the reform of historical studies no longer needed preaching; it spoke for itself, and advanced with giant strides. However, if the revolution was accomplished for the select few, it was not yet so for the body of the public. If MM. Guizot, de Sismondi and de Barante found enthusiastic readers, Velly and Anquetil had still the advantage over them of far more numerous patrons. I therefore recommenced my polemic of 1820, not against those men, guilty only of having possessed the science of their time, but against that science itself, which, old and worn out for us, ought to make way for a new science. I corrected all that was doubtful in my first work; I widened the field of controversy, and stated the historical questions in a firmer and clearer manner; finally, I substituted a calm language for my youthful style, stamped with a certain febrile ardour, and a superabundance of will which often went beyond the mark. My recent studies were put to use; they helped me to complete the criticism of the fundamental bases of the history of the two Frankish dynasties, and to fix the precise point at which the history of France, properly so called, begins. When, after treating the question of the accession of the third race, I came to that of
the enfranchisement of the Commons, this problem, which had occupied me ever since the opening of my historical career, detained me by an irresistible attraction: it was impossible for me to leave it before I had treated it under all its phases, by dissertation and by narrative; a subject in which, so to speak, were reflected all my plebeian sympathies. I seemed fulfilling a duty of filial piety, in relating the stormy life of the ancestors of French citizens; in reviving for my cotemporaries the obscure names of some outlaws of the twelfth century. It is thus that a point of discussion, touched upon in 1820, in a newspaper article, became this time the subject of half a volume. The first edition of the "Lettres sur l'Histoire de France" was published towards the end of 1827; the second edition appeared the year following. It was not a mere reprint, but a completely new arrangement, in which part of the work underwent such changes, that entire chapters, replaced by others, remained unemployed. During the course of the year 1828, I divided my time between this scrupulous revision and a project, the execution of which is still only prospective, but which will be, if it please God, the crown of my historical works. My brother Amédée Thierry was then finishing his history of the Gauls, one of those works of great and conscientious erudition, in which original documents are exhausted, and which remain the last result of science. He was going to give the public one half of the prolegomena of the history of France, the Celtic origin, the picture of Gallic migrations and that of Gaul under the Roman administration. I undertook for my share the other half, that is, the Germanic origin, and the picture of the great invasions which caused the downfall of the Roman empire in the west. I experienced heartfelt pleasure at the idea of this brotherly association, at the hope of attaching our two names to the edifice of our national history must repose. My brother's work has seen the light, and has made great way in the literary world; mine remains incomplete. I had entered with ardour into a series of researches quite new to me: had sought in the collection of Byzantine historians for the history of the Goths, Huns, Vandals, and other nations that took part in the dismemberment of the empire, when I found myself stopped by an obstacle stronger than myself. However extended these labours, my complete blindness would not have prevented my going through them: I was resigned as much as a courageous man can be; I had made a friendship with darkness. But other trials came; acute sufferings and the decline of my strength, announced a nervous disease of the most serious kind. I was obliged to confess myself conquered, and to save, if it was still time, the last remains of my health. I gave up work, and left Paris in October, 1828.

Such is the history of the ten most active and laborious years of my literary life. I have never found similar ones since, and have only been able to glean a few hours of work here and there amid long days of suffering. The period of rest which opened for me the year 1829 marks the limit of these two epochs, so different from one another. There is the end of my youthful career, and the commencement of a new one, which I pursue with courage, but with slow steps, much slower than formerly, but perhaps more surely. I began it by the definitive revision of my principal work, "The History of the Conquest of England by the Normans." I wished afterwards to resume and finish my history of "the Germanic invasions, and the dismemberment of the Roman empire." I attempted it; I exhausted all the resources of a provincial library, and I stopped for want of books. Then, making choice of a book, the materials of which were within my reach, I undertook a new "Series of Letters on the History of France," a work no longer of criticism, but of pure narrative, which should embrace in all its details of events, manners and characters, the
dramatic period in which the names of Frédegonda and Brunehilda predominated.

If, as I delight in thinking, the interest of science is counted in the number of great national interests, I have given my country all that the soldier, mutilated on the field of battle, gives her. Whatever may be the fate of my labours, this example I hope will not be lost. I would wish it to serve to combat the species of moral weakness which is the disease of our present generation; to bring back into the straight road of life some of those enervated souls that complain of wanting faith, that know not what to do, and seek everywhere, without finding it, an object of worship and admiration. Why say, with so much bitterness, that in the world, constituted as it is, there is no air for all lungs, no employment for all minds? Is not calm and serious study there? and is not that a refuge, a hope, a field within the reach of all of us? With it, evil days are passed over without their weight being felt; every one can make his own destiny; every one employ his life nobly. This is what I have done, and would do again if I had to recommence my career; I would choose that which has brought me where I am. Blind, and suffering without hope, and almost without intermission, I may give this testimony, which from me will not appear suspicious: there is something in the world better than sensual enjoyments, better than fortune, better than health itself; it is devotion to science.

Vesoul (Haute-Saône),
Nov. 10, 1834.
HISTORICAL ESSAYS.

ESSAY I.

REVOLUTIONS OF ENGLAND.

The situation of civilized men varies and renewes itself incessantly. Every century that passes over a people leaves a different mode of life, different interests, different wants from what it found. But in this succession of different states, language does not change so rapidly as things, and it is rare that new facts meet at any given point with new signs which express them. The interests which have just arisen are forced to explain themselves in the idiom of those which have disappeared and are not properly understood; present conditions are disguised beneath the expression given to former conditions, and either deceive or escape observation. Truth, truth is demanded of all who write on law, as if he who undertakes to speak to men about what they are, and what they have to do, had only to will to be truthful. But at every instant we are conquered by conventional formulas, and truth is buried beneath words. It is not astonishing that our ideas in politics should be still imperfectly fixed, when we only find to express them words twenty centuries old.

Sovereignty, submission, government, people, prince, subject, these words, with a few others in use for the last two thousand years, keep our ideas so thoroughly enthralled, that our most varying theories are in fact only words differently arranged. To speak of the sovereignty of the prince, or the sovereignty of the people, to prescribe the submission of the people to the prince, or the prince to the people; to say that subjects are made for governments, or governments for subjects, is always revolving in the same circle though in different directions; this is speculating equally on the supposition that these collected terms still represent something real and necessary, and that the relations which they have expressed subsist in our social state in accordance with our present nature and wants. It is equally a mistake, if the supposition is ungrounded; and this is what we must first examine. As men of the same civilization, we ought all to have but one voice on our civil relations, and on what each of us has the right to require from others. Why then are there so many controversies, quarrels, and social hatreds? It is because we want an exact language, fit to render our particular desires in a manner which should make itself understood by all. Wishes variously expressed appear opposed, when they best accord; the hostility of words is transferred to men. We think we are enemies, when in truth we are brothers, that is to say, yielding to the same interests, and carried away by the same inclinations. \textit{Long live the republic!} says one; \textit{long live the monarchy!} says the other; and at these words they cut one another's throats. Both doubtless meant to say, \textit{long live the welfare of mankind?} They would have embraced, had they been able to understand one another.

When new wants come to us, instead of studying them, and accounting for them to ourselves, we find it more convenient for our idleness to seize by chance some vague resemblance, between what we seek, what we wish to be, and what others have been before us. Because we feel ourselves driven out of our present condition by a modification of our faculties, because we are drawn forward, we throw ourselves backward. Instead of thinking that we are tending toward a new mode of being, new as the interests that excite us to change, we think ourselves rather called back to a past state from which our species has degenerated. Ancient wisdom, the instinct of primitive times, is loudly invoked, instead of appealing to the enlightenment of the present time, and our own inspirations.*

And no one agrees as to the times to which we must look back to find a right spirit and prudence; each has his favourite epoch to which he confines himself; and thence proceed quarrels. What is proclaimed as a necessary law is not the want which torments us, and which others feel also; it is the example we love and

* The American revolution is the only recent one which the love of antiquity has not led astray. The English adopted the customs of the Hebrews and primitive Christians; the French those of the Greeks and Romans. The degeneration of the human species in politics has been the favourite doctrine of writers, because it is more easy to praise the past than to explain the present; memory alone is required for it. Rousseau has said that the art of living in society was disappearing daily; Machiaveli had said it before him. Montesquieu himself was not far from entertaining this opinion.
that others reject. Let us go twenty centuries back; no, only ten; no, only a few years; this is what the various parties say; but reason says: Be what your nature demands; consult yourselves, and believe only yourselves.

The victorious party in this war of words and authorities, having become sole masters of the territory, constitutes, that is to say, history in hand, reorganizes certain arrangements of men, of which some remains subsist, or which centuries have completely destroyed. These scaffoldings raised up in spite of time, which destroys nothing in vain, no longer find their foundations, and fall down of themselves: this order imposed by violence is soon broken up by men who are not formed of a lifeless substance, flexible in all directions, and obedient to the hands of the artist.* When nature has resumed the superiority, and demolished the work of the legislator; when we return to this first question, what do we want? we have had experiences, and our feelings tell us: But what profit is experience alone? What will be the use of having learned that good is not where it was sought, if we do not reflect in ourselves to learn where it is? On escaping from one path of error we should fall into another; and naturally, it was sought, in vain, to guard against the errors we had committed. This previous question destroys nothing in your minds, no longer finds their place under the mixed system.
be mistaken who understood thereby that its situation is altogether propitious, that no action exercised over it, troubles, restrains, or dis- pleasures it: that it accepts its condition entirely, maintains itself in it with pleasure, and interdicts itself all change.

We enthusiastically admired the instinct with which the English people raised its constitution piece by piece, adding, curtailling, filling up gaps, harmonizing the parts until the systematic perfecting of the whole: we congratulated ourselves of the intellect of a period when this master-piece of modern wisdom was completed, and ready for imitation; we only desired to know it, and to transport it amongst us.

But the English have not made their constitution. They never had in view the design of dividing by generations the successive labours which were to complete their organization, finish their social condition, and bring them to the best system.* They did not perceive that there were three essential elements which had to be combined without being confounded, namely, monarchy, aristocracy and Democracy. It is not true, that by a premeditated design they reared over them a monarchy, and at the same time an aristocracy to oppose it; that they afterwards introduced a dose of democracy, which they increased little by little until it was on an equality with the other two principles, and symmetry was attained. These abstract speculations may delight a few thinkers by profession, but they occupy but little, people who are more material in their interests.

To live, enjoy their work, and exercise freely their faculties and industry, these are the objects of assembled men, and to which the English people, like all others, have endeavoured to attain. The way it has followed has been simple; it was only attacking all obstacles which interfered with its desires; it destroyed what it could. Such is its work, such its success; beyond that, it has no merit.

We must mistrust history. Too frequently the writer, instead of simply relating what passes before his eyes, represents to us what he imagines, and substitutes his ideas for facts, or perverts facts by connecting them with other foreign facts. It can be proved that for seven hundred years, all the minds of England were occupied in reconciling together the king, the peers and the commons, in order to rest afterwards and enjoy the spectacle; it can be proved that this idea proceeded from the Romans, whose institutions they wanted to obey and, finally, have two consuls in the person of a king, a senate in an upper chamber, and comitia in small in a lower one; it can be proved that they took for models the Germanic barbarians.

Everything may be proved by facts with the help of systems and allusions. Frequently history is nothing but one continuous lie, and un-

---

* The expressions of some writers. It is well to remark, that these magnificent terms of perfect society, and incomparable constitution, are signs of the little progress of political science. It is in this grand style that in all times ignorance has spoken of the first steps of the art; true knowledge has a more modest tone.
fortunately, whilst writers turn it at their pleasure, and make it a clothing for their thoughts, they present it to men as the true rule of action, as the intructress who teaches them how to live, magistra vitae; it is because they know that they are concealed behind it, and that, in extolling history, it is truly their own cleverness which they are praising.

Without proposing to the French the example of the English nation, without, however, denying that this nation was applicable to them: without bringing forward any species of resemblance in the situation of the two nations, but also without condemning the opinion of those who find some connection between them, we will endeavour to describe simply and truthfully the principal revolutions which have changed the condition of men in England. In this narrative we will throw off as much as we are able, all political bias; we will take no notice of the current ideas, or even of the words which are exchanged daily without their truth having been ascertained; finally, we will endeavour always to go back to facts, and let them speak for themselves.

We shall not be astonished if something odd and extraordinary is found in this history: the notions of the events have been too obscured, that truth will probably appear strange. We shall likewise not be astonished if some persons exclaim at our ill-nature. But we warn those who think themselves wounded, that they must lay the blame, not on the narrator, who is not free, and has no choice as to what he must say, but on the events which guide his pen, and of which he is only the interpreter.

CONQUEST OF ENGLAND BY THE NORMANS.—ORDER OF THINGS THEY ESTABLISHED.—THIS ORDER OF THINGS DEGRADED AND MODIFIED. STRUGGLE BETWEEN CLASSES OF MEN AND OPPOSITE INTERESTS.—GREAT NATIONAL REACTION.

The soil which the English nation inhabits, was invaded in the eleventh century by an army of Normans, who forced their entrance and settled on it. This army took possession of the soil and of the men who lived on it, as of an encampment, and of machines fitted to cultivate it. It spread over the country to support itself more easily; but it was divided without being dissolved; grades, military subordination, and all the means of assembling an army for a campaign were preserved. The army was even continued in the sons of those who composed it, and even in their sons' sons. Many centuries after the conquest, the descendants of the conquerors were encamped in the country, and organized in the same way as their ancestors: there was a principal chief, the heir of him who had conducted the expedition, and secondary chiefs and soldiers, descended from the officers and soldiers of the conquest.

The new captain, descended from the first one, either in the male or female line, took the name of king. The subordinate commanders had the title of barons. The remainder were called in Latin miles, and in English, knights or squires.

The primitive division of the soil had maintained itself with the distinction of ranks. The captain possessed several portions of land which his predecessor had taken for himself; and moreover, he had the power to dispose of the possession of all the rest, according to certain laws established by discipline, a privilege which he expressed by adding to his title the name of the country, calling himself king of England. In the same manner, the officers, who, according to their rank, occupied more or less extensive districts, and the soldiers who were settled in them, were distinguished by the names of their provinces or their domains.

The chief of the victorious army had declared himself proprietor of the soil and of the vanquished, in the name of God and of his sword; his successors called to witness God and their right: their right was inheritance. The lieutenants had as the title of their possessions, their right, the inheritance of their ancestors, with the permission of the chief. But which of these titles was decisive of property, must frequently have been doubtful; and then the chief considered has will as supreme law, and the officers their succession. It was the cause of frequent disputes.*

Such was in England the state of the sons of the conquerors; as to the sons of the vanquished, who were designated by the name of subjects, that is to say subjugated: they were also in the same condition as their fathers.

They had to nourish the multitude encamped amidst them. Their life was only valuable inasmuch as it was useful to the conquerors. The greater or less profit to be derived from a man, was the measure of his good or bad treatment. If industry did not produce sufficiently, the body was sold. The aborigines of England formed an article of exportation to Ireland and foreign countries. Each officer had at his command, agents entrusted with collecting the provisions he derived from his dis-

* Under the command of one of the successors of the conquerors, the Counte Varenne, who possessed twenty-eight towns and two hundred and eighty-eight manors, when interrogated upon his right of property, drew his sword, saying, "These are my titles. William the Bastard was not alone when he took possession of this soil; my ancestor was of the expedition." (Hume's History of England, vol. 1. Appendix H.)

† Subjects, from subjecere. This word did not signify political subordination, but subjection to the victors. Five hundred years after the conquest, this difference was still made. Queen Elizabeth, in her speeches to the Parliament, did not call subjects the men over whom she had only a pre eminence of authority, but she gave the name to the members of the House of Commons, to express that she had another sort of power over them.

The formula was: "My right loving lords, and you, my right faithful and obedient subjects." (Echard's Hist. of England.)

‡ Clarke, Glance at the Strength of England, chap. l.
trict, protecting their carriage, and opposing the resistance of those on whom the contribution was levied; with punishing abuses, preventing insurrections, and even suppressing the quarrels of the subjects: with repressing every offence, every insult on the person or on property, which they might commit against one another, in order that their bodies should be always fit to endure fatigue, that the capital on which they worked for their lord should not diminish, nor they be diverted from the care of producing what he wanted to take from them.

These agents, who were clerks, judges and executioners, composed what the lord called his court. The general thus had a court, a company of purveyors stationed in each of his domains; and he had, moreover, a roving court which went before him, when on certain occasions he went with his staff to inspect the quarters. It was necessary for him and his suite to find sufficient for them in all the places through which they passed; and the purveyors acquitted themselves so punctually of their office, that frequently, at the king's approach, the inhabitants retired hastily, with every thing they could save, into the depths of forests or other remote places.

His domestics, too, when sent upon business into distant parts of the kingdom, claimed the same privilege, and demanded a supply of provisions, in every town through which they travelled.*

These customs, authorized by the functions of the chief, whose duty it was to watch over every thing, were onerous to his lieutenants, who had so much the less to gain from their dependents, as the general had more for himself; for those who might suffice for one contribution, could not suffice for two at once. The officers were, therefore, interested in moderating the exactions of the general and his agents; and the general on his side, and for his own interest, for the common interest of the whole army, over whose preservation he had to watch, was led to prevent each officer from devouring too much in his province, in order that the country should not be too suddenly exhausted, and famine enter the camp.

(1200—1200.) Thence naturally resulted between the chief and his officers a struggle favourable in the end to the subjects, although neither the chief nor his officers thought of relieving them out of affliction. The barons, more strongly interested, because their personal subsistence was in question, were the first to raise their voices, and required the king to subscribe to an act by which they restrained his power of recruiting their men for the repairing of fortresses, bridges and roads; which limited the quantity of grain and cattle which the purveyors were to levy in their journeys, and interdicted the seizure of beasts of burden, of wagons and of agricultural implements; three acts of authority, for which the proprietor of the province where they were enforced always had to suffer; for either the men were carried away from labour, or the implements of labour were carried away from the men, or the fruits of labour perished. It was this compact, imposed by the lieutenants on their captain, which was called Magna Charta.*

The king then retaliated, and constrained the barons only to exact regular taxes from the conquered; he insisted that they should leave merchants liberty to travel; favoured the assembling of those who wished to practise their industry in common; took cities under his protection; gained new conducts, not from compassion, but for his own interest, and because every subject, whose labour was impeded, or who perished in it, to satisfy the wants of one person, caused a loss to the entire community of the conquerors.

Magna Charta and the statutes which succeeded it, were thus to the advantage of the conquered; but the terms alone show that their advantage was not the direct object, and that they were esteemed only like beasts of burden, whose preservation is desired. One article of Magna Charta forbids the destruction of houses, woods or men, without the special license of the proprietor.†

At certain epochs, either fixed or determined by the captain, there was a general meeting, and a sort of a review of the whole army. Every officer and soldier attended it; the chaplains were present at it. This assembly was called parlement, which means council, because explanations were made there, and counsel taken on the movements to be made both in and out of the country, on the distribution of posts, the means of maintaining themselves in peace in the midst of their subjects, and of obtaining the greatest quantity of provisions and money.‡

(1200—1300.) The subjects had to support themselves as well as their masters; always kept on the alert, and their minds always intent on the desire of being rich, and the difficulty of becoming so, they had promptly increased the power of their industry: manufactories had been started, cities enlarged. The conquerors

† Remarks on the History of England, vol. ii. If any one wishes to convince himself that the war of the barons against John Lackland was in no wise made for the subjects, he should read how the two parties treated the country in their rage and fury of combat. "Nothing was to be seen but the flames of villages reduced to ashes and the misery of the inhabitants; tortures exercised by the soldiery, and reprisals no less barbarous committed by the barons on royal demesnes. The king marching the whole extent of England, from Dover to Berwick, laid the provinces waste on each side of him, and considered every state which was not his immediate property as entirely hostile, and the object of military execution." (Hume's Hist. of England, ch. xi.)
‡ All the barons were forced to attend Parliament; the order was less severe for the soldiers and knights; for whom the journey was too expensive; their officers answered for them. This occasioned the assembly to be generally only a meeting of the state. It sometimes occurred that the entire army received orders to meet in some spot indicated by the chief. "There was also mention sometimes made of a crowd or multitude that thronged into the great council on particular interesting occasions." (Hume's Hist. of England, Appendix ii.)
then became unable to make the census of what each one possessed, and of what he might be deprived. As property was forever increasing, the accounts made soon ceased to be exact; it would have been frequently necessary to make new ones, or to resolve to lose on the receipts by putting on taxes according to former estimates. An expedient which should remove these difficulties, was naturally sought for, and found. It was in the cities that it was most difficult to estimate the value of movable riches; the subjects, therefore, inhabitants of towns, were compelled to choose a certain number among them to come to the Parliament, where the general, the lieutenants, chaplains and soldiers, were assembled, to reply to all the questions that might be made to them on the fortune of their borough, their city or their municipality; to say all that they could bear, and if there was any reason for exacting more. They were forced to sign the tax-deeds, in order that they should not afterwards resist the collectors, and defer or refuse payment, and were thus, in some measure, bound by their own oaths.*

The lowest class of the army, the knights, possessing only small portions of land, and unable, like their superiors, to take at discretion on the estates of the vanquished, had begun to practise industry; and to add the revenue of their own lands to that of the victors, they were assumed their manners; and in taking these men, they sat in common conference, with their officers, with the lords spiritual and temporal; after citizens and members of municipalities had been summoned to Parliament, the soldiers separated from their leaders, and uniting with the citizens, deliberated with them in a separate place.†

Such is the origin of the House of Commons in the English Parliament. The cities did not willingly send deputies; for they were forced to take upon themselves the expense of their subsistence during this long stay, far from their work and their affairs. The deputies did not present themselves willingly, for they were forced to suspend the occupations which maintained their families, to go and declare exactly, before masters whose arm they always saw raised, how much might in future be taken from the produce of their trouble and industry, without ruining them.‡

---

* The first call of the deputies of boroughs was made by the twenty-third statute of Edward the First in 1255. The sheriffs were enjoined to send to Parliament two deputies from each borough within their county, and these provided with sufficient powers from their community, to consent in their name to what he and his council should require of them (Hume's History, ch. xiii.)

† This union did not take place suddenly; and for some time the citizens who were called sat apart from the knights, as well as from the great barons and the court. Frequently, after answering the questions, and according to taxes, they returned home, although Parliament was not dissolved. (Hume's History, ch. xiii.)

‡ No intelligence could be more disagreeable to any borough, than to find that they must elect, or to any in

(1300—1400.) The convocation of delegates from the commons was found convenient, and became a custom: they were called every time levies of money were required. In the fourteenth century, the army commenced making excursions beyond the country, in order to acquire land and booty. For these enterprises, arms, baggage, and money were required. The citizens were often consulted.†

From frequently seeing their conquerors, the citizens feared them less. They no longer beheld the conqueror armed, and exacting under pain of death; he appeared like an ill-assured robber ready to capitate, and they began to think of making conditions. Engaged in more extensive industrial enterprises, the more pressing want of available capital kept them alive as to the demands: they became more sensitive about their property. The deputies brought the complaints of their constituents, and began to plead for them. Thus an institution destined to favour the exactors, became turned against those who had called it to their assistance, and tended to preserve the conquered from the capacity of their conquerors.‡

For a long period, the general of the army, the king, had only to appear or to speak, and the subject people at that aspect alone representing to itself all the horrors of invasion, pillage, burning, and massacre, quietly submitted and allowed itself to be struck, for fear that the least resistance should be punished by entire destruction.§ It was the natural subordination of the weak yielding to force. But when these times grew distant, when memory only feebly retraced them, when terror ceased to be the first impression, and men became able to reason before they feared, this subordination abated. The conqueror felt this; and that there might not be any thought of contending with him, and awaiting the effect after the threat, he called to the assistance of his will, instead of his determined authority, a mysterious power superior to all human force. From the moment that the idea of examining their masters'
actions entered the minds of the subjects, the masters conceived the idea of withdrawing their actions from all calculation.

(1600—1600.) They solemnly proclaimed their right as a sacred, a divine right. It was God who had drawn the sword, who had conquered by them, who purposed to maintain himself by means of them in his own causes. It was with this help that their commands presented themselves to the imagination of the vanquished. And all were then silent before a finger raised towards heaven, as formerly before a hand grasping the handle of the sword.

In the barbarism of the early periods, this divine sanction of conquered property had some use, by arresting with mysterious force the brigand seeking to possess, in presence of the brigand in possession; and thus ended wars, which, without this, would never have been ended. The Jewish customs consecrated these maxims, and the modern dogma of the divine right was founded on their tradition. But the new doctrine was far from resembling the ancient one. It was no longer the possessor turning to those who endeavoured to dispossess him, and saying, "Look not at my strength and yours; there is some one behind me stronger than you, and I, who possesses these things of which I have only the usufruct, and it is with him you will have to deal." A man said to another man: "You are mine; you have fallen to my share by a will superior to us: he who wills that I should possess you, beholds you, and maintains me." Conviction was necessarily obtained with greater difficulty.

However, the unfortunate subjects, perfectly astonished, believed, at first, and humbled themselves; when a priest proclaimed these axioms, no one ventured to doubt. Could the man by whom God usually expressed himself ever open his mouth without his words coming from God? But the time arrived when those who insisted that they should be acknowledged masters, did not think themselves sufficiently supported by the clergy alone, and endeavoured in some sort to strengthen the authority of faith by the authority of reason. They called together the lawyers, without seeing that thus defence was not suited to their cause, and that the ground on which they entrenched themselves would soon become the enemy's camp. Arranged in mysterious propositions, the divine right forbade all examination; to translate it into logical arguments was to provoke discussion and deliver it all up to controversy. The dogmatists found no adversaries,—the reasoners were assaulted by them. Every proposition put forward produced a contrary one. To those who proved by syllogisms that the conquerors had the right to possess the conquered, the conqueror replied in the same form, that they had no right to be possessed. "But God," said the first, "has given you to us;" but God," replied the second," had long before given us to ourselves.

Such was the situation of things, and the relations which existed between masters and subjects, when, in the year 1601, a lawyer, member of the House of Commons, speaking on the occasion of a subsidy demanded by Queen Elizabeth, thus commenced his discourse: "I marvel much that the House should stand upon granting of a subsidy, or the time of payment, when all we have is her majesty's, and she may lawfully at her pleasure take it from us: she hath as much right to all our lands and goods, as to any revenue of the crown." At these words he was interrupted by hoouings and shouts of laughter. The speaker ordered silence, and the lawyer again rising, maintained his first assertion, and pretended "that he could prove his former position by precedents in the time of Henry the Third, King John, King Stephen, etc."

The hooting then recommenced.*

Examples, indeed, would not have been wanting. But the murmurs of the House were a present example as affirmative as the others. In them could be seen that neither speeches nor evidences would ever be able to operate on English subjects the conviction which seized their ancestors at the sight of William the Bastard's sword in the hands of his son or grandson.

In those days, a swarm of jurisconsultes arose to demonstrate what cannot be demonstrated, power. Power declares itself by its exercise; it is a fact which reasoning neither creates nor destroys. All power that argues and maintains that it exists, decides that it has ceased to exist.

Already, in 1591, all the judges of England had made in concert a decree to transform into rights the deeds of the conquest, and revive by logic a material action, of which time had worn out the spring.

They declared what had declared itself three centuries before, that the conqueror was the lord and master, and that the conquered were at his mercy.†

* "That the soil, the inhabitants, and the industry of the country, existing for the wants, the subsistence, the comforts, and the luxuries of the conquering army, it was an incontestable right that the general, acting for the army, should dispose of the labour of the vanquished, should force it, prevent it, dispose of it in his own way; should have what he preferred manufactured, and prohibit what he did not like; that he should give exclusive privileges to those whose talent pleased him."

† "That the king had a lawful right to prevent..."
the transport of merchandise, to suspend sales, and to keep vessels prisoners in the ports, in order that exemption from these obstacles should afterwards be purchased.

"That no subject was to leave the conquered country without his consent, for fear the property of the conquerors should be deprived of the industry or person of the emigrant."[1]

"That the lower chamber having been created only for the convenience of the conquerors, its interference in levies of money was not absolutely necessary; that the general alone, by an order of the day, might seize where it pleased him, and by whom it pleased him, the provisions he might require, in the same way as private property is used during a campaign."

"That he had the right of declaring war on any city or district he pleased, and of treating men and things as on the day of an invasion."

"In a word, that the king, who was the supreme guardian of the conquest, having always to watch over its preservation, was to be the judge of whatever threatened it, and of the means of guarding it; that he consequently had the right to judge alone, to punish alone, to call to his assistance in his discretion whoever he thought fit, and to establish at pleasure tribunals for the preservation of the order established by victory."

"These acts of authority were called the royal prerogative; those who decreed this prerogative, decided at the same time that it was uncontestable, and that it was a crime to doubt it; prerogativam nemo audire disputare."[2]

But their assertion had no power against revolts interests: if the sword of conquest, the arm even of God, presented to the minds of the subjects, no longer subdued them, to what could a jurist, armed with his pen, pretend? Therefore the defence was not noticed, and they dared to contest it.

It seems as if, in the depths of misery, the want of amelioration acts less strongly on us than in a more bearable condition. When the first wants absorb our attention, the mind, weary with constantly thinking of them, unbends when they are satisfied, and is no longer capable of any other activity. But when we have not too much trouble for our existence, thought being less circumscribed, wanders elsewhere: we examine our situation more closely; we find more obstacles in it, because we have more desires, and torment ourselves for a change. As long as the subjugated men of England made only a pitiful income by their labour, they allowed themselves to be bound and despoiled without a murmur; they submitted to the prerogative. They were resigned under the Williams, when the conquerors had every thing, and the conquered nothing; they rebelled under James the First, when the riches of the commons were three times greater than those of the lords."

It was then that the conquest began to be questioned, and that voices were raised against its natural acts. The most natural of all was doubtless the tax which the conquerors exacted for their subsistence; they were the measures by which they acted on industry, on the property and the persons of the subjects, in order to increase their annual revenue, and make extraordinary profits: the struggle began by an attack on these measures.

The conquered first desired to free their property and industry; on all sides their industry was hindered; the prohibitions stopped all undertakings; the monopolies discouraged labour, and destroyed the establishments already founded; the tribunals, by their decrees, suspended all affairs; a man imprisoned secretly was ruined, and ruined his correspondents; the arbitrary justice which struck one industrious man, was hurtful by its consequences to those whom it spared. When the subjects had reached the point of feeling these relations between independence and riches, of feeling the ties of interest which bound them to one another, by the want which each one felt of the liberty of all, they united; they became a nation, they became a power.

For we must not imagine that there existed an English nation before this period. There was in England an encamped nation, a nation of strangers; but the natives had nothing but their misery in common. Each one, apart, served his master; he did nothing for his equals, who did nothing for him. It was a scattered multitude. Industry united them by mutual services rendered; industry inspired them with the desire of their common liberty."[3]

(Andrew 1603.) In this conjunction, the king at the head, not of his warriors, but of his chaplains, rose to strengthen the threatened conquest. Armed with theology, he maintained with his own lips, in the face of the commons, that God had declared victorious generals and their sons to be gods like himself: Divit iudicis Dei estis."

---

[1] Embargo on merchandise were another engine of royal power, frequent as late as the reign of Elizabeth. (Ibid. Appendix iii.)

[2] No man could travel without the consent of the prince. (Ibid.) "If a peasant takes refuge in a town," says the 54th statute of Edward the Third, "the principal officer must give him up; and if he is taken setting off to another country, he must be marked on the forehead with the letter F."

[3] The orders of the day, which were called proclamation, might extend to everything that concerned the relation of the conquerors and the conquered; every thing ordered in them was executed with the greatest rigour by a court called the Star Chamber. (Hume's Hist. Appendix iii.)

[4] This was martial law. Whenever there was any insurrection or public disorder, the crown employed martial law. (Ibid.)

[5] When the king himself was present, he was the sole judge, and all the others could only interpose with their advice. This court, composed of the privy council and the judges, possessed an unlimited discretionary authority of fining, imprisoning, and inflicting corporal punishment. (Ibid.)

[6] This was said in Parliament by an advocate of the
By advancing such pretensions, he drew upon himself alone the anger and efforts of the subjects; he devoted himself or his successor for the cause of which he was the leader. The quarrel thus became engaged between the House of Commons, the deputies of the subject people, and the king, who put himself forward, only leaving to the privileged nation the care of assisting him on pressing occasions. The commons declared in the name of all the subjects, their unanimous will no longer to endure either the monopolies or taxes imposed on provisions. They represented that the taxes went on increasing, and the impediments growing greater; that it was necessary to stop at last, and to reflect that if the subjects exhausted themselves with labour, it was not only to furnish materials for taxes; that they wished also to live for themselves, to work for themselves, and to enjoy themselves the fruits of their labour.*

To all requests of the subjects, the king answered only by one word, the only one which he could answer, I use my prerogative.† The commons then drew up bills, in which, by abolishing customs which constrained them, they touched the prerogative. But the House of masters, or lords, took care not to sanction these resolutions: they stood at their post, assembled round their leader, and supported him by their resistance. The same classes of men who had formerly met, sword in hand, now, after the lapse of six centuries, found themselves in presence of one another, fighting a war of words and intrigues, before coming to force, the last of reasons.

The commons did not give way; bills followed each other in crowds; the power of the orders of the day, or proclamations, and the authority of the tribunals were attacked; but it was useless labour. The lords stopped every thing by their refusal to sanction the decisions; and the king, on his side, imprisoned the members who raised their voices, in virtue of that very authority which they were labouring to destroy.‡

(L. d. 1614—1621.) However, these debates wearied him; he dissolved the Parliament, hoping that the new members would be more docile. In order to prepare them, he instructed them in these words at the beginning of the session:—"Your privileges were derived from the grace and permission of our ancestors and us, (for the most of them grew from precedents, which shows rather a toleration than inheritance;) yet we are pleased to give you our royal assurance, that as long as you contain yourselves within the limits of your duty, we will be as careful to maintain and preserve your lawful liberties and privileges as ever any of our predecessors were; nay, as to preserve our own royal prerogative."§

The commons might have answered, "The facts which you mention are exact: we do not mean to deny them. Your ancestors conquered us: we were a plunder of war for them; they found it convenient that we should become more free; they loosened our bonds, as they would have drawn them tighter, in the view of their sole interest; they granted us some freedom; now we require more. Do you think yourselves strong; refuse, and we shall then see. If you feel yourselves weak, submit to the fate of all worn-out authority, and give way. There are here neither rights to claim, nor rights to defend; it is the destiny of all human things which have limits." But instead of expressing themselves with this truthfulness, and braving the event, the commons eluded them. They found it better to reply to the king in his own language, and, like him, to attribute rights to themselves. They protested "that the liberties, franchises, and jurisdictions of Parliament," which they demanded for themselves and their constituents, are the ancient and undoubted birthright and inheritance of the subjects of England.† It was a fiction similar to that practised by the advocates of the conquerors, when they sought their reasons against the conquered elsewhere than in the eternal fact of the conquest, the will to maintain it, and the strength to sustain this will. Either party left the realities behind, and confined itself to abstractions; this rendered the war less open, and its objects less precise: we shall see its consequences.

Each party, recruited itself under names which indicated its nature, origin and pretensions; those who sided with the conquered, called themselves the country party; the others, the court party.‡ James I. left his son, not what he had received at his accession, that is to say, the direction of a plunder but slightly contested as yet by those who suffered it, but what the conqueror had formerly bequeathed to the first of his successors, the command of a party which was to subsist on the labour of the inhabitants, and to whom the inhabitants were perfectly ready to refuse subsistence.

Force alone could entirely end this quarrel, and yet each party deferred the struggle. They endeavoured mutually to convince each other, and to make their adversary agree to what was required of him. The partisans of the country pretended that they had never been conquered, and that they had supported the others out of kindness, and not from constraint. Those of the court maintained that the former had always been their subjects, that it was their natural condition, and that nothing had, nor should in future mitigate for them the rigour of that state, except the will of their masters. But interest which did not rest, from time to time mixed up some more decisive assaults with this conflict of argument and replies. Men's wills were harshly expressed.

(L. d. 1625.) The first subsidy which the new king, Charles I., demanded of the Commons, was granted so sparingly, that it was rather, says Hume, a cruel mockery than a support; the second was formally refused.¶

The king declared to the Commons that, "if

regal power; the king himself maintained this doctrine in his speeches and writings. (Ibid. ch. xiv. and xivii.)
‡ Ibid. ch. xvi.
§ Ibid. ch. xxi.
¶ Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid. ch. i.
they should not do their duties, in contributing to the necessities of the state, he must use those other means which God had put into his hands. "

These words, wants of the state, made the members of the Commons reflect: were the wants of the party of the ancient conquerors simply in question, or was it some interest which they had in common with the subjugated? What was the state? It was necessary that this question should first be put and solved.

(Acts. 16128.) In order to find out what he who had pronounced the word state, really meant by it, the House drew up a bill, in which it assumed the power of controlling all demands for money and of refusing or granting, according as it saw the interests of its constituents included or not in the interest of the state. This bill was called the Petition of Rights.

The Commons demanded, "that all manner of raising money which should appear like a requisition of war, should be abolished; and that if in the expenses, the affairs of those who paid were not entirely disregarded, the king would please to subject himself to the indispensable condition of all public contributions, to the free consent of the taxed or the causers of that consent; and thus, that no one could be forced to assist any tax, loan or benevolence, which had not been granted by the House of Commons." This petition struck a decisive blow. If the victorious class did not accede to it, fighting must ensue; if it did accede, it was deprived of every thing, its means of existence, of pleasure, of luxury, of its very honour, which it made to consist in skirrmishing in foreign lands. All this must have been renounced; for it would have been too difficult a task to persuade the subjects that they derived any profit from it. The energy which the Commons displayed, determined the conquerors to adopt the latter alternative, but it was not without trouble. The Lords, in approving the Petition of Rights, endeavoured to annul it by a clause in which the sovereign power was recognized. The king hesitated long before signing this compact, which his situation forbade him to maintain.  

(Acts. 1629.) A few months later, he recommended raising of his own private authority, the rights of tonnage and poundage, declaring to the Commons that he was compelled to it by necessity. The merchantizes of those who, trusting in the Petition of Rights, refused to pay, were seized and confiscated. The Commons were indignant at this violation of a treaty, which, however, could not fail of being violated; "those who levied tonnage and poundage were declared capital enemies. And even merchants who should voluntarily pay these duties, were denominated betrayers of English liberty, and public enemies."  The king, provoked, saw no help but in force. He dissolved the house, imprisoned some members, summoned others before the privy council: on their refusal to appear, he inflected fines on them, and gave his collectors orders to violate private dwellings.†

The existence of those whose only means of support was the taxes raised on the subjects, became daily more difficult. This council of citizens which had been established to render accounts, now demanded them; it chose to scrutinize the wants it had to supply. The king resolved to call no more of these inconvenient assemblies. One of his ancestors had made a decree enjoining the cities not to fail to elect, and the elected men not to fail to assemble. Things had changed since the Richards.‡

(Acts. 1630.) A statute of Edward II. ordered that every subject possessing an income of twenty pounds sterling, was bound, at the king's command, to supply him with men and munitions. The Commons demand, "that all manner to say, to enlist himself in the militia, or pay his exemption from that service. This was a means of recruiting for the conquerors, who thus compelled the conquered to become the instruments of their own oppression. Charles I. revived this decree: he expected from it either a reinforcement of men, or some assistance of money to his party; but he was deceived in this hope. The time was past when the conquered, rendered selfish by the excess of their misery, esteemed themselves happy in obtaining some security against oppression, by betraying the cause of their brethren in misfortune. This cause had become sacred to them ever since they had hoped to make it triumph. They no longer sought for safety in escaping from the ranks of those who were perishing; they were determined that all should be saved, or all die. §

(Acts. 1634.) It was necessary for the army encamped in England to maintain fleets for its expeditions and defence. The money which these expenses required was levied on the inhabitants of the coast and seaports, under the name of ship-money. The king levied this tax on the whole country at once, and decreed this new measure in the name of the national honour and safety.‖

National honour and safety . . . ; what did these words, addressed to subjects, mean? That it was to their advantage that those who possessed the country should be preserved by their naval force from being driven out of the kingdom, and be enabled to acquire possessions in foreign lands! The subjects did not require much reflection to feel that this interest might affect the nation of the conquerors, but in no degree affected them. Their national safety consisted in being worked no longer; their national honour consisted in succeeding in the design they were prosecuting: ships were not wanted for this.

The king, anxious to discourage the opposition by all possible means, had proposed this

---

* "Take not this for a threatening," added the king, "for I scorn to threaten any but my equals." (Ibid. ch. 11.)
† That no man hereafter be compelled to make or yield any gift, loan, benevolence, tax, or such like charge, without common consent by act of Parliament, and that none be confined, or otherwise molested or disinquieted, for the refusal thereof. (Ibid.)
‡ Ibid.
§ Ibid.

---

† Ibid.  † Ibid. ch. iii.  ‡ Ibid.  § Ibid.  ‖ Ibid.
question to the judges: "Whether, in a case of necessity, for the defence of the kingdom, he might not impose this taxation, and whether he was not sole judge of the necessity?" The judges replied in the affirmative.*

But notwithstanding the king's expressed will, notwithstanding this declaration, which gave his will some sort of legal foundation, courageous minds would not give way. It was then that Hampden appeared: he refused to submit to the tax. He was accused and condemned.†

At this condemnation, the subjects were all roused. Hampden had roused them, at the peril of his fortune and his life. "We have been children," was everywhere exclaimed; "formerly we were struck, and we hung down our heads: we are now men. We have lived so many centuries for others, is it not time to live for ourselves? We are millions, and they, how many are they?"§

(1640.) The king was making war against the Scotch; the English people showed itself discontented with this war, and disposed to refuse everything as long as it was carried on. The king, in a speech to the House of Commons, in speaking of the Scotch, pronounced the word rebels; § the Commons were greatly offended.

Justice was the weapon employed against the subjects; the Commons employed it for their benefit; they declared delinquents all military commanders, who, under pretext of the public safety or expense, had exercised military power in the counties; all who had levied ship-money and taxes on provisions; all who had concurred in the decrees of the extraordinary tribunals; all who possessed monopolies by the king's patent, and those who had judged Hampden.]

Since its institution, the House of Commons had frequently presented petitions, in which it exposed the sufferings of the conquered, humbly requesting that attention should be paid them, and that they should be treated with a lighter hand. In 1640, the Commons drew up a general remonstrance on the state of the people of England; but it was not addressed to the king or the Lords, but appealed to the nation itself. It was the first time that such a signal of rallying had been raised. This composition contained a recapitulation of all the abuses of power, which they were not disposed to suffer any longer; those whom they had supported until then, were spoken of in it as of insatiable men always receiving gifts, and who, far from being thankful, returned those benefits by outrage and oppression. Everything in it breathed of hatred and anger. The House of Commons had it printed and published without submutting it to the Upper House, the affairs of which they looked upon as quite apart from their own, and those of their constituents.*

To establish a barrier between the interests which it considered inimical, it ordered resistance to the power which the king exercised, of giving places to the subjects and recruiting his armies among them. It demanded that, in the event of a war, each man should find himself at the disposal of his party, and that there should be no forced coalition between the conquered and the conquerors.†

The bills containing these dispositions were not carried up to the House of Lords, who were careful not to change any of the ancient customs, on which their existence depended, and who rallied round their chief, the representative of their common interests. It was their duty to press round him, and make a body together against the revolt of their dependants.‡

A remarkable thing was, that the House of Commons went so far as to sanction by its will the lords' refusal to participate in the acts it drew up: "It is in the name of the inhabitants of this land," said they, "and for them that we act, and we have the mission to do; we are their representatives, chosen by them. But by what right should you mix yourselves up with their affairs? What is there in common between you and the nation? You are nothing but individuals. We will act alone, we will decide alone; you will see our decisions; and if they offend you, you can demand an account of them, and we will answer you."§

Meanwhile, parties were growing more exasperated; the hour of force was about to strike. The House of Commons ordered a guard; the king dismissed it; and as they murmured, in order not to declare himself too soon their enemy, he offered them a new guard, under the command of one of his officers; but "they absolutely refused the offer, and were well pleased to insinuate that their danger chiefly arose from the king himself."¶

(1642.) Five members of the Commons were accused, in the king's name, of having wished to overthrow the established order of things in this country, to deprive the king of his power, to render him odious to his subjects, and to withdraw part of his soldiers from their allegiance. Hampden was among the accused. The house took the liberty of its members under its protection, and refused to deliver them up to the sergeant-at-arms. The king came in person, and the House repeated its refusal. The accused retired to the city, and the armed citizens guarded them all night.¶

The next day the king attended the common council, and in passing through the streets, he heard the cry, "Privilege of Parliament! Privilege of Parliament!" resounding from all quarters. This was the way in which the people

* Ibid.  † Ibid.  ‡ Iniquitous taxes, they said, are supported by arbitrary punishments; and all the privileges of the nation transmitted through so many ages, and purchased by the blood of so many heroes and patriots, now lie prostrate at the feet of the monarch. He is but one man; and the privileges of the people, the inheritance of millions, are too valuable to be sacrificed to him. (Ibid.) § Ibid. ch. liv.  || Ibid.
expressed itself when it agreed with the House of Commons.†

The inhabitants of the counties sent numbers of addresses to the Commons; they demanded to arm; they swore to live and die for their defence.‡

This had gone to such an extent, that the sword alone, which judges without appeal, could decide between the parties. It was necessary that the event of a combat should destroy or revive what a combat had formerly founded. The Commons made magazines of ammunition; they enjoined the officers of the paid army to receive no orders but from themselves, that those who were subjects by birth should return to their natural party. They sent similar messages to the governors of sea-ports and fortresses. The king retired to York.† He sought a favourable encampment, and assembled his forces. Those whose birth made them his companions in arms, flocked to him from all quarters, and exhorted him to save himself and them from that ignominious slavery with which they were threatened.§ The Commons attempted, for the last time, an impossible arrangement; they wanted a bill passed, of which the first clause was that subjects should be allowed arms. The king refused. "Should I grant these demands," said he, "the title of majesty may be continued to me; but as to true and real power, I should remain but the outside, but the picture, but the sign of a king. War on any terms was esteemed, by the king and all his counsellors, preferable to so ignominious a peace."†

All transaction was then broken off. The subjects armed, invoking their wants, their wills, and their union. The king, attesting his past fortune and long rule, God and his right, erected near Nottingham the standard of the Norman chief, the signal of the war declared to the country.¶

Each man, whose ancestors had made a part of the invading army, left his castle to go to the royal camp, and assume the command which his title assigned him. The inhabitants of the towns and sea-ports flocked to the opposite camp. It might be said, that the raving cries of the two armies were, on one side, idleness and power; on the other, industry and freedom: for all those without employment, all those who desired no other occupation than that of enjoying themselves without trouble, enlisted, whatever their race, in the royal troops, where they were about to defend interests similar to their own; whilst those families of the race of the ancient conquerors, who practised industry, joined the party of the Commons.**

It was for these positive interests that the war was kept up on either side. The rest was all appearance or pretence. Those who engaged in the cause of the subjects were mostly Presbyterians, that is to say, that they would bear no yoke, not even in religion. Those who supported the opposite cause were Episcopalian or papists; they liked to find, even in the forms of worship, power to exert and taxes to levy on men.*

(1643—1646.) The royal party was victorious at Stratton, Roundway Down, and Crockedy Bridge, and defeated at Edge Hill, Marston Moor, Newbury, and finally at Naseby.†

In every province which the royal army passed through, it made the inhabitants feel that they were re-conquered; it took their property; the parliamentary army respected men and property; its presence freed them.‡

Severe discipline, the subordination of the ancient conquerors, reigned among the first: each man had his place marked out beforehand; he remained in it, acknowledging his superiors as well as his inferiors. Amongst the others there frequently were divisions and disobedience. This was, because each, devoted to the independence of all, endeavoured to anticipate it for himself, and at least taste of liberty when on the point of dying for it. "They were not," they said, "mere janizaries; mercenary troops enlisted for hire, and to be disposed of at the will of their paymasters?§ and these disorderly troops overthrew disciplined battalions.

Conferences were several times attempted, but without success. The subjects always demanded to remain armed; the king persisted that this right should belong to himself and his own party alone. The war continued.

(A. D. 1648.) At last, after a defeat, the king, pursued by the parliamentarians, fell into the camp of the Scotch subjects who delivered him up to the subjects of England. He took refuge in the Isle of Wight; he was seized there and imprisoned.¶ The leader of the enemy was a captive; what was the victorious party to do?

Every officer of the defeated army interposed in this war, not only on account of the leader, but also on his own account: the war was to continue; moreover, the son of the leader was there, and custom appointed him his successor.

Thus, in whatever manner the prisoner was disposed of, the same state of events remained: it was still necessary to fight the quarrel out. The strangers who had invaded England, had massacred all those who would not consent to become machines to feed them. The English, freeing themselves at the end of six centuries, were not to see in that an example for themselves. Their duty was to offer an asylum and labour to the defeated conquerors; and if such offers were refused by them, to send them out of the country.

(A. D. 1649.) Unfortunately, in the quarrels of men, humanity rarely makes itself heard; useless reprisals follow the necessary violence. The king was judged and condemned to death.

There was no other natural motive for that sentence than the will of those who had con-

---

* The Whigs considered all religious opinions with a view to politics. Even in their hatred of Popery they did not so much regard the supression or imposition of that unpopular sect, as its tendency to establish arbitrary power in the State. (Fox's History of the Reign of James the Second.)
† Hume's Hist. ch. lvi. lxi. lvii.
‡ Ibid. ch. lxii.
§ Ibid. ch. lxx.
|| Ibid.
The prisoner knew the facts better. He knew "that he himself was their native hereditary king; nor was the whole authority of the state entitled to try him, who derived his dignity from the Supreme Majesty of Heaven. That those who arrogated a title to sit as his judges, were born his subjects."*  

This suppositional treaty which the subjects advanced, was of a kind to be turned against them some day. The son of the prisoner might in his turn, if he was the conqueror, say, "The tacit contract which existed between you and my father, on the sole ground that he was James's son, exists between you and me, because I am his son. I have, on your own confession, the right to dispose of you and your property in the same measure that you had prescribed to my predecessor. I take this right according to your words. The justice which you exercised against him I shall exercise against you. He died justly, you say, for having aspired to more power; you, also, shall die justly, if you aspire to more liberty."* 

---

ESSAY II.  

ON THE CHARACTER OF THE GREAT MEN OF THE REVOLUTION OF 1640, A PROPOS OF THE HISTORY OF CROMWELL, BY M. VILLEMAIN.

Under the title of the history of Cromwell, M. Villemain has written a complete history of the revolutions of England, from the commencement of the debates between public opinion and King Charles the First, until the return of Charles the Second. Cromwell figures in that great scene amongst many other men. The author could not present him alone; and if Cromwell does not appear to command all that surrounds him, it is the fault of facts, not his. To a just and sincere historian, Cromwell is not the hero of his own history. Cromwell has a rival, whose fortunate or unfortunate destiny affects the mind of the reader more than victories, stratagems, or blows; this rival is liberty; liberty, already full of life in the hearts of energetic men, when Cromwell was nothing: liberty, greater than Cromwell in his greatness even when he trampled her, faint and expiring, under his feet.

Some critics have poetically lamented that the great figure (thus they call Cromwell) did not appear sufficiently in this work. To give some value to this remark, the precise places in the book should have been pointed out where he ought to have appeared and did not; to speak clearly, the altered facts, or omitted circumstances, should have been placed under the eyes of the public. Without these, the reproach made to the historian is void, and it seems only to have been made for the pleasure of venturing the pompous expression of the great figure, which is an insult to the Revolution of 1640, and to those which have had the same fate.

There is, perhaps, no country where the events of the history of Cromwell have been read less than in France; and there is no country where it is so intrepidly affirmed that Cromwell was a great man. Very little memory is required to discover whence comes this respected opinion, and that it is with us a part of the traditions of the old régime. At the time that the Englishman Sydney daily called Cromwell a tyrant, and acted consistently with this repeated malediction, at that very time the French minister Mazarin acknowledged him to be the genius of the century, and the King of France, Louis XIV., spoke to his ambassadors with uncovered head. Such are the imposing opinions which have doubtless formed our own. Sydney's judgment has disappeared before these great authorities. What is indeed a rebel in presence of two great statesmen of what weight can be the reason of him who only knew how to die for liberty, compared with the reason of those who knew how to govern long and

* ibid.
peacefully? Sydney, it is true, has a guarantee of his judgment on Cromwell in the real sentiments of the English people, expressed by ten years of continual insurrections. But Louis XIV. and Mazarin had on their side Christina, Queen of Sweden, who admired Cromwell for having turned out the Parliament; the King of Portugal, who tenderly called him his brother; the King of Spain, who tried to persuade him to make himself king, and offered his assistance; and the Prince of Conti, who spoke of Richard, Cromwell's son, as of the meanest of mankind, because he only knew how to be a citizen. It is to be supposed that the name of his father attaches itself to the name of Cromwell in the mind of those who know nothing of him but his name, is the work of the men in authority, and the writers in support of that authority. Clarendon, absent from England during all the revolution, admires on returning with Charles II. the destruction of liberty, the dejection of the general mind, the easy obedience, and the enormity of the taxes and army; and seeing this, he celebrates in a book written for the king, the great things which the usurper has done. The poet Cowley, who had been present at the creation of these great things, and had suffered his share of them, does not rejoice quite so much as Lord Clarendon; when he wants to speak of the Protector, his pen only finds these words of gloomy energy: "That man made a jest of our sufferings." The name of Mazarin's hero was during his lifetime very much the fashion at courts, and very little so among the nations. We were not a nation then; but the people of Holland were; and it may be seen in the books of the period, what was thought and said there respecting the destroyer of English liberty. We are a nation at the present day; this is doubtless not a reason for us to believe what others have believed, but it is one for us to read seriously, to think for ourselves, and throw off the yoke of the admiration of Louis XIV. and the anathemas of the Prince of Conti.

We love liberty, we seek it; yet the names of those who have loved and sought it are as unknown to us as if they had never existed. How many of us know Ludlow, Harrison, Van Leeuwenhoek, and even the great Sydney. A French mouth would find a difficulty in pronouncing these foreign names; but our children learn to lisp the name of the Protector Cromwell. The Gauls had said truly: "Woe to the conquered!" Human opinion is often unfaithful to the cause of humanity. In the presence of the victorious chief of a revolution, when the field of battle is cleared, when the victor is the only man displaying himself, the remembrance of this great defeat is reduced in our minds to a few deceived hopes, a few convictions belied, a few vanished chimeras. Our interest, which always requires to be excited by some perceptible being, is easily lost on metaphysical subjects; and for want of food, is bestowed on the success of the conqueror, on the success of our own enemy. We rejoice in his joy; we join our voice to the acclamations which proclaim our nothingness. Such is the fatal force of human feeling; the French have experienced it.

But we must know that these hopes are not pure abstractions or chimeras of liberty, with the destinies of which we find it so difficult to sympathize. They had taken root in the hearts of men; they had fastened themselves invincibly there; they could not cease to exist without those hearts having ceased to beat. This is what we should never forget.

M. Villeneuve's merit is that of having been more just than blind fate, and having raised up those she had thrown down; historian of the conqueror, he has made himself the friend of the conquered; he has placed under our eyes, by the side of the most glaring crimes, which throws of liberty, the picture of its various struggles, and of the virtues which defended it. The constancy and misfortunes of patriots, the energetic protestations of cities, the resistance of a simple merchant, the obscure sufferings of a writer, occupy a great place in his pages. He has not forgotten to celebrate the great characters and perilous enterprises of those who were indignant that English liberty should be lost after so much blood shed in its cause. Those who have criticised his work have little noticed this care, which is one of the author's best qualities to public esteem. Among so many happily sketched characters, the only one which appears to have struck any body is that of Admiral Blake. Is it because Blake commands, is victorious, and runs down Dutch ships? Is it because he said to his sailors, "that they ought not to meddle with what was passing in London, but only occupy themselves about foreigners?" Is it that in effect the type of a public man is a general gaining battles, and bearing in him that political passiveness which illustrates the despotism of a master in the name of the glory of his native land? We think not; and we go to France if she still thought it.

Why has not Bradshaw been remarked sooner, who, when Cromwell had turned out the Parliament, said to him openly: "Parliament is not dissolved; know, that beneath heaven there is no authority but its own which has the power to dissolve it!" Ludlow, who said to Cromwell's own son, I should detest my own father, if he were in the place of yours; who, when threatened by Cromwell with being sent to the Tower, calmly contested his right to order an arrest, and said: "A justice of the peace might do it, for he is authorized by the law; but you are not," who thought himself guilty in having a place as soon as liberty was destroyed, and replied to the trivial objection, that by abandoning his post he lost the opportunity of doing good, "It is wrong to aid the usurpation of Cromwell; and I will not do evil, even that good may come of it!" Harrison, who for his part determined to be poor and persecuted; who braved Cromwell's hatred without yielding, and without complaining? Hutchinson, who, pressed by Cromwell to accept a place and favours, replied: "I will not enrich myself by assisting to enslave my country!" Colonel Rich, who, called before Cromwell as minister of state, obstinately refused the oath to undertake nothing against his person and power? Sydney, inflexible under Cromwell as under Charles the First! Lilburn, mu-
tilated by order of King Charles the First for
having dared to write, and who thus marked
with the reprobation of tyranny, braved it again
by writing under Cromwell. Tyranny did not
forget him: "he died in prison," eloquently says
M. Villermain, "a martyr to liberty under all
authorities, and treated as a chimera and
senseless mind by those who cannot conceive
resistance to the strongest."

All these men, and many others whose names
might be mentioned, inhabited prisons under
Cromwell; and those among them who survived
the sufferings of imprisonment, and were un-
able to escape from their country, stained with
blood the scaffold under Charles the Second.

Such are those who suffered: does any one
wish to know what he was in comparison, who
had fortune on his side, and for whom glory is
now to be demanded? It suffices to follow him
in his actions, and to repeat some of his words;
the reader can decide between them.

Already, in 1644, Cromwell, then only an
officer, endeavoured to prejudice the cause of
liberty by exciting an ill-feeling between the
English and the Scotch, who had come to assist
the English against the designs of Charles the
First. In 1645, he was lieutenant-general; clubs
of armed citizens had assembled to preserve
property from the pillage inseparable upon war;
Cromwell put them down in several places; and
when he met with any resistance, he caused his
soldiers to attack them. In 1648, when the Par-
liament, seeing hostilities at an end, and the king
a prisoner, wished to disband the army, Crom-
well openly excited sedition among the troops;
sought to corrupt the officers, telling them
that it was a disgraceful thing to serve a Parlia-
ment, and that it was preferable to be in a gene-
ral's pay; he indecently repeated that the Com-
mons would not keep themselves quiet, until the
army had pulled their ears for them. In 1647,
Cromwell took possession of King Charles
the First, the prisoner of the English, and nego-
tiated with him to sell him the support of the
army against the nation. He promised to pur-
ge the House of Commons, so as to give it the
constitution necessary to the interests of his ma-
astery.

In 1648, when some young citizens of Lon-
don came to the bar of the House of Commons
to present petitions against the military power,
and to demand that the House should make a
treaty with Charles the First, in the name of the
nation, Cromwell, at the head of his dragoons,
drove them through the streets, ordering the
soldiers to spare neither women nor children.
In the same year, irritated at the king's negoti-
ating with some Scotch envoys, he raised up
the army against him, and after having driven
all the energetic men out of the House of Com-
mons, and subdued the rest by terror, he sent to
the scaffold, in virtue of a sentence of the Par-
liament, the man with whom he had negotiated
against that very Parliament.

In 1649, he caused those men of his army to
be put to the sword and shot, who, remembering
that they had fought for liberty, claimed it
in England's name. In 1650, he exercised in
Ireland the right of war of barbarian times, put-
to the sword all the garrisons which sur-
rrendered: become master of the country, he
banished all its inhabitants into one single, de-
serted, and uncultivated province, in which they
were ordered to remain under penalty of death;
and he divided the rest of the soil among his
soldiers. In 1652, he wished to make himself
king: "Your plan," answered those to whom he
confided it, "is opposed to the wishes of the na-
tion; you will have nine persons out of ten
against you." "Probably so," said Cromwell;
"but if I disarm the nine first, and put a sword
into the hands of the tenth, will not that an-
swer?" In 1654, the Tower of London was full
of republican prisoners. In 1655, in a trial in
which Cromwell was interested, he subpenaed
the jury by his particular orders; a judge dis-
missed this illegal jury; the protector loaded
this courageous man with reproaches, and let
fall these words: "You are not made to be a
judge." In 1656, he circulated threats against
the electors who should give their vote to men
who were not devoted to him. He five times
drove away by armed force the representatives
of the nation; he first imprisoned eleven mem-
bers, then thirty-nine, at last all those of the for-
mer patriots who would not join his tyranny, and
the officers who, after having served the Parlia-
ment, became suspicious from their inaction.

He trampled pitilessly on the two funda-
mental securities of social existence, liberty of
thought, and justice of judgment. He was
def
t to the complaints of the friends of the na-
tion, who when he took his first steps in power,
said to him, through the lips of Milton: "Re-
spect the hope of the country, respect the pre-
sence and the wounds of so many brave men,
who have fought for liberty with thee; respect
the opinion of other nations, and the great idea
they entertain of this republic, which we have
so gloriously erected." But those whom he
persecuted were calm in the midst of their ad-
versity, and he was restless, as if he had thought
himself condemned to death by a decree of hu-
manity binding to all men, and had expected the
executioner every moment. His mother could
never hear the sound of fire-arms without start-
ing, and naming him, and he never went out
except armed under his clothes.

In the following article, we shall consider the
general character of parties in the English Revo-
lution, as we have first considered the charac-
ter of individuals; M. Villermain's work appears
to us remarkable also in this point of view.
ESSAY III.


What was Cromwell's talent? what were Charles I.'s faults? How did one gain power? how did the other lose it? Was it hypocrisy or fanaticism which made the fortune of the first? was it too sudden a recourse to force, or the ill-advised employment of cunning, which destroyed the fortune of the second? These are questions which are often proclaimed as the fundamental points which the history of the English Revolution ought to solve. These various problems would doubtless furnish good precepts on the art of becoming a despot, and on that of maintaining despotic power: but it is not easy to say what profit those would derive from in their resistance to the enemy; maintaining despotic power: but _t_ is not easy and as their only answer, the form of reason and justice in exchange for the hostilities of oppression: they were dismissed and deceived; and they then appealed to the sword as to the last of arbitrators. War ensued, and liberty was victorious. The chief of the power surrendered; he then became more tractable, and his conquerors commenced stipulating with him the conditions of peace. Such was the first epoch of the English Revolution.

But during the distractions of war, liberty was forgotten, even by those who fought for it. They insisted on remaining armed, and making the citizens obey them. These became indignant, and as their only answer, the former offered their resistance to the enemy; they proposed to the king to retrieve his defeats, and restore his authority, on condition that they should share it. The debates produced by this plot fill up the second epoch. The army wanted to sell itself dear: the king wanted to buy it cheap. The king secretly attempted other alliances; but he was weak, the army was strong: the army resolved to punish him; and taking on itself alone the care of ruining the dawn of liberty, sacrificed to its own fortune him with whom it had endeavoured to ally itself. From that period, the army reigned as the court had reigned; it reigned with a variety of license for the soldiers, and of despotism for their leaders; but the oppression of the citizens was uniform and constant: such was the third epoch.

The fourth epoch commenced at the death of Cromwell, with divisions in the army: the spirit of liberty re-appeared among the people; but the army, upon this menacing resurrection, returned to their old plan of a league with the Royalists; a leader had the honour of accomplishing it, and he also had the honour only to include himself in the treaty, and of selling his companions in arms at the same time that he sold the people. Such are the events, the course of which filled up the twenty years of the English Revolution, from the year 1640 to the 29th of May, 1660, the day of Charles II.'s entry.

It was in this circle of events that the various parties which history has distinguished, acted, namely, the Deists, the Presbyterians, the Independents, the Royalists, the soldiers, and finally the people, a party composed of the vulgar portion of all the others, a species of common centre to which they all tended, and in which the weakest of each sect met. The sect of the Deists was the least numerous, the most reasonable, and not the least energetic; it numbered Sydney in its ranks. Its idea of liberty was great and elevated. Liberty appeared to it both simple and universal, belonging to no government,
but possible under several; the result of reason and human will, not of a fortuitous and temporary arrangement. The Presbyterians believed liberty to be necessarily excluded from a people who were under Episcopal discipline, and especially from those who professed the Roman Catholic faith; with these exceptions, they acknowledged it to be compatible with various forms either political or religious. But the Puritans or Independents believed it to be compatible with but one form, religion without priesthood, and government without a head. Of these three sects, the first was always equally calm and firm; there could be no fanaticism among those who excluded nothing. The doctrines of the Presbyterians, on the contrary, were not without danger; their profession of episcopacy rendered them malevolent and violent; their intolerance on other points, unphilosophical because not universal, easily degenerated into an indolent skepticism, and a cowardly fear of any thing to follow fortune. Whitelocke deserted to Cromwell, Hollis to Charles II.; whilst Sidney, from a more elevated position, neither hoped nor feared anything from the chance which disposed of power: neither of the Parliaments, the dictator, the military counsels, nor the king, were able for one moment to arrest his eyes, fixed as they were on liberty. The Puritans, who confined the idea of independence within the narrow circle of a precise formula, and kept it captive there, would with too great facility make the false equation of liberty with the exclusive symbol in which they placed it. It is true that from necessarily aspiring after a fixed and sensible object, the minds of most of these men contractured a remarkable habit of determination and energy. They were the dupes of the confusion of their ideas; but they nobly accepted the persecutions under the republic, and the scaffold under Charles II. The Royalists, enemies to all these parties, opposed them, either from a hatred of liberty, from the fear of a concurrence of ambition, or from affection for the person and family of Charles Stuart. This last species of Royalists appeared the most rare. What the generality of them liked, was not the king; it was royalty; it was the pleasure of signing commissions and giving pensions. Their secret worship was for this power; their idolatry adored the crown which was its visible sign. "My son," said old Windham, "be faithful to the crown; I charge you never to abandon the crown, even should you see it suspended on a bush."

Such were the parties: as for the people, whom we have reckoned amongst them, and which participated at the same time in the nature of each, it appeared successively, and according to the chances of fortune, entirely Presbyterian, entirely Independent, entirely Royalist. The necessity for making acclamations, caused it to celebrate all the victories; but if each formula figured in its language, none penetrated into its conviction. The people was egotistical, as it was natural that it should be. It had no regard but for its own interest; in return, its interest was equally despised by all those who governed, and whom it applauded by turns.

Let us return to the history of Cromwell. The indication of some passages of the book which forms the subject of this article, will render more striking the four epochs which we have distinguished in the twenty years of the English revolution. At the period of the defeat of the Royalists, and the surrender of Charles I., M. Villenain shows us the parliamentary army, unaccustomed to civil life, and wanting nothing but war and rank. When the king was carried off by the army, the Parliament claimed its prisoner; General Fairfax requested Charles to return of his own accord; the king refused: "General," said he, "I have as much credit in the army as you have." The king, indeed, found friendship and attentions in the camp. The officers paid court to him, and he paid court to the soldiers. It was treating between equals.

"I must play my game as much as I can," he said. But he played his game so ill, that he raised against him his future allies: it was the cause of his ruin. After the death of Charles I., the oppression of the army made itself felt by the people, and the oppression of the chief by the army. Pamphlets denounced to the citizens the second chains of Great Britain, whilst Cromwell had those soldiers shot who dreamed of claiming their rights as free men; but the Royalists were protected and welcomed. Ludlow, when imprisoned in the Tower, received a visit from a noble Irishman, who offered him his influence with the Lord Protector. The project of a reconciliation occupied at the same time the son of Charles I., and Cromwell's family; a duchess was mediatrix: Cromwell condescended to excuse himself to the ancient nobles for not agreeing with Charles, and he gave them to understand that their fortune would not suffer from it; but everywhere the public cry was, "Down with the courtiers and the soldiers!" The arms of the Protector, placed over the gates of Somerset-house, were covered with mud at his death. Richard Cromwell had not courage to continue the tyranny, and he was disliked by the officers; he was deposed; the army was divided, and the patriots rallied; movements were preparing: the officers then thought of renewing the compact already attempted in vain with Charles II. and the Royalists. Fleetwood, Cromwell's son-in-law, and several others, conceived this idea. George Monck executed it.

Monck, first a deserter from the royal army, afterwards a creature of Cromwell's, succeeded in this enterprise by means of mystery and lies. "His policy," says M. Villemain, "was a confusion of false oaths; it must even be admitted that he carried to excess the precaution of perjury." Whilst conducting his manœuvres, he said to Ludlow, "We must live and die for the republic;" and placing his hand in that of the indefatigable Haslerig, he swore to oppose the elevation of Charles Stuart, or of any one else. We find in M. Villemain's work great truth of character, and the talent of bringing forward events as yet unperceived. For example, we are indebted to him for being the first to remark, that the odious epithets of abominable and fanatical, men capable of every crime, and worthy of all contempt, with which the most philosophic historians have loaded the party of the levellers,
ESSAY IV.

ON THE LIFE OF COLONEL HUTCHINSON, MEMBER OF THE LONG PARLIAMENT, WRITTEN BY HIS WIDOW LUCY APSLEY.

Towards the middle of the fourteenth century, twenty English knights, returning together from the wars in Flanders, passed through France on their way into Aquitania. Arrived near Meaux, they met on their road one of those bands of peasants who were at that time in rebellion against their masters, in order to constrain them to be just. The English nobles, instead of quietly proceeding, thought themselves obliged to spare the lords of the place the trouble of massacring their rebellious serfs; they rushed, mounted on their war horses, and in complete armour, into the midst of these almost unarmed men; they killed a great number, and pursued their road, says the simple chronicler, congratulating themselves on the bravery they had displayed for the ladies.

Thus, in spite of their quarrels, the nobles of all countries considered themselves brothers, and the gentleman belonged above all things to the nation of gentlemen. We ourselves, as freemen, belong above all things to the nation of freemen, and those who, at a distance from us, struggle for independence, and those who fall in its cause, are our brothers and our heroes.

By this standard, the life of Colonel Hutchinson, an English patriot of 1640, belongs to us as much as to England; for it was our cause struggling in the war which Charles I, declared against the Parliament; it was to testify to our cause that Hampden, Sydney, Henry Vane, and Colonel Hutchinson himself perished. His memoirs, long unknown, ought to have the same value in our eyes, that the discovery of some legend relating the merits and courage of a martyr in foreign lands had for the early Christians. The work which is now occupying us has another interest in addition to this: it is, that the life of the patriot is described by his wife; it is, that the mind of the historian is nobly developed therein by the side of the mind of the hero, and that in the simple narrative of the actions of one mind, we find two great models.

The history of Cromwell is written with gravity, clearness, and elegance without effeminacy. It has the entirely novel merit of being composed from memoirs and original documents, and of reproducing with perfect exactness the tone of the period. More precision and unity in the political views might be desired; but in our opinion, there is no other work which presents so complete a picture, and gives so accurate an idea of the great revolution of 1640.

were productions of Cromwell's mind, and the ordinary accompaniment of the insults with which he pursued those who resisted him, whilst condemning them to death. It is from his lips that these words passed into history. M. Villermain has likewise discovered that the denomination of 'madmen and fanatics,' with which Hume and Voltaire branded the most noble patriots, was really the invention of Monck; that he was the first who used it, and brought it into fashion to assist the restoration.
my of those who, for gold, are concerned in the
servitude of their country.

This energetic answer was a sentence of
proscription for him who had pronounced it:
Colonel Hutchinson was destined by the Pro-
tector to share the fetters of Henry Vane.
But before Cromwell had sent his satellites to
seize the patriot, death overtook himself, and
soon after, the restoration threw into other-hands
the inheritance of his power and his revenge.
Those whom Cromwell had hated were sum-
moned to appear before Cromwell's courtiers,
disguised as royal judges; several were con-
demned to death either as judges of the late
king, or as incorrigible patriots; a great many
were banished and deprived of their estates:
Colonel Hutchinson was exemplified from all
these sentences: "But," says the author of the Me-
moirs, "he complained bitterly of being spared on
that fatal day, when the cause to which he had
devoted his life was betrayed and condemned.
He looked upon himself as judged and executed
in the persons of his friends. Although grate-
ful to God for his deliverance, he was doubtful
whether he ought to accept it: 'Never,' said he,
to his wife, whose care and anxious services
had contributed to save him from this peril,
'have you done anything which has displeased
me more.' Had it not been for the tears of his
family, he would willingly have given himself
up to death: one thought alone determined him
to endure life, which was that he believed his
days to be reserved for greater sacrifices."

When Charles II., not to violate his word too
shamelessly, had proposed a law of amnesty
which restricted the course of retaliation, which
the restoration naturally would pursue, he said
confidentially in the House of Lords, that other
means would be employed to get rid of the in-
tractable patriots. These words had their effect:
after a year's respite, Colonel Hutchinson was
carried away from his country house, and con-
ducted to the Tower of London. He requested to
be informed of the order by virtue of which he
was imprisoned; this was refused, and all
that he could learn was, that a ministerial de-
spatch had enjoined the governor of the pro-
vince in which he resided to comprehend him
in any conspiracy whatsoever. The colonel,
condemned without motive to an indefinite peri-
od of imprisonment, forbade his wife and friends
taking any steps for his liberation. "I am now
happy," said he; "I no longer owe these men
anything; they had bound my hands by sparing
me; their injustice restores me my liberty. I
have no longer any thing but my courage and
prudence to take counsel of." It seemed as if
his misfortune had lightened him of a painful
burden, and his natural gaiety was increased by
it. When he saw his wife grieve over him and
weep, "Do you then forget," said he, "for
what cause I suffer? do you forget that this
cause is God's cause, and will not perish."
"The cause will live, I know," answered she,
"but you will die in this dungeon, deprived of
air and light." "I shall die; but what does that
matter to me, provided the cause triumphs, pro-
vided my blood hastens its victory, by falling
upon our enemies." Colonel Hutchinson sank
under it after eleven months' imprisonment.

There are singular resemblances between this
character and that of one of our countrymen,
whose name must live amongst us as long as
the name of liberty. M. de Lafayette has pre-
served the same calmness and imperturbable
serenity in all the vicissitudes of his long po-
itical career. In America, in his triumphs; in
Germany, in the depths of his prison; when a
whole nation adored him, when that same nation
called him a traitor, M. de Lafayette was the
same; no success has been able to elate him,
no reverse to damp him. It was with smiles
that he learnt in his fields of Lagrange the plots
which a suspicious despot was contriving to
implicate him in. This even mind, thoroughly
devoted without apparent exaltation, seems at-
tached to liberty as we all are to life, by a kind
of involuntary inclination. Whoever saw M.
de Lafayette without knowing him, would at
once say of him that he was an amiable man,
and be surprised to learn afterwards that this
man, of so mild a nature, bears within him forty
years of resistance to all the seductions and all
the threats of power.

Colonel Hutchinson has found the most
worthy historian of his life in the woman who
was his companion in it. She understood all
the secrets of that life of patriotism and devo-
tion. She is proud of having shared it; she be-
lieves in the infallible advent of human liberty;
and it is with scorn that from the loquacity of
this great thought, she looks upon the pitiable
malice of despots, and their vain and odious
crimes. "They were able to kill the body of
him whom I loved," she exclaims; "but they
have killed neither his glory nor his example."
ESSAY V.

ON THE RESTORATION OF 1660, A PROPOS OF A WORK ENTITLED "AN HISTORICAL ESSAY ON THE REIGN OF CHARLES THE SECOND, BY JULES BEHREYN."

At the death of Cromwell, discord broke out in the army which had inherited his power, and the hope of liberty, after ten years of oppression, became general in England. General George Monck's presence of mind soon destroyed these hopes. He adopted the plan of calling in Cromwell's former rivals in support of Cromwell's government; a treaty was concluded between Monck for the army and Charles II., for the Royalists; and the son of Charles I. was brought back in triumph to London by the very troops which had escorted Charles I. to the scaffold. This is what the writers of the history of England have called the restoration. During those days of noisy festivity and debauchery, whilst the populace, forgetting vanished liberty, got drunk with the conquerors, the patriots, pursued minds will fail to understand this conduct, inspired by a grander patriotism than what is vulgarly so called. The king was not astonished to see those whose liberty was destroyed by his power, united by hope and interest with the free people whose ruin he was endeavouring to consummate. He suspended the execution of his projects: but, during the truce, he meditated a vaster plan. He reflected that he was not the only king in Europe, and that consequently there were men as annoyed as he was by the sight of Dutch independence; he thought of Louis XIV.

The ray of light which appeared to Charles II., also struck the King of France; a secret alliance was concluded, and the two monarchs engaged to unite with all their might against the United Provinces, to destroy the government of those provinces, and to restore to the princes of Orange a nominal authority. After having implored God to bless this enterprise, undertaken for his sole glory, the two kings sent out a hundred and thirty ships of war, and a hundred and thirty thousand men, against the handful of freemen who enriched by their labour, and honoured by their independence, the provinces of Batavia.

The merchants of the Dutch were pursued on the seas, and surprised by means of infamous stratagems; that nation was insulted in manifestos filled in advance with all the pride of the victory which despotism promised itself over the only men who were without masters; and this people, as at first, answered only by protestations of friendship towards the nations whose pretended representatives outraged it and burned its cities. But fortune did not attend the good cause; the soldiers of Louis XIV. encamped at the gate of Amsterdam. The citizens burst the dykes of the sea, and inundated their own dwellings to preserve them from slavery. Unfortunately there were still ambitious men and traitors...
in Holland; these took part with the aggressors; and the Prince of Orange, to whom these kings destined the supreme authority, received it at the hands of the populace which had risen against its magistrates. The two greatest citizens of modern times, the brothers de Witt, perished beneath the blows of traitors. Liberty perished with them; the design of the kings was fulfilled.

During these combats against the liberty of a foreign nation, Charles II. did not forget that he was to efface every vestige of independence in the three nations which formed his dominion. Scotland, like England, had seen some heads fall; but soon it was struck in the mass. The religion of the Scotch was Presbyterianism, a religion without pomp, without prelates, and the somewhat harsh austerity of which inspired the mind with pride and daring. A decree issued in London, ordered the Scotch to cease to be Presbyterians; judges, executioners and soldiers were sent to compel to obedience men whose most sacred right was violated by this decree. Thousands of half-savage mountaineers were sent against them; pillage, burnings, and massacres spread everywhere. Women even were not spared; and for fear that the recital of these horrors should, from compassion to the weight of habit, they hated each other as rivals. Sydney's plan, nor even in the midst of its internal discord afflicted it in the midst of its successes. The government of the restoration was divided between two classes of men formerly enemies. In the first days of this great union, the more lively sentiment of their common interests, and the fumes of wine, had entirely reconciled them; they had embraced like brothers; but soon afterwards, relapsing under the weight of habit, they hated each other as rivals. Charles II. affected a difficult impartiality towards all. Too skilful not to feel that the traitors to liberty are the best instruments against it, he gave the Cromwellites the greatest portion of authority, reserving pensions to indemnify his old friends. These were indignant at their experience being despised; they complained of the king; they murmured; and from murmurs they came to plots. They undertook to dethrone self only to acquire the peace of England, and claimed to their call. Thus the death of the king did not enter into Charles II.'s mind, surrounded himself with hired volunteers, and made fierce and cruel by fear, he surrounded himself with spies, false witnesses, and corrupt judges, and with their assistance filled the prisons and stained the scaffolds with blood. In return for this violence, the opposition conspired; it conspired, not after the manner of the English people, not for liberty, but in the way of the Popish malecontents, to have a king of their own choice. These had laboured for the Duke of York; the new malecontents laboured for the Duke of Monmouth, Charles II.'s natural child. Whilst the better to insure their projects, they increased in attentions to the friends of the nation, Sydney, just returned after twenty years of exile, on his side sought them; Sydney did not conceal his plans from them; and they, without agreeing with him as to the object of the war to be undertaken, showed themselves disposed to pursue in concert two plans very different from one another, the awakening of liberty, and a change of master. The death of the king did not enter into Sydney's plan, nor even into the plan of those malecontents who, like Lord Russell, had any grandeur of soul; this murder, secretly plotted by a few subaltern malecontents, was imputed to them both. Russell and Sydney perished.

Equally intrepid on the scaffold, both offered an example of greatness of soul; but Lord Russell, whilst accusing despotism, reproached it with levelling: "There are no more nobles," said he; whilst Sydney conceived no greatness but that of virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to insure thought of rallying the true partisans of that system of the patriots. The patriots, led by virtue and genius; he had armed himself only to acquire the peace of independence. Such are those exploits, so well calculated to

* Sidney had taken for his motto the following verses:—

    Manu hast inimica tyrannis
    Ense petit placidum sub libertatequietem.
praises him "for having sought to possess himself of the noble appanage of his fathers, for having endeavoured to find in authority the right of foreing the people to be happy, and withdrawing his subjects and himself from the caprices of tumultuous assemblies." The author begs to be forgiven, because he ventures "to throw some interest over Sydney's last moments." We do not see to whom M. Jules Berthevin offers these apologies. No man of feeling, whoever his party or situation, will owe him ill-will for not calumniating the great Sydney. Besides, a writer owes nobody an account of his own conscience; and the writer who is not liberal, requires more than any other to appear to depend on himself alone. As his opinions have no logical value, it is only by the force of moral dignity that they can pretend to any respect.

ESSAY VI.

ON THE REVOLUTION OF 1688.

It is a custom now in fashion to cry up the English revolution of 1688, and desire William the Thirds for the salvation and vengeance of nations. This admiration and these wishes, however patriotic they may be proclaimed, are both ignorant and cowardly. Firstly, it is false that the deliverance of oppressed nations can proceed otherwise than by the nations themselves; and if liberty could really be the result of the mere fortune of some enterprise adventurer, without industry, and without public virtues, liberty would not be worth wishing for. But it is not so; the dethroners of princes do not fail to make themselves princes; the people are little more in their eyes than the well-earned recompense of a hazardous expedition, and it is necessary that this people, which has not known how to take up the interest of its own destiny, has not known how to will and act for itself, and has not known how to individualize itself, should submit to the condition of things for which we will and act, and which are disposed, because they have been willed and acted for.

Such was, in the revolution of 1688, the destiny of the English people; a stranger to the struggle in which the Stuarts fell, it appears in it only as the passive object of the dispute. It was not by its strength that James II. fell; it was not by that William III. was victorious; and if some good did accrue to it from this event, it has no greater reason to thank itself for it, than an estate has to thank itself for thriving under the more prudent heir of a first indolent proprietor.

If it is objected that many born Englishmen lent their aid to this revolution, and called it the salvation of England, we shall answer, that before reasoning on the words of these men, we must examine what they really signified from their lips; if patriotism and liberty were concerned in them, or if the salvation of the country, when they spoke of it, did not merely signify the safety of their places, their titles, their pretensions, and their ambitious hopes. They may legitimately be suspected, when we see contrasted with the violence of their transports the sullen and cold aspect of that body which is never agitated by narrow and private interest, of that all which is called the nation, formerly so animated, active, and full of life in the movement of 1640. It was with the air of a disgusted spectator, that the nation beheld this dethronement, and solemn coronation, which the proclamations and newspapers of the new authority called liberty, it is true; singular liberty, which had come over on the ships of the favourite of Charles II., of the murderers of the De Witts, and sworn in his camps by lords with monopolies, officers with commissions, and prelates with benefices. If too exclusive a preference for the Roman Catholics had not made the Stuarts forget their first impartiality in the distribution of places, William III. would have found no friends; those who at his voice rose against the power of James II. would have been as immovable as in the times when Henry Vane was quartered alive, and as dumb as when the dragoons of Charles II. massacred the Presbyterian women. But after having coolly beheld these horrors, after living twenty years under the government which committed them, they could not endure James II. giving to Catholics all the places at court, in the church, and in the army. This is the entire secret of William's popularity, and the pretended deliverance of 1688.

The cause which triumphed in this revolution, was not therefore the great cause of 1640, the cause of Hampden, the cause of human rights; if we seek its origin, it dates from 1683, from the first conspiracy of the ambitious malecontents. Its first patrons and victims were a candidate for the throne, and a disgraced minister; they were Monmouth and Shaftesbury. It is true, that from its birth, it boldly displayed the ensigns of patriotism; it is true that it claimed Sydney; but Sydney, a faithful depositary of the old secret of 1640, while rebelling with it, distinguished himself thoroughly from
it; it was in vain that the same proscription confounded him with the partisans of this new cause; in vain the same axe cut off his head and theirs; his crime was not their crime; Sydney was guilty towards despotism; they were guilty only towards the despot.

Sydney's cause perished with him; the other promptly recovered from its first reverse, grew and strengthened in silence. At the end of six years came its day of triumph, a day in which was seen the strange alliance of high places, large profits, and all the trappings of excessive power, with the words liberty and country; a day in which men loaded with titles stretched out their hands to men to whom titles were an insult, exclaiming, "what you have desired is obtained; liberty is come, for we reign." In what act of this government, calling itself the offspring of the complete and perfected revolution, has a liberal and generous spirit been shown! The answer is, the Bill of Rights; a slight collection of a few principles delivered without warrant to the discretion of power; a vain and fruitless remonstrance which has been falsely called a contract, and of which power has since torn every page with impunity. It is not only true that William had the merit of accepting the Bill of Rights as a condition of royalty; royalty was without conditions for him; he left to no one, except those who had hired themselves to him, the right of reckoning places. The pretended national success was published with the Corona-

...the new dynasty... to make the Duke of Monmouth, a natural son of Charles the Second, king, on condition, that he should be king to the profit of the dis...
graced Presbyterians, and of those who had sold
the nation to the Stuarts, for places which the
ungrateful Stuarts bestowed on others. The
plot was betrayed; Monmouth, with great diffi-
culty, obtained his life, and those of the com-
spirators who survived the king's vengeance,
saved themselves only by flight. Having taken
refuge in Holland, they continued their projects
and manoeuvres; but they chose a new leader;
and it was one very different from the young
and weak Monmouth whom they pointed out, to take
the place of the King of England, and be the
protector of their interests. Their choice fell
on the Prince William of Orange, stadtholder
of Holland, the nephew of Charles the Second,
and son-in-law of the Duke of York, powerful,
active, experienced, a zealous Protestant, and
immoderately ambitious; an undoubted enemy
of English liberty; for, in 1686, he had protested
as an ally of the royal family, and for his own
part interested in the invaluable preservation of
the inheritance of regal power, against the bar-
riers which the parliament attempted to oppose
to the authority of a Catholic successor. Mon-
mouth had returned to Holland to his former
partisans. From the moment that William
had been adopted in his place, and when his
presence became inconvenient to the faction
which repudiated him, Monmouth was turned
out of Holland.

This misfortune, which disconcerted the
hopes of all his life, led him suddenly to venture
on a very violent determination. With the
assistance of the few friends who remained to
him, and of some adventurers whom he hired,
he made an invasion into England. James the
Second was just beginning his reign. Mon-
mouth, in his first proclamations, accused the
new king of being a tyrant, and announced
himself as the revenger of outraged liberty: at
this, a great crowd of people came and pressed
on crowds to his camp; but the men with utles,
places and power, did not come, and they were
those whom Monmouth desired. In order to en-
gage them in his cause, he made new mani-
festos, in which he called James the Second an
usurper of the throne: he proclaimed himself
the legitimate king, and threatened with his ven-
geance those who were incredulous to his words,
and the rebels against his authority.

The citizens who had followed him imme-
diately deserted to him, and the nobles and the
powerful did not come, the more perhaps because
Monmouth had the misfortune of having for a
moment been popular. The royal army en-
countered him almost without an army; he was
taken and put to death. On learning this enter-
prise, the Prince of Holland had hastened to
offer to James the Second to take himself the
command of the royal troops against Monmouth,
against that rival whose indiscreet audacity, by
opening the eyes of the King of England, might
have caused the failure of the other plot, and
spoil the fortune which William had promised
himself.

But James the Second's security was bound-
less; he noways doubted the future; full of
blind confidence, he pursued his plans in favour
of the Catholics; already had most of the places
passed into their hands; they filled the council,
the fleet and the army. The Episcopal clergy,
whose authority was still intact, aided him in
his measures; this assistance, adroitly regained
by Charles II., was of great importance to the
royal power. James forgot this, and had the
imprudence to deprive himself of it. He brought
to over to London a Roman nuncio: he established
Catholic bishoprics. At the sight of these new
rivals, the heads of the clergy deserted the royal
cause; and instead of the maxims of passive
submission, and the divine right, with which the
pulpits had resounded, nothing was heard but a
cry of alarm on the dangers of the Church,
and the duty of resisting. These sacred voices
encouraged the murmurs; manifestos were
published against the inroads of the Papists into
public offices; leagues were formed to maintain
employments in the hands of the Protestant
families; engagements were made to employ all
forces, even the most extreme, that of strength,
to change the mind of the king. The want of
Catholic bishops gave some hope of succeeding
in this extremity. But the sudden birth of a
son of James the Second opened the war and
hardened the blows. Messages were instantly
interchanged between the refugees in Holland,
and the malecontents in England; men were
recruited; arms prepared: this was the event
which produced in the year 1688 the catastro-
phe of the revolution, which had been hatching
during the last five years.

James the Second persisted in his carelessness;
he was especially far from suspecting the
Prince of Orange, whose friendship for the
English exiles appeared to him only a sympathy
of religion. Such were his feelings, when a
dispatch from his minister at Hague announced
to him suddenly that great preparations were
making in the ports of Holland for an invasion
of England; he turned pale as he read it, the
paper fell from his hands, and he understood
for the first time his dangers and his weakness.
He called the people to arms; the people re-
mained deaf to his voice; whilst lords, nobles,
bishops and men paid from his treasury, enlisted
on the side of his rival. William, detailed
some time by a contrary wind, landed on the
5th of September, 1688, at Torbay, in Devonshire.
The inhabitants of the neighbouring towns cov-
ered the shore, contemplating the spectacle of
these vessels and soldiers; they were silent,
passionless and joyless; like people witnessing
the preparations for a combat which does not
concern them. The army of the opponents
directed its march towards Exeter, and pub-
lished its manifestos. Much was said in them
about the interests of Protestantism, a little
about the interests of liberty, and above every
thing, they endeavoured to persuade that King
James's new-born son was a suppositional
child. These manifestos were read; but no
citizen was roused. During nine whole days
William advanced without finding either friends
or enemies. But friends soon flocked to him;
these were the great men of the opposition, mili-
tary officers, and all the nobility of the coun-
tries of Devonshire and Somersetshire. In the
neighbouring counties, the same class of men
took to arms; compacts of association were sworn between them and the prince. The governors of towns hoisted his standards, men enlisted under him in virtue of his brevets, and the king's officers deserted to him with their troops. All the men whose patrimony was in the government, all those to whom a change of king was to be an immense gain, or an entire loss, agitated over all England: but those whose existence owed nothing to power, were at rest; the opposing army had gained only a small number, and the other army reckoned only in its ranks the militia assembled by force. The king, however, advanced, that he might not die without fighting; at every step of his march fresh defections diminished his forces, and to every order he gave, the officers replied by murmurs, reproaching him for his bad fortune, which compromised their situations. Those whom he had most loaded with favours, were the most impatient at being detained near him, being anxious to obtain from his rival the preservation of what they had. James the Second found nobody in whom he could confide: unable to take any resolution of his own, he neither dared to act nor to wait, and the enemies did not stop. Instead of advancing, he retreated to London. At the first halt the royal army made in its retreat, Anne, the king's daughter, and George of Denmark, his son-in-law, left the camp and repaired to that of the enemy. At this news, he became dejected and despairs of his own cause, which even his children repudiated. He offered to capitulate with William; William refused to receive the bearer of this message: James the Second, uncertain of the projects of his rival, and fearing for his life, threw the royal seal into the Thames, and fled to the coast to insure himself a retreat. The royal troops were dispersed, and the other army advanced easily. Meanwhile the nobles and royal agents who had not left London, thought that the people of that city, seeing the king gone, and the prince still distant, might think for itself; and make some struggle for liberty which might complicate the war. To prevent this danger, which menaced their places, and which, by an ingeneous transposition, they called the danger of the town, they hastily informed the Prince of Orange that his competitor had taken flight, and that he should hasten his march; they also sent orders to the leaders of the disbanded troops: these troops rallied, and at the same period they did so, the lords availed themselves of the rumour of their dispersion to disturb the citizens by a salutary alarm, which was intended to dispel all ideas of independence. They spread the report that the Papists and Irish of the royal army were everywhere massacring the Protestants. In a few days this false report spread all over England; every one thought they heard in the distance the shouts of the murderers, and the groans of the dying; fires were lighted, bells were rung: every one thought himself in danger of his life,—had no feeling, no ideas, no cares, but for this danger; and if anything was desired, it was that the chances of insurrection should not be joined to present dangers; it was that William's victory should swiftly put an end to such anxieties.

James the Second was escaping in disguise: he was recognized at Feversham by some men, who insulted him and kept him captive. From his prison he wrote to the nobles, who had been exercising his power in London, to demand liberty and an escort; his letter was brought them by a countryman, who wept as he delivered it. The lords showed themselves less feeling, and their first reply was, that this affair did not concern them. Some few, more sharp-sighted than the rest, represented that this useless harshness might be ill rewarded by the future king, who would wish to appear humane, if it were only from propriety. All gave way before such an argument; and they sent two hundred soldiers to deliver James, and accompany him to the sea. But the king, having recovered his freedom, refused to follow his escort, and returned to London. He was applauded at his entry by some of those whom their obscure and private lives made strangers to the present war; deprived of his odious authority, he appeared to them only a man, and a man in distress; and on this account they pitied him. This was not the case with those who during his prosperity had enriched themselves with his bounty: reduced to the simple state of men, he was no longer anything to them; from them his reception was cold and contemptuous: his presence constrained them; for it rendered them suspicious to him who was deprived of his odious authority, he appeared to them only a man, and a man in distress; and on this account they pitied him. Fortunately, this constraint did not last long; James was ordered to quit London. He was still at Whitehall when William's soldiers took up their abode in the palace. That prince entered the town as a conqueror, and triumphant, at the head of his troops, amidst the acclamations of those whose fortune was to increase with his own. Some satisfaction appeared on the faces of the citizens, who had been frightened by the idea of having their throats cut by the royal soldiers; but it was a quiet pleasure, and which showed the belief in a past danger rather than the feeling of actual prosperity.

James the Second had submitted to the orders of William of Orange; he had left London, and the troops of the conqueror were encamped in the town. The war was ended, the revolution was accomplished. Nothing was now required to insure to William and his friends all the profits of victory, but sanctioning it by legal acts. This was to be the work of a parliament. The lords in the town, united to the nobles of the victorious army, took upon themselves the responsibility of authentically recognizing in the prince the supreme right of assembling the Commons, and what was still more important to the conquerors of those days, the right of giving places, and raising taxes. For more regularity, the members of the two last Houses, which had sat under the Stuarts, were assembled at Westminster, and an address, similar to that of the Lords, demanded of them. They quietly repaired to the place of their sittings, and hardly had they taken their seats, when...
they learned that a body of the seditious population surrounded the hall, uttering imprecations and threats of revenge against those who should dare to vote against the interest of William of Orange. They did not resist the presence of this popular force, which the same William had known how to render so terrible to the de Witts, and the address was voted. This provisory Parliament was then dissolved; and those of its members who had already terminated their stipulations with power, dispersed themselves in the counties to influence new choices. Meanwhile, William appointed men to situations, maintained some in them, transferred places, raised five millions by taxes on London, and forbade all political discussion by proclamations made in his name alone.

It was on the 22d of January 1689, (1688 old style,) that the new Parliament assembled, and took the name of convention,—the name which thirty years before was borne by the Assembly which legalized Monck's treachery and Charles the Second's royalty. In the address voted by the two Houses, William was called a deliverer doubtless on account of the number of men he had just saved from the danger of living without places; the House of Commons then voted that the throne was vacant, because James the Second had destroyed the mutual contract which bound him to the people. The Commons ought to have stated the date of this mutual contract and its clauses. In making the equation, a false one in this case, of the ideas of the king, and obliged by contract towards the people, they made an equation fatal for the future of the ideas of the people, and obliged towards the king; they established beforehand, that from the moment that William became king, there would be in virtue of that sole title of king, an obligatory compact between William and the English nation,—a mysterious and occult compact, without express condition, without stipulated security; the vain hypothesis of which, without in the slightest degree augmenting the effective force of the subjected party, was to arm the reigning party with a logical authority, capable of legitimizing violence, and making oppression a right founded on the consent of the oppressed. There is no more terrible argument against nations than the false attestation of national will; it is by the aid of similar fictions that the rebels against despotism, and the heroes of liberty, are with impunity branded with the name of traitors.

The nobles of that period were not deceived by it; in their examination of the votes of the Commons, they passed rapidly over the idea of the mutual contract, and only discussed seriously the proclamation of the vacancy of the throne. Several pretended that it was wrong to represent as destroyed, the continuity of succession which had been the strength of that regal power to which they were indebted for so many benefits. They were seconded in this by the men who, having been the last to join the Prince of Orange, had thus deserved little from him, and would have preferred the reign of his wife, the daughter of the deposed king. This article was nearly being suppressed, and passed at last only by means of a capitulation between the friends of the prince and those of the princess. When the decisive question was put, "Who shall be king?" the reply was this: "The Lords spiritual and temporal enucleate that William and Mary, Prince and Princess of Orange, shall be king and queen together; the prince only, in the name of both, shall exercise regal authority."

These debates lasted twenty days; and in the midst of so much care for the organization of the government, which called itself a national one, there had been no mention made either of the nation or of liberty. Once only, in a conference between the two Houses, some voices were raised to demand that certain limits to the power of the future king should be established. A messenger of William's came to the men who had spoken thus. "Do not insist," he said to them, "on the point of limiting a power which the prince wishes to possess entirely. I must tell you from him, that he has means of punishing you; and that he will enforce them. I fear lest by disgracing him with the success he has recently obtained, you should force him to retire, and abandon you to the mercy of King James."

This insulting reply shows what William thought of the pretended compact violated by James II. and revenged by the English nation; if he had thought that the king had been de-throned by the nation, he would not have made to that nation, capable of ridding itself of King James, the threat of delivering it up to his anger. When all was ended, when the Commons had received from the Lords the act which declared the prince and princess king and queen, and their posterity after them, a kind of bashfulness came over the Houses, and they drew up in the form of a bill, a list of the excesses of power which had caused the last two reigns to be hated. Thence arose what was called the Bill of Rights, an exposition of principles without any security; a simple appeal to the humanity and reason of the rulers. In it, it is said, that elections ought to be free, that parliaments ought often to be assembled, that citizens may make petitions and have arms according to their condition, vague maxims, as easy to elude as to proclaim, and of which the most respected was not strictly observed in England for the space of ten years. The Bill of Rights still exists, and it is under its easy rule that the traffic of represented towns goes on, and parliaments last seven years.

Thus one quality was wanting to the revolution of 1688, and this quality is precisely the one with which it is gratuitously honoured; this revolution was not a national one, that is to say a revolution made by the hands, and for the profit of those who derive no advantage from public taxes, and none of the honour, none of the credit of public authority, whose life is perfectly private; who have no concern whether the government belongs to such or such a man, or has such or such a form; but are concerned in this, that the government, whatever it may be, or whoever exercises it, should be in the absolute impossibility of violating that which is eternally sacred, eternally inviolable, liberty. If
the revolution of 1688 had been made by and for these men, we should not at the present day, in England, see them besieging authority with their claims, and threatening it with their insurrections.

We also have had our revolution of 1688: it is no longer a trial we have to make; we know in what state of mind a similar revolution places a nation, and if, in undergoing it, it must blush for or glorify itself. When he, who was our William the Third,* was preceded, at his return to Paris, by pieces of cannon, burning matches, and naked swords, did we sincerely believe in our power and our wills, of which he called himself the work? Did we truly persuade ourselves that it was by us, and for us, that he once more trampled on us? It was his interest to inspire us with pride in the midst of our nothingness, to inflame us with that vanity which fiction has rendered ridiculous, with the foolish pride of the insect that boasts of guiding the chariot, when the chariot is carrying it away, and about to crush it. Despotism has especially free play, when it can reply to the murmuring people: It is you who have chosen me.

God forbid that such a reply should again be made to us. If we have the misfortune to be oppressed, let us never have the shame of being called willing slaves; we shall escape one and the other, by pursuing calmly and with constancy the work of liberty so happily begun by our fathers, and of which the foundations were dispersed by the first head of a pretended national dynasty. What matter the form and substance of the rock he lifts to the Sisyphus of fab or? In the same way, what matter the form and origin of power to nations? It is by its weight and their weakness that power crushes them. Let us raise up in our laws and especially in our minds, inviolable barriers and fortresses against all tyranny, whether of ancient or modern form, whether of ancient or modern date: let us leave the rest to time, and never disgrace ourselves by conspiring with fortune.*

---

**ESSAY VII.**

**ON THE NATIONAL SPIRIT OF THE IRISH, A PROPOS OF THE IRISH MELODIES BY THOMAS MOORE.**

There are nations with retentive memories, whom the thought of independence does not abandon even in servitude, and who, resisting against habit, which is elsewhere so powerful at the end of centuries, still detest and abjure the condition which a superior power has imposed upon them. Such is the Irish nation. This nation, reduced by conquest to submit to the English government, has refused for six hundred years to consent and give its approbation to this government; it repulses it as in its first days; it protests against it as the former population of Ireland protested in the combats in which it was defeated; it does not consider its revolts as rebellious, but as just and legitimate war. It is in vain that English power has exhausted itself in efforts to overcome that memory, to cause forgetfulness of the conquest, and make them consider the results of armed invasion as the exercise of a legal authority; nothing has been able to destroy Irish obstinacy. Notwithstanding seductions, menaces and tortures, fathers have bequeathed it to their sons. Ancient Ireland is still the only country which the true Irish acknowledge; on its account, they have adhered to its religion and to its language; and in their insurrections, they still invoke it by the name of Erin, the name by which their ancestors called it.

To maintain this series of manners and traditions against the efforts of the conquerors, the Irish made for themselves monuments which neither steel nor fire could destroy; they had recourse to the art of singing, in which they gloried in excelling, and which, in the times of independence, had been their pride and pleasure. The bards and minstrels became the keepers of the records of the nation. Wandering from village to village, they carried to every hearth memories of ancient Ireland; they studied to render them agreeable to all tastes and all ages; they had warlike songs for the men, love ditties for the women, and marvellous tales for the children of the house. Every house preserved two harps always ready for travellers, and he who could best celebrate the liberty of former times, the glory of patriots, and the grandeur of their cause, was rewarded by a more lavish hospitality. The kings of England en-

---

* There is this difference between the revolutions of 1688 and 1830, that the latter is really a national revolution, since all classes of the nation, one only excepted, assisted in it. The people saved itself, fought for its own cause, and all the power of the new royalty is derived from the popular victory. If I had found myself with the opinion I held at the age of twenty-four years, in presence of this revolution and its political results, I should certainly have pronounced as one-sided and contemptuous a judgment; age has rendered me less enthusiastic in ideas, and more indulgent for facts.

* Napoleon, in 1815.
deavoured more than once to strike a blow at Ireland in this last refuge of its regrets and hopes; the wandering poets were persecuted, banished, delivered up to tortures and death; but violence served only to irritate indomitable wills: the art of singing and of poetry had its martyrs like religion; and the remembrances, the destruction of which was desired, were increased by the feeling of how much they cost them to preserve.

The words of the national songs in which Ireland has described its long sufferings, have mostly perished; the music alone has been preserved. This music may serve as a commentary on the history of the country. It paints the recesses of the soul, as well as narratives paint actions; we find in it a great deal of languor and dejection; a profoundly-feel but vaguely-expressed grief, like sorrow which becomes hushed when it is observed. Sometimes a little hope or levity betrays itself; but even in the most lively melodies, some melancholy chord comes in unexpectedly, some change of key which hastily brings back more gloomy feelings, as we see on a cloudy day a sunbeam appear for one minute and instantly vanish again. Mr. Moore is both a poet and a musician, like the old bards of his native land; but instead of their wild inspirations, he has all the graces of cultivated talent, and his love of independence, enlarged by modern philosophy, does not limit all his hopes to the deliverance of Erin and the return of the old green standard.* He celebrates liberty as the right of all men, as the charm of all the countries of the world. The English words which he has composed upon the rhythm of the ancient Irish airs, are full of generous sentiments, although generally stamped with local forms and colouring. These forms, almost always mysterious, have moreover a charm peculiar to themselves. The Irish love to make their country into a loving and beloved real being; they love to speak to it without pronouncing its name, and to mingle the love they bear it, an austere and perilous love, with what is sweetest and happiest among the affections of the heart. It seems as if, under the veil of these agreeable illusions, they wished to disguise to their mind the reality of the dangers to which the patriot exposes himself, and to divert themselves with graceful ideas while awaiting the hour of battle, like those Spartans who crowned themselves with flowers, when on the point of perishing at Thermopylae.

We will give as an example the following poem, which the author supposes to be addressed by a peasant to his mistress:—

Through grief and through danger thy smile hath cheerr'd my way,

Till hope seem'd to bud from each thorn that round me lay:

The darker our fortune, the brighter our pure love burn'd,

Till shame into glory, till fear into zeal was turn'd;

Yes, slave as I was, in thy arms my spirit felt free,

And bless'd even the sorrows that made me more dear to thee.

* The ancient standard of the Irish chiefs.

Thy rival was honour'd, while thou wert wrong'd and scorn'd,

Thy crown was of briers, while gold her brows adorn'd;

She woe'd me to temples, while thou lay'rt hid in caves,

Her friends were all masters, while thine, alas! were slaves.

Yet cold in the earth, at thy feet, I would rather be,

Than wed what I loved not, or turn one thought from thee.

Another poem of a more elevated tone is placed in the mouth of one of the old wandering poets, who travelled over Ireland, bewailing the fate of the land:—

Oh! blame not the bard if he fly to the bowers

Where Pleasure lies carelessly smiling at Fame;

He was born for much more, and in happier hours,

His soul might have burned with a holier flame.

The string, that now languishes o'er the lyre,

Might have been a proud bow to the warrior's dart;

And the lip, which now breathes but the song of desire,

Might have pour'd the full tide of a patriot's heart.

But alas for his country!—her probe is gone by,

And that spirit is broken, which never would bend,

O'er the ruin her children in secret must sigh,

For 'tis treason to love her and death to defend.

Unpriz'd are her sons, till they've learn'd to betray;

Undistinguished they live, if they shame not their aires.

And the torch, that would light them thro' dignity's way,

Must be caught from the pile were their country ext'ruses.

But tho' glory be gone, and tho' hope fade away,

Thy name, loved Erin, shall live in his songs;

Not ev'n in the hour, when his heart is most gay,

Will he lose the remembrance of thee and thy wrongs.

The stranger shall hear thy lament on his plains;

The sigh of thy harp shall be sent o'er the deep,

Till thy masters themselves, as they rivet thy chains,

Shall pause at the song of their captive, and weep!

Mr. Moore frequently returns to the times of Irish independence, and sings of the heroes of his free country:—

Let Erin remember the days of old,

Ere her faithless sons betray'd her.—

Oh for the swords of former time!

Oh for the men who bore them!

Sometimes he invokes the memory of battles, the fate of which decided liberty: he paints the nocturnal march of the conqueror, and the last vigil of the soldiers of the country, intrenched on the declivity of a hill:—

While mute they watch'd, till morning's beam

Should rise and give them light to die.

Forget not the field where they perish'd,

The tryst, the last of the brave.

All gone—and the bright hopes we cherished

Gone with them, and quench'd in their grave!

Oh! I could we from death but recover

These hearts as they bounded before,

In the face of high heaven't to fight over

That combat for freedom once more.

Could the chain for an instant be riven

Which tyranny flung round us then,

No; 'tis not in man, nor in Heaven,

To let Tyranny bind it again!

But 'twas past—and, tho' blazon'd in story

The name of our victor may be,

Accurst is the march of that glory

Which tread's o'er the hearts of the free.
Far dearer the grave or the prison,
Illumed by one patriot name,
Than the trophies of all who have risen
On liberty's ruins to fame.

It is a great tute to the gratitude of a nation
to have sung its present or past liberty, its secured or violated rights, in verses capable of becoming popular. He who would do for France what Mr. Moore has done for Ireland, would be more than rewarded by the knowledge of having served the most holy of all causes. In the times of despotism, we had satirical burdens to arrest injustice by the frivolous fear of ridicule; why, in these times of dubious liberty, should we not have nobler songs to express our wills, and to French soil. The spirit of generous and peaceful independence far preceded us on that soil; we have succeeded in our love elegies, ought we to fear undertaking patriotic elegies, not less touching, not less sweet than the former? What image more worthy of pity and of love, than the land of our fathers, so long the playing field of fortune, so often vanquished by tyranny, so often betrayed by its own supporters, now reviving but still tottering, and in a feeble voice claiming our assistance and our devotion? What more poetical than its long existence, to which our temporary existence is bound by so many ties? We that are called new men, let us prove that we are not so; let us rally round the banners of those watch-words popular to the men who formerly wanted what we now want, to the men who understood as we do the liberty of the French soil. The spirit of generous and peaceful independence far preceded us on that soil; let us not fear to stir it deeply to find that spirit: our researches will not be in vain, but they will be sorrowful; for we shall oftener meet with tortures than with triumphs. Let us not deceive ourselves; it is not to us that the brilliant things of past times belong; it is not for us to sing of chivalry: our heroes have more obscure names. We are the men of the cities, the men of the villages, the men of the soil, the sons of those peasants whom a few knights massacred near Meaux, the sons of those citizens who made Charles the Fifth tremble, the sons of the rebels of the Jacquerie.

ESSAY VIII.

ON THE CONQUEST OF ENGLAND BY THE NORMANS; A PROPOS OF THE NOVEL OF IVANHOE.

On the day that William the Bastard, Duke of Normandy, favoured by an east wind, entered the Bay of Hastings, with 700 ships and 60,000 soldiers, to invade the country of the Anglo-Saxons, a death-struggle commenced between the natives and invaders. Property, independence, life, were at stake, the contest would naturally be a long one; it was so: but vainly should we seek a faithful account of it in the modern historians of England. These historians represent, once for all, the Saxons at war with the Normans; they detail one combat, and after that, neither Normans nor Saxons, conquerors nor conquered, re-appear in their pages. Without troubling themselves about ulterior contests, nor the various destinies of the bodies of men who fought to dispute the country with one another, they pass, with admirable calmness, to the narration of the life and death of William, first of that name, King of England, successor of Harold, last King of the Anglo-Saxons. Thus the consequences of the invasion seem to confine themselves for the conquered nation to a mere change of dynasty. The subjection of the natives of England; the confiscation of their property, and its division among the foreign invaders; all these acts of conquest, and not of government, lose their true character, and assume improperly an administrative colouring.

A man of genius, Walter Scott, has presented a real view of these events, which have been so disfigured by modern phraseology; and, what is singular, but will not surprise those who have read his preceding works, it is in a novel that he has undertaken to clear up this great point of history, and to represent alive, and without ornament, that Norman conquest, which the philosophic narrators of the last century, less truthful than the illiterate chroniclers of the middle ages, have elegantly buried under the common formulas of succession, government, state measures, suppressed conspiracies, power, and social submission.

The novel of Ivanhoe places us four generations after the invasion of the Normans, in the reign of Richard, son of Henry Plantagenet,

* In 1286, when he was regent of the kingdom.
sixth king since the conqueror. At this period, at which the historian Hume can only represent to us a king and England, without telling us what a king is, nor what he means by England, Walter Scott, entering profoundly into the examination of events, shows us classes of men, distinct interests and conditions, two nations, a double language, customs which repel and combat each other; on one side tyranny and inequality, on the other misery and hatred, real developments of the drama of the conquest, of usurpers, of foreign usurpers. He makes an immense display of his ancient name of Saxon in the midst of people who disown him from cowardice; he has a proud and jealous men, the sign of a life passed in defending daily, rights daily encroached on. Weary of the present, he constantly looks back beyond that fatal day at Hastings which opened England to the Normans and to slavery. He detests the language of the conquerors, their customs, their diversions, their arms, every thing which was not on the English territory when the English people were free. By his side are two of his serum, men and their ancestors. These men wear the badge of slavery, on which is inscribed the name of their master; yet they love this master, because he is surrounded by enemies who are also their enemies, because the insolence of strangers, which weighs over him and them, creates a resemblance between his destiny and theirs, and in some sort confounds, in one common cause, two formerly clashing interests. Bands of outlaws without asylum, obliged to inhabit the forests and become brigands to earn a livelihood, point out the remains of the ravages of the conquest, and paint the fate of those whom the prohibition of hunting arms, ordered by a suspicious conqueror, compelled to choose between hunger and ermine. But the gloomiest and most energetic picture of the consequences of the invasion, is that of a Saxon woman, who, after seeing her father and seven brothers killed while defending their inheritance, alone remained to minister ignominiously to the pleasures of the murderer of her family. Bringing into her master's bed an implacable hatred and an ardent thirst for revenge, she has used the seductions of her beauty to arm the son against the father, and stain with a parricide the banquetting hall of the conquerors. Grown old in her servitude, she has by degrees lost her empire, and contempt has become her portion; but in the midst of opprobrium and insults, she has not forgotten revenge. Cedric, a prisoner in the castle of the Norman, meets her, and learns her history. "My life has been base and atrocious," she says; "I will expiate it by serving you." At the moment when the friends of the Saxon attack the castle, when the men-at-arms are on the walls, and the master of the castle, who has been wounded in the combat, is laid on his bed, far from the ramparts and the combatants, the old Saxon woman accomplishes her last and terrible project: she sets fire to the wood heaped up under the building; then rushing to the room in which her enemy is stretched out deprived of strength, but full of life, she ironically reminds him of his father's last repast; she makes him aware of the smoke of the

card to the court of the chief of the conquerors. This conclusion satisfies the human heart; it is sad for the patriotic one. But the author could not falsify history; it is too true that the Saxons did not find the way to free themselves from their yoke. This Cedric, the last representative of Saxon liberty, is described as a man of kind disposition, but inflexible in his aversion to the foreign usurpers. He makes an immense display of his ancient name of Saxon in the midst of people who disown him from cowardice; he has a proud and jealous men, the sign of a life passed in defending daily, rights daily encroached on. Weary of the present, he constantly looks back beyond that fatal day at Hastings which opened England to the Normans and to slavery. He detests the language of the conquerors, their customs, their diversions, their arms, every thing which was not on the English territory when the English people were free. By his side are two of his serum, men and their ancestors. These men wear the badge of slavery, on which is inscribed the name of their master; yet they love this master, because he is surrounded by enemies who are also their enemies, because the insolence of strangers, which weighs over him and them, creates a resemblance between his destiny and theirs, and in some sort confounds, in one common cause, two formerly clashing interests. Bands of outlaws without asylum, obliged to inhabit the forests and become brigands to earn a livelihood, point out the remains of the ravages of the conquest, and paint the fate of those whom the prohibition of hunting arms, ordered by a suspicious conqueror, compelled to choose between hunger and ermine. But the gloomiest and most energetic picture of the consequences of the invasion, is that of a Saxon woman, who, after seeing her father and seven brothers killed while defending their inheritance, alone remained to minister ignominiously to the pleasures of the murderer of her family. Bringing into her master's bed an implacable hatred and an ardent thirst for revenge, she has used the seductions of her beauty to arm the son against the father, and stain with a parricide the banquetting hall of the conquerors. Grown old in her servitude, she has by degrees lost her empire, and contempt has become her portion; but in the midst of opprobrium and insults, she has not forgotten revenge. Cedric, a prisoner in the castle of the Norman, meets her, and learns her history. "My life has been base and atrocious," she says; "I will expiate it by serving you." At the moment when the friends of the Saxon attack the castle, when the men-at-arms are on the walls, and the master of the castle, who has been wounded in the combat, is laid on his bed, far from the ramparts and the combatants, the old Saxon woman accomplishes her last and terrible project: she sets fire to the wood heaped up under the building; then rushing to the room in which her enemy is stretched out deprived of strength, but full of life, she ironically reminds him of his father's last repast; she makes him aware of the smoke of the
fire which burns beneath the apartment; she sneers at the impotence of his efforts, and shrieks; she gives him a foretaste of death; and when the conflagration bursts forth, she gains the summit of the highest tower, stands there with dishevelled hair, singing in a loud voice one of those war hymns which the heathen Saxons used in the field of battle.

Such are the personages who represent to us the vanquished. As to the conquerors, as to the sons of the adventurers who followed the fortunes of the bastard, they are portrayed in Reginald Front-de-Boeuf, Philip-de-Malvoison, Hugh-de-Bracy, and Prince John Plantagenet. We find in them the vain and distrustful conqueror, attributing the origin of his fortune to the superiority of his nature, believing himself of a better race and purer blood; qualifying his race with the title of noble; employing on the contrary the name of Saxon as an injurious epithet; saying that he kills a Saxon without scruple, and ennobles a Saxon woman by disposing of her against her will! pretending that his Saxon subjects possess nothing which is not his, and threatening, if they become rebellious, to scalp them.

Besides these characters, which proceed from the political state of the country, the author of Ivanhoe has not failed to introduce others which proceed from the opinions of the period. He paints the free-thinking templar, full of ambition and projects, despising the cross whose soldier he is, killing Saracens as a means of making his fortune; and as a contrast to this, the fanatical templar, the passive slave of his rules and faith; the hypocritical and sensual priest; the humble, submissive, and patient Jew, surrounded with contempt and perils, obliged to deceive to defend himself, and an adroit rogue, because the powerful ones of the world may be so to him openly and with impunity. But there is one personage who throws all others into the shade, and to whom the mind of the reader attaches itself by an irresistible attraction; it is that of Rebecca, the daughter of the Jew Isaac of York. Rebecca is the type of that moral grandeur, which develops itself in the soul of the weak and oppressed in this world, when they feel themselves superior to their fortune, superior to the prosperous who triumph over them. All the calm dignity that ever possessed the soul of a Cato, or a Sydney, is united in her with a simple modesty, an uncomplaining patience, and that touching endurance of suffering, which is the attribute of women. This character, so much elevated beyond our nature, is made natural by the author with such perfect art, he introduces it so naturally into the scenes in which it is developed, that however ideal it may be, we are seduced into believing it, and feel ourselves the better for doing so. One admirable scene, of which we should vainly attempt to give the effect, is that in which Rebecca, a prisoner of the templar Bran-de-Boisguilbert, is visited by him in the tower in which she is confined. Alone, in presence of this man, violent in his passions, and unconquerably wilful, who openly declares that she is his prisoner by the sword, and that he will make use of his strength, she is able to inspire him with a respect for her person, and to throw down before her, like an arrow which has missed its aim, all the vehemence of that ungoverned soldier, who, in battle, mowed down whole ranks of men, and in the intercourse of life, bent them before him like reeds before the wind.

There are in this novel many other things of which we give no account. There are scenes of such simplicity, of such living truth, to be found in it, that notwithstanding the distance of the period in which the author places himself, they can be realized without effort. It is because in the midst of the world which no longer exists, Walter Scott always places the world which does and always will exist, that is to say, human nature, of which he knows all the secrets. Every thing peculiar to the time and place, the exterior of men, and aspect of the country and of the habitations, costumes, and manners, are described with the most minute truthfulness; and yet the immense erudition which has furnished so many details is nowhere to be perceived. Walter Scott seems to have for the past that second sight, which, in times of ignorance, certain men attributed to themselves for the future. To say that there is more real history in his novels on Scotland and England than in the philosophically false compilations which still possess that great name, is not advancing any thing strange in the eyes of those who have read and understood "Old Mortality," "Waverley," "Rob Roy," the "Fortunes of Nigel," and the "Heart of Midlothian."
This book is one of the witnesses in the action which morality and reason ought to bring against the sixteenth century. If the violent death of Anne Boleyn belongs to Henry the Eighth alone, the circumstances of what are called the rise and fall of this woman, belong to the manners of the time, and especially to the spirit of courts, a spirit which in the France of that age, was the same as in England. Anne was the great granddaughter of Geoffrey Boleyn, a London merchant, whose credit and acquired fortune had raised him to the situation of lord mayor of that city. The children of this man, abjuring the paternal condition, dispersed his property among the noble houses to which they allied themselves; they bought patents to be courtiers with the riches of their family; and thus it was that the descendant of the rich plebeian was born both poor and unfortunate. The father and mother of Anne Boleyn lived as parasites in the court where the descendant of the rich plebeian was the Eighth.

Henry VIII., at the moment when he was already ten years old; with this tute she went to France in the train of Mary, sister of the King of England, whom a diplomatic treaty united by force to old Louis XII., at the moment when she had a violent and declared passion for another man. But in the same way that Anne Boleyn's parents cared very little at seeing their child exposed to the dangers of a foreign education, and deprived of their care and caresses, provided she became a court lady, Henry the Eighth did not hesitate to drive his young sister into the bed of an infirm old man, provided she became Queen of France.

Anne spent the years of her childhood in continual studies of the art of pleasing; she was early able to figure gracefully in those palaces masquerades which helped the powerful of that century to bring to a close their blank and idle days; she learnt to captivate all eyes, and to encourage flattery; she learnt to listen to the admiration of men, before she was old enough to understand it; she learnt moreover to excite by her successes the envy of her young companions; not that envy of emulation which arises from the sentiment of what is right, and doubles the desire of attaining it, but that hateful jealousy, which is indignant at seeing another advancing more rapidly towards the common end; for goodness and personal graces were esteemed only as means for acquisition and advancement. Amongst the envious hatreds which Anne Boleyn excited when she returned to her native land, there were some violent and implacable ones which pursued her till death. She was on the point of fortunately escaping the fortune which awaited her, by marrying a young Lord Percy, who loved her, and whose love she returned; but the father of this young man, informed by a cardinal, that Henry the Eighth had cast his eye on the young man, who was so much liked, one for his talents, the other for her graces. No sooner was Anne out of her cradle, no sooner had she given the first promise of that beauty which rendered her afterwards so celebrated and so unfortunate, than her parents destined her for the life they themselves led. There were then at court places for complaisants and beauties of every age. Anne was a maid of honour at seven years old; with this tute she went to France in the train of Mary, sister of the King of England, whom a diplomatic treaty united by force to old Louis XII., at the moment when she had a violent and declared passion for another man. But in the same way that Anne Boleyn's parents cared very little at seeing their child exposed to the dangers of a foreign education, and deprived of their care and caresses, provided she became a court lady, Henry the Eighth did not hesitate to drive his young sister into the bed of an infirm old man, provided she became Queen of France.

Anne spent the years of her childhood in continual studies of the art of pleasing; she was early able to figure gracefully in those palaces masquerades which helped the powerful of that century to bring to a close their blank and idle days; she learnt to captivate all eyes, and to encourage flattery; she learnt to listen to the admiration of men, before she was old enough to understand it; she learnt moreover to excite by her successes the envy of her young companions; not that envy of emulation which arises from the sentiment of what is right, and doubles the desire of attaining it, but that hateful jealousy, which is indignant at seeing another advancing more rapidly towards the common end; for goodness and personal graces were esteemed only as means for acquisition and advancement. Amongst the envious hatreds which Anne Boleyn excited when she returned to her native land, there were some violent and implacable ones which pursued her till death. She was on the point of fortunately escaping the fortune which awaited her, by marrying a young Lord Percy, who loved her, and whose love she returned; but the father of this young man, informed by a cardinal, that Henry the Eighth had cast his eye on the young man, who was so much liked, one for his talents, the other for her graces. No sooner was Anne out of her cradle, no sooner had she given the first promise of that beauty which rendered her afterwards so celebrated and so unfortunate, than her parents destined her for the life they themselves led. There were then at court places for complaisants and beauties of every age. Anne was a maid of honour at seven years old; with this tute she went to France in the train of Mary, sister of the King of England, whom a diplomatic treaty united by force to old Louis XII., at the moment when she had a violent and declared passion for another man. But in the same way that Anne Boleyn's parents cared very little at seeing their child exposed to the dangers of a foreign education, and deprived of their care and caresses, provided she became a court lady, Henry the Eighth did not hesitate to drive his young sister into the bed of an infirm old man, provided she became Queen of France.

Henry VIII. was irritated by the obstacle; he had been married several years to a woman of irrefutable virtue and tenderness; he solicited a divorce, that remedy for ill-assorted unions, which the Romish church obstinately refused to the wants of the people, but granted easily to the lightest caprices of the great. History has transmitted to us the details of the trial of Queen Catharine, whom this time the court of Rome hesitated to sacrifice, because she was related to Charles V. Shakspeare's pen has immortalized the noble resistance of this woman to the despot who rejected her like a piece of worn-out household furniture. Instead of the voice of the pope, Henry VIII. bought that of the Catholic universities: the divorce was pronounced, and Anne Boleyn, in return for her youth, delivered herself up to a man older than her father, and received the title of queen, which from her childhood she had learned to envy.

Her father, satisfied until then with the favour he enjoyed, became irritated and discontented, because he did not obtain an increase of fortune proportionate to the elevation of his fami-
ly; the grief it occasioned him was such that he left the court, abandoning her whom he ought to have protected, to the mercy of the numerous enemies which her new rank created. Amongst all the new queen's relations, there was one alone, one of her brothers, who preserved any affection for her; the others detested her out of envy, or accused her bitterly of the mischances of their own ambition. She herself, in the first month of her pretended triumph, saw herself humiliated under her purple canopy by a poor Franciscan friar, who, in the very chapel of Henry VIII., and in his presence, reproached this prince with having broken his faith towards his faithful wife. All the monks of that order were banished from England; but their banishment was unable to efface remorse from the heart of the despot, and blushes from the cheek of his partner. Men of no consequence who did not fear death, more than once repeated this outrage to her whom they called the woman who had aspired to unite herself to her disgrace, her secret enemies declared them- selves upon a conversation in which Anne had expressed fears about the king's weak health; the evidence of a formal conspiracy against the sacred majesty was founded upon a few innocent words: the brother and the other two accused were condemned as accomplices, and the tribunal of the English aristocracy pronounced their sentence of death. The day on which Anne Boleyn was beheaded in a room in the Tower of London, Henry VIII., who was at Richmond, repaired to a height whence he could hear the discharge of artillery, and discover the black flag which were to announce to the citizens that the execution was over. Some years afterwards, he had the impudence to put forth, in the name of the woman he had assassinated, claims to the inheritance of her family, to the ancient habitation of the merchant Geoffrey Boleyn. Thus ends this history of misfortune, infamy and cruelty; such was the fate of the woman who had aspired to unite herself to an absolute monarch. The authoress of the Memoirs of the Life of Anne Boleyn has not confined herself to exciting the human interest which these events present; she has drawn from them great lessons on the life of courts, on the ambition of women, and on those false positions which the vulgar call great; it has not sufficed her to present numberless piquant details, and descriptions full of life, to give the colouring of the period to an always animated narrative; as a woman, Miss Benger has not neglected to give moral opinions on the destiny of the wife of Henry VIII. These serious and grave opinions give as much value to her book as the literary talent which is displayed in it. After so many centuries of bad laws and bad customs, when human nature, long thrown out of its right place, seeks painfully to regain it, women have, as well as we, examples to observe, and meditations to make. When the ambition of men was to crush their fellow-men, the ambition of women was to share the pleasures and profits of power; now humanity, better understood, offers very different careers. One sex no longer looks on domination and avarice as their supreme objects; the other, in its turn, will doubtless prefer the fortune of honest men to that of the rulers of the world; and however loaded with brilliant the diadem of a queen may have been, the young maiden of the nineteenth century will not hesitate to pronounce that the wife of a Henry VIII., is nothing by the side of the wife of a Sydney.
ESSAY X.

ON THE HISTORY OF SCOTLAND, AND THE NATIONAL CHARACTER OF THE SCOTCH.

Is it by a simple effect of chance that Scotland has produced the first writer who has undertaken to represent history under an aspect at once real and poetical? I do not think so; and in my opinion it was the strong shade of originality cast over all the history of his country, which early striking the imagination of Walter Scott, has rendered him so ingenious in seizing every thing characteristic in foreign histories. Notwithstanding his immense talent for describing all the scenes of the past, it is the moment at which he judges it worthy in seizing every thing characteristic in foreign histories. Notwithstanding his immense talent for describing all the scenes of the past, it is the moment at which he judges it worthy of its national character; we attribute to fortuitous causes, to mere accidents of chance, to personal influence, what had profound root, in the moral instincts and hereditary passions of the great masses of men.

One fact predominates in the history of Scotland; this is the primitive difference of races, not only between the Scotch and English, but between the two branches of the Scottish population. Although the inhabitants of the two portions of Great Britain, separated by the river Tweed and the gulf of Solway, have long ceased to form two distinct and mutually hostile states, they are still distinguished by differences of manners and character, which are the sign of a different origin. To the north of the Tweed, a greater quickness of intellect, a stronger taste for music, poetry, and intellectual labour, a more marked disposition for all kinds of enthusiasm, indicate an originally Celtic population; whilst on the English frontier, the Germanic character predominates in the habits as well as in the language.

The new physiological researches, together with a profounder examination of the great events which have changed the social state of divers nations, prove that the physical and moral constitution of nations depends far more on their descent and the original race to which they belong, than on the influence of the climate in which chance has placed them. It is impossible not to recognize in what still remains of the Irish population, a race of men of the same origin as those who now inhabit the warm countries of the south of Europe, although its emigration to the damp and cold climate of Ireland...
must be traced to an uncertain epoch. The case is the same with the population of the mountains of Scotland. All the brusquerie and passion that are to be found in the language, the friendships and the hatreds of the southern French, all, even to the rapid dance of the peasants of Auvergne, are to be found among the Scottish Highlanders. The oldest of the populations which, at various times, came to inhabit the plains of Scotland, and people them by their mixture, they carry to the highest degree that southern impression, which is only found very much weakened amongst the Scotch of the south, although it still suffices to distinguish these from their neighbours in the north of England. Finally, and this is what gives a peculiar physiognomy to the history of Scotland, the race of Highlanders who remained free from all mixture with foreign races, preserved, until within a short period, against the population of the Lowlands, whose language differs from its own, an insurmountable hatred, which has in all epochs kept the country in a state of civil war.

To this division of Scotland between two nations, nominally governed for a long series of centuries by the same royal authority, but completely distinct in language, customs, and political constitution, must be attributed most of the revolutions, which, in the course of centuries, have changed the condition of that country. They are all, notwithstanding the differences of epoch and of subject, whether political or religious, only scenes of the great struggle between the Highlanders and Lowlanders, a constant and obstinate struggle, which reproduces itself in history under the most varied aspects, and gives energetic strength to the various parties born of the simple diversity of opinions. Thence result a remarkable development of political activity, great contrasts of manners and beliefs, a great variety of original characters; in a word, all that constitutes the dramatic and picturesque interest of history.

Walter Scott has not been ignorant of this; although only a simple novelist, he has cast on the history of his country a keener and more penetrating glance than that of the historians themselves. He has carefully studied, at every period, the essential composition of the Scottish nation; and it is thus that he has succeeded in giving the highest degree of reality to the historical scenes on which his sometimes imaginary personages figure. He never presents the picture of a political or religious revolution, without tracing what rendered it inevitable, and what must afterwards produce analogous ones, the mode of existence of the people, its division into distinct races, rival classes, and hostile factions.

The most important of these divisions, that of races, and the native hostility of the Highlanders and Lowlanders, is the groundwork upon which he has founded most willingly the fictitious adventures of his heroes. While only seeking, perhaps, some means of striking more strongly the imagination by contrasts of manners and characters, he went to the sources themselves of historic truth. He has made evident the fixed point, round which has revolved, so to speak, all the great revolutions accomplished or attempted in Scotland; for we find the Highlanders opposed to the Lowlanders in the wars for a dynasty, in which one pretender struggles against another; in the aristocratic wars, in which the nobility fights against kings; in the religious wars, in which Catholicism is struggling with the Reformation; finally, in the revolts vainly attempted to destroy the bond of union of Scotland and England under one government. This species of historic unity, which is not to be met with in the same degree in any other country, following through scenes of detail apparently detached from one another, has produced, in a great measure, the strong interest which has for the first time attached itself to love-tales framed in scenes of national history.

ESSAY XI.

ON THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION, A PROPOS OF MR. HENRY HALLAM'S WORK, ENTITLED "THE CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND."*  

Mr. Henry Hallam is the author of a work called "Europe during the Middle Ages," of which a French translation appeared some years ago. It is one of those historical compositions, very common in England, in which the changes of the government and the legislation of the country are endeavoured to be described in an abstract manner. These kind of writings, seductive at the first glance, are far from really giving the instruction they seem to promise. They have one essential fault, that of supposing the civil and even the political history to be well known, and thus presenting the legislative acts apart from the circumstances which gave rise to them, and a faithful picture of which can alone give their true signification. The author

* This Essay was published in 1827.
of a constitutional history directs all his attention to the study of laws and administrative documents; and for the series of historical facts, he generally trusts to the first narrator he finds, without submitting the facts to a fresh examination, and without making the least effort to penetrate more deeply into the social state, the revolutions of which have brought about the different phases of the legislative constitution. It is thus that Mr. Hallam, when writing his "Europe during the Middle Ages," ten years ago, in the part of that work which relates to France, has hardly risen above Velly and his contemporaries, who appeared to him to have given a satisfactory idea of the national manners of the French people, from the sixth to the sixteenth century. The same faults, quite as remarkable in the chapters devoted to the empire of Germany, to Italy, and the other states of Europe, are less felt in those which treat of England. In this part of his work, the author, naturally better informed of the history of his own country, required less special studies; he ought therefore to be congratulated on having renounced his former plan, and having limited himself to continuing the constitutional history of England from the sixteenth down to the middle of the eighteenth century. Mr. Hallam's vast erudition as a lawyer renders his work the most complete and accurate catalogue of the English parliamentary acts; but the real motives of these laws and acts can be but feebly discerned in the small number of historical facts which fall by chance from the pen of the historian. We see the constitution of the English people, in its various stages; but the English people itself never appears.

It is against abstraction in history, that the new school which has commenced the regeneration of historical studies in France, has principally raised its voice. This school has struck a mortal blow at the monarchical version of the history of France. We believe that it is likewise destined to strike hard blows at the constitutional version of the history of England. Already have three French writers presented in a new light three of the principal events of the political history of Great Britain, the Norman Conquest, the popular Revolution of 1640, and the aristocratic Revolution of 1688.* Certainly, nothing in their works can take the place of Mr. Hallam's voluminous work on English legislation; but the works of the historians, connected with that of the lawyer, might give this immense compilation the life it requires. For, we repeat, the comprehension of events is not Mr. Hallam's predominant faculty; and generally speaking, this quality by no means predominate among English writers. Whatever there is characteristic in the different periods of their national history, is smothered by them under a covering of conventional formulas and metaphysical expressions. The word parliament has done more harm to the history of England than the thing itself has done good. It has been the cause of a number of anachronisms of the grossest sort, those which transpose from one period to another, not material circumstances, but moral facts and political situations; it is owing to it that the English constitution prolongs its existence in the writings of historians, from the invasion of William the Conqueror to the present day. And the invasion itself, the most important event in the history of England, figured in modern narratives only as a change of succession, feebly contested and quickly accomplished until Walter Scott, in one of his poetical creations, showed his countrymen, for the first time, what the Norman Conquest really was.

The false aspect under which the historians of England have considered this conquest, not only prejudices the truth of their narratives during the short space of time which separates the battle of Hastings and the last Saxon insurrection; but it gives great inexactness to the judgments pronounced on most of the great succeeding events. It is truly impossible that a country in which there really were for several centuries, two distinct and mutually hostile nations, although the strangers confounded them all under one name, should not present something peculiar in its political revolutions, something not to be found in states in which society is homogeneous. The words aristocracy, democracy, and even monarchy, which we have borrowed from the books of the ancients, to apply them, properly or improperly, to the different forms adopted by the social state of our time, are incapable of giving an exact idea of the various changes which have taken place in the institutions of the middle ages. The most certain plan would be to abandon them entirely, when it is necessary to bring on the scene men who employed perfectly different formulas to express their ideas, their wants or their political passions. The most certain, but the most difficult way, would be to get at the facts, and describe them just as they present themselves, without endeavouring to give them any general qualification, and bringing them into frames traced out beforehand.

By applying this method to the history of England, it would be deprived of that species of philosophical marvellousness, which seems to surround it, to the exclusion of all other modern histories. If, turning away our eyes from the present, that we may not remain under its influence, we look back dispassionately, if we cease to colour the past with a reflex of contemporary opinions, we shall perceive entirely different things under the same names. The words Parliament, House of Peers, House of Commons, will lose the prestige with which the present liberty of the English people surrounds them. We shall see liberty, that fruit of modern civilization, born, at a recent period, out of an order of society, the principle of which was the most illiberal that can be conceived, in which the powerful portion of the nation boasted of its foreign origin, and of having usurped its inheritance, titles and nobility, at the edge of the sword; in which, distinction between va-
rious classes was only the expression of the distance between the conqueror and the conquered, in which all social authority was tainted by this violent origin, and in which, royalty, belonging by right to the line of the chief of the conquest, was not, properly speaking, an institution, but a fact. From the midst of all this has arisen modern England, which is, in almost every point, the reverse of ancient England. The interval which separates them one from the other, presents rather the gradual decay of a violent order of things, than the slow formation of a society, destined to serve as a model to others. The latter opinion, however, has prevailed; it reigns almost universally among the historians of the English constitution, not that they appear to have preferred it to the other after a ripe examination, because they all forget to place at the head of their constitutional history the great fact of a territorial conquest. The conquest is the common source of all the political powers which have continued to exist in England ever since the twelfth century: we must keep our attention to this primitive fact, before following its progressive alterations down to the present time. We will endeavour to apply this method to the history of royalty, the Parliament, and the elective system in England.

§ 1.—On the nature of the Regal Power.

The Saxon population, having lost by its subjection all political existence, and the power of its ancient kings having passed into the hands of a stranger, the title of king changed its signification to the vanquished, and only preserved its ancient meaning to the conquerors.† To the first, the Saxon word king, which the Normans translated by that of rey, expressed only a violent and illegitimate authority: and it was only when applied to the new inhabitants of England that this title conveyed the idea of a delegated authority. The singular ambiguity of these two entirely different significations, soon rendered uncertain the extent of the prerogatives of the person who bore the title of king. The Saxon, trembling before a master, was disposed to unlimited submission and to servile compliances, which the son of the Norman, prouder because he was stronger, did not reckon amongst his duties to his lord. By a natural tendency, the kings inclined to believe, and endeavoured to make others believe, that the title they bore gave them a right to an equal submission on the part of all their inferiors, and they aspired to level to the same condition with respect to themselves, the two races of men who inhabited the country with such different destinies. Thence proceeded, among the Anglo-Norman kings, a tendency to egotism and isolation, which early offended the sons of the companions of Duke William.‡ They were indignant that, confounding together the two distinct parties of his royal power, their chief pretended to treat them as he treated the Saxons who peopled his towns and boroughs. Their resistance to this pretension brought about troubles and wars. The different events which distinguished this struggle, inclined the undecided authority of the kings, sometimes towards its violent, and sometimes its legal side. There were fluctuations on this subject which had never occurred in the time of the Anglo-Saxon royalty, when all was simple, because the nation was one.*

In the debates which this singular situation gave rise to, when hostilities were suspended, and each party exposed his rights in order to prevail upon the opposite party to acknowledge them, the Normans invoked the traditions of Anglo-Saxon royalty against the ambition of their chief. They maintained that the ancient limits of royal power ought to be re-established, and collected every thing that tradition furnished for fixing these limits. The Norman jurists drew up methodically from verbal information, the customs which had ruled England before the Conquest, and adorned this collection with the name of Laws of King Edward the Confessor. Such was the origin of that clamour for the laws of Edward, so often reproduced in England in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries by the Anglo-Norman barons against the kings. The object of their complaints and insurrections was not to obtain for all the inhabitants of the country, without distinction of origin, securities against a common oppression. The charters which resulted from a momentary agreement of the two parties, prove that it was a question of security only for the possessors of the lands distributed after the Conquest; those who dwelt on dominus that did not belong to themselves, remained in the class over which the royal power was absolute, and could only change their class by means of personal emancipation. Indeed, the customs which had existed in the times of Saxon independence, could be revived beneficially only for those who were, after the Conquest, in the position of the former Saxon freemen; and the Anglo-Saxon race was almost entirely fallen from this position. In losing its landed property, it had also lost the privilege of freedom, which, during the middle ages, had belonged exclusively to it; it had fallen into that class of farmers and tributaries which the old laws of the country called herds, and for whom these same laws, previous to the conquest, had been extremely severe. The Saxons, inhabitants of towns, were in the condition of servitude which weighed upon the non-protectors in the country; for they were regarded as simple farmers of the city which was their common domicile. The possession of most of the towns, distributed at the partition of the conquest, like great undivided shares, was the principal attribute of the royal prerogative in its arbitrary portion.

The first charter of liberty which the Anglo-Norman nobles forced their chief to Consent to, was that of Henry I. This charter, drawn up less than forty years after the Conquest, seems to have had for its sole object the better pre-

* The reigns of William Rufus, Henry the First, and Stephen, 1067—1154.
servation to the sons of the conquerors of their natural right to be exempted from all the vexa-
tions which the natives were forced to submit to. It declared that all proprietors (and no right of property anterior to the conquest was then recognized) should inherit their possessions entirely and freely, without paying the king any sort of duty. It insured, moreover, to all the barons and knights, that is to say, to the men of Norman birth, the liberty of marrying their daughters and relations without the king's permission, and of retaining the guardianship of their near relations during their minority, a right which was refused to the Saxons, or from which they were forced to buy their exemption by more or less heavy taxes. This act, thus destined to distinguish, in a more certain manner, the two opposite phases of the royal prerogative, was solemnly sworn, then openly infringed, on account of the tendency of the kings towards an order of things in which the conquest should exist for their benefit alone, and in which the entire population should be degraded to the same level. But thirty-six years after the signing of the charter of Henry I, the barons demanded of King Stephen the oath to observe this charter, and moreover exacted from him securities against the king's endeavours to interdict to Normans as well as to Saxons the bearing of arms in the forests. These new acts were signed and deposited in Westminster Church, near London. But they soon disappeared, and the royal power recommenced confounding together the two orders. King Stephen, however, it ought to have distinguished. An armed opposition and a civil war were the consequences of this new attempt. A confederation of the descendants of the companions of William was formed against King John.* They represented to him Henry I's charters, and threatened, that if he persisted in forgetting his duties toward them, they would seize his castles, possessions, towns, every thing which he had inherited of the fruits of the great victory gained in common by their ancestors. The quarrel was bloody; more than once the king promised, and violated his promise; at last a truce was concluded, and a treaty signed in the plain of Runnymede, near Windsor, between the two armies.† The treaty of peace consisted of two distinct charters, one called the charter of common liberties, the other called the forest charter. The latter only reproduced the contents of the old charter of King Stephen; but the other, which has become so celebrated in the history of England, under the name of the Magna Charta, is expressed in a more formal and more detailed manner than all preceding charters.

The charter of common liberties established the strict obligation the king was under, not to raise money on the class of landed proprietors, unless it had itself consented to it by the free vote of its chiefs and representatives. Three cases only were reserved, in which the king, without a previous vote, might of his own authority levy a moderate contribution. On all other occasions, the archbishops, bishops, abbots, counts, and chief barons were to be summoned by letters addressed to each individually, and a certain number of inferior barons and knights domiciled in the provinces, were to receive from the royal officers a collective warning to assemble on a day fixed, as a deliberative assembly. This warning was to precede the meeting forty days. It was determined that no man of rank should be fined but by the judgment of his peers; that no free man should in any way be destroyed or ruined in body or estate except by the same judgment; that, without judgment, he should not be banished, imprisoned, or despoiled of his inheritance. The securities granted to free persons extended even over their domains, and the agricultural implements they used in their improvements. The carts and harness which belonged to the lord of the manor, could not be put in requisition for the repairing of fortresses, bridges, and roads, the expense and labour of which thus necessarily fell on the sons of the Saxons, the vassals of low estate, farmers and cottagers, in a word, on that numerous class of men whom the Normans designated by the name of villains. One clause only moderated the king's administrative and judiciary acts towards them; the implements of labour, which the charter calls their gagnage, or, as we would call it, their means of gaining a livelihood, were excepted from the seizure of effects, which they frequently incurred for delay in the payment of taxes, or for contests of interests with the bailiffs of their lords. In this treaty, the very term charter was defined as the new institution made of the citizens of England, excepting London, a city in which a great number of Norman families had taken up their residence, and the inhabitants of which, for this reason, participated in some measure in the privileges of foreign descent. The citizens of London, who took the title of barons like the proprietors of estates, obtained as well as they, the assurance of never being taxed but with the consent of the great national council, which, in the Norman or French language, was called Parliament. No similar concession was made for the other towns and boroughs: only a declaration was made, that the immunities of various kinds which the royal authority had granted them, must be maintained. In confirmation of the contents of this act, the insurgents, that is to say, all the barons of England, except seven, chose twenty-five from amongst them to form a permanent commission, entrusted with watching the exact observation of the tenour of the Great Charter; moreover, the free proprietors of each county were to name twelve knights entrusted with seeking and denouncing to the twenty-five preservers of liberty, all bad customs which required to be extirpated.

The old tendency to assimilate the proprietors of estates to the citizens, and the sons of the conquerors to those of the conquered, manifested itself anew, although the Great Charter had been solemnly deposited in most of the churches. The successor of King John raised up against himself a confederacy similar to that which had armed against his father.* These
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treaties gained by the sword, were represented to him at the point of the sword; he swore to maintain them, his hand on the New Testament, in presence of the assembled bishops, who, holding lighted tapers, threw them all down at once, saying, "May he who violates this oath be thus exulting in hell!" Notwithstanding this anathema, the king soon forgot what he had so solemnly promised, and the sons of the Normans were forced a second time to have recourse to arms to claim the rights of their ancestors. They compelled Henry III. to give them an act signed with his seal, in confirmation of the charter; but, whether the fatigue of these wars led them to avoid their return, or whether the energy of the Anglo-Norman barons was overcome by the perseverance of royal authority, they relinquished some of the privileges which the Great Charter insured to them, and allowed their condition gradually to share the character of uncertainty and dependence which predominated in that of the descendants of the conquered. In the course of a century and a half, their fathers and themselves had imposed five charters on the kings. Edward I., Henry III.'s son, confirmed the last; but after him commenced the reaction of royalty against the power and independence of the baronage. Richard II. went too hastily to the point of annihilating political rights for the benefit of the royal prerogative; he was defeated and made prisoner by the army of barons raised against him. Meanwhile, the doctrines on which the prerogative was founded, were already passing from the privy council into the Parliament, where a second assembly, partly composed of citizens accustomed to regard royalty as an absolute authority, had taken its place by the side of the great council of barons. Moreover, it was difficult to lower the sovereign and free class, without raising a little the subject and despised class. This felt it, and its present interest led it to lend all its forces in the service of royalty. The tendency to the assimilation of the two races under the absolute power of one man, was equivalent to the gradual overthrow of the order at first established by the Conquest. And as the masses, once put in motion by political interest, never stop but at the end of their progress, from the moment that the citizens or sons of the conquered became, under the king's auspices, members of the House of Commons, from that moment commenced, although feeble and uncertain in the beginning, a great reaction of the inferior against the superior classes, with the intention of effacing from England all trace of the Norman Conquest, and of destroying all power which derived thence its origin, even royalty itself.

During the fourteenth century, the fusion of the least rich class among the men of Norman race with that portion of the other race which had enriched itself by industry and commerce, as well as the progress of a great number of citizens of the class of capitalists to that of territorial proprietors, had taken place with great activity, owing to the assistance of several laws or statutes relative to the possession of lands. Until then, the different divisions made at the time of the Conquest, had remained unalienable in the family of the original possessors, and moreover, were unable to pass from one race to another, on account of the customs which forbade the sale of a titled estate to a person who was not decorated with an equivalent title of nobility. New statutes compelled the feudal superior to receive as a vassal, the buyer, whoever he was, of the land of one of his vassals, and elevated to the same rank the proprietors of domains with equal titles, whatever their origin. These measures, destructive of the ancient political order, did not pass without opposition on the part of the sons of those barons who had twice made war on the kings to maintain their privileges of the Conquest; but their resistance was far from being as energetic as that of their ancestors; they confined themselves to soliciting legislative measures capable of attenuating the effect of those that displeased them. Entails, and the privilege of rendering a portion of land eternally unalienable, were established to resist the movement which was about to throw all the domains into the hands of whoever was able to purchase them. By the help of this privilege, a few fragments of the ancient race of conquerors was enabled to float up through centuries, and remain distinct from the rest of the population.

The kings did not entirely succeed in executing the project of the fresh conquest which they meditated against all the inhabitants of England, without distinction of race; they soon stopped willingly in their pursuit of this enterprise. Frightened at seeing their authority separated from the ancient supports which had surrounded it for several centuries, they changed their policy in time, and worked to re-establish part of what they had destroyed; they created orders of knighthood and other aristocratic corporations; they reproduced the distinction of races under new forms. It was very unwillingly, however, that they yielded to this necessity. Their conduct during the fifteenth century often presented disparities, and a mixture of two opposite tendencies, according as they were led by the desire of reigning alone, or the fear of being nothing if they remained alone. The nobility of the sixteenth century, a class of mixed origin, showed no remains of the spirit of independence of the ancient Norman nobility against the extension of the royal prerogative; but the will and power to act began to manifest themselves among the citizens represented in Parliament by the House of Commons. This immense class, issuing at the end of five centuries from the state of humiliation into which the Conquest had plunged it, made its revolution with the energy which is the characteristic of great masses of men when they appear for the first time on the political scene. It drew into its movement a part of the heirs of the privileges, domains, and titles which the Conquest had founded, whether Normans or English by origin. But these men, whom their position attached to...
the ancient order of things, surprised and grieved to see their project of moderate reform far surpassed by the violence of a multitude anxious to change every thing, mostly deserted the cause which they no longer understood, and ranged themselves against it, with the king and the descendants of the nobles of the fourteenth, the barons of the thirteenth, and the conquerors of the twelfth century under the Norman standard with three lions. Nothing external indicated there a quarrel of race; but, to see the animosity with which war was still carried on against all ancient political existences, any one would have said that an old leaven of national hostility was still fermenting in the depths of the hearts of the sons of the Anglo-Saxons, and that the shade of Harold had appeared to the adversaries of Charles I.

§ II.—On the Transmission of the Royal Power

The appropriation of the royalty of England by William the Conqueror, by altering the nature of that royalty, naturally influenced the mode of its future transmission.† The royal authority among the Saxons was essentially elective. In endeavouring to make good, armed against the last king elected by the Saxon nation, a pretended will of a predecessor of that king, the Duke of Normandy, setting aside the slavery of the Normans, gave an entirely new character to the title he claimed; he made it dependent on the will of the titulary, and no longer on that of the nation. The electoral right, which participation in the conquest seemed to confer on the Norman warriors with regard to their chief, was even attacked by his usurpation of royalty over the vanquished. The Duke of Normandy felt it, and put in action all the stratagems of his policy to persuade his companions in fortune that they would gain rather than lose, if he took the title of King of England. He endeavoured even to make them believe that it was on his side a sacrifice made for the common interest of the entire victorious army. William the First disposed of royalty, as he pretended that Edward the Confessor had disposed of it for him, and at his death bequeathed it to his second son, William Rufus. Robert, the eldest, relying on the tendency of the Anglo-Norman chiefs to repossess themselves of the right of election which they had hoped to enjoy, placed himself at the head of a party which made war on the king by succession; this war was that of the elective against the hereditary principle. The latter triumphed, owing to the support of William the Second found among the Saxon population, to whom he made false promises, and who, with singular sincerity placed at his service the animosity it entertained against all the Normans.† The struggle was not ended, however, in a single combat; it was long renewed at the commencement of every reign.

During several centuries, the Anglo-Norman royalty remained wavering between inheritance and election; a sort of compromise between the two principles limited the competitors to the sole descendants of William the Conqueror, either by the male or female line; and it was among these that the dispute took place. Almost always at the death of a king, two or three competitors arose out of the same family; thence periodically resulted the most frightful of civil wars, that of brother against brother, of relations against relations, the war of men against children in the cradle, a struggle of murders and treachery. The chronicles relate, that William the Bastard, at the moment when he felt himself in presence of the terrors of the next life, was seized with fear at the remembrance of the actions which had procured royalty for him; and said, that he dared to bequeath to God alone that kingdom of England, acquired at the price of so much blood.‡ The possession which caused him so much remorse, seemed cursed in the hands of his family. His sons fought for it; and more than once, the male posterity becoming extinct in the civil wars, the title descended to that of the females. In consequence of these revolutions, William's crown devoted to an Angevine family, then to the children of a Welshman, and finally to a Scotchman. During several generations, two families of brothers cut one another's throats, and according as each had the upper hand, the kings were seen proscripting as traitors the friends of their predecessors, and branding them with the name of usurpers, or kings in fact.† The assembly of the barons, or Parliament, which had been unable to establish its right of election, could only divide itself between the pretensions of the royal families, and render their feuds more bloody by drawing more men into them. Its legislative authority was exercised only to sanction the right acquired by victory, and fixing it in the posterity of him who was strongest. Parliament still sometimes pronounced the ancient formula, —We elect or we depose, but, in fact, it had no share in the changes which were the effect of war, and it was reduced to the discussion of genealogies and titles of succession, and the declaring them good or bad, according to the events of the day. Such was the order of things which lasted through the long disputes of the houses of York and Lancaster; and occasioned only because Henry the Seventh, the collateral descendant of one of these royal branches, married the sole remaining heiress of the other branch.‡

The peace that was suddenly enjoyed under the domination of the grandsons of the Welsh Tudor, suggested the idea of preventing the return of the quarrels respecting the succession, which had so often disturbed it; and an act of Parliament gave Henry the Eighth the absolute power of bequeathing the royal authority to whoever he thought fit.† He transmitted the crown to his son Edward, and by this new law rendered it similar to personal property. Thenceforward the ancient ceremony observed
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at the coronation of the kings was reformed; and at Edward the Sixth's, Henry the Eighth's first successor, instead of presenting the new king to the assembly, demanding if they accepted him as their lord and master, and awaiting their answer although only for the sake of form, this remaining mark of a right completely abolished, was banished, and a ready-made king presented to the people, with the request that he should be saluted by their acclamations.* Edward the Sixth died young, and his elder sister Mary succeeded him, according to the orders of his father's will. It was the first time that a woman occupied, uncontested, the throne of the conqueror of England: this novelty indicated a great change in the nature of the royal power, of Hastings; but the new Wdham was far from its restoration, the royal power was taken saluted by although only for the sake of form, this themselves, had betrayed the popular cause successor, instead of presenting the new king queror of the revolution which placed all real power in the hands, and caused every oppression to proceed from the royal prerogative, which had reached the point of rendering the government similar to a domain, and of confounding the two classes of inhabitants under a rule, analogous if not equal. Some ambitious nobles vainly attempted to form a party for Lady Jane Grey, a great niece of Henry the Eighth: this young and interesting woman was punished with death after her defeat, like all the unfortunate competitors of the race of William the Conqueror. It was the last time that blood flowed in England for a dispute of succession; it was to be shed only in a far graver struggle, and in which were involved with royalty itself all the institutions which emanated from the Conquest.

The political movement which had separated from their own nation, that is to say, from the ancient nobility, the kings of the House of Tudor, that revolution which placed all real power in their hands, and caused every oppression to proceed from the royal prerogative, had also the effect of directing him against them all the complaints of the lower classes. Moreover, the perhaps gratuitous popularity which royalty had enjoyed in its struggle with the nobility, the feeling which induced the peasants of 1381 when rebelling against the latter, to exclaim, “Let us go to the king and expose our wrongs to him,” had vanished, in the expectation of a succour which never came. The royal seal impressed upon all sufferers since the royal mantle had been spread over all authority, roused against royalty alone the remains of hereditary hatreds, which the violent order established by the Conquest had perpetuated. When Charles the First had perished, a victim to the fearful responsibility to which the royal power was liable on becoming universal and unrestricted, and presenting itself alone before all the hatreds produced by centuries of oppression, his son, Charles the Second, took the title of king, according to the principle which subjected royalty to the same rule of succession established for private inheritance.† This taking possess-
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of them joined the Princess of Orange, who had the advantage over her husband of not being a Calvinist. William was alarmed by the preference for his wife manifested by the Anglican Church, the credit of which was immense, and the rebellion of which against James the Second had decided the Revolution. He kept Mary in Holland, that he might act the more efficaciously in her absence; he even uttered against those who refused what they had tacitly promised him in return for his assistance, the threat of retiring and leaving them alone to struggle with King James. Placed between the fear of alarming by his ambition the minds of those with whom he had drawn the sword, and the danger of remaining long without title, abandoned to political discussions, he called together, as a species of House of Commons, the members of the three last Parliaments of the Stuarts, with the mayor and other municipal magistrates of the city of London; he demanded of that assembly, and of the peers of the realm, the right of summoning a Parliament in the legal form. Here the authority of precedents again presented obstacles to his progress. It was objected that no convocation of Parliaments could be made except by the king's letters, and that the lawful king was still James the Second; but the majority set this aside, and it was decided that the Prince of Orange might send letters not signed by him to the sheriff and other officers, to make elections in the old way, and name deputies of boroughs and knights of counties.

The new Parliament conciliated all opinions, and ended all difficulties, by proclaiming the husband and wife king and queen together. They were crowned with all the pomp of the ancient ceremony, and the details of what was done for them resemble in every point what had taken place exactly five hundred years before, at the coronation of Richard Cœur de Lion. This revolution of 1688 changed nothing either in the external appearance, or in the nature of the royal power in England. In their essential acts of royalty, that is to say, when they approved or rejected the laws voted by the Parliament, the successors of William the Third continued, like him, to employ no other language than old French language, which was that of the Conquest. Le roi le veut, le roy s'adoucera; le roy merche sesloyaux subjectes, et ainsy le veult. These formulas of an idiom which for the space of four centuries has ceased to exist on the other side of the Channel, seem to have been preserved by those who still pronounce them, when no one around them understand them, to remind the nation they govern of the origin of their power, and the foundation of their right over it.


William the Conqueror summoned during his reign several assemblies of the Normans settled in England: some of them, which might be compared to staff meetings, were composed only of the chiefs of the conquering army, and bishops of the country; the others, much more numerous, united the generality of those whom the Conquest had made proprietors of domains, whether great or small. It was an assembly of this kind that was held at Salisbury in the year 1086, after the compilation of the famous territorial register (Domesday book,) which was to serve as an authentic title to all the new possessors of estates. Under the successors of the Conqueror, there were in the same way two sorts of national assemblies or parliaments; for that word, a generic one in the French language of that period, expressed only a vague idea of political conferences. At the four great yearly festivals, most of the counts, barons and prelates of England repaired to the royal residence to celebrate the day's solemnity, and occupy themselves with the king, about diversions and affairs; moreover, if any great political event took place—a war to undertake, a treaty to conclude, or if the treasury had any extraordinary demands on it—the king specially convoked his vassals and liege men into a parliament. On these important occasions he wished to assemble round him the greatest number possible, in order that the decision taken in common might appear more imposing to those who had taken no part in it, and acquire in the eyes of the kingdom the character of a law consented to by the majority of men enjoying political rights. But except in times of revolution, the generality of men feel repugnance at being diverted from their private interests, to occupy themselves actively with regard to general interests. The change of place and expense are dreaded, and participation in the legislative power is regarded more as an onerous duty than as a right which it is necessary to preserve. This was what happened to the men of Norman race in England, when they felt themselves safe in their new settlement, and without fear of being obliged to cross the sea again, and restore the manors, fiefs and tenures to the natives.

The richest among them, those who exercised in their provinces part of the military or civil authority, those who, possessing a large patronage over vassals and retainers, saw the career of ambition and honours open before them, rarely missed the assemblies in which great political questions were decided. Thus at the Parliament, or at the king's court, either at the periodical convocations, or in the extraordinary assemblies, were seen many counts, viscounts or barons, but few of those knights, who, heirs of the moderate patrimony acquired by one of the soldiers of the Conquest, were anxious not to leave the domain they were improving with all their endeavours, nor to spend in one day in the company of men of rank, the income of a year. The impossibility for all of them to go personally to the great council caused them to have recourse to a practice which has been preserved to our days, that of the election of certain justices chosen by the free tenants of each county under the name of knights of the shire, which they still bear. During the Norman period, when it was necessary to assemble a new Parliament—and generally they only lasted the time of their sessions—the royal chancery addressed personal invitations to men
in office, and the great landholders; at the same time, orders were given to the different governors of provinces, who were called viscounts in Norman, and sheriffs in English, to summon all those freeholders who had not received special summons. United under the presidency of the sheriff of their county, they chose a certain number amongst them to represent them in parliament, and fill there the political functions which their small fortunes compelled them to renounce. This difference in the manner of summoning the members of Parliament according to the degree of their riches and importance, soon created a distinction, although they were all assembled together, between those who came in their own name, and those who were sent to vote for the community of freemen. The distinction between the great barons and the representatives of the community of baronage, as it was then expressed, was the foundation of the separation into two houses, to which it is difficult to assign a certain date. The name of the assembly of the commonalties or commons of England belonged to the elective portion of the land which the assembly of the commonalties or communities of baronage of the country, who were turned out of their dwellings by the large and increased taxation, received out of charity as labourers on the fields they had possessed, and attached by force to the land which no longer belonged to them, to suffer all the chances of its destiny, to be sold, given up, and bequeathed with it. This steward, whatever his title, had a discretionary power over the government of the city, which was entrusted to him as a kind of farm, and sometimes even confirmed by lease. As the Conquest had no intention of giving one form of government an advantage over the other, the bailiffs of the conquerors found no advantage in destroying the municipal institutions, the associations and meetings of shopkeepers and artisans, which in Saxon were called guilds, but only placing them in harmony with the new order of things. It was even felt that the way of maintaining the value of the towns at its highest rate, (these are the expressions of ancient acts,) was, to alter the usages and customs of the inhabitants as little as possible, provided they contained nothing which could favour a spirit of rebellion. Thus, after the Conquest, the cities of England partly preserved their ancient commercial corporations, their periodical assemblies in the guild-hall or hustings, and the election of their aldermen, or elders of the city. Members of a species of small political body, assembled in fraternity with men of the same race, the English citizens' only slavery was that of paying heavy taxes, capriciously imposed, and exacted with severity. The peasants, therefore, who were called in Norman vilains or naturies, descendants of the men whom the Conquest had deprived of their lands, took refuge, as soon as they were able, in the cities and boroughs, to enjoy there a more favourable destiny. In this manner the king and counts who possessed the cities, gained subjects at the expense of the barons of the country. There even were royal edicts favouring this emigration of the serfs, by according them a year's exemption from the pursuit made after them by their natural lords. In the great insurrection of the peasants of England in 1382, a great number of men took refuge in the cities to escape the anger of their masters. A law was made to oblige the municipal corporations to denounce and deliver
them up. This was not the only time that the royal power, though unwillingly (for the enlarge-
ment of the towns increased their revenue), consented, at the demand of the landed barons, to laws directed against the tendency of the sons of the peasantry to settle in towns. Every man exercising any trade whatever was for-
bidden to receive as an apprentice a child who, up to the age of twelve years, had been em-
ployed on the soil.

Notwithstanding these concessions made to the interests of the great rural property, the kings, who were the largest possessors of bor-
oughs, occupied themselves in ameliorating the revenues of their property, by rendering the habitation of commercial towns more and more convenient to the labouring classes. They went so far as to withdraw certain cities from all ad-
ministration derived from the Conquest. Lon-
don, Bristol, Coventry, and Lincoln had the right of being governed by their Saxon magis-
tracy alone, and of electing the men commis-
sioned to raise and send the taxes and subsides to the royal exchequer. Some of the cities freed in this manner, and which, in the language of the ancient laws, were called incorporated cities, had the privilege of extending their mu-
icipal jurisdiction without the walls, and ruling a certain extent of territory withdrawn from the power of the bailiff and royal officers. The cities which had received this privilege (the great-
est of all) were called counties by themselves, and the territory thus annexed to the municipal jurisdiction was called liberty. According to some acts, the king let, on a perpetual lease, a city to its own inhabitants, on the condition of certain fixed rents, payable by the local magis-
trates under their responsibility. In other places, he agreed to the subscription of a certain tax, in consideration of which the city was de-
ivered from the pursuit of the collectors; finally, in other places, by a more singular contract, he made a double arrangement with the propri-
tor of the castle which ruled a town, and with the town itself, in order that the citizens should possess the castle and have no fear, on condition of a rent payable to the king and the an-
cient lord of the place. In one word, interest varied endlessly the combinations of the ar-
rangements: the result was, that municipal corporations arose everywhere in the hearts of cities, under the security of solemn acts and charters sealed with the royal seal. But these charters were more than once infringed; and if the cities showed themselves exact in paying their rent, the kings, who were the stronger, unscrupulously exacted more than was due to them. Under the specious names of assistance, subsidies, and benevolences, the cities that owed nothing more than the rent stipulated by their contract of freedom, saw themselves entirely plucked like the serfs of the soil; they com-
plained, and they were sometimes attended to, when the want of money was over.

When, at the close of the thirteenth century, royal mandates cited delegates from the prin-
cipal freed towns, to appear before the king and the barons of the Parliament, to answer de-
mands of money, violent despair must have seized those men who paid each year the price of their municipal liberty, and could only see in this novelty an attempt to render legal the extraordinary exactions which were committed against them in despite of the sworn charters. Such was, in fact, if we are to judge from the complaints expressed in the acts of the period, the impression produced by the birth of that portion of the House of Commons which later struggled so nobly for the liberties of England. The deputies of the cities and boroughs, sum-
moned to appear before the king, nobles, and knights assembled in Parliament, did not come there to be consulted on the public affairs, to which they were considered strangers, and the discussion of which took place in a language in which they did not speak, the language of the Conquest. Their part, an entirely passive one, was limited to consenting for their constituents to the new taxes demanded; and when the de-
mand for a subsidy was at the same time ad-
dressed to the knights of the shire, the latter always voted less considerable sums, the fif-
teenth, for example, of the revenue of their constituents, whilst the citizens unwillingly granted a tenth. It would be a false way of viewing history, to suppose that the first election of deputies in the boroughs of England was accompanied with as much popular rejoicing as is seen every seven years round the hustings of London. When the aldermen and common council of each town had named as many deput-
ties as were prescribed in the royal order comm-
itted by the sheriff; these deputies gave secur-
ities for their appearance before the king in his Parliament, a certain sign of their want of alacr-
ity in going there.

The order of electing was not at first inti-
minated to all boroughs. Those from whom the crown had most money to hope for, were those summoned to appear in the persons of their representatives: this was, it is true, a milder way than open force, to obtain an extraordinary contribution from the commercial population; but this population had more reason to fear it, because force is temporary, whilst institutions last and perpetuate themselves. For some time the boroughs were thus assembled singly and without deputies, who appeared in-
vested with the right of granting in their name, granted whilst disputing on the sum. The fol-
lowing year, either new representatives were called, or the taxes were levied according to the votes of the preceding year, or else commis-
sioners were sent to renew the votes on the spot itself. The assembling became gradually gen-
eral and regular. From the close of the four-
teenth century, the royal letter which command-
ed the election of two knights for each county, joined to this demand that of two of the most dis-
creed and experienced merchants of each borough. The great cities, notwithstanding their repug-
nance, were forced to comply with the summons thus made them; but the unimportant boroughs endeavoured to elude the law, representing that they were too insignificant to be consulted in Parliament, and too poor to supply the ex-
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penses of the journey and return of the deputies demanded of them. The first orders of the election sent to the sheriff did not bear the names of the different boroughs of their counties; it was permitted to that officer to extend or suppress certain names in the list of places considered of sufficient consequence to be represented. Far from complaining of his neglect on their account, or of these voluntary omissions, the citizens thanked him as for some kind action; and often those whom he remembered, after appearing to forget them for some time, exclaimed against this attention, and lamented that they were constrained by necessity to send men to Parliament.

The boroughs who sent no deputies expected not to be overcharged with taxes; but although there was really no other profit in not electing representatives, save the exemption from the expense of removing and the journey, the inhabitants of boroughs continued to seize with alacrity all occasions of freedom from themselves from this useless and expensive obligation. But the government managed to lose nothing by the omissions; they made all the boroughs pay, as if all had consented to it, whatever had been voted by the deputies of the majority of them. There was thus no more refuge against extraordinary subsidies; and thence proceed the interruptions which the public acts of England present in the sending of the deputies of boroughs to Parliament. These interruptions, frequently renewed and of long duration, were afterwards opposed as a motive of prescription, to the cities without representatives who wished to name some when representation became of use. The same power which had compelled them to be represented opposed itself to their having representatives, and this inability still exists for some of them.

The deputies of boroughs were at first called simply to consent to their share of taxes and then retire; whilst the landed deputies, representatives of the Norman race, who deliberated with their lords on the affairs of the state, obtained gradually by their habitual presence, and especially by the decay of the French language, the faculty of voting legislatively on all sorts of matters. Thenceforth their votes became precious to the different parties who governed or aspired to govern. The kings, better known to the boroughs which owed their existence to the royal charters and still felt some gratitude for their often violated privileges, had more credit with the deputies of the citizens. This portion of the House of Commons rendered them frequent services in the constantly renewed disputes between the power of the king and that of the nobility. Views different from those which had first caused them to assemble the deputies of the boroughs, made them then augment the House of Commons by a fresh supply of deputies. They gave many cities which had none, charters of incorporation, and granted them all the freedoms, privileges and immunities of the royal boroughs, which contained for them the power of being represented in Parliament. A number of insignificant places, without revenues and almost without inhabitants, were thus obliged to send deputies. The kings of the sixteenth century frequently put this expedient in practice.

The small boroughs on their domains, on whose devotion they could rely, helped them to procure votes, which had then acquired great political importance.

Henry the Seventh gave the example; and Henry the Eighth in following it, confirmed as a principle, that a royal charter conferred, on any part of the kingdom whatsoever, the right of naming representatives in Parliament. He conferred this right on twelve counties and twelve boroughs of the recently conquered country of Wales, where submission to the royal power was more absolute than in England. In his domains he created twenty boroughs, each sending two deputies; and not content with that, he restored the right to several small places which had lost it from not making use of it. Edward the Sixth and Mary created twenty-five new Parliamentary boroughs; Elizabeth created thirty-one; James the First and Charles the First created twenty-three.

Such is the origin of that famous House of Commons which, in the seventeenth century, undertook so energetically the struggle of liberty against power. At this period, the most ardent of its members were the sons of those same citizens who, three hundred years before, considered as onerous the right of being represented; and the king they dethroned was the successor of those who had forced the cities to send deputies to Parliament against their will.

Thus a great mistake would be made, if, separating some institution from the great contemporaneous events and the political state of the country, the same effects were attributed to it at all periods of its existence. The name of parliament predominates in the entire history of England, from the Norman Conquest to the present day; but what a diversity of things there are under this unaltered name! When a man wishes to be an historian, he must penetrate things, and discern their real variety under the uniformity of language; he must especially avoid proceeding by abstraction, and separating political establishments from the circumstances which formerly accompanied them in the midst of which they swam, so to speak, and which has impregnated them with its colour. The parliaments of barons and knights sitting entirely armed in the centuries which succeeded the Conquest, the subsidiary parliaments of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and the revolutionary parliament of 1640, have nothing but the name in common. Nothing of their nature is known unless we enter deeply into an examination of the special epoch to which they correspond; unless, in one word, we are able clearly to distinguish the three great periods of the history of England since the Conquest; namely, the Norman epoch, ending with the mixture of races which was complete under Henry the Seventh; the epoch of the royal government, from Henry the Seventh to Charles the First; and finally, the epoch of social reforms, which commenced in 1640.
§ IV.—On the mode of Electing the Representatives of Cities and Boroughs.

Amongst the cities anciently represented, and to which this antiquity serves as a title, the number of representatives was never proportioned to the population. The idea of proportioning the number of representatives to the population of the localities sending them, this idea, which appears so simple to us according to our modern opinions on the nature and object of national representation, could not present itself to the minds, either of the kings who first assembled the deputies of the English cities, or of the inhabitants of those cities. The deputies of early times, properly speaking, played no other part than that of diplomatic agents entrusted with a pecuniary negotiation; their number was unimportant to the two contracting parties. But if, on one side, there existed a tendency to demand a larger number of representatives, it was on the side of the kings, rather than on that of the cities, which complained very much of the expense. This disposition changed only at a comparatively modern epoch, and when, from the heart of the society formed of the mixture of the two races, theoretic opinions arose.

The nomination of the deputies of the cities of England by a small number of electors, although it may seem an abuse by the care authority takes to maintain it, reaches back therefore to the early times of the assembling of boroughs in Parliament. Few then cared to send deputies chosen by the majority or universality of the citizens; and none could be cited as having formerly followed a contrary custom, excepting the five large maritime cities nearest to the coast of France, and still designated by the French name of Cinque Ports, which the Normans had given them. But this peculiarity is the consequence of the existence of these cities after the Conquest. Hastings, Dover, Sandwich, Hythe, and Seaford, were the places of landing and passage of the Norman troops, who, after the first battle, successively attacked England. These towns were the marts of their ammunition, their points of observation between their native country and the recently conquered land. The first occupied in the invasion, it is probable that their population was in a great measure renewed by the soldiers, the artisans, and the merchants from the other side of the Channel. This population, sprung from the conquerors, could never be reduced to the same level as the Saxon population of the other towns. It became equal in condition and privileges to the most numerous class of the new proprietors. When the great council of men of Norman race assembled, it was called there, not simply to grant taxes, but to deliberate on affairs; not to pay, but to discuss. Unable to transport itself entirely, it sent deputies chosen with the formalities of a general assembly, a course which men have always adopted whenever they have had to name real representatives of their will. These representatives bore the common title of men belonging to the victorious nation; they called themselves in Norman barons of the Cinque Ports; and this name, a rem-
nart of the Conquest, they bear at the present
day.

The inhabitants of the Cinque Ports were
even formerly regarded as of a superior condi-
tion to that of the citizens of London: these had
required a charter from William the Conqueror
to reinstate them in their rights destroyed by
the Conquest, to exempt them from the servitude
which weighed over all the inhabitants of the
conquered cities; that is to say, they were al-
lowed to remain possessors of their property,
and transmit their inheritances to their sons.
But no act of freedom is found for the Cinque
Ports. The Great Charter stipulates for their
rights by the side of those of the barons of the
country, and all the acts destined to fix the con-
tion of the free men of England mention this
original liberty, always scrupulously maintain-
ed on account of its origin being owing neither
to concession nor tolerance. Two other places,
Winchelsea and Romney, and later the town of
Rye, were annexed to the condition and privi-
lege of the first five, and notwithstanding the in-
crease of number, the old name of Cinque Ports
still existed to designate them collectively. But
these towns, privileged during the Norman pe-
riod, saw their importance decrease when the
mixture of the two races and the progress of
English industry had raised the condition of the
other boroughs; the mass of their inhabitants
lost the title of baron, which became in some-
sort monopolized to the profit of a minority of
landed proprietors. During the long system of
commercial prohibitions, these maritime cities
became peoples with officers and custom-house
clerks, and the representatives they sent were
almost always ministerial.

The history of the English cities may convey
an idea of what the royal government had to do
when it wanted to make sure of the deputies of
such or such a borough. It annulled under va-
rious pretexts the ancient charter of the cor-
poration, and gave it a new one, which distributed
the electoral right in a manner more conforma-
to its views. Several kings laboured success-
ively at this reformation of the charters.

James the First, and Charles the Second espe-
cially, made great efforts to place throughout Eng-
land the choice of the municipal magistrates
and the representatives of the cities, into the
hands of their creatures. The latter, with one
single blow, put in doubt the legitimacy of the
immemorial organization of most of the cities
and boroughs; he compelled them to produce
before justice the legal title in virtue of which
they enjoyed them. Two hundred cities were
thus deprived of a privilege consecrated by
several centuries of existence, and forced to
trust for the future to the king's decision.

The city of London was not forgotten in this
tentative of reform; an attempt was made to
obtain by intrigues the consent of the munici-
pal council to a surrender of charters, appa-
rently against the wish of the city. The mem-
bers of this council were found immovable, and
an action was brought before the Court of King's
Bench. The council of the city was accused of
having signed a seditious petition, and it was
said that for this conduct the entire city had
transgressed the conditions of its freedom. To
make the sentence more certain, several judges
were replaced by others, and the city of London
was condemned. This measure, the results of
which were neither complete nor lasting, had
not the object of rendering uniform for all Eng-
land the mode of election of the members of the
House of Commons. Since that time, the Eng-
lish government has not thought about it any
more; and it is one of the points on which it
struggles with the greatest obstinacy against the
opposite party. To this project of reform
we can retrace all those which the two revolu-
tions of 1640 and 1688 seem to have left in re-
serve for a third revolution, more fundamental,
or, as it is now called in England, more radical
than the two first. Delayed perhaps half a cen-
tury by the ill-success of the French revolution,
will it be long in coming? This is as impossi-
ble to guess at the present moment, as it is to
be blind to the causes which render it inevita-
ble.*

---

ESSAY XII.

ON M. DAUNOU'S HISTORICAL COURSE AT THE COLLEGE DE FRANCE.

The ancients required of him who offered
himself for the defence of the accused, the quali-
ty of a man of worth and that of an eloquent
orator. We have likewise a right to demand
of whoever presents himself to a professorship of
public instruction, the double security of pa-
triotism and knowledge. It was thus that M.
Daunou appeared before the College de France.
He had acquired the name of sage and patriot,
not in virtue of a patent of authority, or by the

* It must be borne in mind that this Essay was writ-
ten in 1827, several years before Lord Grey's ministry
and parliamentary reform.
caprice of fashion, but by long labours and hard trials. Contemporaneous with liberty at his birth, he had served it at the peril of his head; he has seen his friends fall by strokes of policy. Escaped with a small number of men to repeat to us, a new generation, how dear the care of our destiny cost our fathers, he has reappeared at once on the bench of the representative and in the tribunal of the professor. In the latter, as in the former place, his purpose is to suffil with dignity and without ostentation the compact by which he has devoted his life to truth and reason; his opening discourse is but the proclamation of this noble devotion. M. Daunou has declared himself subjected to a sacred obligation towards science, to the obligation of professing it entirely, such as it is, without disguise as well as without reserve. "I demand," said he, "in the name of the pupils who are to listen to me, the liberty never to deceive them: to tell them pure and entire truth is a respect due to their age, a duty and a right of mine. I know, moreover, that they would soon have deserted a school of slavery and falsehood." The course of history and morals began by learned dissertations on the different degrees of value of historical testimonies, according to their nature and epoch. In the exposition and criticisms of traditions and monuments of all kinds, the professor understood how to unite the exactitude of a scholar with the views of a philosopher and the talent of a writer. Ingenious fancies, piquant reflections, and fragments of generous eloquence, varied and sustained the subject of this young hearer. After marking with impartial justice the credit which men owe to the testimonies of men, M. Daunou directed the attention of the students to themselves, and began the inquiry of "What is man, who is the subject of history?" Here presented itself the vast picture of human affections, whether just or unjust, reasonable or foolish, benevolent or ill-natured, generous or mean. Such was the subject of several lessons brevior, the mildness of a philanthropist and the austerity of a citizen. M. Daunou has pointed out some germs of good in the passions which so often disturb the peace and good sense of societies; the sole warrant, however, of their progress in ambition, the love of applause, and anger, which induces men to brave death. He has showed that these passions, so fatal when they are egoistical or fanatical, may, when governed by reason and tempered by goodness, likewise produce the desire of being useful, the devotion to others, and that calm indignation which renders the soul of the patriot inflexible before gold, honours, or executioners; with which Sidney disconcerted his judges, and ascended the scaffold as a deputy ascends the tribunal.

From the application of history to the morals of individuals, M. Daunou advanced to its application to the morals of society; for he has thus defined politics. He has banished far from the field of science all policy which was not morality itself, and has rejected not without the emotional character of the proceedings of those quacks and curpurses who know no other. He has exposed, in a manner worthy of such a subject, the imprescriptible rights of men, and the equally imprescriptible rights which things derive from their connection with persons; in other words, the sacredness of human liberties, and the sacredness of human property. The productions of industry (and every thing which the hand of man has touched is a production of industry) ought, like the men themselves, to find all roads free: their carriage, as well as their existence, is always the act of the liberty of a man; on this account it is sacred and inviolable. M. Daunou has proclaimed, that if it is true that no society can exist without laws, without authority, without public strength, and without taxes, it is also true that no society can fail to perish under these very institutions, when they are imposed on it in excess, that is to say, when the laws sanction any thing besides the mutual respect of the liberty of all; when the authorities have sufficient methods of constraint to compel obedience to such laws; when the taxes exceed the measure prescribed by the necessities of a repressive and not preventive administration towards citizens, defensive and not hostile towards foreign nations; when the public strength exceeds in intensity the mass of possible internal offences, or possible external perils. From the period at which these things occur, society is no longer governed, it is possessed; or, to speak more properly, it is no longer society, but a flock under masters, either one, several, or a great number; their quantity is of no importance.

A philosopher in whom our epoch glories, was the first to establish this profound and luminous distinction; and it was in quoting him that M. Daunou reproduced it. There are, said M. de Tracy in his commentary on *L'Esprit des Lois*, but two sorts of government; that in which those who govern are for the nation, and that in which the nation is for those who govern: in briefer terms, there are a *national government*, and a *special government*. The various numerical forms expressed by Montesquieu, and rendered famous by his genius, are all absorbed into this great division, the only real one. Without perverting M. de Tracy's formula, the word *government* might be suppressed in the expression of the second sort; and then there would remain on one side the government, properly so called, and on the other, possession, conquest, and despotism, whether collective or individual: government, marked with the inviable seal of justice and common utility: despotism, possessing a thousand characters, a thousand methods, figures and degrees, according to the different chances of the strength of the masters and the cowardice of the subjects: government, the produce of reason and the object of science; despotism, the produce of fortune, and abandoned to history as a fact, the existence of which can be narrated and not qualified. Thus brought back to the consideration of the *national government*, the only one which ought to bear that name to enable science to speak an exact language, M. Daunou has exposed the moral rules of conduct which ought to attach upon the governors and the governed. He has rejected Machiavelianism from the science of
government; he has numbered only as the bases of this science, the firm conviction of the inviolability of human liberty, under whatever form it may appear, and the knowledge of what is useful to the community of associated men. In treating of the conduct and spirit of nations, the professor in the same way left turbulence, restless hatred, bitter satire, that consolations of weakness, and insult, that mask for cowardice, to the subjects of despots; but he has reserved as the first, or rather as the only duties of the citizen, the inflexible conscience of his rights and an equal conscience of the rights of others; a continual mistrust of those who govern, a calm and austere mistrust, which should not exhaust itself in aggressions, but should keep eyes awake and hearts prepared for defence. In the progress of a nation towards liberty, its march should be solemn and regular, like that of the close-pressed battalions which, by the mere force of their order, advance, bearing down all obstacles before them, and are victorious without striking a single blow: the tactics of the Parthians, sudden irritations, pretended flight, false truces, and daggers, belong to escaped slaves.

M. Daunou thinks that the French nation is now worthy of embracing the morality of nations; he believes that we have at last attained the social state, that state in which, as he says himself, there is nothing certain but good faith, nothing powerful but truth, nothing skilful but virtue. We heard him address this consoling assurance to the young men of his audience; to those new generations that have not had time to complete their apprenticeship to servitude under despotism. "May they," nobly exclaimed the professor, "may they, these generations, eager of instruction, of liberty, and of happiness, become a generous and wise people, incapable of enduring the yoke of despotism, and of shielding off that of the tutelary powers! May they understand that there is no pure knowledge but that which perfects manners; that we cease to be enlightened when we become depraved; that a nation is free in proportion only as it is just, virtuous and courageous; that arts and sciences only preserve from slavery those whom they preserve from vice; and that a corrupt people is a prey promised to tyranny, like those dead bodies which are abandoned to wild beasts!"

Noble and pure exhortations like these render far distant from us the time, really so recent, when elegant servitude alone professed in the schools; when Virgil was made to predict the birth of the son of a despot; when the great words "native country and honour" were profaned before youth; when the phrases of an empty rhetoric, and the frozen figures of algebra, were the sole pasturage offered to the mind of a young French citizen; when in meetings of pomp, the benches of youth were covered with men in office invited by a courtier professor, to render a good account to Caesar of the minds of the sons of the partisans of Marius.

M. Daunou is now following up his course of history by learned discussions on the two bases of historical science, geography and chronology: it is by accustoming his young audience to the gravity of these studies, that he will induce it to forget the imperial futilities and meannesses. Let the spirit of youth be serious and upright, and France will be saved from the future chances of despotism; for such minds are the terror of tyrants, far more than the unsteady ardour of popular clubs.

The author of this article has listened, as a pupil, to M. Daunou's lessons: a young man himself, he had his share in the councils which the professor gave young men; if he ventured himself to explain the principles of conduct which these eloquent lessons appeared to him to prescribe to those who are now engaged in the career of patriotic interests, he would say, that at the present epoch, which is that of a great renovation, in this time of transition, when old forms no longer exist, and new ones have not yet arisen, when the human species seeks and doubts, the activity of each of us should be internal, to be wise and fruitful. Each of us should propose to himself the great question which entire humanity endeavours to solve for itself, "What ought I to be?" Our conscience, if calmly consulted, will reply: "that we shall have accomplished our destiny, if we know how to maintain ourselves always reasonable, courageous and free." Here is all the political problem. It is within ourselves, in the solitude of our chambers, in the midst of the grave meditations of science that we shall find its secret, and not in the noise of the world and of parties, on that sea of disputes where passions come in collision, and from which peaceful and timid reason shrinks back. Let us not be seduced into the indiscriminate ambition of making France do what is right; let us do it ourselves: are not we French? We have admired M. Daunou; let us inquire what power has created his character, elevated his soul, and enlarged his mind? he will himself tell us—forty years of retreat and study.
ESSAY XIII.


When Caesar's legions passed the Rubicon, they had conquered for Caesar all the Roman magistracies; this conquest, which the first favourite of the treacherous soldiers did not, owing to Brutus, enjoy very long, was, by fresh acts of treachery, afterwards secured to those who inherited military favour after him. It was thus that the simple title of general beloved by the troops, imperator, contained within itself all powers and rights; it was thus that in Rome the fortunate chief whom the legions of Germany or Pannonia had elevated on their bucklers, became the sole protector and revenger of all civil interests, the representative of the comitia, the elector of the consuls, and the president of the senate: whilst outside the walls, an image of entire Rome, he exercised, for his sole benefit, the collective despotism which the sovereign, formerly the people, had assumed over the nations conquered by its arms. Their tribunes found their way into his fire, their arms were at his orders. However, after this revolution, the Roman citizen, deprived of the share he had possessed in the power of Rome or the Roman empire, did not the less preserve the passive privilege of the Roman condition, the freedom of his person and property, and the exemption from all arbitrary tribute. The man of the provinces was still distinguished from the man of the city; but this distinction did not last long. Under the humane pretext of gratifying the world with a flattering title, an Antoninus, in one of his edicts, called by the name of Roman citizens the tribunates of the Roman empire, those men whom a proconsul might legally torture, flog with rods, or crush with labour and taxes. Thus the power of that formerly inviolable title, before which the most shameless tyranny stopped short, was contradicted; thus perished that ancient safety-cry which made the executioners fall back: I am a Roman citizen.

From that period Rome no longer existed; there was a court and provinces: we do not understand by that word what it now signifies in the vulgar languages, but what it signified prima tively in the Roman language, a country conquered by arms; we mean to say, that the primitive distinction between conquering Rome and those it had conquered, then became established between the men in the palace and those out of the palace; that Rome itself lived only for one family, and a handful of courtiers, as formerly the nations it had conquered had only lived by it. It was then that the name of subjugated subjects, which our language has corrupted into that of subjects, was transported from the conquered inhabitants of the East or Gaul, to the victorious inhabitants of Italy, attached in future to the yoke of a small number of men, as these had been attached to their yoke; the property of those men, as well as the others, had been their property, worthy, in a word, of the degrading title of subjects, subjecti, which must be taken literally. Such was the order of things which had been gradually forming since the time of Augustus; each emperor gloried in hastening the moment of its perfection; Constantine gave it the finishing stroke. He effaced the name of Rome from the Roman standards, and put in its place the symbol of the religion which the empire had just embraced. He degraded the revered name of the civil magistrature below the domestic offices of his house. An inspector of the wardrobe took precedence of the consuls. The aspect of Rome importuned him; be thought he saw the image of liberty still engraved on its old walls; fear drove him thence, he fled to the coasts of Byzantium, and there built Constantinople, placing the sea as a barrier between the new city of the Caesars and the ancient city of the Bruttis.

If Rome had been the home of independence, Constantinople was the home of slavery; from thence issued the dogmas of passive obedience to the church and throne; there was but one right—that of the empire; but one duty—that of obedience. The general name of citizens, which was equivalent, in language, to men living under the same law, was replaced by epithets gradually according to the credit of the powerful or the cowardice of the weak. The qualifications of Eminence, Royal Higiveness, and Reverence, were bestowed on what was lowest and most despicable in the world. The empire, like a private domain, was transmitted to children, wives and sons-in-law; it was given, bequeathed, substituted; the universe was exhausting itself for the establishment of a family; taxes increased immoderately; Constantinople alone was exempted; that privilege of Roman liberty was the price of its infamy. The rest of the cities and nations were treated like beasts of burden, which are used without scruple, flogged when they are restive, and killed when there is cause to fear them. Witness the population of Antioch, condemned to death by the pious Theodosius; and that of Thessalonica, entirely massacred by him for a tax refused, and an unfortunate creature secured from the justice of his provincs.
Meanwhile savage and free nations armed against the enslaved world, as if to chastise it for its baseness. Italy, oppressed by the empire, soon found pitiful revengers in its heart. Rome was menaced by the Goths. The people, weary of the imperial yoke, did not defend themselves. The men of the country, still imbued with the old Roman manners and religion, those men, the only ones whose arms were still robust and souls capable of pride, rejoiced to see among them free men and gods resembling the ancient gods of Italy. Such, the general to whom the empire entrusted its defence, appeared at the foot of the Alps: he called to arms, and no one arose; he promised liberty to the slave, he lavished the treasures of the fisc; and out of the immense extent of the empire, he only assembled forty thousand men, the fifth part of the warriors that Hannibal had encountered at the gates of free Rome. Rome enslaved was taken and sacked twice in the space of half a century. Italy was soon traversed in all directions by the Northmen; they settled there, and seized upon the principal portion of the lands. Gaul, Spain, Great Britain and Ilyria were similarly invaded and divided; the Roman name was abolished in the west.

Thus the dominion, of which Julius Cæsar's treacheries laid the foundation, and which Augustus Cæsar established, was banished far from its first abode, and limited to the coasts of Greece, Asia Minor and Africa. Its second limits were soon forced; other barbarians, no less feebly repulsed by the nations than the Goths and Franks had been, invaded Thrace, and attacked the empire in Asia. Belisarius, a man worthy of re-conquering the Roman world to liberty, attempted, in spite of human nature, to re-conquer it for his masters. Everywhere he found men unmoved by his voice. Italy itself became indignant at the efforts he made to place it by violence under a yoke which it did not prefer to the other, and at its territory becoming the field of battles which did not concern it. Belisarius in tears left the country which repudiated the name of Roman with as much eagerness as it formerly showed in claiming it, when that name was synonymous with independence.

The Slavonic nations occupied Thrace and Moesia; the Persians advanced: all the tribes of Arabia, assembled under the same standard, animated by the same fanaticism, led by the same chief, at once a warrior, a priest and a demi-god, seized upon all the country between the Euphrates and the Red Sea. The nations accepted thus new servitude without resistance; and as Montesquieu tells us, it was the excessive taxes, and the vexations of the empire, which made Mahomet's fortune. The generals who succeeded him conquered Phenicia and Egypt, then Numidia and Mauritania: their fleets appeared on the coasts of Asia, in sight of Constantinople. The emperors, in the midst of their voluptuousness and the intrigues that occupied their days, were indignant that their subjects were not as brave as free men. In their despicable fits of anger they decreed torments to those who did not devote themselves to their cause, imagining that terror would be a substitute for patriotism. But in the same way that the waves of the sea did not become more calm under the rod of Xerxes, so, at the sight of scaffolds, the slaves of the Roman empire did not become more faithful.

It was not that the sentiment of independence had then perished in the hearts of men; but those in whom it still appeared did not range themselves under the standards of any master: enemies both of the barbarians and the empire, they erected ensigns which belonged to themselves alone, and shut themselves up with liberty in some places of difficult access, and some abandoned fortresses. It was thus that the islands of Venetia became peoples, and the free city of Venice arose. Rome, an anathema to its reminiscences, bore the conquest impatiently; no longer having strength to become free, it founded the hope of its freedom on impotence and cunning; it encouraged the pretensions of its bishops to an universal authority, which was to turn to its profit. It was by their mediation that it obtained the assistance of the Frank, Karl Martel, against the chief of the Lombards, its last conquerors, who were leagued for its ruin with the Greek despot. It was also in virtue of a summons of the pontiff of Rome, that the grandson of that Karl, having become king of the Franks, passed the Alps and compelled the Lombards to respect the once more menaced city. As a return, Rome proclaimed this son of its former tributaries a Roman emperor. It was in the year 800 that the name of imperator, a sad sign of Roman servitude, after having been banished during four centuries out of the western countries, was thus brought back into Gaul; from Gaul it passed into Germany; and what is still more singular, still exists there. Words also have their destiny.

The ninth century shows us Europe divided into two political zones; one comprehended the countries still remaining under the ancient dominion, founded by the conquests of Rome; the other contained the countries recently invaded by the Northmen, conquerors of the Roman subjects. The relative conditions of these men, either as masters or subjects, conquerors or conquered, diversely varied in the different regions. On one side, all the power acquired by centuries of conquest, was the property of a single person, who dispensed it around him at his own pleasure; on the other, that power was the regular share of all the families sprung from the conquerors. The Saxons in Britain, the Franks in Gaul, and the Lombards in Italy, were all singly proprietors of a portion of the territory which their ancestors had invaded, all governors and sovereign arbitraments of the men conquered by their ancestors. In Greece there was but one master, and under that master different degrees of service; in the west, there were thousands of masters free under a chief who was but the first among equals. In the empire of the Roman despot, no order went out but from the palace, no tribute was raised but for the palace, no judgment given but by the palace; whereas in the regions which submitted to the warriors of the north, the tribute of every conquered family was the patrimony of all the conquerors.
The supreme chief had but his share of men and lands, which he managed and governed at his own pleasure. If he was a despot, it was within his domain; and the commonest soldier could be equally so in his. The conquered men, whom fate had not placed in the portion of the chief, of the king, as he was called in the Roman language, had no relations with him; they constituted a private domain; they formed with the trees, plants, animals, and houses, what the charters of that period called the clothing of the earth; they were under the jurisdiction of the family, and not that of society. As to the men of the victorious race, they lived under a social order and rules. None spoke to them as a master; the king, created by their choice, or confirmed by their suffrages, called them all his companions. He imposed no laws on them; he assembled them that they might make them for themselves; he did not execute against them judgments decreed by him; he treated them as fellow beings and situations. This movement was produced by a century.

Victorious Rome did not spread itself over the lands of the conquered nations; these nations were not entirely separated by its conquests. Possessed in masses, worked in masses, they still preserved the name of nation. This name perished for the subjects of northern warriors; violently separated from one another by the interposition of the conquerors, possessed singly or in small groups, they exchanged the name of their race or common society, for that of their individual condition. Those who before their defeat were called Gauls, Romans, or Britons, took the name of labourers, serfs, hinds and slaves; whilst their territory, occupied by them with their conquerors, took the name of the country of the Franks, the Angles, or the Lombards. In times of war they did not fight in the manner of the conquerors, or the Lombards. In times of war they did not fight in the manner of the conquerors, but formed themselves in the Roman way in line, and placed those who inhabited it. Private injuries were revenged by private wars; the king himself could not bring into his own quarrels, and into wars which the community had not decreed, other men besides his own friends, or those who had bound themselves to him by engagements of fidelity independent of social duty and common discipline. In the eastern empire, on the contrary, no portion of the territory had the right of defending itself; being nothing in itself, it could not right itself, and the quarrels of the emperor were to be embraced by each inhabitant of the empire under the penalties which free Rome had ordered for traitors to their country. Such were the varieties of political organization which distinguished the eastern from the western countries of Europe, when towards the twelfth century, a great movement drew together the men of these countries, and placed in contact on the same soil their various manners and situations. This movement was produced by the Crusades.

From the moment that the incursions of the Saracens threatened Europe, the fear of their progress and the hatred of their religion armed against them from all parts those Northmen who lived idle on the territory of Gaul, Spain, and Italy. Frankish adventurers went to defeat them more than once on the coasts of Calabria and Sicily; and when a pope, seconded by the eloquence of the monk Peter, raised up against them entire Christian Europe, this great insurrection was only the complement of those partial and obscure enterprises which had so long been preparing in the Mediterranean. The Greek emperors treated the warriors of the west to turn towards his threatened dominions a portion of those armies which were about to inundate Asia and Africa: He obtained it, and an unrestrained and irregulared multitude spread itself over Greece; every thing was plundered for its subsistence; the exhausted empire repented having drawn these inconvenient auxiliaries upon itself; and hatreds sprung up between the Greeks and the western Christians, who were called Latins in Greece. Treaties reconciled them for a time; but their mutual aversion soon broke out with so much violence, that Constantine was besieged and pillaged by the allies of the empire. The conquest did not stop with these commencements; and soon the greatest portion of the cities and provinces was divided between the soldiers and chiefs of the Latin army. In a general, Baldwin of Flanders, established his quarters in the imperial city, and with the consent of the troops, took the title of Greek emperor, which changed none of his power over them, nor of their independence of him. The portion of Greece occupied by this army then took the same aspect as the rest of Europe. The subordination of estates sprang there from the establishment of the army, which distributed them without dissolving itself. The warriors of every rank elected their principal chiefs under the name of emperors, as they did formerly under that of generals. The common affairs were decided by the common suffrage. The Greeks despooled, but not driven away, became the farmers and tributaries of the con-
quers; feudality passed into Greece. But
the Greek empire had not entirely perished by
this conquest. Intrenched at Nice, it daily
strengthened itself by the hatred which was in-
spired by the exactions of the new masters, and
their harsher because more closely felt yoke,
which crushed them without distinction. Not
knowing how to make themselves free, the
Greeks conspired to return to their first slavery:
they succeeded; and the Latins, driven out
after a reign of sixty years, ascended their ves-
sels, bearing away from Greece the love of lux-
ury, of vain titles, and the idea of despotic unity,
leaving in return some sentiments of independ-
ence of which their example had given a con-
ception. On seeing his palace once more, the
Greek emperor found, for the first time, wills in
presence of his own. His courtiers separated
themselves from him; his delegates pretended
to a personal authority; the bonds of the em-
pire were loosened. If independence for all
had then been acquired, if social equality had
succeeded the distinction between courtiers and
slaves, doubtless the population of these coun-
tries would have found in that moral change a
strength and resources which the empire had
never possessed. But the dignitaries and cur-
tiers who appropriated the power, took care to
preserve it as it had always been, hostile and
harsh towards the people; and the people had
no more interest than before to expose them-
selves to the perils of resistance against foreign
invasions. Thus these semi-liberal manners
became a new cause of ruin to the empire; they
disunited it as a power, without uniting it as a
society. As to the West, it was thence that
it derived the system of ideas which served to
create the mystical scaffolding of an absolute
royal power the centre of every thing, the ob-
ject of every thing being its own reason, and its
own end; it was with the assistance of the man-
ners and political dogmas imported from the
imperial city, that the power of a Henry the
Eighth or a Louis the Eleventh succeeded un-
der the same political denominations to the au-
thority of the Saxon chief Hengist, or the
Scambur chief Chlodowug.

We will not relate the melancholy events
which preceded the Turks to the very walls of
Constantinople. What had taken place in all
conquests made by the barbarians on the em-
pire, once more took place in these last mo-
mments; the people allowed themselves to be in-
vaded, and the sons of the Greeks were enlisted
among the barbarian soldiers; the mountain-
eers of Albania, the only men whom Roman
servitude had never found docile, were the only
ones who resisted this yoke. At the siege of the
city of the emperors, were seen, sword in hand,
and turbans on their heads, Greek legions armed
against that Roman name, which had weighed
so heavily upon them for so many centuries.
Constantinople was sacked; Constantine Dra-
goses, its last emperor, perished on the walls.
Those who were called the great, the courtiers,
the powerful men of the palace, acknowledged
the authority of the conquerors; they preserved
under other titles their employments and mean-
ness. The rest of the nation was tributary, and
like every country inhabited by its invaders,
Greece lost its ancient name.

In this last struggle of the ancient against the
modern world, says M. de Segur, the arms of
antiquity and those of modern times seemed to
unite for the attack and defence of the city of
the Caesars. The air, darkened by clouds of
javelins and arrows, re-echoed at once the hol-
low sound of heavy rocks hurled by catapults,
the whistling of bullets, and the terrible roar of
the cannon.
The victorious Mussulman army enter and
spread in torrents throughout the conquered
city; the day before, Constantine, a deposit
of the trophies and riches of the universe, pre-
sented a living image of Rome and Greece.
Cæsars, Augustus, patricians, a senate, lectors,
fasces, a tribune, amphitheatres, assemblies of
the people, lyceums, academies, and theatres,
were to be seen there. In one instant the sword
of Mahomet has destroyed every thing, and the
ruins of the ancient world have disappeared.
The correct and elegant style of this history
is varied with great art according to the nature
of the narratives. Young people will like it,
and minds already formed will often derive im-
provement from it. The study of liberty is al-
most entirely contained in the study of history;
it is there that we must observe in order to re-
ognize it, and not to pursue its shadow by mis-
take. Those who from the present epoch are
casting fresh glances on the anterior situations
of the human species, prepare for us the thread
which is to guide us through the uncertain roads
of the future: let us especially address our-
selves to them; they do not give those vague
encouragements which lead astray inexperienced
activity; they offer no counsels of which
they do not adduce experience; they do not lead
us onward without pointing out an object to
be attained.
ESSAY XIV.

ON THE PRIMITIVE MEANING AND EXTENT OF THE TITLE OF KING, A PROPOS OF THE WORK ENTITLED, "ON ROYALTY, ACCORDING TO THE REVEALED DIVINE LAWS, NATURAL LAWS, AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL CHARTER," BY M. DE LA SERVE.

Amongst the singular things which ought, yet do not astonish us, perhaps one of the most singular, is the prejudice which attaches an universal signification to the Latin word *rex*, and the absolute idea of the destruction of all liberty for men into whose laws this fatal word has once been introduced. Yet if we seek the real meaning of this word in the language which has created it, we shall find that in itself, and according to its primitive destination, it in no way implies the idea of the annihilation of all independence for the sake of a single person, and that it simply and vaguely means the conductor, the one who leads, the one who goes before. This is proved by the Latin locutions, *rex gregis*, *rex avium*, *rex sacrorum*. When amongst nations of whose idioms they were ignorant, the Romans saw a man enjoying a pre-eminence over other men, either as a leader of war, or a magistrate of peace, they qualified him in their language with the vague title of *rex*; or the equally vague one of *duuz*, by which they did not pretend to translate exactly the titles of the foreign language, or to express a precise degree of authority, but only the general fact of pre-eminence and command.

The emigration of the Gothic, Germanic and Saxon tribes into countries speaking the Roman language, was the accident which attached the Roman names of *reges* or *duces* to the chiefs of various grades and variously limited power, who guided these tribes during the conquest or governed them after their establishment. These two words continued to be used indifferently by the conquered Roman population, which also indifferently designated by the ancient word *regnum* and the modern word *ducatas*, the lands possessed or governed by the superior chiefs, or the subalterns of the conquering nation. If those words, then, had in the mouths of those who spoke Roman a more decided signification, it was because they designated to them an enslaved nation, the magistracy or jurisdiction of their conquerors and masters. But this new authority added to the titles of *rex* and *duzu* by the fact of the conquest, was a real one only for the conquered; for the conquerors nothing had changed. The chiefs of their various tribes, dreaded as masters by the men whom the sword had brought down to the rank of subjects, were not on that account placed over the victorius society; and when a member of that society, a Frank for example, or the son of a Frank, pronounced in Gaul one of those Latin words which to the sons of the Gaull expressed the domina-

* Poems of the monk Otfrid in the ninth century.
their advice, and submitted to their judgments upon his actions. Several kings of the first and second race were degraded from the supreme command on account of inability or bad conduct. But since the election of Hugh, surnamed Capet, the race of Franks finding itself invincibly established on the Gallic territory, indolently relaxed the bonds of its ancient discipline; it isolated itself, and allowed its chiefs to become isolated from it, to perpetuate themselves at pleasure in their command and transmit it without control to their sons. It is true that this command itself then became nothing more than a mere title without real rights; but the public likewise had no longer any command over him who possessed this title. Freely quartered like each member of the victorious nation, in the portion of territory which belonged to himself, he was able, with the assistance of his personal authority, to machinate the slavery of his companions, and the ruin of their social state. This is what the kings of the Franks undertook; and this plan, pursued by them for several centuries, was crowned with entire success. They strengthened themselves in their hereditary dominion, by bribing, through a better condition of servitude, the men of whom the division of the conquest had made them possessors. The desire of similar concessions procured them a sort of confidence from all the conquered nation, and by the help of that confidence and their own strength, they attributed to themselves the exclusive possession of this nation, declaring as an axiom of ancient law, that the conquered territory belonged to the king. In the space of a few centuries, the men subjects of all the Franks, became nominally and legally the subjects of the chief of the Franks alone.

Too weak or too timid to shake off the name of servitude which the conquest had given them, they in revenge laboured to make the men whose fathers had conquered their fathers, share it; they assisted the king to subjugate the sons of free men; and those, in their turn conquered, descended ignominiously into the slavery which their ancestors had imposed. Thus the name of subjects became in French, the sole correlative of the name of king. The correlative of this title, in the language of Frankish liberty, had been the simple name of men, leudes or of companions, ghesellen, which the Latin transformed into two barbarian words, leones and vasalli. To these names was also added that of the descendants of the free race, gentiles homines. This title, preserved by the men in whom perished, for the advantage of the chief, the ancient liberty of their fathers, served only to render their degradation more shameful. It pointed them out from all others as a degenerated race, more cowardly than the rest of the subjects, to whom their ancestors at least could make no reproach. Thus the name of king has signified in our language, a man for whose advantage the liberty of other men is abolished, only by the chance of an armed conquest, made first by nations over other nations, and then by the chiefs of the conquering nations upon the conquering nations themselves. This accident was unable logically to alter the primitive meaning of a word which existed long before it. In itself the word king signifies nothing more than it did originally, that is to say, a director, a chief, or a magistrate: to examine the question of royalty, is not therefore treating of a special, precise, and determined authority, it is treating of authority in general. This settled, it will be more conformable to the rigour of logical principles to substitute the clear and universal terms of social power or authority, for the barely intelligible ones of king and royalty. In other words, that a king never has been the master of men, which is both true and false, according to the manner in which it is viewed, it would be better to declare plainly that a society of men has never had masters or absolute rulers but by violence and with unwillingness, which is in every way true. The real power of M. de la Serre's book lies in this demonstration. He proves the fact that despotism has nowhere been exercised without men's consciences protesting against it, and that in law, every man who freely and without constraint should submit to an irregular authority, would be guilty of having himself violated his conscience: that no society has the right of alienating itself to one or several of its members; and that historically, when similar alienations have appeared to take place, it has not been willingly, but by violence, not at the foundation of societies by human reason, but at their dissolution by conquests; that the French magistrate, to whom the constitutional charter gives the name of king, has for the inviolable limits of his power, the sacredness of individual liberties, which are the basis of French society, logically anterior and superior to the French government; that the power of raising armies, declaring war, executing the laws when made, and of proposing the laws which are to be made, by whatever title it is expressed, extends only to the point where the respect of rights and civil liberties ceased.

From the moment that any authority whatever has violated any one of these rights, by destroying the securities which protected them, from this moment society acquires the right of constraint and resistance to it. Let power reflect on this well; if human compassion consents to restrain itself in presence of the misery of the men whom jailers sequestrate, and the executioner seizes in the name of the law, it is not simply because the jailers and the executioner act in virtue of the decision of certain men called judges rendered on the authority of certain books called codes, it is because there is in every man a reason which pronounces that whoever has violated the sacred right of another, either in his person or in his property, is guilty and worthy of punishment. It is before this reason, and not before a certain judicial formula, that human pity is silent; this is the law which sanctions laws; if we obey it when it commands us to abandon to the vengeance of authority whoever amongst us has injured another, shall we rebel against it when it commands us to abandon to the chances of public indignation those who have injured all, by endangering the rights of each? There is.
nothing inviolable except these rights and the reason that proclaims them; whoever attempts their destruction and despises this reason, the supreme judge of human actions, excludes himself from humanity, and destroys with his own hands his title to the protection of men in his sufferings and distress. Such is the idea which predominates throughout M. de la Serre’s work. We shall not follow it in its logical developments. We dismiss the reader to the book itself, and leave him the care of making the applications of the principle. M. de la Serre has especially brought out in a new and striking manner, the advantages of that law of elections, which our statesmen wish to bring as a criminal to the bar of the chambers which voted it. This apology, written previously to the attack, is remarkable for a strong dialectic, and that warmth which conviction inspires. The author belongs to that young school of politics, the simple and honest dogmas of which abjure fanaticism and interests, which alone urge to changes of government. This school disdains the vain question of forms; it attaches itself only to pure liberty and its immediate securities. It will accept every thing with liberty without it, nothing. Retrenched in this principle, alone immutable in the perpetual movement of the world, it will see all the sophisms of false thinkers and ambition split against it: as to force, its only dangerous adversary, this school is likewise preparing to oppose to it courage as energetic as its views are upright and its hopes pure.

ESSAY XV.


It is the common error of ancient lawyers to believe that human nature is in itself indifferent to every species of social arrangement; that our political consciences are but the work of mere chance, and that despotism as well as liberty may exist by national consent. This opinion is entirely false. Human nature, free nature, has never spontaneously demanded any thing but independence; despotism has never put its foot on a corner of the world, but against the will of those who inhabited it; the history of all periods and of all countries reveals this. Liberty, the first social want and condition, has nowhere yielded but to force and to an armed conquest. It is terror alone which has made slaves amongst men of every race. Open history at any part you will, take at hazard the climate and the epoch, if you meet with a colony of men, whether enlightened or still savage living under a system of servitude, be certain that in looking back, you will find a conquest, and that these men are the conquered. Similarly, if you remark a population quartered in some inaccessible places which have preserved it against the invasion of a foreign race, be sure that, on visiting it, you will find liberty there. This perpetual distinction is the key of social history.

We are told that there now exists on the soil of ancient Greece, a nation in which no individual has any personal will or property, in which a single man disposes of all the others who adjure themselves before him. We must ask the narrator if the population whom he pretends is thus governed, is not a conquered one; if the man of whom he speaks is not the chief of its ancient conquerors, the supreme representative of the conquest; and if by chance the reply should be, that this people, far from having been conquered, is itself a conqueror, that it lives on lands it has usurped, instead of its lands having been so by others; that the man under whom it cringes like a slave, is not a stranger to its race, but, on the contrary, is the descendant of the warriors who led on its ancestors to conquest; that, moreover, no period is to be found since the conquest, at which this chief armed against his nation, and subjugated a portion of it with the power and assistance of the rest . . . then you may deny the fact of slavery, and maintain, & priori, that the nation which is spoken of, the Turkish nation, is not deprived of liberty.

The problem of Turkish society contains nothing peculiar; it is no other than the problem of Frankish society conquering Gaul, Saxony society conquering Britain, of all the little Germanic societies which conquered Italy, Spain, and Roman Africa. The circumstances were the same in both, every thing naturally should have been the same, and was so really. The Turks in Greece, like the Franks in Gaul, are on an equality as conquerors of the people whom they possess in common. They are the race to whom the sword has given no masters, and those whom they admit to their race, are restored to liberty, like those who became Franks under the Franks. The rest of the conquered, designated without distinction of races by the common name of rayas, are in the same situa-
tion as that anonymous crowd whom the barbarians, conquerors of the south of Europe, called at random serfs, labourers, hinds, planters, plebeians, or citizens. The *rayas* all pay an annual poll-tax called *kharudge*; their servitude is not uniform, any more than that of the conquerors of the middle ages. One portion are domestic slaves; another labours for the masters; another, more favoured, has preserved magistrates of its nation and religion; it is ruled by them, and pays in common the taxes of the conquest.

Over these men rule the men of the Turkish race, who give themselves the name of *Osmanlis*, or sons of Osman; these are not governed; they are the superior caste; and there are no castes among them; they can all equally pretend to the magistrates of their society. There is but one exception in favour of one family, from which are invariably chosen the supreme chiefs of the administration, because this family is thought to be descended from the first legislator. But this privilege does not allow the liberty of the Osmanlis to be destroyed by the person whom chance or the public choice has placed at the head of affairs. Several chiefs have attempted to violate the law in which the rights of the nation are registered, and have been victims of their ambitious enterprise; and custom, once more resuming its empire when liberty had revenged itself, quietly replaced on the supreme seat rendered vacant by the popular will, another descendant of the Ottoman race, admonished of his future duties by the destiny of his predecessor.

The cities of the Osmanlis have an administration peculiar to themselves, composed of the principal citizens, presided over by a magistrate named *ayan*, chosen by the people. This municipal council watches over the common interests of each town; it defends its liberty against the delegates of the central power in the provinces, against the *pachas* who, commissioned to collect the taxes of the conquered, and to torment them until they pay, might think of turning their power against free men. Besides these local administrations, there are corporations which deliberate under chiefs of their own choosing, and the members of which mutually insure each other against injustice and oppression. The villages which do not depend on the territories of great cities, have their elective magistrates named *kiaças*, and their common council. Thus power cannot immediately strike the citizens; it must pass through other delegates before it reaches them. The contributions are divided amongst them; the police is made in common.

The judges belong to a body independent of authority; this body recruits itself, imposing various trials on the candidates. Promotions to judiciary employments are made by rank of age; and the sultan himself cannot choose at random for the great offices, the only ones of which he disposes; he must follow the general order. Justice in Turkey is not regarded as one of the attributes of the supreme head of the government; it does not emanate from this head, but from the book of the law, and the corporation of men whom the public consider sufficiently able and honest to interpret it worthily. In the interpretation of the law, the judges, independent and respected, are more inclined to follow public opinion than the impulse of authority, to which they owe nothing, and from which they have nothing to fear.

There are cases in which the agents of the Turkish government punish without legal proceedings, the criminal taken in the very fact; but these sudden executions rarely fall on any but the *rayas*. The Mussulmans are sent before the judges, and the soldiers are summoned before a tribunal of their own body, where they appear before their peers. This practice does not appear to result from the social right of authority, but from the privileges of the conquest, and the system of exception, to which were subjected the conquered, who were both despised and feared.

Arrested in its executive capacity by the corporations and free administration of the cities, and in no way disposing of the judiciary power, the government of the Osmanlis still finds fixed limits to its legislative authority. The same body of judges which decides contests according to the supreme book of the law, has the power of preventing the execution of the new laws, which it declares to be contrary to the ancient law. The chief of the judges, the first *muxphu*, can oppose his veto to an order of the sultan, by an edict called a *fetva*; and in every province, a subaltern *muxphu* may, in the same way, oppose his veto, by edicts of the same kind, to the administrative decisions of the *pachas*.

We come to the great peculiarity of Turkish administration, and to the foundation of all the fables which travellers have told respecting this administration. Frequently at the gates of the palace, are suspended the heads of commanders of armies, of governors of provinces, of ministers, great officers, and high functionaries; Europeans, struck with the barbarity of this spectacle and the rank of the victims, have concluded that if the sultan could thus mow down the heads of the greatest dignitaries with impunity, he must still more be master of the life or death of private persons. Our travellers naively judged what came before their eyes according to the customs of Europe, which surround with peculiar sanctity, and exceptional care, the life, honour and property of the delegates of power. In France they can only be pursued in justice but with the consent of those for whom they act: in France, they are precious in the eyes of the law: in Turkey, it is quite the reverse; the security of the law does not exist for them; they are looked upon as the slaves of him who has appointed them; it is for this reason that their head and property belong to him, and that he disposes of them according to his own pleasure. But he does not dispose of the head and property of those who, keeping apart from his favours, have not subjected themselves to his authority; those are sacred to him, as citizens are to their legal magistrates. No one being forced to take a place under the executive power, and no one being ignorant beforehand of the condition of
servitude which those sort of places impose, the man who perishes in virtue of the arbitrator under whom he has placed himself, can only blame himself; he has chosen to play a dangerous game after having calculated its chances. This severe condition does not reach the chief of the judges, who, although named by the sultan, is simply able to be dismissed; and as to the magistrates named by the towns, the sultan has never thought of pretending that they in any way depended on him. In this lies the foundation of the double responsibility of public functionaries towards their chief and the public. There is doubtless barbarity in such a law of security; but we must always recognize that it is the security for the people, and not a sign of the servitude of the people. Whatever the public grievances or personal dislikes of the sultan may be, whatever the number of traitors, the Coran forbids more than fourteen to be put to death in one day. This humane precaution has also been so ill understood, that travellers have built upon it a pretended right which the grand signor possessed of putting fourteen persons to death daily. Ours is the name given to the power with which the law endows him of deciding without legal proceedings of the culpability of his agents or slaves, but which is only permitted him against them. The arbitrary punishment of a common Osmanli would cause an insurrection in Constantinople.

Frequent rebellions have proved that the nation of the Osmanlis feels pretty keenly its independence with regard to him whom we wrongly call its master. It is the janissaries, yenitcheris, who for a century have played the principal part in these insurrections. This militia, at first purely pretorian, composed of prisoners of war, and young men furnished as a sort of tax by the conquered nations, has gradually become filled by free men; it has thus become national; and it now contains all that is most active in the Turkish population; it is the mirror of the opinions, the organ of the popular passions; it is a security for the nation against the projects of the government, a security which may be an obstacle to useful innovations, if they have the misfortune not to be understood. This is what happened in the revolution of 1807, which caused the death of the sultan Selim. M. de Juchereau has been an eye-witness of that revolution and of the one which succeeded it. It is in these great movements, in which, as he says himself, "the different bodies of the state and the different classes of the people have exposed their rights, their pretensions, and their power," that he was able to form an exact idea of this empire, so ill judged by those who have visited it in times of quiet.

The picture that we have sketched of the social state of Turkey is a mere abstract of the first volume of M. de Juchereau's work; the second presents, on the scene of political storms, the bodies and classes of men whose characters are described in the first; this volume serves to corroborate the other. Moreover, the writer, who seems to have the military art much more at heart than politics, cannot be suspected of having seen things under a light too favourable to the system of liberty. It is without reflecting on it himself that he has told us that the administration of the Turkish pachas is more liberal than that of the French préfets; that the scandal of our mayors of cities, councils of departments, councils of districts, named by the préfets or the ministers, has not even its excuse in the example of the Tartar people, the conquerors of the Greeks; in fact, that an Osmanli, member of a free city, member of a free corporation which protects him, having nothing to contend with authority, if he does not himself wish to take a part in it, is nearer human dignity than a Frenchman, beset at all hours of the day by authority and its agents in every kind of livery: soldiers, collectors, custom-house officers, policemen, clerks, spies; men who live on the annoyance they cause him, men whom he cannot summon before justice for the evil they have done him, men against whom it is only allowed to petition those who command them.

ESSAY XVI.

ON LOCAL AND MUNICIPAL FREEDOM, A PROPOS OF A COLLECTION OF MIRABEAU'S SPEECHES AND OPINIONS, PUBLISHED BY M. BARTHE.

The collection of Mirabeau's speeches and opinions, is but the first part of a larger collection, which is to include successively the speeches of Barrau and Vergnaud, assembled and arranged by the care of the same editor. This collection will place under the eyes of the readers almost all the social questions which have occupied France since the awakening of liberty. Mirabeau leads us from the assembly of the estates in Provence, where his reputation as an orator first began, to the constituent assembly, where this reputation became confirmed:
he and Barnave make us spectators by their sometimes similar, sometimes opposite opinions, of the most important debates of this latter assembly; after them, Vergniaud, intervening in the uncertain and turbulent discussions of the legislative assembly, will show the revolution becoming corrupt in its source, and the philosophy of France dashing impetuously beyond the circle of reason and justice which it had at first traced out for itself. We will not attempt to analyze the immense labours of Mirabeau; we will not reproduce the remarks which have already been made on the character of his eloquence; we will only give an account of the singular impression we experienced on reading a portion of his speeches, those pronounced in the estates of Provence. He attacked them with warmth the name of the Provençal nation, the liberties of the soil of Provence, the rights of the communes of Provence; these formulas, to which our language has been so long unaccustomed, seem at first to be only oratorical fictions; and such must be the spontaneous sentiment of us Frenchmen, who for thirty years have known no rights but the rights declared at Versailles, no liberties but the liberties sanctioned at Paris, no laws but the laws made in Paris. Yet these were not then words void of meaning; French patriotism increased really in a local patriotism which had its memories, its interests, and its glory. Nations really existed in the heart of the French nation: there were the Breton, the Norman, and the Béarnais nation, the nations of Bourgogne, Aquitaine, Languedoc, Franche-Comté, and Alsace. These nations distinguished without dividing their individual existence from the great common existence; they declared themselves united, not subjugated; they showed the authentic stipulations by which their union had been made; a number of cities had their charters of peculiar franchises; and when the word constitution was pronounced, it was not used as an expression of renunciation to what was individual, that is to say, free, in that ancient French existence, but as the desire of a better, more solid, more simple security of that liberty which was too unequally, too capriciously bestowed on the various fractions of the land.

Such was the prayer which accompanied the deputies to the first national assembly; such was their mandate, at least in intention. They went further; they dismembered territories, they struck at local existences, to attain with greater certainty the unjust powers which those maintained by the side of legitimate liberties. France did not murmur; it was the time of enthusiasm; and moreover, franchises, rights, and the power of representation were uniformly given to the new circumscriptions. This new independence, rendered common to the whole territory, rejoiced the hearts of patriots; they did not perceive that it was too much dispersed, and that none of its different homes would find power in themselves to defend it. Soon, at the moment when illusion was about to vanish with the first effervescence, a new want, the necessity of resisting external force, took possession of the general mind; at the sight of the pressing danger, liberty was forgotten for the interests of defence; and French fury, always alive, treated as enemies of its country the calmer minds who refused to believe that there were more than one necessity and danger. The partisans of free confederation, a true social state, of which ancient France possessed the germ, and which was to be accomplished in modern France, were dragged to the scaffold; opinion allowed desires which had been its own to be punished by an atrocious death. Later it returned to its first opinion; it became federalist in its turn; but the central power, strengthened by its long assent, laughed at this return, and refused its demands; it still refuses them at the present day.

Let us then remember with all the strength of our memory, that absolute centralization, a system of conquests and not of society, a system which the authority against which the revolution took place had been unable to reach, was not the object of this revolution. Undertaken for liberty, obliged to abridge liberty to resist war, the revolution would one day, under penalty of contradicting itself, return to liberty, and have as a want of its rights which had been suspended for the common defence. Thirty years have been unable to proscribe these rights; they must be claimed as a voluntarily alienated deposit, which cannot be withheld without fraud.

The various portions of ancient France enjoyed social existence by right of the various titles of united nation, free city, enfranchised communes, or municipal city; everywhere were seen traces of judgment by peers, election of magistrates, voluntary contributions, deliberating assemblies, and decisions made in common; but the portions of actual France are inanimate, and the whole has but an abstract existence, a new want, the heart of the country the eyes of power, under the various standards of their ancient individuality, to demand as the legitimate return of that lost individuality, not separation, but existence? France, it may be said, has movement and action by its national representation; national representation is all the life of societies. We agree in the axiom; the reply would be a just one, if France were represented. France is not represented. The meaning of our words contains nothing which attacks the legality of the actual chamber of deputies; we acknowledge that its powers are legitimate, yet we repeat, that France is not represented. A central chamber, sitting at Paris, is not the representative of France; it is in truth an essential part of it; it is the head of the representation; it is not representation entirely. To be represented, France should be so in all its ranks, in all its interests, and under all its aspects; to be represented, France should be covered with representative assemblies; we ought to find there the representation of the communes, of the cities, and of the small as well as of the large portions of the territory; and above all, this for the completion of the edifice, the only representation which ex-
ists at the present day, that of the entire country, of the great and sovereign interests of the nation, more general, but not more sacred than the interests of the provinces, departments, cities, and communes. The local representations of France would constitute the individualities of France. But this demand, in order to appear before authority in all its dignity and power, must come, not from the centre of the country, but from every various point; it must be expressed in a language appropriate to the interests, the character, the anterior existence of each part of the population; in a language of sincerity and even of pride, which shall not permit the men of the central authority to erect themselves as supreme judges of right and necessity. It is the duty of the free newspapers of the provinces to remind their fellow-citizens that they have those appeals to make. It is for them to make them previously, not by invoking in a vague manner the enlightenmement of the century or the authority of anterior legislatures, but by attesting what was from time immemorial rooted in the soil of France, the franchises of cities and provinces; by dragging out of the dust of libraries the ancient titles of our local liberties; by presenting these titles before the eyes of patriots who are no longer aware of them, and whom a long habit of individual nullity lulls in the expectation of the laws of Paris. Let us not fear to bring to light the ancient histories of our native land: liberty was not born in it yesterday. Let us not fear to blush in looking at our fathers; their times were difficult, but their minds were not cowardly. Let us not authorize the maintainers of oppression to boast that fifteen centuries of France belong unreservedly to them. Men of liberty, we also have ancestors.

We recommend to the public the new collection of Mirabeau's, Barnave's, and Vergniaud's speeches. The greatest care has been bestowed on this edition, the only complete one of the works of the three orators. The editor, M. Barthe, is a young lawyer, whose talent has already displayed itself. His notice of the life of Mirabeau is written with elegance, and full of patriotic sentiments, the expression of which, always noble, is mingled without effort in the narrative of facts. The analysis of the various works by which Mirabeau prepared his immense fame, is made there with a variety of style appropriate to their different characters. The political career of the orator is traced in a true and grand manner. M. Barthe has a great comprehension of liberty; he praises Mirabeau for having never been any thing but the organ of the rights of all, and for having protested against the first violences which opened the gulf of misfortunes in which the revolution was swallowed up. Mirabeau has loudly maintained that emigration was an individual right, one of the rights of liberty, a right of justice, and that consequently no power whatever had a right to forbid emigration. "He was right," says M. Barthe; "justice is placed above all constituent assemblies as well as above kings." M. Barthe likewise praises Mirabeau's fine language upon municipalities: "They are," said that great orator, "the basis of the social state, the safety of every day, the security of every fire side, the only possible way of interesting the entire people in the government, and of securing all rights."

ESSAY XVII.

ON THE ANCIENT AND MODERN SPIRIT OF FRENCH LAWYERS, A PROPOS OF THE UNIVERSAL JOURNAL OF LEGISLATION AND JURISPRUDENCE, EDITED BY MESSRS. BARTHE, BERENGER, BERVILLE, DUPIN, JUNIOR, GIROD (DE L'AIN), COUSIN, MEILHOUX, ODLON BARROT, JOSEPH REY, DE SCHONEN, ETC. ETC.

A NEW spirit seems to have arisen in the class of young lawyers: it is the true spirit of the laws, the spirit of pure liberty. For a long while in France, the men who practised the science of the law, were ignorant of the real nature and sanction of human rights; for a long while the representatives of immutable justice regulated the decisions which they made in its name, on the capricious wills of the powerful, or on the servile maxims of paid judges. This shameful discordance is about to disappear. The doctrines which honour our political tribunal are already naturalized at the bar; thence it will spread to the bench of judges; and soon the social title of lawyers will not be as formerly in contradiction with the reality of their character; they will truly be hommes de droit. To this the young men who are now entering on the career of the law aspire; they intend to renew it by treading in it. Confided to their active brain, to their firm and upright minds, this spirit will not stop short; it will force those who follow routine with sincerity to give it up; it will correct those who have some little reason and conscience; as to the others, the course of years will soon have done them justice.
The old generation of French lawyers will thus disappear, body and soul, to make place for a generation as new in its existence as in its principles. Let it not complain that it is now approaching the close of its destiny; its career has been a long one, and one not desti-
tute of grandeur. Born at the moment when the sons of the conquerors of Gaul began to reckon the conquered as men, it arose as a medi-
tator between two nations, whose differences until then had no other arbitrator but the sword. The victorious race had men of its choice and confidence as magistrates: it had its equals as judges: the other race was governed and judged by masters. This subjugated race, for which there was no society, no government, no duties, comprised, in the thirteenth century, the men called people of the champagne country, in contradistinction to the conquerors entrenched on the heights, and the men of the cities who had neither sufficient courage nor sufficient riches to free themselves from the conquest. It was, then, that by a simple instinct of humanity, or a great plan of ambition, the supreme chief of the ancient conquerors called around him judges chosen in the nation of the conquered, and thus gave the judgment by equals to that portion of the people which had been his in-
heritance. From this moment, by the fact of such an institution, by that one circumstance of the master's allowing the establishment above him of men permitted to issue decrees against himself in favour of those whose bodies were his patrimony, from this moment arose moral relations between himself and his subjects; from this moment legality commenced, and with it obligation. Previously the weaker party obeyed, but was bound to nothing. The con-
querors had duties towards their chief whom they called king; the conquered had none; this chief had only in their eyes the somewhat brutal character of a master imposed by vio-
lence; this character wore off, and the man whom the subjects of the conquest could for-
merly qualify only with the title of enemy, then became a chief and a king to them.

Such a revolution struck very much the minds of the men whom it raised out of the nothingness of servitude: their imagination im-
puted to it some marvellous causes; they attrib-
uted the royal power and title of the new judges to the Divinity; it became a popular maxm
that the judges were instituted by God, and their mis-
sion sacred.* They were not unfaithful to it; the first axiom which they promulgated from their new position was this: "No man has full and entire power over the serf who cultivates his land;" an axiom which contra-
dicted the conquest by limiting its prerogatives.

This principle laid down, one step further led to this one: "that all prerogative sprung from conquest is void before reason and law." The lawyers did not make this progress; instead of placing at once absolute legality in reason, to which alone it belongs, they placed it among the acts of the most rational power which then

* Loiseau, Traité des Offices.
† Beaumanoir.

* See Pasquier, Loiseau, Loyset, etc. passim.
that this liberty belonged to them by a manifestly onerous title, were excepted from the sentence which deprived the others of it; a remarkable fact, which proves that the idea of justice in the minds of the lawyers of France, reduced itself to the conception of purely commercial justice. In this circle, they judged rightly; beyond it, their intelligence had no sure ground, and they were honestly iniquitous.

Imprisoned in this miserably circumscribed territory, acknowledging no individual rights without a special contract, no social rights beyond the right of absolute sovereignty exercised by a single man, finding in such narrow limits no real distinction between the just and the unjust in politics, they created for themselves fictitious distinctions, and fixed arbitrarily what was law; what morally obliged, and what did not oblige the citizens. Their greatest presumption was the imagining that a royal will, expressed in certain terms, registered with certain forms, was in virtue of these forms the real law, the true type of social reason, and that it consequently had a right to be obeyed and to compel obedience. It was in the wavering and slight distinction between a registered and unregistered will, that they placed the limit of what was just or iniquitous, true or false, legal or arbitrary. Like soldiers who present themselves intrepidly to danger for the most equivocal of causes, they performed prodigies of courage, to sustain against insatiable power that theory which permitted it everything, on the condition of a vain formula, and ceremonies almost as vain. Talon, Molé, d'Aguesseau, displayed an incredible strength of mind in defending the orders of ancient kings against those of new ones. Their successors did not resist in the same way; perhaps less from cowardice than from a want of confidence in the worn-out dogma of the sanctity of proclamations, erected by registration into fundamental laws of the kingdom.

The French nation on its side, had lost all faith in these formula; it had, slowly it is true, but profoundly, conceived other principles on the subject of social science, besides the royal lordliness and unlimited sovereignty of the prince, the universal guardian of persons and universal curator of property. In proclaiming the rights of individuals as superior to those of societies, and the rights of societies as superior to those of social power, the revolution soon came to efface the doctrines, traditions, and credit of the ancient lawyers.

If from its cradle the revolution could have been fortunate, we should have seen in a new class of lawyers, a sort of incarnation of the spirit of the maxims of liberty; which, from the human reason that had given birth to them, were passing into written constitutions. The judiciary order would thenceforth have risen to its supreme destination, to the perpetual defence of the individuality of the citizen against the unjust aggressions of private or public force. But this august establishment was never formed; those who would have been worthy to found it perished in the civil tempest; when calm returned, minds were weary and empty; and the sole supports which presented themselves to prop our judiciary institutions were old members of the Parliament, and old counsellors at the Châtelet. They were set to work, and proceeded in the direction of their education and habits. The ancient doctrines having no strong hold on purely private transactions, the civil code was maintained on the basis which the constituent assembly had laid down; the penal code appeared to be edited by some one of those who were called the boucheurs de la Tournelle; the codes of procedure were calculated to find culprits; the judgment of political crimes was given to commissions.

But in the year 1814, the French Revolution suddenly awoke. Freed from the slough of the empire, liberal France reappeared, bright and young, like those cities that we find intact, at the end of centuries, when we have broken through the coating of lava which covered them. The mind of that reviving France passed into the French bar and the schools of law, so long colourless and lifeless. This new life has abundantly produced, within five years, generous ambitions, noble efforts, and national reputations. The dogma of the sanctity of human liberty has resounded before the tribunal of the innumerable judgments, and in the professors' chairs; although it has been contradicted there by more than one decree, it has taken possession of a territory which it will never give up.

The Universal Journal of Legislation and Jurisprudence appears to us an inspiration of the profoundly true and generous spirit which must one day be the party spirit of the entire body of lawyers in France. Edited by patriotic magistrates and young lawyers of already distinguished talent, this work may be considered as the centre and rallying point of the various doctrines, whether of general law, or of special jurisprudence, which will compose the great doctrine of the new judiciary school. On this account, it will be useful to students, and will not be without fruit for the public, which requires a fixed support in the false position in which we find ourselves at the present day, placed as we are between the liberty which we require, and laws made under a state of servitude.
The hatred of the nobles of the present day against the philosophy of the last century is an inveterate, an implacable hatred; a hatred which history will inscribe amongst celebrated aversions. From the vehemence of this aversion, it might be supposed an ancient one; it might be taken for one of those hereditary feuds which were transmitted, increasing as they descended, from one generation to another; this is not the case however: the fathers of almost all our nobles, and what is more, a great number of the nobles themselves, were the servile disciples and shameless extollers of the philosophers: it is their masters whom they deny in railing against the philosophers. And would to Heaven that the thinkers of the eighteenth century had not been the objects of their rash affections! would to Heaven that gilded arm-chairs had not been the first benches of that school: it would have been far greater, had it been popular; the seeds of reason which its founders sowed, did more, the nescience of the science of 1760, was, that it understood; they established on itself, and not by the desire of escaping ennui, the only social calamity able to reach them.

When troubles and dangers came, all this useless busy troop took flight, as the drones take flight when the business of the hive commences. After corrupting the century, bringing down writers to the position of boudoir orators, destroying the taste for solitude which constitutes the dignity of thinkers and gives gravity and energy to ideas, after carrying away from amongst the people the men who owed it their labours, they abandoned this people to the trudging and presumptuous half science which their vain conversations had made for it. They did more, they rose against the people and their own science; they were traitors to their principles, and impudently całumnated what they had proclaimed to be just and true. For forty years they had strained every nerve to evoke from the solitude of the provinces disciples for the philosophers, and wins for their salons; four whole years they had recruited in Europe against philosophy and France. Poor France! she saw herself attacked for having produced what were called the detestable philosophers of the execrable eighteenth century; and it was the patrons, the disciples of the philosophers, the courtiers and princes to whom the century had deigned to give a name, who made or commanded the attack. Their hostility drew the popular attention and conspired against the eighteenth century. The opinions of that century then descended into the body of common ideas; the nation embraced them, not with servility as the aristocracy had done, but amending them, and the result of its writers, commented on by itself, and not by cordons bleus, or women in great hoops; a perfectly French science, capable of extending its empire into all places where Frenchmen may be. The condemnation of the science of 1760, was that it did not possess this power; its first flight carried it out of France into the foreign cities of

**ESSAY XVIII.**

**ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE EIGHTEENTH AND THAT OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, A PROPOS OF M. GARAT'S WORK, ENTITLED "HISTORICAL MEMOIRS ON THE LIFE OF M. SCARRD."**

The hatred of the nobles of the present day against the philosophy of the last century is an inveterate, an implacable hatred; a hatred which history will inscribe amongst celebrated aversions. From the vehemence of this aversion, it might be supposed an ancient one; it might be taken for one of those hereditary feuds which were transmitted, increasing as they descended, from one generation to another; this is not the case however: the fathers of almost all our nobles, and what is more, a great number of the nobles themselves, were the servile disciples and shameless extollers of the philosophers: it is their masters whom they deny in railing against the philosophers. And would to Heaven that the thinkers of the eighteenth century had not been the objects of their rash affections! would to Heaven that gilded arm-chairs had not been the first benches of that school: it would have been far greater, had it been popular; the seeds of reason which its founders sowed, did more, the nescience of the science of 1760, was, that it understood; they established on itself, and not by the desire of escaping ennui, the only social calamity able to reach them.

When troubles and dangers came, all this useless busy troop took flight, as the drones take flight when the business of the hive commences. After corrupting the century, bringing down writers to the position of boudoir orators, destroying the taste for solitude which constitutes the dignity of thinkers and gives gravity and energy to ideas, after carrying away from amongst the people the men who owed it their labours, they abandoned this people to the trudging and presumptuous half science which their vain conversations had made for it. They did more, they rose against the people and their own science; they were traitors to their principles, and impudently călumnated what they had proclaimed to be just and true. For forty years they had strained every nerve to evoke from the solitude of the provinces disciples for the philosophers, and wins for their salons; four whole years they had recruited in Europe against philosophy and France. Poor France! she saw herself attacked for having produced what were called the detestable philosophers of the execrable eighteenth century; and it was the patrons, the disciples of the philosophers, the courtiers and princes to whom the century had deigned to give a name, who made or commanded the attack. Their hostility drew the popular attention and conspired against the eighteenth century. The opinions of that century then descended into the body of common ideas; the nation embraced them, not with servility as the aristocracy had done, but amending them, and the result of its writers, commented on by itself, and not by cordons bleus, or women in great hoops; a perfectly French science, capable of extending its empire into all places where Frenchmen may be. The condemnation of the science of 1760, was that it did not possess this power; its first flight carried it out of France into the foreign cities of
idlers and great nobles: it reigned at St. Petersburg and Berlin before Lyons and Rouen had heard of it.

We have not seen the time when philosophy was friends with the great and idle ones of the world; we have not seen it reposing on silken seats in the drawing-rooms of the aristocracy; we have seen it calumniated, pursued, hardly tolerated on the humble benches of a dusty school, the last refuge from which aristocratic hatred threatened soon to drive it. We should therefore be bad judges of the truth of the pictures presented in M. Garat's work upon M. Suard and the eighteenth century. The whole of that century, except ten years, is to us like another world. We run through the society into which the ingenious author has introduced us; we find there, thanks to him, original and piquant portraits, but not a single face of our acquaintance, not a single feature that we have ever seen; these men are almost our contemporaries; and yet there are centuries between us. The witty race of their time is now the stupid race; conversation exists no longer in France, meditation has taken its place; the spirit of reason is in the public, the gilded saloons make no more pretence to it; philosophy is no longer gracefully lisped there, it is cursed; and this is better, for it proves that it is solemn and powerful.

Yet if we must leave to those who have seen the things described by M. Garat the care of pronouncing on the grounds of his book, we can at least with knowledge give our opinion on the style of the book, and the merit of the writer: this merit is remarkably great. Lightly sketched portraits, narratives full of grace, a style artfully varied and always sustained without ceasing to be easy; a number of witty fancies, keen argus, grand thoughts and always noble sentiments; such is a detail of the means of pleasing possessed by this book, and the cause of its success. M. Garat gives evidence in every page of a profoundly felt admiration for talent and probity. He represents in the most favourable light those he has known and loved, without ever placing himself on the scene by their side; he praises them overflowingly, without thinking he has himself a right to some share of praise. Some persons may reproach him with rather too excessive a complaisance for mediocrities which the salons have praised highly because they were their work; but this fault is very excusable in a writer who commits it out of pure generosity of heart and the fear of underrating the merit of others; and besides, in retracing the events of our youth, it is difficult not to embellish them by a little involuntary fiction; it is a time for which the most generally faithful memory is never perfectly exact. Superior to the circles of scribbling wis, of thinkers without dignity and good faith, who compose the exterior of the eighteenth century, M. Garat has painted with grand strokes the real genius which the century produced, and who, born far from the frivolous world, became lessened perhaps by entering it. They attract attention; they will attract it for a long while still; but we should prefer seeing them without their miserable retinue, like fine oaks which appear larger when they stand alone, than when a thousand parasitical shrubs envelope and deform their trunks.

The eighteenth century still bears the name of the century of French philosophy; we believe that it will be deprived of this noble title by the present century. Young men who have not made your course of moral studies in the salons of Madame Geoffrin and at the dinner-table of M. de Vames; young men who form your convictions under nobody's patronage, it is for you that the glory is reserved of founding a new school, popular like your habits, sincere and firm like your minds. The philosophy of this school will see no deserters, because it will be the work of consciences; it will form itself gradually by the concourse of so many young and active minds, who emigrate for the sake of science from every part of the country, meet one moment at Paris, and there become imbued with general maxims, without losing the native originality which they owe to the places of their birth. This labouring fraternity, yearly dissolved and yearly renewed, will carry into the cities of France a groundwork of grand and in no ways exclusive doctrine, which the cities will not accept without control. Thus the great opinion of the country will ripen at a hundred different firesides; thus the national thought, existing in every place, will never again be destroyed by one blow, like a tree which has but one root.
ESSAY XIX.

ON THE ANTIPATHY OF RACE WHICH DIVIDES THE FRENCH NATION, A PROPOS OF M. WARDEN'S Work, ENTITLED A "STATISTICAL, HISTORICAL, AND POLITICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF NORTH AMERICA."

The time is come for us to turn our eyes on nations happier than we are, on those whose portion is liberty, that we may find in that prospect consolations for the present and hopes for the future. The actual destiny of the United States of America corresponds to all the desires we formed for our own; these desires are consequently not chimeras; we are not agitated by a vain ambition after the impossible, as our enemies pretend; we do not depart from the human sphere in aspiring to the fulness of social independence; for human nature is essentially free, and liberty is its law. But then, whence proceeds the enormous distance which still separates us from this object, from this benefit to which we aspire, and which we are capable of attaining? It does not proceed from ourselves, but from an external fact, a grave and sad fact, which we endeavour to conceal from ourselves, but which incessantly recurs to us, because by denying it we do not destroy it.

We believe we are a nation, and we are two nations on one soil; two nations, iminal in their reminiscences, irreconcilable in their projects; the one formerly conquered the other; and its designs, its eternal desires, are the renewal of that ancient conquest envisaged by time, by the courage of the conquered, and by human reason. Reason, which makes the master blush for the abasement in which he keeps his slave, has gradually detached from that people all the generous dispositions and upright minds; these deserters to a better cause have been its noblest support; and such are the chiefs that we, sons of the conquered, still see at our head. But the remainder, as foreign to our affections and our habits as if only yesterday come amongst us, as deaf to our words of liberty and peace as if our language was as unknown to them as the language of our ancestors was to us, is our road without occupying itself with ours. When we attempt plan upon plan for a common establishment, when we endeavor to forget, and embrace in one vast union every thing that lives on the soil of France, they rise up to oppose it, and collected apart, laugh amongst themselves at our continual disappointments. America has rejected from its bosom the nation which pretended to be its master, and from that day it has been free. Our fathers have more than once meditated the same enterprise; more than once has the ancient land of Gaul trembled under the feet of the conquerors; but either because the fatigue of these struggles surpassed the strength of our ancestors, or because violence was unsuited to their mild and peaceful character, they soon followed other paths. Instead of repulsing the conquest, they denied it, believing, that by forgetting it themselves, they would make others forget it. Servitude, the result of armed invasion, was imputed by them to a still imperfect civilization; whether conquerors and conquered, masters and subjects, they saw in them all but one people, some of whom had earlier attained liberty and happiness in order to clear and point out the road to the others.

They called society, they called friendship the services conquered at the edge of the sword, and exacted without return. "There are three classes," they say, "which variously concur to the good of the common state; the nobles are useful by their warlike courage, the clergy by their moral examples, the plebeians by the labour of their hands; these classes receive from the community a salary proportioned to their labours and their merit; the least favoured must not envy the others, nor the others wound the former by their pride; all help one another, and contribute in common to the general utility."

This is what the lawyers of the third estate proclaimed in the seventeenth century: in order to be compliment they falsified history; but the nobility repelled their advances, and its writers called facts to witness against these indulgently facetious theories. "It is false," said the comte de Bouliavilliers, "it is false that it was not the force of arms and the hazard of a conquest which primly founded the distinction expressed in the present day by the terms noble and plebeian. It is false that we are nobles in any other interest than our own. We are, if not the descendants in a direct line, at least the immediate representatives of the race of the conquerors of Gaul; its succession belongs to us; the title of Gaul is ours."

When in 1814, having escaped from a great wreck, and been saved from the despotism which our own hands had reared, we thought of reposimg all together in a social establishment of long duration, a friendly hand spontaneously drew up the new compact of French union; it inscribed there the title of noble, that title which had succeeded to the title of Frank, as the title of Frank had to that of barbarian. For the love

of peace none of us protested against this singular resurrection. Our writers hastened to distract our attention from the facts which the word nobility recalled; theory again came to envelope them in its mantle. "Nobilitis," it was said, "is derived from notabilis; a man is notable or noble when his name is attached to great services or great examples; nobility is the civic crown given to an entire family for the merits of one of its members. This sort of reward may be approved or blamed, it cannot be said that it is anti-social and contrary to liberty."

We were thus losing ourselves at pleasure in agreeable hypotheses, when a voice from the camp of the nobles came to recall us harshly to a more tangible ground. "Race of freedmen," exclaimed M. le comte de Montlosier, "race of slaves snatched from our hands, tributary people, new people,* license was granted you to be free, not to us to be nobles;† for us every thing is a right, for you every thing is a favour;‡ We are not of your community; we are entire in ourselves.\$ Your origin is clear; ours is clear likewise: dispense with sanctioning our titles; we shall know how to defend them ourselves."

Now at last, when in our regrets we embrace the images of that liberty which appeared to be promised to France, which should, according to our hopes, lay the foundation of an equal destiny for all the inhabitants of our soil, other regrets make themselves heard. It is not the civil rights destroyed by our ministers that the writers of the nobility wish to see revived, but the ancient race of which they glory: "it is that northern race which took possession of Gaul without extirpating the conquered;§ the name of which became synonymous with liberty, when it alone was free on the soil it had invaded;** which by the tenacity of its despotic, easily defeated the fickle carelessness of the Gauls;†† which was able to leave to its successors, now deprived of all rights, the possession of the lands of the conquest, and the government of the men of the conquest."

After such long warnings, it is time for us to give up, and on our side also return to facts. Heaven is our witness that we were not the first to attest, the first to evoke the terrible and gloomy truth, that there are two hostile camps on the soil of France. It must be said, for history makes it a matter of truth; whatever may have been the physical mixture of the two races, their constantly opposing spirit has existed till the present day in two always distinct portions of the mingled population. The genius of the conquest has made a jest of nature and time; he still hovers over this unfortunate land. By his means the distinctions of castes have succeeded those of blood, the distinctions of orders those of castes, the distinctions of titles those of orders. The actual nobility traces itself back to its pretensions to the privileged men of the sixteenth century; those pretended they were issued from the possessors of the men of the sixteenth century, who traced themselves back to the Franks of Karle the Great, who sprang from the Scumbarium of Chlodowig. The natural filiation alone can be contested here, the political descent is obvious. Let us then give it up to those who claim it; and let us claim the contrary descent. We are the sons of the men of the third estate; the third estate proceeded from the commons; the commons were the asylum of the serfs; the serfs were the vanquished of the conquest. Thus, from formula to formula, through the space of fifteen centuries, we are led to the extreme term of a conquest which it is necessary to efface. God grant that this conquest may abjure itself even to its last traces, and that the hour of combat may not need to strike. But without this formal abjuration we can hope for neither liberty nor repose; we can hope for nothing of what renders America so fortunate and so enviable; the fruits that which land bears will never grow on a soil which still preserves traces of invasion.

M. Warden's five volumes, full of details of every kind, and of the most exact and interesting kind, barely suffice to satisfy the curiosity which the United States of America inspire. However extensive the picture which the writer presents of it, it is always found too limited. We desire to learn every thing, to know every thing concerning the astonishing prosperity of those twenty-two free states, several of which, not thirty years ago, were the habitation of wild beasts; concerning the country in which meet together all human races, all customs, all languages, all religions, and where men entertain for their fellow-men none but sentiments of fraternity and affection. M. Warden has placed at the head of his work a new map of the United States, a map of the District of Columbia, which is the seat of the chief congress, and a view of the palace in which the members of the congress assembled. This palace has been called by the ancient name of the Capitol. It is not, like the Capitol of Rome, built on an immovable rock;* but its destiny is far more certain. Liberty presides over it instead of the fickle god of war; and the tide of the vengeance of the people will never need to rise against it.

We cannot see without emotion on the map of that free country the names of cities borrowed from all the countries of Europe, the names of Paris, Rome, Lisbon, and even that of Athens. All European countries have furnished their share to that happy population, as if to prove to the world that liberty belongs to all, and is the peculiar property of none. The exiles of each country have, like the fugitives of Troy, attached the beloved name of the home of their childhood to the home of their old age. America is the common asylum of us all. From whatever part of the old world we steer, we shall not be strangers in the new; we shall there meet with our language, our fellow-countrymen, and our brethren. If, what destiny will doubtless not
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permit to occur, the barbarism of ancient times prevailed against modern Europe; if those who gave the communes the name of execrable,* and who still threaten war against us in the names of their ancestors, the enemies of ours, were to triumph over reason and us, we should have a redress which our ancestors had not; the sea is free, and there is a free world beyond it. We should breathe there with ease; we should brace up our minds there, and we should rally there our strength.

Nos nonem Oceanus circumvagus; arva, beata Petamus arca . . . . *

ESSAY XX.

THE TRUE HISTORY OF JACQUES BONHOMME, FROM AUTHENTIC DOCUMENTS.

Jacques was still very young, when strangers from the south invaded the land of his ancestors; it was a fine domain bathed by two great lakes, and capable of producing corn, wine, and oil in abundance. Jacques had a lively but unsteady mind; growing up on his usurped soil, he forgot his ancestors, and the usurpers pleased him. He learned their language, espoused their quarrels, and bound himself to their fortune. This fortune of invasion and conquests was for some time successful; but one day fortune became adverse, and the tide of war brought invasion on the land of the usurpers. Jacques's domain, on which floated their standards, was one of the first threatened. Bodies of men who had emigrated from the north besieged it on all sides. Jacques was too unacustomed to independence to dream of freeing his habitation; the sole alternatives his mind suggested to him, were either to deliver himself up to new masters, or to adhere to the old ones. Wavering between these two resolutions, he confided his doubts to a grave personage of his family, the priest of a religion which Jacques had recently embraced, and which he practised with great fervour.

"My father," said he, "what shall I do? My present state wearies me. Our conquerors, who call us their allies, treat us really like slaves. They exhaust us to fill their treasury, which in their language they call the basket; this basket is a bottomless abyss. I am weary of submitting to their yoke; but the yoke of their enemies frightens me; those north men are, it is said, very rapacious, and their battle-axes are very sharp. For mercy's sake, tell me whose side I shall take." "My son," replied the holy man, "you must be on the side of God; God in the present day is on the side of the dilatrous north against the heretical south. The men of the north will be your masters; I can predict this; for I myself, with my own hands, have just opened your gates to them." Jacques was stunned by these words; he had not recovered from his bewilderment when a great noise of arms and horses, together with strange acclamations, told him that all was over. He saw men of great height, and speaking from the throat, hurry into his dwelling, divide the furniture into lots, and measure the land in order to divide it. Jacques was sad, but feeling that there was no remedy, he endeavoured to become reconciled to his fate. He looked patiently at the thieves; and when their chief passed, he saluted him by the cry of Vinat rez! which the chief did not understand. The strangers distributed the booty, settled on their portions of land, reviewed their forces, exercised themselves in arms assembled in councils, and decreed laws of police and war for themselves, without thinking more of Jacques than if he had never existed. He stood at a distance, awaiting an official notice of his destiny, and practising with a great deal of trouble to pronounce the barbaric names of men in high stations among his new masters. Several of these eponymously disfigured names may be restored in the following manner: Merowig, Chlodowig, Hilderic, Hildebert, Sigebert, Karl, etc.

Jacques at last received his sentence; it was a formal act drawn up by that friend and compatriot who had made himself the introducer of the conquerors,§ and who, as the price of such a service, had received from their bounty the finest piece of cultivated land, and the Greek title of Episcopus, which the conquerors transformed into that of Bishop, and granted without

* Communia novum ac pessimum nonem... Sermonem habuit de excrabilibus communia. Guibertus de Noyonio.
† Foderat. Padus inaquale. ‡ Fiscus.
§ Horat. Epod xvi.
† See Salvien, De Gubernatione Dei, Gregory of Tours, and the correspondence of the Gallic bishops with King Chlodowig. (Script. Rerum Franc. tom. iv.)
‡ These persons drawn by lots were called in Latin, sortes, and in the Latinized Frankish language, alodes, aloeda, aloida; thence came the French word alieu.
§ The members of the Gallo-Roman clergy became the secretaries, notaries, editors and keepers of the records to the barbaric kings.
∥ We find in the will of the bishop Remigius, or Saint
understanding it. Jacques, who until then had been called Romanus, the Roman, from the name of his first masters, saw himself qualified, in this new diploma, with the title of *litus seu villanus noster,* and ordered, under pain of the rod and cord, to cultivate the land himself for the benefit of the strangers. The word *litus* was new to his ears; he asked an explanation, and he was told that this word, derived from the Germanic verb *let* or *lát,* permit or leave, really signified, that they had the kindness to let him live. This favour appeared to him rather a slight one, and he took a fancy to solicit others from the assembly of the possessors of his domain, which was held on fixed days in the open air, in a vast field. The chiefs stood in the midst, and the multitude surrounded them; decisions were made in common, and each man from the highest to the lowest gave his opinion, *à maximo usque ad minimum.* Jacques went to that august council; but at his approach, a murmur of contempt was raised, and the guards forbade him to advance, threatening him with the loss of their lances. One of the strangers, more polite than the others, and who knew how to speak good Latin, told him the cause of this refusal; he was perceived with the strokes of lances, bruised under the weight of the yoke which procured it for him. Jacques was required fatigue in order not to burst with the new yoke which procured it for him; he was peirced with the strokes of lances, hacked with the cuts of swords, bruised under the feet of horses: no more breath was left in him but what he required not to die on the spot, for he was wanted.

Jacques, who, since this war, bore the surname of *Jacques bonhomme,* recovered of his wounds, and paid as heretofore. He paid the subsidies, the assistances, the gabel, the rights of sale, of tolls and customs, the poll tax, the seventeens, &c., &c. At this exorbitant price, the king protected him a little against the rapacity of the other nobles; this more fixed and peaceful condition pleased him; he attached himself to the new yoke which procured it for him; he even persuaded himself that this yoke was natural and necessary to him, that it required force in order not to burst with health, and that his purse resembled trees, which grow when they are pruned. Care was taken not to burst out laughing at these sallies of his imagination; they were encouraged on the contrary, and it was when he gave full vent to them, that the names of loyal and well-advised man, *recte legalis et sapiens,* were given him.

If it is for my good that I pay, said Jacques to himself one day, it follows therefore that the first duty of those I pay, is to act for my good, and that they are, properly speaking, only the stewards of my affairs. If they are the stewards of my affairs, it follows that I have a right to regulate their accounts and give them my advice. This succession of inductions appeared to him very luminous; he never doubted but that it did him the greatest credit to his sagacity; he made it the subject of a large book, which he printed in beautiful type. This book was seized, mutilated, and burnt, instead of the praises which the author expected, the galley were proposed to him. His presses were seized; a lazaretto was instituted, wherein his thoughts were to perform quarantine before passing into print. Jacques printed no more, but he did not think less. The struggle of his thought against
authority was long secret and silent; his mind long meditated this great idea, that by a natural right he was free and master at home, before he made any tentative to realize it. At last one day, when a great want of money compelled the powers whom Jacques supplied, to call him to council to obtain from him a subsidy which it did not dare to exact, Jacques arose; assumed a proud tone, and clearly stated his absolute and imprescriptible right of property and liberty.

Authority capitulated, then retraced; war ensued, and Jacques was the conqueror, because several friends of his former masters deserted to embrace his cause. He was cruel in his victory, because long misery had soured him. He knew not how to conduct himself when free, because he still had the habits of slavery. Those whom he took for stewards enslaved them anew whilst proclaiming his absolute sovereignty. "Alas!" said Jacques, "I have suffered two conquests, I have been called serf, villain, subject, but I never was insulted by being told that it was in virtue of my rights that I was a slave and despoiled." One of his officers, a great warrior, heard him murmur and complain. "I see what you want," said he, "and I will take upon myself to give it to you. I will mix up the traditions of the two conquests that you so justly regret; I will restore to you the Frankish warriors, in the persons of my soldiers; they shall be, like them, barons and nobles." I will reproduce the great Caesar, your first master; I will call myself imperator; you shall have a place in my legions; I promise you promotion in them." Jacques opened his lips to reply, when suddenly the trumpets sounded, the drums beat, the eagles were unfurled. Jacques had formerly fought under the eagles; his early youth had been passed in following them mechanically; as soon as he saw them again, he thought no longer, he marched... It is time that the jest should end. We beg pardon for having introduced it into so grave a subject; we beg pardon for having made use of an insulting name formerly applied to our fathers, in order to retrace more rapidly the sad succession of our misfortunes and our faults. It seems as if on the day on which, for the first time, servitude, the daughter of armed invasion, put its foot on the country which now bears the name of France, it was written above that servitude should never leave it; that, banished under one form, it was to reappear under another, and changing its aspect without changing its nature, stand upright at its former post, in spite of time and mankind. After the domination of the conquering Romans, came the domination of the conquering Franks, then absolute monarchy, then the absolute authority of republican laws, then the absolute power of the French empire, then five years of exceptional laws under the constitutional charter. Twenty centuries have elapsed since the footsteps of conquest were imprinted on our soil; its traces have not disappeared; generations have trampled on without destroying them; the blood of men has washed without effacing them. Was it then for such a destiny that nature formed that beautiful country which so much verdure adorns, such harvests enrich, and which is under the influence of so mild a climate?

ESSAY XXI.

ON SOME ERRORS OF OUR MODERN HISTORIANS, A PHONOS OF A HISTORY OF FRANCE IN USE IN OUR COLLEGES.

The criticism of the historical works destined to be placed in the hands of students is not one of the least useful; for if the writings of this kind have less originality than the others, they exercise more influence, and the errors they contain are more dangerous, because they are addressed to readers unable to defend themselves from them. I am about to endeavour to correct some of those which are to be met with in a work published under the title of Tableaux Séculaires de l'histoire de France, by a professor of the university; not that this work is worse than many others, but in order to bring forward the enormous vices of editing which are invariably propagated from year to year, in all the histories of France destined for public instruction. The author of the Tableaux Séculaires announces under the date of 413, that a chief of the Burgundians, named Gundicare, takes the title of king. What he here gives us as a fact is not one; it is not true that in the year 413, the chief of the Burgundians exchanged his title of chief for another title; that he ceased to be a chief in order to become something different; nothing like this is related by the historians of the period. Only, if we open the chronicles, we shall find under that date, or near it, "Rex Burgundionum

* Barons, in Latin bares, in old French bers, is a derivation from the Germanic words babr or baren, which simply meant a man in the language of the conquerors of Gaul.
Gundicharius; or "Rex Burgundionum factus Gundicharius." These expressions in the language as well as in the thoughts of the historians, signified nothing else but that Gondeher, chief of the Burgundians, Gondeher, became chief of the Burgundians. Because it is under the date of 413 that the name of Gondeher joined to the word rex is met with for the first time in the Latin histories, it does not at all follow that in the year 413 Gondeher adopted or received from his nation the Latin title of rex, a title which historians give him, because they are unable to write that with which he was qualified in his language. If it is exactly as if they said, that in the year 413 Gondeher called himself Gundicharius, because his Germanic name appears for the first time under this date with Latin orthography and termination.

Such a supposition appears a wild one, and yet it is not without an example. Grave historians have related as a positive fact, that the chief of the Franks, Chlodowig or Clovis, took the name of Louis after his baptism, and this because they found in some Latin history written after this baptism, the name of Chlodowig Latinized into Lutovicus or Ludovicus, instead of being rendered Chlodovechus, that is to say, deprived of the Frankish aspirate which the Gaulois were tired of writing and pronouncing. It is another illusion of the same kind which makes historians assign an epoch at which one of them wrote these words, mendacious and false, than the date of 413, and which mars that with a propus of the same personages, is a mere variety of style. Our modern writers have seen in it political revolutions—Those who prided themselves on exactness noted that the word reges, being employed after that of duces, that duces again being used, and followed ever afterwards by reges, it was perfectly evident that the Franks had been at first governed by dukes, then by kings, then again by dukes, and finally by kings. The author of the Tableaux Sécateurs tells us, that after Clodiom, Mérovée, a relation of that prince, was raised on the buckler. It is time to give the personages of our history their real names, and no longer to reproduce those doubly disfigured by the Latin language and that of the old French chronicles. No man of the nation of the Franks was ever called Clodion or Mérovée. The Chlodio, which we make Clodion, is nothing but the Latin form of the Germanic word Hlodio, the family name of Hlodio, which signifies striking, celebrated, illustrious. In the same way Merovechus is Latinized from Merovig, which means eminent warrior. In the second place, the title of prince, introduced at this period of our history, upsets facts and ideas. This phrase of modern language is entirely inapplicable to the manners and customs of that period; unless the word prince is taken in its purely ancient signification, and in using it, no other meaning is attributed to it except that of the Latin word princeps, which means chief or commander.

Our author mentions, under the date of 511, Clotaire king of Soissons, Thierry king of Metz, Clodomir king of Orleans, and Childerbert king of Paris. I will not again insist on the maxims of the proper names; I will only remark that the expressions of original authors, rex Parisiis, rex Suecitionibus, are destitute by the word kings of Paris, king of Soissons, &c. The Latin of these authors means literally king or chief at Soissons, king or chief at Paris, &c.; which signifies, that such and such a man, one of the principal chiefs of the Franks, the commander of a tribe or a large portion of the army, had his head quarters either at Paris or at Soissons.

The combination of the title of rex or king with the name of a country, adopted in our language, has contributed to change the primitive signification of that title. When they said rex Francorum, king of the Franks, this was perfectly clear: a king of the Franks is a chief of the Franks. But when we say king of France, a very different idea, that of a more modern and far more complex political situation presents itself to the mind: yet hardly any one is conscious of the confusion. We establish kings of France at a period when all present France was the enemy of the Frankish kings, far from constituting their kingdom. Children are asked who the first king of France was. What answer does this question receive? What is a very ill-expressed question. What is meant by first king of France? is it the first who literally bore the title of king of France? Then it must be one of the kings of the third race; for those of the two first not speaking French, did not take a French title, and their qualification, whether in Latin or in the Germanic language, answered to that of king of the Franks. Is it the person whom Roman authors first called Francorum rex? we must find out in these authors the precise moment at which one of them wrote these words in the place of Francorum dux. Or is it the

* In making all possible concessions to custom, these names should be written Chlotar, Theoderich, Clodomir, and Hildebert. These names signify celebrated and excellent, extremely brave, celebrated and eminent, brilliant warrior. Generally, all Frankish names, and even those of the other Germanic nations of the period of the great invasion, are formed by the connection of two qualifying adjectives. The number of these monosyllabic adjectives is sufficiently limited for it to be easy to draw up a list of them: they are joined at random, and so as to form sometimes the first, sometimes the second part of the name. The only difference between the names of men or women is, that the latter are less varied, and generally finish by certain words which in men's names are always placed at the beginning, like Hild and Gond. Thus Hildebert is the name of a man, Berte-hild that of a woman. The same difference exists between Gonde-bald and Bald-gondu, the e placed and of the first word, and which marks a stop between the two parts of the name, is often replaced by other vowels, like e and u in the dialect of the Franks, i in that of the Alemanii and Longobards, and a in that of the Goths. But these vowels bearing no accent, were pronounced indistinctly, and thus resembled the mute o.

* Gonde-her signifies an eminent warrior, and the name of the nation may be translated by that of confederate warriors.
first of all the chiefs of the Frankish nation! It would be equally impossible and useless to discover his name; it is much more important to know precisely what a chief of the Franks was.

The author of the Tableaux Sécularis proposes himself another no less ambiguous question.—When was the nobility established! To give a date of some sort, he replies, that the nobility was established in the ninth century. But what is meant by the establishment of the nobility? is it the establishment of exclusive rights of a certain class of men upon the soil and the other inhabitants of the country? or is it the establishment of the Latin qualification of nobilis? If it is the privileges which are meant, their origin is clear; they are derived from the conquest; they are the conquest itself. As to the title of nobilis, it is difficult to say when the conquering race adopted it for the first time, if it was an invention of its own pride, or of the flattery of the conquered. Whenever it was, the epithets of praise were not unpleasant to it: it often boasted of itself the epithets of præstum and laudavit, firm in arms, firm in its alliances, of singular beauty and whiteness, of a noble and healthy body, audacious, active, and terrible.* Since the victory of the Franks, the words nobilissimus and nobilis were almost always joined to their national name—We find Franciae gentis nobilissimae, de nobilis Francorum genere, homo francus nomine et re nobilis. In the first periods of the conquest, when the names of nations were still used to distinguish the races, when the word Romans was used to distinguish the conquered, the name of Frank, alone and without epithet, signified a man superior to others. Later, when the national name of the conquered gave place to names derived from their special condition, like those of serfs and vassals, the national name of the conquerors likewise vanished, and was replaced by the epithet of praise which had at first accompanied it. At first the words nobilis frances were used, then francus or nobilis were used indifferently, and lastly, only the word nobilis was used. This has happened; but at what precise epoch? This is what it is impossible to discover, any more than the gradual variations of the language, the birth or decline of words.

* Gena Francorum inclyta, auctore Deo condita, fortis in armis, firma pacis sedare, candore et formâ egerat, corpore nobilis et inmodum, audax, velox, aspera (Pro log. ad Leg. Salic., Scriptores Rerum Franc. tom. iv.)

The long habit of joining the name of Frank to the epithets of honour which accompanied it, and which contained the idea of power, of liberty, of riches, and even that of the moral qualities which constitute nobility of soul, was the cause that this name itself became an equivalent adjective to those with which it was usually combined. In the twelfth century, the word Frank was used in opposition to cheif; that is to say, of poor and low condition.* We know in what moral sense this word is now employed, and it is to our ancient political condition that it owes the energy which has caused it to be adopted by several foreign nations. The Germans, for example, use it to express the condition of free men in all its fulness. They say, *frank und frey, frank and free.* This significa- tion, more modern for them amongst whom the difference of conditions did not answer primitively to a difference of race, has led several critics into error on the real signification of the name of the Franks in the ancient Teutonic language. They have thought it was equivalent to that of free men, and they were mistaken.† This name of a warlike confederacy, formed for attack rather than resistance to foreign oppression, had a meaning similar to the impression which those who adopted it wished to produce around them. It properly signified violent or rough, and indicated the will to carry war to the extremity without fear and without mercy.

I beg your pardon for the dryness of these remarks. If it is permitted to be minute, it is in what affects the truth of local colouring, which must be the characteristic of history. Ours is cold and monotonous, because every thing in it is cold and stuffy alone can give it piquancy and interest. The prospect of that object is required to diminish the dulness of the dry paths which must be traversed before it can be attained.

* Thibau fut plein d'engem et plein fut de feinté. A homme ne a femme ne porta amitié, De franc ne de chefé n'ot merci ne paie (Vers sur Thibaut le Tricheur, comte de Champagne.)

† See the words Frang and Frenck in Wachter's Glossary. It seems that in the dialect of some of the nations which formed the Frankish confederation, the name of the association was pronounced without an n, and that Franck or Frenck was used instead of Frank or Frank. It is perhaps for this reason that the seal of several of the early kings bear the words *Francorum rex.*
ESSAY XXII.

FIRST LETTER ON THE HISTORY OF FRANCE, ADDRESSED TO THE EDITOR OF THE "COURRIER FRANCAIS."

MONSIEUR,

The title of French which your journal bears, imposes a kind of obligation on you to embrace every thing which concerns France; to follow its destiny in the past, as you follow it in the future, and sometimes to present in your pages, by the side of the energetic expression of the wants and desires of the present epoch, a lively and faithful picture of the times which have preceded and produced our own, and which have produced ourselves.

In difficult circumstances, a nation is always led to look back; it becomes more curious to learn what were the conduct and characters of the men who preceded it on the world's scene, and have transmitted its name to it. It seems as if, like the Antaeus of fable, it hoped to renew its vigour by touching the bosom whence it sprung. And, in truth, it is rare for the great memories of the past not to inspire at once more calmness and more strength to the generation which retraces them. It is not that there is nothing mysterious and inexplicable in this; it is because in recalling to our memory what former generations have done for us, we conceive the idea of an engagement which, so to speak, binds us to it: the interest of preserving our liberty, our welfare, our national honour, appears to us as a duty; the care of these things becomes more dear to us, when we feel before them as if in presence of a deposit which had been placed in our hands on the rigid condition of improving and increasing it.

Such are the sentiments which would produce a serious study of the history of France in the minds of the Frenchmen of the present day. It must be said for the honour of our name, the spirit of independence is impressed on this history as strongly as on that of any other people, ancient or modern. Our ancestors understood it; they willed it as we do; and if they did not bequeath it to us full and entire, it was the fault of circumstances and not theirs; for they surmounted more obstacles than we shall ever meet. If we have now some power to obtain respect for our just rights, it is to their courage that we owe it; and the accession of French liberty, pure and great as our desires anticipate, will one day be but the accomplishment of their ancient enterprise.

These assertions will appear strange, I know, to many persons. They will be astonished to hear me say, that strong and independent generations trod the soil of our country before we did, when the word liberty is so rarely met with in those of our histories which every body reads, and which pass for the most exact. This is, Monsieur, the misfortune of France; in the times of great patriotic efforts, literature was not born; and when literary talent came, patriotism slumbered, and historians sought inspirations for their narratives elsewhere. The history of France, such as the modern writers have made it, is not the real history of the country, the national, the popular history: this history is still buried in the dust of contemporary chronicles, whence our elegant academicians have been careful not to fetch it. The best part of our annals, the most serious, the most instructive, still remain to be written; the history of the citizens, of the subjects, and of the people, is still missing. This history would present to us at the same time examples of conduct, and that feeling of sympathy which we vainly seek in the adventures of the small number of privileged persons who occupy alone the historical scene. Our minds would attach themselves to the destiny of the masses of men who have lived and felt like us, far better than to the fortune of the great and of princes, the only one which is related to us, and the only one in which there are no lessons for our use; the progress of the popular masses towards liberty and well-being would appear to us more imposing than the march of conquerors, and their misfortunes more touching than those of deposed kings. In this truly national history, if it found a pen worthy to write it, France would figure with its due splendour, and various populations, which would present themselves before us as so many collective beings endowed with will and action. We should learn that our cities have something to be proud of besides the residence of some great noble, or the passage of some sovereign; and it is not true that during entire centuries, all their political life consisted in furnishing recruits for the company of free archers, and paying taxes twice a year.

But if the labour of collecting and bringing to light the scattered and unknown details of our real history would be useful and glorious, it would be difficult; it would require great strength, long researches, rare sagacity; and I hasten to tell you, Monsieur, that I have not the presumption to undertake it. Led to historical studies by an irresistible attraction, I should be careful not to mistake the ardour of my tastes for a sign of talent. I feel within me the profound conviction that we have not yet a history of France, and I aspire only to make the public share my conviction, persuaded that from that vast assembly of just and active minds, new candidates will soon start up for the high func-
tions of the historian of French liberty. But whoever would pretend to it, must try himself previously; it will not be sufficient for him to be capable of that common admiration for what are called heroes; he would require a stronger mode of thinking and feeling; the love of men as men, abstractedly from their renown or social position; an intrepid judgment, which declares liberty, even when deserted and despised, to be greater and more holy than the powerful who cast it down; a sensibility expansive enough to attach itself to the destiny of an entire people as to the destiny of a single man, to follow it through centuries with as attentive an interest and as keen emotions as we follow the steps of a friend in a perilous course.

This sentiment, which is the soul of history, has been wanting in the writers who, up to the present time, have endeavoured to treat of ours. Not finding within themselves the principle which should concentrate round one sole interest the innumerable portions of the picture which they intended to present, they sought the link externally, in the apparent continuity of certain political existences, in the chimera of the non-interrupted transmission of a power which was always the same, to the descendants of one family. To sustain this scaffolding, and maintain the thread of their narratives, they have been compelled to falsify facts in a thousand ways; they have omitted certain authentic reigns, forged imaginary relationships, and kept in oblivion the acts and formulas of the ancient election of kings; they have pretended to see the legacy of France, body and goods, established as a right in wills which transmitted nothing but a purely private domain and possession; they have travestied the popular assemblies of the conquering nation of Gaul into high courts of aulic justice. When they saw the men of that free country assemble in arms on hills,* or in vast plains,† to vote their laws,‡ they represented them as the servile auditors of some imperial edict, like subjects before a master, who alone speaks, and whom nobody contradicts.

All the events are thus misconstrued by arbitrary interpretations; and owing to this method, after reading our history, it is difficult to remember any thing else in the way of institutions and manners, than a complete detail of an estate belonging to a royal house. How is it possible to pass without giddiness from these narratives, which embrace so many years, and in which the French nation figures only as a remembrance, to the history of the thirty years which we have just seen elapse! It seems as if we were suddenly transported to a new country, in the midst of a new people; and yet they are the same men. In the same way that we are able to trace ourselves back by name and descent to the Frenchmen who lived before the eighteenth century, we could equally trace ourselves back to them by our ideas, hopes and desires, if their thoughts and actions were faithfully reproduced to us.

No, it is not since yesterday that our France has seen men employing their courage, and all the faculties of their soul, to create for themselves and their children an existence at once free and inoffensive. Those serfs escaped from the soil, who raised up seven hundred years ago the walls and civilization of the ancient Gallic cities, have preceded us at a distance to open a wide path for us. We, who are their descendants, believe that they were worth something, and that the most numerous and most forgotten part of the nation deserves to live over again in history. If the nobility can claim high feats of arms, and military renown in the past, there is also a glory for the plebeians, that of industry and talent. Those were plebeians who reared the war horse of the noble, and joined the steel plates of his Armour. Those who enlivened the festivities of the castles by poetry and music, were also plebeians; the very language we speak is that of the plebeians; they created it at a time when court and dungeons re-echoed with the harsh and guttural sounds of a Germanic dialect.

---

ESSAY XXIII.

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE HISTORY OF FRANCE BY ROYAL RACES.

Suppose a sensible stranger, who had some acquaintance with the original historians of the downfall of the Roman empire, but had never opened a single modern volume of our history.

* Montana colloquia, jus montanum, Malberg.
† Campus Martius.
‡ Lex ft consensu populi . . . . (Edict. Post.)
lations, either Gallic or foreign, the mixture of which, gradually brought about, formed the French nation; and when he saw that he was mistaken, that they are simply different families of princes, upon which our entire system of national history turns, he would doubtless be much astonished. For us, used from infancy to such an historical plan, not only it does not offend us, but we cannot imagine it to be possible to find another. We simply require of the writers to introduce as many fine maxims and as elegant a style as possible into it.

It may perhaps be said that this method is a natural consequence of the importance of those who are placed at the head of the government, but antiquity likewise had governors; ancient historians do not forget to mention the names of the consuls of Rome and the archons of Greece. This notwithstanding, the narrative of each epoch is not with them of the birth, education, life, and death of a consul or an archon. A real history of France ought to relate the destiny of the French nation; its hero should be the entire nation; all the ancestors of that nation should figure in it by turns, without exclusion and without preference. The old chronicles, compiled in the convents, naturally had preferences for the men who gave the most to the churches and monasteries; and history, thus written apart from the scene of the world, lost its public character to assume that of simple biography. Notwithstanding the superiority of our enlightenment, we have copied the model transmitted by the monks of the middle ages, and we have even surpassed them. Of all that was passing in Gaul, they saw only the succession of the Frankish kings; we, for more simplicity, have reduced this succession to one family, or two or three at the utmost. The most scrupulous of our historians make three races of kings, but that is the extent; these are the pillars of Hercules which none venture to pass, not even those who confess that Mérové is not the son of Clodion, and that Raoul, Eudes, and Robert are not descendants of Pepin. Notwithstanding this confession, they persist, according to the established formula, to call first race their collection of twenty-one kings, from Pharamond to Childeric III, and second race that of fifteen kings, from Pepin to Louis V.

First race, called the Merovingian; second race, called Carrovingian: these are two formulae which we read in those of our histories which are reckoned the best, and which we repeat in our habitual conversation, without conceiving the least doubt of their exactness. Yet more than one question can be made on this matter; and to begin with the dynasty which our historians call Merovingian, whence does it derive this surname, and at what period did it receive it? Is it a popular appellation of a mere scientific designation, introduced by the writers in order to mark a division in history? Here are difficulties which a second class pupil might be permitted to his professor. If the professor was one of those conscientious men who make sure of things before they reply, he would look through the original document, and would at first be much astonished to read in an ancient chronicle: *Merovingia quo alien nomine dicitur Francia.* He would see *Merovingus* employed instead of *Francus* in a life of Saint Colomban, written in the seventh century. Finally, he would find in three historians, Frankish by birth, the following passages: *Meroveeuus, a quo Franci cognomini sunt Merovingi... Merovaeus, ob cujus facta et triumphos (Franci), intermisso Sizamnorum vocabulo, Merovingi dicti sunt... Merovicus, a quo Franci Merovici appellati sunt, quod quasi communis pater omnibus coleretur.*

Our professor would conclude from these authorities, that *Merovingian,* as we call it, or *Merovinge,* as the Franks called it, was not only a family name, but sometimes the national name. All the Franks without distinction were called Merowings, from the name of Merowig, an ancient chief, whom all the members of the nation venerated as their common ancestor. There is nothing surprising in this; the clans of Scotland and Ireland and the tribes of Arabia still call themselves by the name of some ancient leader, poetically invoked as the father of the whole tribe.

As to the name of Carlowings, or children of Karl, suits very well the kings whose succession composes what is called the second race; but this title should at least be restored or Frankified in a proper manner. It was under the government of the descendants of Karl surnamed Marteau, that the title of *Merowings or Merovings,* according to the Latin orthography and declension, was applied as the name of a dynasty to the kings, the last of whom was dethroned by Pepin, Karl's son.

Doubtless the attention bestowed on the genealogies of the kings has not been useless to history. This problem was the first which the learned of the seventeenth century undertook to solve; and several of them have given proof of an admirable sagacity. But now that, thanks to their efforts, every thing of this nature is cleared up, other historical questions arise, and that of our national genealogy among the first. As many as we are, French in name and heart, the children of one country, we do not all descend from the same ancestors. From the most distant times several populations of different races inhabited the territory of Gaul; the Romans, when they invaded the country, found in it three nations and three languages. What were these nations, and in what relation of origin and family did they stand to the inhabitants of the other countries of Europe? Was there...
ESSAY XXIV.

ON THE CHARACTER AND POLICY OF THE FRANKS.

To correct in some measure the false versions of our modern historians, on what are called the first epochs of the French monarchy, it would be necessary to separate in idea the Frankish race from the other inhabitants of Gaul, and distinguish the facts peculiar to it from the mass of historical facts. This labour, which would remedy many errors, is too long to be made the subject of a letter; but I can endeavour to give you an idea of it, by hastily tracing a slight anecdotal history of the relations of the Frankish population with the other populations of Gaul, from the sixth to the tenth century.

When the Frankish tribes were only known in the land we inhabit by their incursions into the four Germanic and Belgic provinces, two nations of the Germanic race inhabited as a fixed residence the beautiful southern provinces between the Loire and the two seas. The Burgundians were established on the east; the Goths on the south and west. The entry of these barbaric nations had been violent and accompanied with ravages; but they soon acquired the love of repose: they daily became more like the natives, and tended to become their neighbours and friends. The Goths especially showed a likeness for Roman customs, which were those of all the Gallic cities. Their chiefs gloried in love of the arts, and affected the polished manners of Rome. Thus the wounds of the invasion became gradually healed, the cities raised up their walls; industry and science revived once more; Roman genius reappeared in that country where the conquerors themselves seemed to abjure their conquest.

It was then that Chlodowig, chief of the Franks, appeared on the banks of the Loire. Terror preceded his army; it was known that at their emigration from Germany into Gaul, the Franks had shown themselves cruel and vindictive towards the Gallo-Roman population; fear was so great at their approach, that in many places fearful prodigies were supposed to foretell their invasion and victory. The ancient inhabitants of the two Aquitanias joined the troops of the Goths for the defence of the invaded territory. Those of the mountainous country, called in Latin Arvernins, and which we call Auvergne, engaged in the same cause. But the courage and efforts of these men of various races did not prevail against the axes of the Franks, nor the fanaticism of the northern Gauls incited by their bishops, the enemies of the Goths who were Arians. An avid and ferocious multitude spread itself as far as the Pyrenees, destroying and depopulating the cities. It divided the treasures of the country, one of the richest in the world, and crossed the Loire again, leaving garrisons on the conquered territory.

In the year 532, Theoderik, one of the sons and successors of Chlodowig, said to those Frankish warriors whom he commanded: "Follow me as far Auvergne, and I will make you enter a country where you will take as much gold and silver as you possibly can desire; where you can carry away in abundance flocks,

* Terror Francorum resodiacat. (Greg. Toren. Hist. Franc. Ecclesiast.)
† Sanuis erupt in medio Toluem civitatis et tota die fluxit, Francorum advente regno. (Idem Chron., apud Script. Rerum Franc. tom ii.)
‡ Urbes subrueus, municipia depopulans (Roricul monachi Gesia Francorum.)
§ Frebdam inumerabilem, . . . ad solum proprium. . . . (Script. Rer. Franc. tom. ii, and iii.)
slaves, and garments."* The Franks took up arms, and once more crossing the Loire, they advanced on the territory of the Bituriges and Arvernes. These paid with interest for the resistance they had dared to the first invasion. Every thing amongst them was devastated; the churches and monasteries were razed to their foundations.† The young men and women were dragged, their hands bound, after the luggage to be sold as slaves.‡ The inhabitants of this unfortunate country perished in large numbers or were ruined by the pillage. Nothing was left them of what they had possessed, says an ancient Chronicle, except the land, which the barbarians could not carry away.§

Such were the neighbourly relations kept up by the Franks with the Gallic populations which had remained beyond their limits. Their conduct with respect to the natives of the northern provinces was hardly less hostile. When Hilperik, the son of Chlothar, wished, in the year 584, to send his daughter in marriage to the king of the West Goths, or Visigoths, settled in Spain, he came to Paris and carried away from the houses belonging to the five a great number of men and women, who were heaped up in chariots to accompany and serve the bride elect. Those who refused to depart, and wept, were put in prison: several strangled themselves in despair. Many people of the best families enlisted by force into this procession, made their will and gave their property to the churches. The son," says a contemporary, "was spared to the daughter from his mother, the mother from her daughter; they departed sobbing, and pronouncing deep curses; so many persons in Paris were in tears that it might be compared to the desolation of Egypt."¶

In their domestic misfortunes, the kings of the Franks sometimes felt remorse, and trembled at the evil they had done. Predegoda, the wife of the Hilperik I have just mentioned, seeing her sons die one after the other, exclaimed, "It is the tears of the poor, the groans of the widows, the chronicles say, "and praying God who guided the tears of the poor, the groans of the widows, the chronicles say, "and praying God who guided their diadems to their who the fear of his arms gave the surname of Markii, made an inroad as far as Marseilles; he took possession of Lyons, Arles and Vienne, and carried off an immense booty to the territory of the Franks.† When this same Karle, to insure his frontiers, went to fight the Saracens in Aquitania, he put the whole country to fire and sword; he burnt Bergiers, Aedge and Nânes, the archives of the latter city still bear traces of the fire. At death of Karle, his two sons, Karlemann and Peppin, continued the great enterprise of replacing the inhabitants of the south, to whom the name of Roman was still given, under the yoke of the Franks.§ In 742, their army passed the Loire at Orleans, directed its march to Bourges, devastated the country as far as the castle of Loches, and divided on the spot the spoils of the vanquished, and the men themselves whom they brought away to sell. In the year 761, Peppin, having become King of the Franks, convoyed their great annual assembly on the banks of the Loire; they came there with their arms and baggage, crossed the river, and ravaged Aquitania as far as the country of the Arvernes, where they burned the city of Clermont, causing a number of men, women, and children, to perish in the flames.¶ The principal city of the Arvernes was taken by storm, and the Franks, according to their custom, seized every thing that could be carried away. The following year they again came into the environs of Bourges to carry away men and horses. In 765, they extended their incursions to Limoges; in 766, they went as far as Agen, destroying vines and trees, burning and plundering houses. After this ravage of entire Aquitania, they departed for their own country, "full of joy," as the chronicles say, "and praising God who guided them in this fortunate expedition.¶
The southern Gaul was to the sons of the Franks what entire Gaul had been to their fathers; a country, the riches and climate of which attracted them incessantly, and saw them return as enemies, as soon as it did not purchase peace of them. Karle, son of Pepin, to whom we give the singular name of Charlemagne, in imitation of the romances of the middle ages, carried as far as the Pyrenees the devastation which his father had been unable to extend beyond the confines of Aquitania. He united entire Gaul and several of the neighbouring countries under a military government, which he endeavoured to render regular to insure its duration, but the dismemberment of which commenced almost immediately after his death. Then all the countries united by force to the empire of the Franks, and over which, in consequence of this union, the name of France had extended itself, made unheard-of efforts to reconquer their ancient names. Of all the Gallic provinces, none but the southern ones succeeded in this great enterprise; and after the wars of insurrection, which, under the sons of Karle the Great, succeeded the wars of conquest, Aquitania and Provence became distinct states. Among the south-eastern provinces reappeared even the ancient name of Gaul, which had for ever perished north of the Loire. The chiefs of the new kingdom of Arles, which extended from the Jura to the Alps, took the title of Kings of Gaul in opposition to the Kings of France.

ESSAY XXV.

ON THE ENFRANCHISEMENT OF THE COMMUNES.

The communes of the middle ages are now nothing more than a name; but their name has resounded so loudly in our history, that the problem of that past existence still forms one of the most serious controversies. Whence came the communes of France? What genius, what power created them? To these questions our historians reply, that as the first royal charters bearing the concession of communes belong to the reign of Louis the Sixth, surnamed the Fat and who founded the mayorality, neither in the treasury of the charters of the tower of the Louvre, nor in that of the Sainte Chapelle, was to be found, it is said, any act containing the concession of communes anterior to the reign of Louis the Sixth, who consented to the establishment of a municipal system in the towns of Laon, Amiens, Noyon and Saint Quentin: this circumstance, which I willingly grant, by no means proves that before the reign of Louis the Sixth no city of France had enjoyed and fully enjoyed, a similar system.

Previously to the date of the four or five charters of Louis-le-Gros, the large cities of Provence, Languedoc and Burgundy, possessed laws of their own, and magistrates of their own choosing; from time immemorial Narbonne, Béziers, Lyons, Marseilles and Arles, were municipal cities. If, therefore, Louis the Fat enfranchised, as it is said he did, the cities of the north of France, and founded in them municipal government, he only imitated what already existed in the south: he was not a creator, he was only a copyist. And does even the merit of this imitation belong to him? This is doubtful. The very tenour of the royal charters is contrary to this belief. The charters say: I have granted, concessi; this clause implies, it appears to me, the idea of previous solicitation; it leaves at least in doubt whether the free system which was to convert the city into what was then called a commune, whether the imitation of the government of the southern cities was not a project at first conceived by the inhabitants themselves, and then submitted by them to the approbation of the authority whose opposition they feared; whether, in one word, the community of citizens had not the first and consequently the greatest share in the act which constituted in a fixed and durable manner its independent existence.

The obstinacy of historians never to attribute any spontaneity, any conception to bodies of men, is a very singular thing. If a whole nation emigrates and seeks a new dwelling for itself, it is in the opinion of annalists and poets, some hero who to illustrate his name chooses to found an empire: if new customs are established, it is some legislator who imagines and imposes them; if a city is organized, it is some prince who gives it life: the people and the citizens are materials for the thought of one man. Do you wish to know precisely who created an institution, who conceived a social enterprise? Look who were those who really wanted it; to them must belong the first idea, the will of acting, and at least the largest share in the execution, i.e. fecit cui prodest: the axiom is as admissible in history as in justice. Therefore, who derived most benefit in the twelfth century from the system of municipal independence, from equality before the law, from the election of all local authorities, from the fixing of all taxes, which caused a city to become, according to the language of the period, a com-
monality or commune?* Who, if not the city itself? Was it possible that a king, however liberal he may be supposed, could have more interest than itself in the establishment of insurrection which would withdraw it in many ways from royal influence? The participation of the kings of France in the great social movement from which the communes sprung, could only be, and really was, a sort of non-resistance, more often forced than voluntary.

Within the old dismantled walls of the ancient Gallo-Roman cities conquered by the Franks, dwelt a population which could not be enslaved and divided with the land, like the population of the country. The conqueror had inflicted on it at hazard taxes levied according to the edicts of imperial taxation, or according to new edicts arbitrarily drawn up. It had painfully sustained itself in the midst of the violence and exactions of the barbarians, supporting itself by its industry, by the remains of Roman industry, which it practised without rivals, on account of the idle and haughty mode of life of the conqueror. Pendal isolation rendered its condition still harder and more full of dangers; it was a prey to all kinds of pilaging, plundered in a thousand ways, and at last driven to take up arms for its preservation and defence; it repaired the breaches which time and carelessness had made in its walls; and sometimes, to strengthen the enclosure, it pulled down old monuments half in ruins, a palace, a theatre, or a triumphal arch, the remains of the grandeur and glory of the Roman name. Soon the cities which had assumed this defensive attitude declared themselves to be free, under the safeguard of the archers who watched over their towers, and the iron portcullises which held before their gates. Externally they were fortresses, internally, fraternities; they were, in the language of the period, spots of friendship, independence and peace. The energy of these authentic names suffices to convey an idea of the equal association of all, consented to by all, which formed the political condition of these men of liberty, thus separated from the world of illegality and violence. Towards the close of the eleventh century, the south of Gaul already contained a great number of its cities which reproduced to a certain extent in their internal government the forms of the ancient Roman municipality; their happy example gaining ground, soon spread a new spirit north of the Loire, and as far as the banks of the Somme and the Scheldt. 

Associations consecrated by oath were formed in the least strong and least rich cities of the country to which the name of France was then applied in a special manner; an irresistible movement agitated the semi-serf population; peasants escaped from the soil, came to swell it and conspire with the inhabitants for the enfranchisement of the city, which thenceforth assumed the name of commonality without waiting for a royal or seignorial charter to grant it.

Confiding in the power which the union of all wills towards one same object gave them, the members of the new commonality signified to the nobles of the place the act of their future liberty. The nobles resisted; war ensued, and it was followed by a mutual arrangement; and thus were drawn up most of the charters; a stipulation of money became the basis of the treaty of peace, and the payment of independence.

If the cities had not been in a condition to offer war to whoever should not recognize their right of freely organizing themselves, they would not have obtained, even for money, the avowal and recognition of that right; no sum once paid, no rent reasonably imposed, could compensate for the taille haute et basse,* the droits of marriage, of death, of mortmain, of justice, and of all the other drotis which the nobles and the kings themselves lost by the creation of these new political authorities. If the cities, at the moment when they required the consent of the nobles and kings, had not previously established the bases of their independent constitution, neither kings nor nobles would have formed the conception for them, and taken the lead in enfranchisement, even with the intention of selling it at the highest possible price; it was not a merchandise which it was profitable to sell. It was likewise never a good scheme for the king to plan against the great vassals, to enfranchise spontaneously and erect into commonalities the cities of the royal domain, unless we suppose the kings to have had the singular intention of weakening themselves in order to induce by their example the great vassals to weaken themselves. Kings and vassals only submitted in their own defence to the revolution which enfranchised the communes.

The money they derived from them was seized on by them as the wreck of a ship. There was no speculation in that; at a later period the kings of France really speculated, but it was on the destruction of the old taxes; they fell perished one after another by royal proclamations between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries. The establishment of the first commonalities in the north of France was, therefore, a fortunate conspiracy. It was the name they gave themselves;† Their citizens called themselves conspirators.† The taste for these political associations spread to the small cities and boroughs. It even reached the champaign country, the country of pure slavery; and sometimes fugitive slaves, after binding themselves to one another by the oath to live and die together, dug deep ditches and built ramparts of earth behind which they slept in peace, lulled by the vain

---

* Here is the formula of the rights of commonality, Scalaburnus, colicium, consutorius, sigillum, campana, berredes et jurisdiccionis.  
† Libertas, amicitia, pax. (See Ducange's Glossary.)

---

Confiding in the power which the union of all wills towards one same object gave them, the members of the new commonality signified to the nobles of the place the act of their future liberty. The nobles resisted; war ensued, and it was followed by a mutual arrangement; and thus were drawn up most of the charters; a stipulation of money became the basis of the treaty of peace, and the payment of independence.

If the cities had not been in a condition to offer war to whoever should not recognize their right of freely organizing themselves, they would not have obtained, even for money, the avowal and recognition of that right; no sum once paid, no rent reasonably imposed, could compensate for the taille haute et basse,* the droits of marriage, of death, of mortmain, of justice, and of all the other drotis which the nobles and the kings themselves lost by the creation of these new political authorities. If the cities, at the moment when they required the consent of the nobles and kings, had not previously established the bases of their independent constitution, neither kings nor nobles would have formed the conception for them, and taken the lead in enfranchisement, even with the intention of selling it at the highest possible price; it was not a merchandise which it was profitable to sell. It was likewise never a good scheme for the king to plan against the great vassals, to enfranchise spontaneously and erect into commonalities the cities of the royal domain, unless we suppose the kings to have had the singular intention of weakening themselves in order to induce by their example the great vassals to weaken themselves. Kings and vassals only submitted in their own defence to the revolution which enfranchised the communes.

The money they derived from them was seized on by them as the wreck of a ship. There was no speculation in that; at a later period the kings of France really speculated, but it was on the destruction of the old taxes; they fell perished one after another by royal proclamations between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries. The establishment of the first commonalities in the north of France was, therefore, a fortunate conspiracy. It was the name they gave themselves;† Their citizens called themselves conspirators.† The taste for these political associations spread to the small cities and boroughs. It even reached the champaign country, the country of pure slavery; and sometimes fugitive slaves, after binding themselves to one another by the oath to live and die together, dug deep ditches and built ramparts of earth behind which they slept in peace, lulled by the vain

---

* Taille haute et bas, in the customs of the duchy of Burgundy, is the taille aux quatre cas which is levied on the taillebas haute et bas; that is to say on the vassals and other free tenants, as well as on the serfs and mortmainables. (Encyclopédie)
† Communio civitatem, que et coniuratio dicta. (Annaeus)
† Conjurati, juris. (Ducange's Glossary)
sound of their masters' anger. Liberty gave them industry; industry rendered them powerful in their turn; and those who had cursed them soon sought their alliance. Sometimes a noble, abandoned by the serfs of his domain, enclosed with strong palisades some portion of desert and uncultivated land, and proclaimed far and wide that this place should in future be a place of freedom. He promised by an oath, beforehand, liberty of person and property for whoever should inhabit within the enclosure of his new city, and drew up to secure the observance of this oath, a charter expressing the privileges of the future commonalty. He demanded in payment of the land and dwelling-place an annual rent and precisely defined services. Those whom the agreement suited, resorted to this new asylum, and the city increased gradually under the protection of the castle.

It was thus that some commonalties really had for their founder the signer of their charter; but these were the minority, the least important ones, and those which came last. The most ancient and most considerable established themselves spontaneously by insurrection against the seignorial authority. When the king interfered in this quarrel, the commonalty already existed. There was no longer any thing left to do but to interpose between it and its immediate lord to stop the civil war. By examining the facts more closely, by reading, not the modern historians but the original documents, it will be seen that this work of simple mediation was all the share which Louis the Fat took in the enfranchisement of the communes.

ESSAY XXVI.

A GLANCE AT THE HISTORY OF SPAIN.*

It is independence which is ancient, despotism which is modern, as Madame de Stael has energetically said; and in these few words she has retraced our entire history, and the history of all Europe. There is no reason for separating the destiny of Spain from the common destiny; its present situation, apparently a novelty, is not a novelty to it. More than once its sun has risen upon generations of free men; and what it now displays before the eyes of astounded Europe, is little else than the restoration of an almost ruined edifice, of which the foundation still existed. If the events of this world had an equal and uniform course, Spain would always have been far in advance of France in its civil liberty. Civil war, the consequence and development of conquest, never ceased to agitate the mixed population of Gaul: by a great general disaster, the population of Spain was early united in a common fraternity, confounded in the same interest, the same sentiment, the same condition, and the same customs. In the year 712, the Arabs took possession of the whole country except a small desert on the north-west between the sea and the mountains; the sole habitation left to those who did not acknowledge the right of the conquerors over the dwelling of their ancestors. Confined in that corner of land which became a country for them all, Goths and Romans; conquerors and conquered, strangers and natives, all united by the same misfortune, forgot their ancient feuds, aversions, and distinctions: there was but one name, one law, one state, all were equal in this exile.

They descended their steep mountains, and placed the limits of their dwelling in the plains; they built fortresses to insure their progress, and the name of land of castles* is still preserved by two provinces, which formed in succession the frontiers of the reconquered kingdom. To assist them in these expeditions, they made an alliance with the ancient race of inhabitants of the Pyrenees, a race at all times independent, which had never yielded to the power of the Romans, whose language it never spoke, had never yielded to the ferocious valour of the Franks, whose rear-guard it had crushed at Roncesvalles, and had seen the torrent of the fantastic warriors of the East roar vainly at its feet. This union deprived the Moors towards the commencement of the twelfth century of the great cities of Sargossa and Toledo; other cities soon shared the same fate. The grandest part of the history of Spain is the political history of these cities, successively reconquered by the ancient population of the country.

The equality which reigned in the patriotic armies of the Asturias and of Leon could not perish by victory: they were perfectly free men who occupied the houses and ramparts deserted by the flight of the enemy; they were perfectly free men who became burgesses and citizens. Urban and rural property established no distinction of rank among men. Rank or personal con-

---

* This Essay was published in 1830.*

† The province of the Asturias.

‡ This was the name which the Gothic race gave the Spanish race, as the Franks did to the Gauls. 

* Castilla.
sideration did not pass from the possessor to the domain; and no domain was able to communicate to him who obtained it as his share power over lands or men. No one could demand from another any thing besides his legitimate rights; no one could take from the hands of another the weapons they had borne together. Thus the man of the fortress and the man of the city, the lord of the manor and the peasant, equally free in their various possessions, lived as friends and not as enemies. It was not that men were better in those countries than elsewhere; it was because every thing was established there on a groundwork of primitive equality and fraternity; whilst in the neighbouring countries, the main point of revolutions on the contrary was the basis of an absolute inequality impressed on the soil by the footstep of conquest, and degraded itself little by little, yet unable to become totally effaced.

Every city re-peopled by Christians became a commune, that is to say, a sworn association under freely elected magistrates: all this sprung without an effort, without a dispute, from the simple effect of the occupation of the city. The citizens had nothing to pay beyond the civil contribution; they had no obligation beyond that of maintaining their society and defending its territory. They had to rally in times of common danger round the supreme chief of the country; each one came at the summons to place himself under the banners of his commune and leaders of his own choice. Whoever possessed a war-horse and the armour of a horseman, was exempted from this service from the contribution of war; the others paid a moderate duty: thus the population was divided in the language into horsemen and taxables; this distinction, in fact, was the only one. The influence of foreign customs added to it later rights which were not derived thence.

The chiefs, settled in vast territories for the care of the general defence, likewise founded towns by calling into an enclosure, protected by their fortresses, the Christians escaped from the Moorish country, and those who had no certain abode. Here there were treaties, contracts, and charters, which expressed the rights of the future city, and stipulated the price of land for whoever should make it his dwelling. The charter bound forever or until a new agreement, the citizens and their sons, as well as the sons of him who had founded the commune; the cities possessed round them vast portions of land which submitted to their municipal jurisdiction; their power of justice extended to the castles which received instead of granting it. There were no various ranks or servile labours for the workmen. It seemed as if all those who had reconquered their native land were sacred to one another: mutual respect, mutual pride, protected them; and the traces of this noble character are to be met with in the present day in the pride of the peasant of Castile.

The territories containing several towns, which according to the custom of the period took the name of kingdoms, possessed as their common organization the same organization as the municipal cities, elective chiefs,* and a great general assembly. The dignity of supreme chief in time became hereditary by the influence of feudal customs, which were a model for all Europe.

As to the general assemblies, there is no occasion to ask at what period the representatives of the cities took their seats there. The cities were equal to the castles; the same race of men inhabited them, a race equal in every respect to the other, by its origin, customs and arms. As soon as it became necessary to take counsel, the cities gave their advice.† If, in the course of time, a large number of cities were deprived of their natural right of sending deputies to the general assemblies,§ it was because they had themselves allowed it to fall into disuse, being satisfied with the sole independence of their internal government. The despotic power felt itself authorized by this negligence to inflict on them, in the name of prescription, perpetual incapacity. The flux and reflux of feudal successions brought kings of foreign race into Spain; they finished without scruple; they had no obligation beyond that cessions brought kings of foreign race into Spain; they finished without scruple, from the felt itself autonomy, and not as enemies. It was not that men were easton to ask at what period the representatives weapons they had borne together. Thus the supreme chief in time became hereditary by the

---

* Defuncto in pace principis, primates totius regni unius sacramentibus successorum regni concilio communibus constitutus erat (Leo III.)
† De consejo e con orogamento de las ciudades o villas, e de sus procuradores en su nombre.
‡ Procurores.
§ Las cortes.
|| A Spanish commune was called consejo, council.
¶ Charles the Fifth and his successors.
** Ricos hombres. The word was hence preserved its primitive Germanic signification.
tion of the kings, so much cited by historians, has something of the proud and harsh language which was spoken at the invasion of Gaul under the tents of Soissons or of Reims.*

Spain has joined with a daring hand the broken thread of its ancient days of glory and of liberty; may no reverse crush its noble and perilous effort! *Esto perpetua*! this is the wish of a stranger who believes, that wherever free men are, there also are friends to mankind. The happy mother of a people united for so many centuries by the community of good and evil, of a people which has in the background no memories of civil wars, she will doubtless not see her soil dis honou r ed by those political proscriptions which reproduce the wars of nation against nation long after the hostile names cease to exist, and every thing seems united by the same language and the same customs. If too sharp discussions, the inevitable results of the weakness of our excited minds, for one moment trouble its repose, at least the sentiment of ancient equality, the conscience that there are no hereditary injuries or wrongs upon the head of any citizen that the Spaniard ever loved, ever respected the Spaniard, and that the misfortunes of despotism were the work of foreign hands; these calm and consoling ideas will no doubt soften the asperity of vain disputes, and the clashing of rival pretensions. Blood will never flow in the midst of these family debates; the Spaniard will at all times be the beloved brother of the Spaniard.*

ESSAY XXVII.

**AN EPISODE OF THE HISTORY OF BRITTANY**

At every fresh appearance of an historical novel by Walter Scott, I hear it regretted that the customs of ancient France are not represented by some one in as picturesque a light; I even hear our history blamed on this account as being too dull, it is supposed, and for its monotonous uniformity, which does not present sufficiently various situations and original characters. This accusation is an unjust one. The history of France is not deficient in subjects for the talent of poets and novelists; but it wants a man of genius like Walter Scott to understand and describe it. Amongst the novels of this celebrated man, there are few, the scenes of which could not have been placed in France. The rooted distinction of hostile populations on the same territory, the hatred of the Norman and Saxon in England, of the Highlander and Saxon in Scotland, are also to be met with in our history. It was not without long convulsions that the ten nations, of which we are the sons, could be reduced into one; and many centuries passed before the national names, the remembrance of races, even the diversity of language, had disappeared; before the Gaul allowed himself to be called a Frank, and the Frank spoke the Roman idiom of Gaul without contempt.

The civil wars of the middle ages are the signs of the co-existence of several irreconciled races of men; there are nations concealed in the quarrels of the kings and nobles; for neither party was alone when they fought, and their power did not extend far enough to inspire men with a contempt of their own life for the interest or the passions of others.

These wars were essentially national, but modern historians, not understanding them, always disguise them under a colouring of feudality. When they meet with the Latin word *duc*, which often means national chief, they render it by the word *duke*, which, in the actual language, necessarily implies the idea of voluntary subordination. The free chiefs of the Basque nation become dukes of Gascony, the chief of the Bretons is made Duke of Brittany; a little more, and the great Wtierkind,† the author of ten national revolts against the power of the Franks, would have been called Duke of Saxony.

The truth is, that in the ninth and tenth centuries, in the wars of the Bretons and Franks, neither kings nor dukes were in question, but the Breton and Frankish races, implacable neighbours and enemies. I have before me the narrative in verse of an expedition undertaken by Lodewig, or Louis-le-debonnaire,‡ against Morman, chief of the Bretons; it is the work of a contemporay monk, who dedicates his poem

* Although subsequent events have at various times given the lie to my prediction, there is one fact worthy of remark, which is, that the armed insurrection against the reform of institutions and social progress, has constantly had its rear either in the Basque provinces, foreign to Spain properly so called, by their customs, and even by their language; or in Navarre, the population of which, as its name indicates, is of Basque origin.
† This name signifies "wise child."
‡ Lodewig and Chlodowig are two perfectly identical names; only the second form is more ancient than the
to the king of the Franks. I shall translate it almost literally, and you will see that our ancient annals might produce inspirations similar to those which gave birth to the Lady of the Lake or the Lord of the Isles.

The poet begins by informing the reader that

the name of Lodowig or Hluto-wigh is a fine name, formed of two words which when placed together, signified a famous warrior like the god Mars—

Nempé sonat Hluto præclarum, Wich quæque Mars est.

He then relates how old Karl, Lodewig's father, has obtained the consent of the Franks to his son's succeeding him; how the pope came to Reims to bring the Roman diadem to this son and salute him with the title of Cæsar; how Lodewig, made Cæsar, gave the pope two golden vases, horses, and rich clothes. After this detailed narrative, the author continues in these words:

The aims of Cæsar were fortunate, and the renown of the Franks extended beyond the seas. Yet according to the ancient custom, Cæsar summons to him the chiefs and guardians of our frontiers; amongst them comes Lande-Bert, whose mission was to observe the country inhabited by the Bretons. This nation, hostile to ours, was formerly driven from its home and thrown upon the coast of Gaul by the sea and winds. As it had been baptized, the Gallic nation received it. In their conquests, the Franks neglected them for more terrible enemies. It gradually extended itself, removed its frontiers, and flattered itself with the vain hope of conquering us.

"'Withe!' said Cæsar, 'take my commands to the king of the Bretons; tell him no longer to endeavour to fight us, and to implore peace from the Franks.'

"'The Abbot Withe mounts on horseback and travels without stopping; he goes by the shortest roads, for he knew the country. Near the frontier of the Bretons he possessed a fine domain, which he owed to Cæsar's kindness. Morman dwelt in a lonely spot between a thick forest and a river; his house, externally defended by hedges and ditches, was filled with weapons and soldiers. Withe presents himself and demands to see the king. When the Breton recognized the Frankish messenger, fear appeared on his countenance; but he soon composed himself. 'I salute thee, Morman,' said Withe, 'and bring thee greeting from the Cæsar the pacific, the pious, the invincible.' 'I salute thee,' replied Morman, 'and I wish Cæsar a long life.' Both sat down at a distance from one another, and Withe exposed his message.

"'Lodowig Cæsar, the glory of the Frankish nation, the glory of the children of Christ, the first of men in war and the first in peace, declares to thee that thou dost inhabit his land, and owest him tribute for it. This is what he says, and on my side, I will add something for thy interest. If thou wilt live with the Franks in peace, and obey Cæsar, he will give thee the land which thy nation cultivates; reflect for thy sake and that of thy family; the Franks are strong; and God fights for them. Hasten, then, to take a serious resolution.'

"The Breton kept his eyes fixed on the ground which he struck with his foot; the adroit messenger was prevailing on his mind partly by gentle words, partly by threats, when

---

**Historical Essays.**

**106.**

---

**First.** In the ninth century, the strong aspirate at the beginning was rarely pronounced. By following the orthography which I have adopted, the passing from one form to the other permits the preservation of the distinction established by our modern historians between the series of Frankish kings to whom they give the name of Clovis, and the series of those to whom they give that of Louis.

---

**2.** Ermoldi Nigelli carmen de rebus gestis Ludovici

---


---

**4.** In several German dialects, and especially in that of the Allemanni, who were early incorporated with the Frankish nation, the always takes the place of the.

---

**5.** This is why the poet writes "Hilair" instead of "Hludo."

---

**6.** The final s, as I have already mentioned, was pronounced.

---

**7.** The Franks wrote and pronounced Caesar.

---

**8.** Ermoldi Nigelli carmen, apud Script. Rum Francic. tom vi. p 38.

---

**9.** In dumn habitant, lustriisque cubilia condunt, Et gaudient rapto vivere more ferax.

---

**10.** Lande-Bert,' rejoined Cæsar, 'the things thou hast just said sound strangely in mine ear; I perceive that these strangers inhabit my territory and do not pay me its tribute. I perceive that they venture to make war upon us; war must punish them for it. Yet before marching against them, I must send them a message: as their chief has received the holy sacrament of baptism, it is fitting he should be warned. Withe shall go to him from me.'

---

**11.** "Withe, an abbot wise and prudent in business, was immediately called. 'Withe,' said Cæsar, 'take my commands to the king of the Bretons; tell him no longer to endeavour to fight us, and to implore peace from the Franks.'

---

**12.** "The Abbot Withe mounts on horseback and travels without stopping; he goes by the shortest roads, for he knew the country. Near the frontier of the Bretons he possessed a fine domain, which he owed to Cæsar's kindness. Morman dwelt in a lonely spot between a thick forest and a river; his house, externally defended by hedges and ditches, was filled with weapons and soldiers. Withe presents himself and demands to see the king. When the Breton recognized the Frankish messenger, fear appeared on his countenance; but he soon composed himself. 'I salute thee, Morman,' said Withe, 'and bring thee greeting from the Cæsar the pacific, the pious, the invincible.' 'I salute thee,' replied Morman, 'and I wish Cæsar a long life.' Both sat down at a distance from one another, and Withe exposed his message.

---

**13.** "Lodowig Cæsar, the glory of the Frankish nation, the glory of the children of Christ, the first of men in war and the first in peace, declares to thee that thou dost inhabit his land, and owest him tribute for it. This is what he says, and on my side, I will add something for thy interest. If thou wilt live with the Franks in peace, and obey Cæsar, he will give thee the land which thy nation cultivates; reflect for thy sake and that of thy family; the Franks are strong; and God fights for them. Hasten, then, to take a serious resolution.

---

**14.** "The Breton kept his eyes fixed on the ground which he struck with his foot; the adroit messenger was prevailing on his mind partly by gentle words, partly by threats, when..."
suddenly the Breton's wife, a naughty and in-
sidious woman, entered. She had just left her
bed, and according to custom brought the first
kiss to her husband. Having embraced him,
she spoke to him for a long while in a whisper;
then glancing with contempt on the messenger,
and addressing herself aloud to Morman, she
said: ‘King of the Bretons, honour of our na-
tion, who is this stranger! Whence comes he?
What does he bring us? is it war? is it peace?’
‘It is the messenger of the Franks,’ answered
Morman, smilingly. ‘Whether he brings peace
or war, these things concern men; woman, go
in quiet to thy business.’
When the messenger heard these unde-
clared words, contrary to those he had received, he pressed the chief to reply
without delay; ‘Cæsar awaits me,’ said he.
‘Give me,’ answered Morman, ‘the period of
at night for reflection.’
‘At the break of day, the Abbot Wither pre-
sents himself at the chief’s door; it is opened,
and Morman appears, stumped with sleep and
wine. ‘Go,’ said the Breton, in a broken voice,
‘for, tell thy Cæsar that Morman does not in-
habit his lands, and that Morman does not want
his laws. I refuse the tribute, and defy the
Franks.’ ‘Listen, Morman,’ replied the sage
Wither, ‘our ancestors have always thought thy
race was sickle and insect; I think it is
with reason, for the prattle of a woman has un-
settled thy mind. Listen to what Wither pre-
dicts: thou wilt hear the war cry of the Franks;
thou wilt see thousands of lances and bucklers
advance against thee. Neither thy marshes,
thy thick forests, nor the ditches which sur-
round thy dwelling will preserve thee from our
claws. ’ ‘Well then! I also,’ answered the chief,
rising from his seat, ‘I also have chariots full
of javelins; if you have white bucklers, I have
coloured ones.’
‘Wither brings back in haste his answer to
the king of the Franks. The king instantly
commands arms and ammunition to be pre-
pared; he summons near the town of Vannes
the assembly of the Franks and the nations
which obey them. The Franks, the Suabians,
The Saxons, the Thuringians, the Burgundians,
all come thither equipped for war. Cæsar him-
self goes there, visiting holy places on his road,
and everywhere receiving presents which en-
rich his treasury.

meanwhile the king of the Bretons prepares
for the combat; and Cæsar, pious and merciful,
sends him a last message. ‘Let him be
reminded,’ said he, ‘of the peace that he formerly
swore, the hand that he gave to the Franks, and
the obedience he showed Karle my father.’ The
envoy departs; he swiftly returns, for Morman,
instructed by the chief, has insulted him. Then
Cæsar publishes before the Franks the Breton’s
last replies. The trumpet gives the signal, and
the soldiers pass the frontier. They carry off
the flocks, hunt the men through their forests
and marshes, burn the houses, and spare nothing
but the churches, according to Cæsar’s com-
mands. No troop confronts them or engages
the combat on a plain. The Bretons are seen,
dispersed and in disorder, showing themselves
in the distance among the rocks and shrubs:
they wage a perfidious war in the passage of
defiles, or conceal themselves behind the fences
and walls of their habitations.

‘Meanwhile, in the depths of those valleys
covered with tall heaths, the Breton chief arms
and makes his friends arm. ‘Children, com-
patriotes,’ said he to his parties, ‘defend my house;
I confide it to your courage; and I, with a small
number of brave men, am going to lay a snare
for the enemy; I shall bring you the spoil.’ He
takes his javelin to arm his two hands, springs
upon his horse, and about to leave the door, de-
mands, according to the custom of the country,
a large goblet, which he empties. He embraces joyfully his wife, his children and all his
servants. ‘Wife,’ said he, ‘listen to what I tell
thee: thou wilt see these javelins made red
by the blood of the Franks; the arm of him
thou lovest has never wielded them in vain.’
Morman disappeared in the forest, burning to
meet king Lodewig. ‘If I saw him,’ he said,
‘if I met that Cæsar, he should obtain what he
demands of me; I would pay him the tribute in
iron.’
‘Morman and his troop soon meet with a
party of Franks who conduct the baggage; he
falls upon them, attacks them in front, in flank,
in the rear, disperses it, and returns to the
charge according to the tactics of his nation.
At the head of the troop was a man named
Kosel,§ of low birth, and as yet undistinguished
by any great action. Morman drives his horse
against him; the Franks await him without
fear, trusting to the goodness of his armour.
‘Frank,’ said the Breton chief, ‘shall I make
thee a present? There is one I have kept for

* Wíntar uudívt verbís contrāra verbís,
Protobon oea taht haec quoque verba suo;
Morman, uet, regi quum us mandata rerume;
Jam nunc tempus aeste juuca reiere mira.
Ille quidem tristes volvens sub pectoro curas,
‘Tempera sint placit haec mihi noctis, aut
(Additis inclus praedix nulla dabant.)
(Add. 45 p. 41.)
† Scandii equum velox, stimulus praefis acutis,
Frenàis tononis; gyros dat quadrupes varios
Et saltant foret postus praegrandis vasa,
Ferre jubet solio; sussipt atque bibit
(Add. 46.)
‡ Si fortuna foret, possim quò cernere regem,
Nanque sub ferram usque solea damnam,
Procuah tributali hae ferrea dona dedeasen.
(Add. 46. 5.)
§ The author writes Colus in Latin, in order to pre-
serve the tone accent on the first syllable. This
name, of which n thing indicates the significance, is of
the class of those which appear to have been constricted by
familiar use. The termination in ui is one of the signs of
the diminutive.

Per dumosa procu, silicium per densa repoucrit,
Apparent rarù, prædia, verum erat;
Bella per angustos aequabit impura catulis;
(Add. in praedix nulla dabant.)
(Add. 45 p. 41.)
† Scandii equum velox, stimulus praefis acutis,
Frenàis tononis; gyros dat quadrupes varios
Et saltant foret postus praegrandis vasa,
Ferre jubet solio; sussipt atque bibit
(Add. 46.)
‡ Si fortuna foret, possim quò cernere regem,
Nanque sub ferram usque solea damnam,
Procuah tributali hae ferrea dona dedeasen.
(Add. 46. 5.)
§ The author writes Colus in Latin, in order to pre-
save the tone accent on the first syllable. This
name, of which n thing indicates the significance, is of
the class of those which appear to have been constricted by
familiar use. The termination in ui is one of the signs of
the diminutive.
Franks. He spurs his horse, and instead of throwing a light dart, strikes the temple of the Breton chief with a blow of that heavy lance with which the Franks are armed. The lance pierces the chief's iron helmet, and with a single blow fells him to the earth. The Frank then springs from his horse and cuts off the head of the conquered; but a companion of Morman's strikes him in the back, and Kosel perishes at the moment of his victory.

"The report soon spreads that the king of the Bretons is dead, and his head in Caesar's camp. The Franks flock in crowds to see it; it is brought stained with blood, and they call Wither to recognize it. Wither throws water on the head, and having washed it, he combs the hair, and declares it to be that of the Breton chief. The Bretons submitted to Caesar; they promised to attend to his commands; and Caesar left them in peace."*

* The facts of this narrative belong to the year 818, and in 824, the Bretons having chosen a new chief recommenced war against the Franks. In 851, they made a great invasion on the territory of their enemies, conquered all the country near the mouth of the Loire, and advanced as far as Poitiers. The emperor Karl, surnamed the Bald, marched against them with all his forces; but his army having been put to flight, he was compelled to abandon to the Bretons all that they chose to preserve of their conquests. The towns of Rennes and Nantes have since then formed part of Brittany.†

---

* Protnus hunc Morman verbis compellat acerbis.
  "Fratre, lbe primo hae mea dona dabo
  Hac servata tibi jamuddum munera constant,
  Quae tamen accipient, post memor esto mei."

"Britto superbe tua suscepit munera dextrae,
Nunc decet acopias quinam Francus habet." (Emoldi Nigelli Carmen, lib. iii. p. 46.)

† ibid. p. 47.
PREFACE TO THE NARRATIVES.

It is an assertion almost proverbial, that no period of our history is so arid and confused as the Merovingian period. This epoch is the one most willingly abridged, most slurred over, most unscrupulously passed by. There is more indolence than reflection in this contempt. If the history of the Merovingians is difficult to disentangle, it is by no means uninteresting. On the contrary, it abounds in singular events, in original characters, in dramatic incidents so varied, that the only difficulty is that of placing such numerous details in order. The latter half of the sixth century especially, presents to both writers and readers the greatest wealth and interest; either because this epoch, being the first of that mixture of the aborigines and conquerors of Gaul, was on that account more poetical, or else because it owes interest to the natif talent of its historian Georgius Florentinus Gregorius, known by the name of Gregory of Tours.

The manners of the destroyers of the Roman empire, their savage and singular aspect, have been frequently described in our day, and they have been twice described by a great master.* These pictures are sufficient to imbue forever, with its local and poetical colouring, the historical period extending from the great invasion of the Gauls in 406, to the establishment of the Frankish domination; but the succeeding period has not been the subject of any artistic study. Its original character consists in an antagonism of races no longer complete and striking, but softened by a number of reciprocal imitations, caused by the mutual habitation of the same territory. These moral modifications, which present themselves on all sides, under different aspects, and in different degrees, multiply general types and individual physiognomies in the history of the period. There are Franks who remained pure Germans in Gaul, Gallo-Romans irritated and disgusted by the barbarian rule, Franks more or less influenced by the manners and customs of civilized life, and Romans become more or less barbarian in mind and manners. The contrast may be followed in all its shades through the sixth century, and into the middle of the seventh; later, the Germanic and Gallo-Roman stamp seem effaced and lost in a semi-barbarism clothed in theocratic forms.

By a fortuitous, but singularly fortunate coincidence, this complex and varied period is the very one of which the original documents offer the most characteristic details. It met with an historian marvellously suited to its nature in an intelligent and saddened witness of that confusion of men and things, of those crimes and catastrophes, in the midst of which the irresistible destruction of ancient civilization was accomplished. We must come down to the time of Froissart to find a narrator equal to Gregory of Tours in the art of bringing the personages on the scene, and animating them by dialogue. Every thing which

* M. de Chateaubriand; Les Martyrs, livres vi. et vii.; Etudes, ou Discours Historiques, étude sixième, Mœurs des Barbares.
the conquest of Gaul had placed together, or in opposition, on the same ter-

tory, races, classes, divers conditions, are imaged in his sometimes humorous,
sometimes tragical, but always truthful and animated narratives. They are
like an ill-arranged gallery of pictures and sculpture; they are like ancient
national songs, curtailed, thrown together without connection, but capable of
classification and of forming a poem, if this word, so indiscriminately used in
the present day, can be applied to history.

The idea of undertaking a work of art as well as of historical science on
the century of Gregory of Tours, was the result of these reflections; I con-
ceived it in 1833. My plan decided on, two methods presented themselves:
a continued narrative of a series of political events, or detached narratives,
each containing the life or adventures of some persons of the period. I did
not hesitate between these two methods; I chose the second; firstly, on account
of the nature of the subject, which presented materials for a varied and com-
plete picture of social transactions, and of the destination of humanity in poli-
tical, civil, and domestic life; secondly, on account of the peculiar nature of
my principal source of information, The Ecclesiastical History of the Franks,
by Gregory of Tours.

In order that this curious book should have its full weight as a document, it
must become the ground-work of our narrative history, not for what he says of
the principal events, for those are to be found elsewhere, but for the episodes,
the local events, the sketches of manners, which can be met with nowhere
else. If these details are combined with a series of great political events, and
inserted in their respective places in a complete narrative, they will make little
figure, but rather encumber its progress at every step; moreover, it would be
necessary to give colossal dimensions to history written in this way. This is
what Adrian of Valois did in his three folio volumes of the Gestes des Franks,
from the first appearance of the Franks to the fall of the Merovingian dynasty;
but a book like that is purely one of science, useful to students, but repulsive
to the mass of readers. It would be impossible to imitate or translate in
French the work of Adrian of Valois; and were it attempted, the object, in
my opinion, would not be attained. Although allowing himself a wide field
in his voluminous chronicle, the learned man of the seventeenth century often
prunes and abridges; he omits facts and details, softens all roughnesses, ren-
ders vaguely what Gregory of Tours distinctly expresses, suppresses or perverts
the dialogue, and looks only to the meaning, the form to him being of no con-
sequence. Now, the form is the principal thing; its smallest lineaments must
be observed, must be rendered by study clearer and more spirited, and in it
must be contained all that historical science furnishes us respecting the laws,
manners, and social state of the sixth century.

The following is the plan which I laid down for myself as the subject de-
manded: to choose the culminating point of the first period after the mixture
of the two races; there, in a given space, to collect and unite in groups the
most characteristic events, to form a suite of pictures succeeding one another
progressively, varying their size while giving breadth and gravity to the differ-
ent masses of the narrative; widening and strengthening the tissue of the
original narrative, by the help of inductions suggested by legends, poems of
the period, the diplomatic documents, inscriptions and figures. Between 1833
and 1837, I published the Revue des deux Mondes, under a provisory title,* six
of these episodes or fragments of a history impracticable in its entire state.
They here appear with their definite title: Récits des temps Mérovingiens, and

* Nouvelles Lettres sur l'Histoire de France.
form the first section of the entire work, the second of which will likewise have two volumes.

If unity of composition is wanting in these detached histories, there will at any rate be unity of impression left on the mind of the reader. These narratives, occupying little more than the space of half a century, will be in some measure connected by the reappearance of the same persons, and they will often serve to develop one another. There will be as many of these masses of separate narrative as I shall find facts comprehensive enough to serve as centres, as rallying points to many secondary facts to give them a general meaning, and by them produce a complete dramatic action. Sometimes it will be the narration of some individual, to which will be joined a picture of the social events which influenced it; sometimes a series of public events, to which, as it proceeds, will be added personal adventures and domestic catastrophes.

The mode of life of the Frankish kings, the interior of the royal abode, the stormy lives of the nobles and bishops; usurpation, the civil and private wars; the intriguing turbulence of the Gallo-Romans, and the undisciplined brutality of the barbarians; the absence of all administrative order, and of all moral ties between the inhabitants of the Gallic provinces, in the heart of the same kingdom; the renewal of old rivalries and hereditary hatreds of one canton towards another, one city towards another; everywhere a sort of return to a state of nature; and the insurrection of individual will against law and order under whatever form presented, whether political, civil or religious, the spirit of revolt and violence penetrating even into the female monasteries;—such are the various pictures I have endeavoured to sketch from contemporaneous remains, and the assemblage of which presents a view of the sixth century in Gaul.

I have made a minute study of the characters and fates of historical personages, and have endeavoured to give reality and life to those whom history has most neglected. Amongst these persons, four figures, types of their epoch, will be found pre-eminent: Fredegonda, Hilperik, Eonius Mummolus, and Gregory of Tours himself; Fredegonda, the ideal of elementary barbarism, without consciousness of right and wrong; Hilperik, the man of barbaric race, who acquires the tastes of civilization, and becomes polished outwardly without any deeper reformation; Mummolus, the civilized man who becomes a barbarian, and corrupts himself in order to belong to his age; Gregory of Tours, the man of a former epoch, but one better than the present, which oppresses him, the faithful echo of the regrets which expiring civilization calls up in some elevated minds.*

The narratives of the Merovingian times will, I think, close the circle of my works of historical narrative; it would be rash to extend my views and hopes beyond. Whilst I endeavoured in this work to paint Frankish barbarism, mitigated in the sixth century by the contact of a civilization it destroyed, a reminiscence of my early youth crossed my mind. In 1810, I was finishing my studies at the college of Blois, when a copy of “Les Martyrs,” brought from without, circulated through the college. It was a great event for those amongst us who already felt a love of the beautiful and of glory. We quarrelled for the book; it was arranged that each one should have it by turns, and mine fell on a holiday at the hour of going out walking. That day I pretended to have hurt my foot, and remained alone at home. I read, or rather devoured the pages, seated before my desk in a vaulted room, which was our schoolroom.

room, and the aspect of which appeared to me grand and imposing. I at first felt a vague delight, my imagination was dazzled; but when I came to the recital of Eudore, that Irving history of the declining empire, a more active and reflecting interest attached me to the picture of the eternal city, of the court of a Roman emperor, the march of a Roman army in the marshes of Batavia, and its encounter with an army of Franks.

I had read in the history of France, used by the scholars of the military college, and our classical book, "The Franks, or French, already masters of Tournay, and the banks of the Escaut, had extended their conquests as far as Somme... Clovis, son of King Childéric, ascended the throne 481, and by his victories strengthened the foundations of the French monarchy."* All my archaeology of the middle ages consisted in these sentences, and some others of the same kind, which I had learned by heart. French, throne, monarchy, were to me the beginning and end, the groundwork and the form of our national history. Nothing had given me any notion of M. de Chateaubriand's terrible Franks clothed in the skins of bears, seals, and wild boars, and of the camp guarded by leathern boats, and chariots drawn by huge oxen, of the army placed in the form of a triangle, in which could be distinguished nothing but a forest of javelins, of wild beasts' skins, and half-naked bodies.† As the dramatic contrast between the savage warrior and the civilized soldier gradually developed itself, I was more and more deeply struck; the impression made on me by the war-song of the Franks was something electrical. I left the place where I was seated, and marching from one end of the room to the other, repeated aloud, and making my steps ring on the pavement:—

"Pharamond! Pharamond! we have fought with the sword.

"We have hurled the battle-axe with two blades; sweat ran from the brow of the warriors, and trickled down their arms. The eagles and birds with yellow feet uttered screams of joy; the crows swam in the blood of the dead; all ocean was but a wound. The virgins have long wept.

"Pharamond! Pharamond! we have fought with the sword.

"Our fathers fell in battle, all the vultures moaned at it: our fathers satiated them with carnage. Let us choose wives whose milk shall be blood, and shall fill with valour the hearts of our sons. Pharamond, the song of the bard is ended, the hours of life are passing away; we will smile when we must die.

"Thus sang forty thousand barbarians. The riders raised and lowered their white shields in cadence; and at each burden, they struck their iron-clad chests with the iron of their javelins."‡

This moment of enthusiasm was perhaps decisive of my future vocation. I had then no consciousness of what had passed within me; my attention did not dwell on it; I even forgot it for many years; but when after inevitable stumblings in the choice of a profession, I gave myself up wholly to history, I remembered that incident of my life and its minutest circumstances with singular preciseness. Even now, if the page which struck me so forcibly is read aloud to me, I feel the same emotion I did thirty years ago. Such is my debt to the writer of genius who began and still reigns over the new literary epoch. All those who in various ways follow the paths of this epoch, have likewise found him at the source of their studies and their first inspirations; there is not one who ought not to say to him, as Dante did to Virgil:—

Tu duca, tu signore, e tu maestro.

† Les Martyrs, livre vi.
‡ Les Martyrs, livre vi.
NARRATIVES
OF
THE MEROVINGIAN TIMES.

FIRST NARRATIVE.
A. D. 561—568.

A few leagues from Soissons, on the banks of a small river, stands the village of Braine. In the sixth century this was one of those immense farms where the Frankish kings held their court. The royal habitation had none of the military aspect which distinguished the castles of the middle ages; it was a large building surrounded with porticos of Roman architecture, sometimes built of carefully polished wood, and adorned with statues not altogether wanting in elegance.* Round the principal body of the building were disposed the lodgings of the officers of the palace, whether barbarians, or of Roman origin, as well as those of the chief of the tribes, who, in accordance with Germanic custom, had with their warriors, entered into trust with the king, that is to say, had made an especial engagement of vassalage and fidelity.† Other houses of meaner appearance were occupied by a large number of families, both the men and women of which exercised all manner of trades, from that of goldsmith and armourer, to that of weaver and tanner, from embroidery in silk and gold, to the coarsest preparations of flax and wool. Most of these families were Gallic; born on that portion of territory which the king had adjudged to himself by right of conquest, or brought with violence from some neighbouring town to colonize the royal domain; but judging from their names, there were Germans also among them, as well as other barbarians, whose fathers had entered Gaul as workmen, or as servants following the train of the victorious tribes. Whatever their origin or their species of industry, however, these families were placed in the same rank, and called by the same name, litus in the German language, and fiscus in the Latin, that is to say, attached to the fisc.* Buildings for agricultural purposes, such as studs, stables, sheepfolds, and barns, with the hearths of the husbandmen, and huts of the serfs, completed the royal village, which exactly resembled, though on a larger scale, the villages of ancient Germany. In the very site of these residences there was something which recalled the scenery beyond the Rhine; most of them stood on the outskirts, and some in the centre of those vast forests since mutilated by civilization, but of which we still admire the remains. Braine was the favourite residence of Clotber (the last of the sons of Chlodowig,) even after the death of his three brothers had made him entire master of Gaul. It was there in a secret apartment that he kept his triple-headed chief, these fatal vases, and precious jewels. It was there also he executed the principal acts of regal power. It was there he assembled the bishops of the Gallic towns; received ambassadors from foreign kings, and presided over the great assemblies of the Franks, which were followed by those feasts traditional among the Teutonic races, at which wild boars and deer were served up whole on spits, and staved barrels occupied the four corners of the hall.†

* Exercite mole sua tabulata palatia pulsant ...

Sanguis sive favens aedicavit opus

Alnum inhatuit, quadrataque porticus ambit,

Et sculpturata lustu in arte faber.

Venantii Fortunati Carmin., lib. ix. cap. xv. t. i. p. 266; ed. Luchii.

† Vide Recueil des Histoires de la France et des Gaules, t. iv. passim.

† Cun ergo ille ad prandium invitatium veniens, conspexit, gentium ritum, vasa plena cervans domi asitare.

Quod ille sciosseans quid sibi vasa in medio pulta vel-

Fisculi, Lui, Lidi, Laza

Script. Rer Gallic. et spi...
As long as he was not called to a distance by war against the Saxons, the Bretons, or the Septimania, Chlothar employed his time in travelling from one domain to another. He went from Braine to Attigny, from Attigny to Compiegne, from Compiegne to Verberie, consuming all the provisions he found in his royal farms; hunting, fishing, and swimming with his Frank leaders, and selecting numerous mistresses from among the daughters of the *fiscalina*. From the rank of a concubine, these women frequently passed with a singular faculty to that of wife and queen. Chlothar, whose marriages it is difficult to enumerate and classify, married in this way a girl of very humble birth, called Ingonda, without at all giving up his irregular habits, which as a woman and a slave she bore with extreme submission. He loved her passionately, and lived with her in perfect harmony. One day she said to him:—

"The king, my lord, has made of his servant what it has pleased him, and has called me to his bed; he will complete his graciousness by acceding to the request of his servant. I have a sister named Areogonda, who is attached to your service; I pray you to be pleased to procure her a rich and brave husband, that I may suffer no humiliation on her account."

This demand piqued the curiosity of the king, and roused his libertinic propensities; he set off the same day for the domain on which Areogonda lived, and where she exercised some of the trades which then devolved on women, such as weaving and dyeing stuffs. Chlothar finding her quite as beautiful as her sister, took her to himself, installed her in the royal apartment, and gave her the name of his wife. At the end of some days he returned to Ingonda, and said to her with that coarse *bonhomnie* which was a peculiarity of his character, and of the Germanic character in general:—

"The favour which thou, sweet one, didst reserve for me, I thought of according thee; I touch of Germanic barbarism, I desire of me, I thought of according thee; I touch of Germanic barbarism, but he will complete his graciousness by conforming to the rank of noblewoman.*

(A. n. 561.) In the year 561, after an expedition against one of his sons, whose rebellion he punished by burning him with his wife and children, Chlothar returned to his residence at Braine with a perfectly calm conscience. There he prepared for the great autumnal hunt, which was a species of solemnity among the Franks. Followed by a number of men, horses and dogs, the king entered the forest of Cucei, of which that of Compiegne in its present state is but a small fragment. In the midst of this violent exercise, which was unsuited to his age, he was seized with a fever, and ordering himself to be transported to his nearest domain, he expired in the fiftieth year of his reign.*


§ Et mors Parissius ingreditur, sedequaque Childerberti regis occupat. (Greg. Turon. loc. sup. cit.)
would instruct the dwellers on the banks of the Tiber.

Hilperik entered Paris without opposition, and quartered his warriors in the towers which defended the bridges of the city, then entirely surrounded by the Seine. But at the news of this bold stroke, the other three brothers united against him who wanted to select his own share of the paternal inheritance, and at the head of superior forces advanced towards Paris.† Hilperik did not venture on resistance, and, renouncing his enterprise, submitted himself to the chances of a division made by mutual consent. This division of the whole of Gaul, or a considerable portion of Germany, was made by drawing lots, exactly as had taken place half a century earlier between the sons of Chlodowig. There were four lots, answering, with a few differences, to the four kingdoms known under the names of the kingdoms of Paris, Orleans, Neustria, and Austrasia. Haribert obtained as his share that portion which had belonged to his uncle Hildebert; that is to say, the kingdom which took its name from Paris, which, extending lengthways from north to south, included Senlis, Melun, Chartres, Tours, Poitiers, Saintes, Bordeaux, and the towns near the Pyrenees. Gonthram's share was that of his uncle Chlodimir, the kingdom of Orleans, and all the Burgundian territory, extending from the Saone and the Vosges, to the Alps and the Mediterranean. Hilperik's share was his father's, the kingdom of Soissons, which the Franks called Neoster-rike, or western kingdom, and which was bounded on the north by the river Escout, and on the south by the stream of the Loire. And, finally, the eastern kingdom, or Osterc-rike, fell to Sigebert's share, and contained Auvergne, the north-east of Gaul, and Germany as far as the Saxon and Slavonian frontiers.† It seems as if the towns had been counted one by one, and that their number alone served as the basis for fixing each of the lots; for, independently of this extraordinary division of territory, there are a number of enclaves,‡ for which it is impossible to account. Rouen and Nantes are in Hilperik's kingdom; Avranches in that of Haribert; the latter possesses Marseilles; Gonthram has Aix and Avignon; and Soissons, the capital of Neustria, is blocked by four towns, Sensis and Meaux, Laon and Reims, which belong to the two kingdoms of Paris and Austrasia.

(a. d. 561—564.) After chance had assigned to the four brothers their separate shares of towns and lands, each one swore by the relics of the saints to content himself with his own share, and attempt no further encroachment either by violence or stratagem. This oath was soon violated. Hilperik, availing himself of the absence of his brother Sigebert, who was then making war in Germany, suddenly attacked Reims, and took possession of it, as well as of several other towns equally within his reach. But he did not long enjoy this conquest: Sigebert returned victorious from his campaign beyond the Rhine, retook his towns one by one, and pursuing his brother to the walls of Soissons, defeated him in a pitched battle, and forced an entry into the capital of Neustria.

(a. d. 564—565.) According to the character of barbarians, whose anger is violent but of short duration, they were again reconciled, and renewed the oath never to attack one another. These two were turbulent, quarrelsome, and revengeful; but Haribert and Gonthram, older and less vehement, had some inclination for peace and repose. Instead of the rough and warlike appearance of his ancestors, King Haribert affected the calm and rather heavy demeanour of the magistrates who administered justice according to the Roman laws in the towns of Gaul. It was his ambition to be thought learned in jurisprudence; and no flattery was more agreeable to him than praises of his skill as a judge in intricate cases, and the facility with which, though German by origin and language, he expressed himself and discourse in Latm.* King Gonthram presented the singular contrast of manners habitually gentle and almost satyric, with fits of sudden fury, worthy of the forests of Germany. Once, having lost a hunting horn, he put several freed men to the torture; another time he ordered a noble Frank to be put to death on the mere suspicion of having killed a buffalo on the royal domain. In hours of calmness, his feelings were in favour of order and regularity, which he specially manifested by religious zeal, and submission to the bishops, who were then the source of all law and order.

King Hilperik, on the contrary, was a sort of half-civilized free-thinker, and followed his own fancies, even when the dogmas of the Catholic faith were in question. The authority of the clergy was intolerable to him, and one of his

---

* Si venant alquem variato munere cause,
   Fondera mox legum regis ab ore fuamat.
Quamvis confusa referat certamina voce,
   Nodeae igitur solvere fila potes.
Quals et in propria docto sermone loquela,
   Qui nos Romanos vincis in eloquio

great pleasures was the annulling of wills made in favour of churches and monasteries. The characters and conduct of the bishops were the principal subjects of his jokes and dinner-table conversation; he called one a hare-brained fool, another an insolent wretch; one a gossip, and another luxurious. The great wealth which the church possessed, and which was always increasing; the influence the bishops had in the towns where, since the dominion of the barbarians, they exercised most of the privileges of the ancient municipal magistracy;—all these riches, and all this power, which he envied without perceiving the means of becoming possessed of them, strongly excited his jealousy. The complaints he uttered in his vexation were not wanting in sense; and he was often heard to say: "See how our fisc is impoverished! See how all our wealth goes to the churches! Truly, no one reigns but those bishops."

Moreover, the sons of Clidoro the First, with the exception of Sighebert, the youngest, were all inconstant to the highest degree; rarely satisfied with one wife; leaving without scruple the woman they had just married, and taking her again, according to the caprice of the moment. The pious Gontramm changed his wives almost as often as his two brothers; and, like them, he had concubines, one of whom, named Veneranda, was the daughter of a Gaul attached to the fisc. King Haribert took at the same time for mistresses two sisters of great beauty from amongst the attendants of his wife Ingobertga. One was named Markowerta, and wore the dress of a nun, the other Merofleda; they were the daughters of a wool-comber, of barbaric origin, and duc of the royal domain.‡

Ingobertga, jealous of her husband's love for these two women, did all she could to persuade him out of it, but in vain. Not daring, however, to ill-treat her rivals, or to turn them away, she invented a scheme which she thought would disgust the king with this unworthy liaison. She sent for the father of these girls, and gave him some wool to comb in the court yard of the palace. Whilst this man was at his work, doing his best to show his zeal, the queen, who was standing at a window, called to her husband:—"Come here," she said, "come and see something new." The king came, looked round, and seeing nothing but the wool-comber, became angry at this jest.§ A violent discussion ensued between the husband and wife, and produced an effect quite contrary to what Ingobertga expected; the king repudiated her, and married Merofleda.

Haribert, soon finding that one legitimate wife was not sufficient for him, solemnly gave the titles of wife and queen to a girl named Theodelinda, the daughter of a shepherd. Some years after, Merofleda died, and the king immediately married her sister Markowerta. According to the laws of the church, he was thus guilty of double sacrilege, as a bigamist, and as the husband of a woman who had taken the veil. When summoned by St. Germain, Bishop of Paris, to annul his second marriage, he obstinately refused, and was excommunicated. But the time was not yet come when the savage pride of the heirs of the conquest should bow to the discipline of the church. Haribert received the sentence without emotion, and kept both his wives.

Of all the sons of Clidoro, Hilperik is the one to whom contemporaneous narratives assign the greatest number of queens, that is to say, of women married according to the laws of the Franks, with the ring and the denarius. Audowera, one of these queens, had in her service a young girl named Fredegonda, of Frankish origin, and of such remarkable beauty that the king fell in love with her the first instant he saw her. However flattering this love might be, it was rather dangerous for a servant, whose situation placed her at the mercy of the jealousy and revenge of her mistress. But Fredegonda had no fears; as cunning as she was ambitious, she undertook to bring about legal causes of separation between the king and queen Audowera, without at all compromising herself. If we are to believe a tradition which was prevalent less than a century afterwards, she succeeded in her design, thanks to the connivance of a bishop and the queen's simplicity. Hilperik had lately joined his brother Sighebert to march beyond the Rhine against the nations of the Saxons' confederacy; he hast left Audowera far advanced in her pregnancy. Before his return, the queen was delivered of a daughter, and not knowing if she ought to have it baptized during her husband's absence, she consulted Fredegonda, who, being a perfect mistress of dissimulation, inspired no distrust. "Madam," answered the attendant, "when the king my lord returns triumphant, could he behold his daughter with any pleasure if she were

---


---


[The thoughtful reader will not fail to compare this indifference on the part of Haribert to the ecclesiastical anathema with that manifested by Napoleon, who, on receiving the sentence of excommunication from Pius VII., ordered his general to seize the Pope, and bring him a prisoner to Fontainebleau, which was done; and he will further contrast the inefficiency of the papal vengeance in these cases, with the terrible might of such a power in the hands of a Gregory the Fifth. In the instance of Haribert, we see the unpreparedness of the ecclesiastical power; in that of Henry the IVth, Emperor of Austria, its maturity; and in that of Napoleon, its decay.—Ed.]
not baptized!"* The queen received this advice gratefully, and Fredegonda began to prepare, by dint of intrigues, the snare into which she wanted her to fall.

When the day of the christening arrived, the baptistery was hung at the appointed hour with tapestry and garlands; the bishop was present in his pontifical robes, but the godmother, a noble Frankish lady, did not appear, and she was waited for in vain. The queen, astonished and disappointed, was uncertain what course to pursue, when Fredegonda, who was near her, said, "Why should you trouble yourself about a godmother who is not invited?" She found in that relation to your daughter; if you will follow my advice, you will be her godmother yourself." The bishop, who probably had been previously gained over, finished the ceremony, and the queen retired, without foreseeing what would be the consequences of this act.

When King Hilperik returned, all the young girls of the royal domain went out to meet him, carrying flowers, and singing poetry in his praise. When Fredegonda met him, she said: "Blessed be God that the king, our lord, has triumphed over his enemies, and that a daughter is born unto him! But with whom will my lord sleep this night? for the queen, my mistress, is now your gossip, and godmother to your daughter Hildegilwudia?" "Well then," answered the king jovially, "If I cannot sleep with her, I will sleep with thee!"*

Hilperik found his wife Audowera under the portico of the palace, holding her child in her arms, which she presented to him with a mixed feeling of pride and delight; but the king, affecting a tone of regret, said: "Woman, in thy simplicity thou hast been guilty of a crime; in future thou canst not be my wife."† A rigid observer of the ecclesiastical laws, the king banished the bishop who had baptized his daughter, and persuaded Audowera to separate from him at once, and to take the veil, as if she were a suppliant. As a consolation, he gave her several estates belonging to the *frere,* and situated near the Mans. Hilperik then married Fredegonda, and at the news of this marriage, the repudiated queen set off for her retreat, where, fifteen years afterwards, she was put to death by the order of her former servant.† While Chlothar's three eldest sons thus lived in debauchery, and married women of low birth, Sigebert, the youngest, far from following their example, was ashamed of and disgusted by it. He resolved to have but one wife, and that one of royal blood:* Astanazild, King of the Goths, settled in Spain, had two marriagable daughters, the youngest of whom, Brunehilda, was much admired for her beauty; it was on her that Sigebert's choice fell. A numerous embassy, with rich presents, left Metz for Toledo, to demand her hand of the king of the Goths. The chief of the embassy was Gog, or more correctly, Godegherus, who was the mayoral of the palace of Austrasia, a man well experienced in all sorts of negotiations; he succeeded perfectly in this one, and brought Sigebert's betrothed with him from Spain. Wherever Brunehilda passed in her long journey to the north, she was remarked, her contemporaries, for the grace of her manners, her good sense, and agreeable conversation.† Sigebert loved her, and preserved a passionate attachment for her all his life.

more refined species of amusement, and of a
nature to please but a small number of the
guests.
There was then at the court of the King of
Austria an Italian, called Venantius Honoratus
Clementianus Fortunatus, who, travelling in
Gaul, was everywhere received with marks of
distinction. He was agreeable, but superfluous,
and had much of that Roman elegance which
was almost extinct on this side of the Alps.
Recommended to King Sighebert by those
bishops and Austrasian counts who admired
refinement, and regretted the general want of it,
Fortunatus was treated with generous hospital-
ity at the semi-barbarous court of Metz. The
stewards of the royal feast had orders to furnish
him with lodgings, provisions and horses. In
order to testify his gratitude, he made himself
court poet: he addressed Latin verses to the
king and the nobles, which, if not always per-
fectedly understood, were always well received,
and well paid for. As the marriage feast could
not be complete without an epithalamium, Ver-
antius Fortunatus composed one in the classical
style and recited it to the strange audience in the
tombs. In times of peace, their princes, who
spent their days in furbishing their arms, in
hunting, or intoxicating themselves. Every
thing could be obtained from them for drunk;
even the promise of using their influence with
the king in favour of such or such a candidate
for a vacant bishopric.
Continually tormented by these guests, and
always fearing for the safety of their property
and persons, the members of the rich native
families lost that peace of mind, without which
all learning and arts must perish, or else, car-
ried away by the force of example and by a
certain instinct of brutal independence which
no civilization can efface from the heart of man,
they embraced the life of the barbarians, de-
spised every thing but physical force, and be-
came quarrelsome and turbulent. They went
out at night, like the Frankish warriors, to at-
tack their enemies in their houses or on the
roads, and they never appeared in public with-
out the Germanic dagger, called *sharamaxæ,*
or safety-knife. It was thus by the simple course
of events, that in about a century and a half all
intellectual cultivation and elegance of manners
disappeared from Gaul, without this deplorable
depravity being the work of any mischievous
will, or any systematic hostility towards Roman
civilization.†

* Quo virgo miranda mihi, placuera jugali,
Clarior ætherea, Brunechilis, lampe dubia
Luimmi gemmarum supersa lumine virtus
Sapphirus, alba adamas, crystalla, smaragda, iapis,
Cedant cuncta, novem genuit Hispania gemman
(Venantii Fortunatii Carminibus, lib. iv. p. 585.)

† O virgo miranda mihi, placuera jugali,
Clarior ætherea, Brunechilis, lampe dubia
Luimmi gemmarum supersa lumine virtus
Sapphirus, alba adamas, crystalla, smaragda, iapis,
Cedant cuncta, novem genuit Hispania gemman
(Venantii Fortunatii Carminibus, lib. iv. p. 585.)
Rer. Gallic. et Francic., t. ii. p. 457, de Andochio et
Ursid, ibid. lib. ix. p. 342, de Sicharico et Chamamindo.
—Ibid. lib. iv. p. 210, de Cauno episcopo, et Catone
presbytero.
According to the chronicles of the time, Sigebert’s marriage and the splendour which attended it, and more especially the importance he derived from the rank of his new wife, made a lively impression on the mind of King Hilperik. In the midst of his concubines and the wifes he had married, after the custom of the ancient Germanic chiefs, and—with very little ceremony, it seemed to him that he had a less noble and less regal life than his younger brother. Like him, he resolved to take a wife of high birth; and to imitate him in all points, he sent an embassy to the king of the Goths, to demand the hand of Galeswinda, his eldest daughter.* But this demand met with obstacles which had not presented themselves to Sigebert’s envoy. The report of the King of Neustria’s debauches had reached Spain; the Goths, more civilized than the Franks, and more amissitive to the discipline of the Gospel, exclaimed loudly that King Hilperik led the life of a heathen. On this side, Athanagild’s eldest daughter, naturally timid, and of a gentle and melancholy disposition, trembled at the idea of going to so great a distance, and belonged to such a man. Her mother, Giswinda, loved her dearly, and partook of her repugnance, her fears, and forebodings of unhappiness; the king was undecided, and delayed his definitive answer from day to day. At last, when pressed by the ambassadors for a reply, he refused to come to any conclusion with them, unless their king engaged himself by an oath to dismiss all his women, and live with his new wife according to the law of God. Couriers were dispatched into Gaul, and returned, bringing from King Hilperik a formal promise to abandon all his wives and concubines, provided he obtained a wife worthy of him, and the daughter of a king.

A double alliance with the kings of the Franks, his neighbours and natural enemies, offered such political advantages to King Athanagild, that on this assurance, he hesitated no longer, but proceeded to consider the articles of the marriage treaty. From that moment all the discussions turned, on one side, upon the portion the bride should bring; and, on the other, upon the dowry she should receive from her husband after the wedding-night, as a morning-gift.

The king, according to a custom observed among all the tribes of Germanic origin, it was necessary at the bride’s waking, her husband should make her some present, as the price of her virginity. This present varied in its nature and value: sometimes it was a sum of money, or some costly article; sometimes teams of oxen or horses, cattle, houses, or lands; but whatever it was, there was but one name for it,—it was called “morning-gift,” *morgene giba,* according to the various dialects of the Germanic idiom. The negotiations relative to the marriage of King Hilperik with the sister of Brunehilda, retarded by the interchange of messengers, were prolonged until the year 567: they were then in treaty, when an event occurred in Gaul, which facilitated their termination.

Haribert, the eldest of the four Frankish kings, had left the neighbourhood of Paris, his usual residence, to go to one of his domains near Bordeaux, to enjoy the climate and productions of southern Gaul. He there died suddenly, and his death caused a new division of the territory of the Frankish empire. No sooner were his eyes closed, than one of his wives, Theodelinda, a shepherd’s daughter, seized upon the royal treasure; and in order to retain the tule of queen, she sent to propose to Gonthrann that he should make her his wife. The king received this message very graciously, and replied with an air of perfect sincerity: “Tell her to hasten to me with her treasures, for I will marry her, and make her great in the eyes of nations: I mean her to receive more honours with me than with my deceased brother.” Enchanted with this answer, Theodelinda loaded several carriages with her husband’s riches, and departed for Chillon-sur-Saône, King Gonthrann’s residence. But on her arrival, the king paid no attention to her, but began examining the baggage, counting the chariots, and weighing the coffers; then turning to those who surrounded him, he said: “Is it not better this treasure should belong to me rather than to this woman, who did not merit the honour my brother did her by taking her to his bed?” All were of this opinion. Haribert’s treasures were placed in safety, and the king sent her, who had so unwillingly made him this valuable present, to the monastery of Arles, under a large escort.

Neither of Gonthrann’s two brothers disputed with him the possession of the money and precious things he had acquired by this stratagem; they had to debate with him and between themselves interest of far greater importance. The plan in agitation was to reduce the division of the Gallic territory into three parts instead of four, and by mutual agreement, to make a division of the provinces and towns which had formed Haribert’s kingdom. This new distribution was more strange and confused than the first. Paris was divided into three equal parts, and each brother had one. To avoid the danger of a sudden invasion, neither of them was to enter the town without the consent of the other two, under pain of losing not only his share of Paris, but his entire share of Haribert’s kingdom. This clause was ratified by a solemn oath sworn on the relics of three venerable saints, Hilary, Martin, and Polyeuctus, whose curses

* For the orthography of this name, I adopt the form proper to the Gothic dialect; that which answers to it in the dialect of the Franks *Galessinde or Galeswinda
in this world and the next were invoked on the head of him who should break his word.*

Senlis and Marseilles were divided as Paris had been, but into two parts only; the former between Hilperik and Sigebert, the latter between Sigebert and Gontram. Three lots were made of the other towns, probably according to a calculation of the taxes gathered in them, and without regard to their respective positions. The geographic confusion became still greater; the *enclaves* were multiplied, and the kingdoms became involved in one another. Gontram obtained Melun, Saintes, Agen, and Périgueux. Meaux, Vendôme, Avranches, Tours, Pottiers, Albi, Conserans, and the towns of the Lower Pyrenees, fell to Sigebert's share. In Hilperik's share were, amongst many other towns of which historians made no mention, Limoges, Cahors, and Bordeaux, the now destroyed towns of Bigorre and Béarn, and the cantons of the Upper Pyrenees. The eastern Pyrenees were, at this period, beyond the territory belonging to the Franks; they were in the possession of the Goths of Spain, who, by this means, kept up a communication with their Gallic territories, which extended from the Aude to the Rhône. Thus the King of Neustria, who until then had not been master of a single town south of the Loire, became the near neighbour of his future father-in-law, the king of the Goths. The situation furnished an additional reason for the marriage treaty, and brought it to a speedy conclusion. Amongst the towns which Hilperik had recently acquired, several were on the frontiers of Athanagild's kingdom; others were scattered about in Aquitania, a province formerly taken from the Goths by Chlodowig the Great. To stipulate that the towns, which his ancestors had lost, should be given as a dowry to his daughter, was an adroit stroke of policy, and the king of the Goths did not overlook it. Either from a want of perception of any thing beyond the interest of the moment, or from a desire of concluding his marriage with Galeswinta at any price, Hilperik promised without hesitation to give the towns of Limoges, Cahors, and Bordeaux, with the towns of the Pyrenees and all the surrounding territory, as dowry and *morning gift.* The confused notions which existed among the Germanic nations respecting the difference between territorial possession and the right of government, might some day free these towns from the Frankish rule, but the king of Neustria did not foresee this. Entirely absorbed by one idea, he only thought of stipulating that, in return for what he gave up, a considerable sum of money and other valuables should be paid into his own hands; this point once settled, all obstacles were overcome, and the marriage was decided on.

Throughout this long negotiation, Galeswinta's feelings had always been those of repugnance to the man for whom she was destined, and of vague fear for the future. The promises made by the Frankish ambassadors in the name of king Hilperik, had not reassured her. As soon as she learnt that her fate was irrevocably fixed, she was seized with terror, and running to her mother, she threw her arms round her like a child seeking protection, and wept silently in her arms for more than an hour.† The Frankish ambassadors presented themselves to pay homage to the betrothed bride of their king, and receive her orders for her departure; but, barberries as they were, they were touched by the sight of these two women sobbing on each other's bosoms and clinging so closely as to appear linked together, and they dared not mention the journey. Two days passed thus, and on the third they presented themselves once more before the queen, telling her this time, that they were in haste to depart, and spoke of the king's impatience and the length of the journey.‡ The queen wept, and begged for one more day for her daughter. But the next day, when she was told that everything was ready, "one day longer," said she, and I will ask no more. Know you that where you are carrying my daughter, there will be no mother for her?§ But all possible delays were ended; Athanagild interposed his regal and paternal authority, and notwithstanding the tears of the queen, Galeswinta was placed in the hands of those who were entrusted with the mission of bringing her to her future husband.

A long line of horsemen, of chariots, and of baggage-wagons, traversed the streets of Toledo in the direction of the north gate. The king, on horseback, followed in his daughter's train as far as a bridge over the Tagus, at some distance from the town; but the queen, could not make up her mind to return so soon, and determined to travel further. Leaving her own chariot she sat by the side of Galeswinta, and she went on stage by stage, day by day, until she had journeyed upwards of a hundred miles. Every day she said, "I will go so far," and when they had reached that place, she went on

---

† De civitatis vero, hoc est Bordega, Lemojica, Cadurco, Benarco et Bocargro, quae Gallisundam ... tam in dote quam in *Morgane gibis*, hoc est matrimonial dono, in Franciam venientes tertium est adquessus. (Greg. Turon. Hist. Franc., lib. ix., apud Script. Rel. Gall. et Franc., t. i. p. 344.)

---

* Hoc ubi virgo vetusti auditeque exterrita sensit, Currit ad ampliexus, Geuswindhu, tuo.
† Brachii constringentes nectit sine fune catenam, Et matrem amplius per sua membra ludit. (Venantii Fortunati Carinn, lib. vii. p. 561.)
‡ Instant legati germanicae regna requiri,
Narantiae longem tempora tarda vis.
Sed materi matris auxilia vagis solvant... Pretectorum duplacis, terrifica, quarta dies
(Venantii Fortunati Carinn, lib. vii. p. 661.)
§ Quid raptus? differtes dies, cum disco dolores.
Solamenque malo est sola sola mei.
Quando iterum videam, quando hoc mihi luminarum
Quando iterum nate per pia colla cadam? ...
Cura nova rura petas, ilicem ubi non ero mater? (Venantii Fortunati Carinn., lib. vii. p. 662.)
Faithful to his promise, Hilperik had repudiated his wives, and dismissed his mistresses. Fredegonda herself, the most beautiful of them all, the favourite amongst those to whom he had given the title of queen, did not escape from this general proscription; she submitted with an apparent resignation and good will, which would have deceived a sharper man than king Hilperik. It seemed as if she sincerely felt that this divorce was necessary, that the marriage of a king with a woman of her rank could never be valid, and that it was her duty to give up her claim in favour of a queen really worthy of the title. She only asked as a last favour not to be dismissed from the palace, and to be allowed to take her place as formerly among the women employed in the royal service. Under this mask of humility, there was a depth of cunning and female ambition of which the king of Neustria was quite unsuspicous. Since the day when he first conceived the idea of marrying a woman of royal blood, he thought he no longer loved Fredegonda, and became indifferent to her beauty; for the mind of the son of Chlothar, like the barbarian mind in general, was little capable of receiving impressions of various natures at the same time. It was thus that, from want of foresight and judgment, not from tenderness of heart, he allowed his former favourite to remain near him in the house which his new wife was to inhabit.

Galeswintha's wedding was celebrated with as much preparation and magnificence as that of her sister Brunehilda; and this time the bride had extraordinary honours paid her: all the Franks of Neustria, nobles and simple warriors, swore fidelity to her, as to a king.* Standing in a semicircle, they drew their swords all together and brandished them in the air, repeating an old pagan formula, which devoted whoever violated his oath to the edge of the sword. Then the king himself solemnly renewed his promise of constancy and conjugal fidelity; placing his hand on a shrine containing some relics, he swore never to divorce the daughter of the king of the Goths, and never to take another wife as long as she lived.†

Galeswintha was remarried, during the festivities of her marriage, for the graciousness she showed to all the guests; she received

* Dat causas spatut genetrix, ut longius irret; Sed futtem optantem tierque breve. Pervertit quo mater, ait, seque inde revertit, Sed quod velle pruss, postea nolle fuit. (Venantius Fortunatus Carmin., lib. vi p. 562.)

† Quod superest geminibus amor hoc mandat eunti Sibi, precor, o Felix, sed cave valde Vale. (Venantius Fortunatus Carmin., lib. vi p. 562.)

‡ Ecrona genetrix post natum lumina tendens, Uno santo loco, pergit et ipsa annul. Tota tremens, agiles raperet ne multa quadragis... Illuc mente sequens, qua via flectit Hier. Donce longe oscilla spatique evanuit amplio. (Venantius Fortunatus Carmin., lib. vi p. 562.)

§ (Hadrmm Val. Leg. Franc., p. 24.)

|| Post, aliquid urbes, Pictavis atque acros. Regali pompa, preterendoru vam.||

Hanc ego neuppe novus conspectus praeteruem
Multiter argenti turre roante vehi. (Venantius Fortunatus Carmin., lib. vi p. 562.)

It is more than probable that Fortunatus heard from the persons who accompanied Galeswintha the circumstances of her departure, and the touching expressions which, in the midst of declamatory speeches, are to be found in his piece of poetry. This is the reason that I have considered this composition as an historical document.

* Jungatur ergo thoro regalis celamine vergi,
Et magno meruit plebeus amore colit. Uique fidelta ei sit geus armata. per arma Jurati, jure suo se quoque iegro legitim. (Venantius Fortunatus Carmin., lib. vi p. 562.)

† Legatis sane Anthanahilid regis quenentibus, ut taceat sanctorum pignioribus frides firmeare, quod Galesunta, in visu sua solo regum non pellefacer, Cibiperus non abbit... (Hadrmm Val. Leg. Franc., p. 24.)

‡ (Hadrmm Val. Leg. Franc., p. 24.)
them as if she already knew them; to some she made presents, to others she addressed kind and gentle words; all assured her of their devotion, and wished her a long and happy life. These vows, which were never to be realized for her, accompanied her into the nuptial chamber; and the next morning, when she got up, she received the morning-gift with all the ceremonies prescribed by the Germanic customs. In presence of some chosen witnesses, king Hilperik took his wife's hand in his own right hand, and with the left threw a piece of straw over her, and pronounced with a loud voice the names of five towns, which were in future to be the queen's property. The act of this perpetual and irrevocable donation was drawn up in the Latin language; it has not been preserved to us, but we can easily imagine the tenour of it, from the usual formulas and style used in all memorials of the Merovingian epoch:

"Since God has commanded that a man shall leave father and mother to cleave to his wife, that they shall be as one flesh, and that no one shall put asunder those whom the Lord has joined together, I, Hilperik, king of the Franks, an illustrious man, do give to-day from tenderness of affection, under the names of dowry and Morgane-Ghila, the towns of Boudeaux, Cahors, Limoges, Bearn, and Bigorre, with their territories and population, unto thee, Galeswintha, my well-beloved wife, whom I have wedded according to the Salic law, by the sou and the denier. It is my will that, from this day forth, thou shouldest hold and possess them perpetually; and I give, transfer, and confer them by this present act, as I have already done by the piece of straw and the handelang."†

The first months of the new queen's marriage were at least quiet, if not happy; patient and gentle, she bore with resignation all the savage brisquerie of her husband's character. Besides, for some time, Hilperik felt a sincere affection for her; he first loved her from vanity, and rejoiced that he had in her as noble a wife as his brother, then, when sufficed with this gratification of his self-love, he loved her from avarice, on account of the large sums of money and the number of valuables she had brought him. But after having for some time pleased himself with counting up these riches, he ceased to feel any delight in them, and from that time there was no attraction to bind him to Galeswintha. Her moral beauty, her humility, her charity to the poor, had no charms for him; he had sense and feeling for external beauty only. Thus the time arrived when, in spite of his resolutions, Hilperik felt only coldness and ennui by his wife's side. (A.D. 568.)

Fedegonda had waited for this moment, and she profited by it with her usual address. She met the king as by accident, and the comparison of her person with Galeswintha's was sufficient to revive in the heart of this sensitive man a passion which a few puffs of vanity had not sufficed to extinguish. Fedegonda once more became a concubine, and made great parade of her new triumph; she even assumed a haughty and contemptuous behaviour towards the neglected wife.† Doubly hurt as a woman and a queen, Galeswintha first wept in silence; at last she ventured to complain, and told the king that she was no longer honoured in his house, but received injuries and affronts she could not bear. She begged as a favour to be divorced, and offered to leave all she had brought with her, provided she was permitted to return to her own country.†

The voluntary sacrifice of a great treasure, the disinterestedness of pride, were things incomprehensible to king Hilperik; and unable to appreciate, he had no faith in them. Thus, notwithstanding their sincerity, the words of the sad Galeswintha inspired him with no other feelings than those of sombre defiance, and the fear of losing, by an open rupture, treasures which he rejoiced to possess. Subduing his feelings, and concealing his thoughts with all the cunning of a savage, he suddenly changed his manners, assumed a gentle and caressing tone, and deceived Athanghild's daughter with protestations of love and repentance. She spoke no more of a separation, and flattened herself that his return to her was sincere; when one night, by the king's order, a faithful servant was introduced into her room, and strangled her whilst she slept. On finding her dead in bed, Hilperik affected surprise and grief, pretended to shed tears, and a few days after restored to Fedegonda the rights of a wife and a queen.§

...
SECOND NARRATIVE.

_**CONSEQUENCES OF THE MURDER OF GALESWINTRA—CIVIL WAR—DEATH OF SIGHEBERT.**_

AMONGST the Franks, and the tribes of the Germanic race in general, whenever a murder had been committed, the nearest relation of the deceased invited all his relations and allies to a meeting, summoning them on their honour to appear in arms, war being held to exist from that moment between the murderer and all who were in the remotest degree connected with his victim; as husband of Galeswinitra's sister, Sighebert found himself called upon to fulfil the duties of revenge. He sent messengers to king Gontramm, who, without hesitating a moment between his two brothers who had thus become enemies, sided with the injured party, either because the national manners impelled him to do so, or because the odious and cowardly crime of king Hilderick placed him, as it were, under the ban of his own family. War was instantly declared, and hostilities commenced, but with very different degrees of armour on the part of the two brothers thus armed against the third. Excited by the call for vengeance of his wife Brunehilda, who had absolute dominion over him, and whose violent disposition had thus suddenly betrayed itself, Sighebert wanted to push matters to extremes; he felt no remorse even at fratricide; but Gontramm, either from Christian feeling, or the natural weakness of his character, (A.D. 569.) soon abandoned the part of co-assailant for that of mediator. By the help of prayers and threats, he prevailed upon Sighebert not to be the avenger of his own cause, but peaceably to demand justice of the assembled people according to law. *

* Post quod factum reputantes eus fratern, quod sua emissions antedicta reginae fueri interfict, eum de regno dejectament. (Greg. Turon. Hist. Franc, lib. iv., apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Franc. t. ii. p. 217.) Non tales fratres, tantco sceleris maculatum consortum esset unus, sed cum pacem simul regno pellere moluit sunt. Quod consilium non tam aetu Chilipercis quam ipsa levitata eaque captum fuerat, dissumptum est. (Amoni Monachi Flor.ado Gest Franc, lib. iv. cap v. ibid. t. iii. p. 65.) The passage in Gregory of Tours is obscure from the words regno deficient; if taken literally, we must suppose that there is some deficiency in the account, as we can find no later narrative to show that Hilderick regained his kingdom Amoni, an historian of the tenth century, has corrected the words of Gregory of Tours, perhaps with the help of some documents now lost. I have followed his text, according to the example of Adran of Valois, who ends it by the following induction: "Tamen bellum Chilipercis a fratribus, praeuentum Sigiberto, qui, instigante Brunchilde uzore, sororem eum Galleswinitram ulisci cupiabet, denunciation puto, et praequam ad arma veniretur, Gontrammone Francorumque decreto pacem inter armis composantur discordiamque judicata esse." (Adranm Valeni Rer. Franc. lib. ix. p. 26.)

manic expression, to the class of ariminans, men of honour.* In large or small numbers, varying with the nature and importance of the causes they had to debate upon, the judges appeared in arms at the assembly, and sat on benches arranged in a circle. Before the Franks passed the Rhine and conquered Gaul, they held their courts of justice in the open air, on hills consecrated by ancient religious rites. After the conquest, and their conversion to Christianity, they abandoned this custom, and the mal was held by the kings or counts in halls of wood or stone; but notwithstanding this change, the place of meeting kept the name it had formerly received in pagan Germany, and it was still called in the Germanic language, mal-berg, the mountain of the council.†

When a proclamation in the three Frankish kingdoms had announced that in the delay of forty nights (such was the legal expression,) a solemn council would be held by king Gonthuram for the re-establishment of peace between kings Hilperik and Sighebert, the principal chiefs and the great proprietors, attended by their vassals, came to the appointed place. There was a solemn judgment passed, which, the history of the tune mentions without giving any details,† and the probable circumstances of which it is possible to find with the help of different law-texts, acts, and legal formulas. The induction applied to these texts gives the following in which the common law of the law-texts, acts, and legal formulas. The inductive place after long discussions, for it was a case that is possible to find with the help of different the answer to this s

* This class of men is still designated in the laws and public acts by the name of Rauschmurgus, Ruumburds, (Rouin-burgus,) good sauces.
† Malberger, Malloberus, Malloborgum, Mosaic judicial, conventus judicialis, ipsum judicium, populus ad judicium congregatus. (Ducange, Glossor.) V. Leg. Salic. et Leg. Ripuar. apud Script. Rer. Gallic et Francic t iv p 129, et seq
‡ This judgment is recalled and verified to us by the famous treaty of Aneaul, in which it forms one of the grounds: per judicium gloriosissimi domni Guntzbramni regis, vel Francorum. (Exemplar pacatione apud Aneaulan facit ann. 587. Greg. Turon Hist Franc, lib. iz. apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic t iv p 139.)
§ Si de cessione a divinazionee de quacumque cause admallare voluntas, dubiumque eum convenire potuerit, supeo septum noectum esse testibus eum regare debet, ut ante judicem a Malloborgo debet convenire. Sic postea iterato ad noctes xiv. eum regare debet ut ad illum Malloborgo debet venire ad duandam responsam (Leg. Salic. tit. lixxvi, apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic t iv p 159.)

those of a certain number of freemen; six in small cases, and as many as seventy-two in cases of great importance, whether from the gravity of the charge, or the high rank of the parties* It was necessary that the accused should present himself in the enclosure formed by the benches of the judges, accompanied by all the men who were to swear with him. Thirty-six stood on his right, and thirty-six on his left; then, on the summons of the principal judge, he drew his sword, and swore on his arms that he was innocent; then the compurgators, drawing their swords at the same time, swore the same oath.† No passage, either in the chronicles or contemporary records, gives us any reason to think that king Hilperik sought legally to exculpate himself from the crime which was imputed to him; most probably he presented himself alone before the assembly of the Franks, and sat down in silence. Sighebert rose, and addressing himself to the judges, he said three different times, "Tell us the Salic law." Then he repeated a fourth time, pointing to Hilperik, "I summon you to tell him and me what the Salic law ordains."§

Such was the appointed formula for demanding judgment against an adversary convicted on his own confession; but in the present case, the answer to this summons could only take place after long discussions, for it was a case in which the common law of the Franks was only applicable from analogy. In order to prevent, or at least to shorten the private wars, this law determined, that in a case of murder, the culprit should pay the heirs of the deceased a sum of money proportioned to the rank of the latter. From fifteen to thirty-five gold sols were given for the life of a domestic slave, forty-five for that of a lite of barbarian origin, or of a Gallo-Roman tributary, a hundred for a Roman proprietor, and double for a Frank, or any other barbarian living under the Salic law. The fine

* Et ille postea qui regatus fuerat, si se ex hoc ullo um esse cognosceret, se debet cum duodecim per sacramenta absolvere; si vero major causa fuerit, sic adhibe majori numero. (Leg Salic ut lixxv, apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic t iv p 130.) The oath of the compur- gators was called in the Germanic language, Weder- ed, (Vederum,) that is, restiterata oath. Si quis Ripuarian sacramento idem fecisset, super xiv. noctes asile septuagesimus seu duodecim quis vel septuagesimus secundus cum legitimo termino noctum student conjurare. (Leg. Ripuar. ut lixxv, apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic t iv p 246.)
† Si autem contentio utra fuerit quid sacramentum in die placito non conjurasse, tunc cum tertia parte juratorum suorum ad/arrire student, aliquibus duum stratum secundum (Leg. Ripuar. ut lixxv, apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic t iv p 246.)
‡ Si qui Rauschburgii legem voluerint dicere in Malloborgu residentes debet esse quem causam requirere dicere. Sic utque legem salicam si sita tunc notarii dicere, tunc iverit qui causam requirere, dicte: Ventangano ut mihi et uto legem dicatis Bis autem tertio hoc debet facere (Leg Salic ut lix, apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic t iv p 135.)
§ Leg Salic ut lixxxvi, apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic t iv pp 147, 145 According to the new valu
was trebled in all these gradations if the murdered man, whether slave or serf of the soil, whether Roman or barbarian, by birth belonged to the king as a servant, vassal, or public functionary. Thus, for a colonist of the fisce, ninety golden solidi were paid, three hundred for a Roman admitted to the royal table, and six hundred for a barbarian decorated with a title of honour, or singly suus-trustus, that is to say, confident of the king.*

This fine, which, once paid, was to secure the culprit from subsequent pursuit and all acts of revenge, was called in the Germanic language, see-regheld, or “safety-tax,” and in Latin, composition, because it ended the war between the offender and the injured party. There was no see-regheld for the murder of royal personages, and in this tariff of human life they were placed either by me, my heirs, or any other person in order that, by this agreement, peace and charity may be restored between the most glorious lords Hilperik and Sigehbert.*¹

The two kings advanced towards each other, holding in their hands small branches of trees, which they exchanged, as a sign of the promise which they made each other, the one never to attempt to take again what he had just lost through the decree of the assembled people, the other never to claim a larger composition under any pretext whatsoever.

"My brother," the king of Austrasia then said, "I assure thee for the future peace and security concerning the death of Galeswintha, sister to Brunichild. Henceforth thou hast neither complaints nor persecution to fear from me; and if, which it please God to prevent, it should happen that thou be disturbed or cited anew before the Mai for the above-mentioned homicide, or for the composition I have received from thee, either by me, my heirs, or any other person in their name, the composition shall be restored to thee doubled."¹² The assembly broke up, and the two kings, lately mortal enemies, departed apparently reconciled.

The idea of accepting this judgment as an exposition was not a likely one to enter king Hilperik’s mind: on the contrary, he resolved some day or other to seize upon those towns again, or to help himself to an equivalent out of Sigebert’s dominions. This project, meditated on and concealed for nearly five years, was suddenly put into execution in the year 573. Without any exact idea of the situation and relative importance of the towns whose loss he regretted, Hilperik knew that Bearn and Bigorre were the least considerable, and the furthest removed from the centre of his kingdom. Whilst considering the best means of recovering by force what he had only given up from weakness, he found that his plan of conquest would be more feasible and more profitable if he were to substitute the larger and more wealthy cutes of Tours and Potters, which were more conveniently situated for him, for the two smaller ones at the foot of the Pyrenees. Accordingly, he assembled his troops in the town of Angers, which belonged to him, and gave the command of them to Chlodowig, the youngest of his three sons by Audowara, his first wife.

Without any declaration of war, Chlodowig marched upon Tours. Notwithstanding the strength of this ancient city, he entered it without resistance; for King Sigebert, as well as the other two kings, only kept a permanent garrison in the towns where they resided; and the citizens, almost all of Gallic origin, cared little whether they belonged to one Frankish or another.

* Attribution given by Mr. Guérard, in his Mémoraks sur le Système Monétaire des Francs sous les deux Prémiers Règnes (French Numismatic Review, the numbers for November and December, 1837), the golden sol (solis), of which the real value was 7s. 6d., was equal to 42 15s. 6d. of our present money.


¹ De civitatis vero, hoc est Burdigala, Lemovica, Cadurco, Benarno et Begoaris quas Galesuudanum germanum nomine Dunichildis tam in dote quam in morana-giba, hoc est matutini doni, in Franciam venientem cenem est aquispace. . . . Quas etiam per iudicium gloriosi domini Gundichildis regis, vel Francorum, superstitius Chilpérico et Sigiberto regibus, domum Brunichildis notum aquispace: n via conveniamus: (Exemplar Pactus apud Andalum factum: Greg. Turon Hist Franc., lib. ix., apud Script Rer. Gallic et Francie. t. ii p. 344.) Adrianus de Valesio has drawn from this passage his same conclusion as myself; according to him, compensation was imposed by judgment. "Guntscharlum Francorumque decreto pacem interambos compositionem disdormandique judicatum esse quinque urbibus minibus Burdigala, Lemovica, Cadurco, Benarno et Begoaris quas ab Chilpérico, dolis donaque matutini nomine, Galesuudanum collute fuerant, Brunichildi ejus soror Sibigerti Austrasianorum regis conjugi adjudicata." (Adriani Valesian. Rer. Franciae, lib. i. t. ii p. 25.)

¹ Et nullo unum temporum de jam dicta morte, nec de ipsa levide, nec ego iure, nec velle de hereditibus meus, nec quistibet illas callunias, nec repetitiones agere, nec repetere non debemus. Et a fortasse ego ipse, aut aliquis de hereditibus meis, vel quisquecumque ob hoc iniquitatem voluerit, et a me defensatium non fuerint, innumeram illam duplum quoque nobis derisit. (Marcobal Formul., lib. i., apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francie, t. iv. pp. 502. 512.)
King or another. Master of Tours, the son of Hildebert directed his march to Poitiers, whose gates were opened to him with equal readiness, and he there established his head-quarters in a central point between Tours and the cities of Limoges, Cahors, and Bordeaux, which were still closed against him.

At the news of this unexpected aggression, King Sigebert sent messengers to his brother Gonthram, to demand assistance and advice. The part which Gonthram had played six years before, in re-establishing peace between the two kings, seemed to invest him with a sort of supremacy over them, with the right of punishing whoever broke his word, and resisted the judgment of the people. With this intention, and with that instinctive sense of justice which was one of the principal features of his character, he took upon himself the charge of repressing the hostile attempts of King Hildebert, and obliged him once more to submit to the conditions of the treaty of partition, and the decision of the Franks. Without any remonstrance or previous summons to the violator of the peace, Gonthram sent out against Chlodowig a body of troops conducted by Eunomus Mummolus, the best of his generals, a man of Gallic origin, equal to the bravest among the Franks in in trepidity, and surpassing them all in military talent.

Mummolus, whose name was then famous, and will often recur in the course of these narratives, had lately defeated in many battles, and finally driven beyond the Alps, the nation of the Langobardi, which was then in possession of the north of Italy, and which had made a descent upon Gaul, menacing with conquest the provinces in the neighbourhood of the Rhone. With that rapidity of movement which had procured him so many victories, he left Chalons and returned, the capital of Gonthram’s kingdom, and marched to Tours, passing through Nevers and Bourges. At his approach, young Chlodowig, who had returned to Tours with the intention of there sustaining a siege, retreat ed, and took up a favourable position on the road to Poitiers, at a short distance from that town, and there awaited reinforcements. The citizens of Tours peaceably received the Gallo-Roman general, who took possession of the place in the name of King Sigebert. In order to render them for the future less indifferent in political matters, Mummolus obliged them in a mass to take the oath of fidelity.

If, as is most probable, his proclamation, ad-
dressed to the bishop and count of Tours, resembled in style all acts of the same kind, all the men of the city and its precincts, whether Romans, Franks, or of any nation whatsoever, were ordered to assemble in the episcopal church, and there to swear by every thing holy, to keep with sincerity and like true Leudes the faith due to their lord, the most glorious King Sigebert. In the meantime, the reinforcement which Chlodowig expected, arrived at his camp near Poitiers. It consisted of a troop of men raised in the neighbourhood, and led by Sigher and Basilius, one of Frankish, the other of Roman origin; both influential on account of their riches, and zealous partisans of King Hildebert. This numerous but undisciplined army, mostly composed of colonists and peasants, formed the vanguard of the Neustrian army, and was the first to encounter the soldiers of Mummolus. Notwithstanding much value and even fury in the combat, Sigher and Basilius were unable to stop the greatest, or rather the only tactician of the time in his march to Poitiers. Attacked at once in front and rear, they were, after an enormous loss, thrown back upon the Franks of Chlodowig’s army, which gave way and disbanded almost immediately. The two chiefs of the volunteers were killed in the confusion, and the son of Hildebert, no longer able to defend Poitiers, fled towards Saintes. Having by this victory become master of the town, Mummolus considered his mission ended; and having obliged the citizens to take the same oath of fidelity to King Sigebert as those at Tours had taken, he returned to the Gonthram’s kingdom, not deigning to pursue a small number of Neustrians who fled with the son of his king.

Chlodowig made no attempt to rally his forces and return to Poitiers; but, either from fear of finding the northern road shut against him, or from a spirit of bravado natural to a young man, instead of directing his course towards Angers, he continued to follow a contrary road, and marched to Bordeaux, one of the five towns he had been ordered to seize. He arrived at the gates of this large city, with a handful of men in bad condition, and at the first summons made by him in his father’s name, they were opened to him. A curious fact, which shows in a striking manner the impotence of administration under the Merovingian sovereigns. There was not a sufficient military force in this great city to defend Queen Brunehilda’s right of possession and King Sigebert’s right of sovereignty


‡ See Gregory of Tours, lib. iv. chap. xii. and xiv.


* Ut omnnes paganos vestros, tam Francos, Romanos vel reliquas nationes degentes, bannare, et locum congru per civitates, vicos et castella congregare faciatur; quies teneat præsente missio nostro, fideliissem nobis leode et samo per loca sanctorum, debent promittere et conju rare. (Marculii Formuli, lib. i., apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic. t. iv. p. 455.)


‡ Chlodovecho vero, Chilperici filius, de Turonica ejectus, Burdegalam abit. (Ibid. p. 225.)
against a band of harassed fugitives, ignorant of the country. The son of Hilperik was thus enabled to establish himself as its master, and he and his followers occupied palaces which belonged to the _fisc_, formerly imperial property, and which had devolved on the Germanic kings, together with the rest of the inheritance of the Cessars.

A full month had elapsed since young Chlodowig had established himself at Bordeaux with all the airs of a conqueror, and affecting the authority of a viceroy, when Sigulf, one of the guardians of the March of the Pyrenees, suddenly set out in pursuit of him.* This frontier, which it was necessary to defend against the Goths and Basques, then belonged entirely to the king of Austrasia, in whose name the ban of war was proclaimed on both sides of the Adour. Some indications afforded by events of later occurrence, give us reason to think, that in order not to render his fortified places, the duke, or, as he was called in the Germanic language, the _Markgraf_, ordered a general rising of the inhabitants of the country, a population of hunters, shepherds, and wood-cutters, nearly as savage as their neighbours, the Basques, with whom they often united to pillage the convoys of merchandise, plunder the small towns, and resist the Frankish governors. Those mountaineers who obeyed the call of the Austrasian chief, came to the place of meeting, some on foot, some on horseback, in their usual equipment, that is to say, in hunting costume, a spear in the hand, and a trumpet or horn slung in a shoulder belt. Under the command of the _Markgraf_ Sigulf, they entered Bordeaux, hastening their march with a view to surprise, and directing their steps to that part of the town where the Neustrians were quartered.

These, thus suddenly attacked by an enemy far superior in numbers, had only time to mount their horses and oblige their prince to do the same; they surrounded him, and fled with him in a northerly direction. Sigulf's forces set off furiously in pursuit of them, animated either by the hope of taking alive and so getting the ransom of a king's son, or by a feeling of national hatred against the men of the Frankish race. In order to excite each other to the pursuit, or to increase the terror of the fugitives, or simply from an impulse of southern gaiety, they blew their trumpets and hunting-horns as they rode. During the whole day, bent over the reins of his horse which he was spurring forwards, Chlodowig heard behind him the sound of the horses, and the cries of the huntsmen, who followed on his track as if he were a deer in the forest.* But in the evening, as the darkness became thicker, the heat of the pursuit gradually abated, and the Neustrians were soon able to continue their journey at a moderate pace. It was thus that young Chlodowig reached the banks of the Loire and the walls of Angers, which he had so short a time before left at the head of a numerous army.†

This miserable termination to an enterprise so confidently undertaken, produced a feeling of gloomy and ferocious anger in the mind of King Hilperik. Not only the love of gain, but also a feeling of wounded vanity now incited him to risk all to recover what he had lost, and answer the challenge which seemed thus to have been conveyed to him. Determined on avenging his wounded honour in a striking manner, he assembled on the banks of the Loire an army much more numerous than the first, and entrusted the command of it to Theuderic, his eldest son.† The prudent Gonthrann thought this time that any fresh attempt at mediation on his part would probably be of no use in restoring peace, and would certainly cost him very dear. Renouncing the part of mediator direct, he adopted a middle course, which in case of non-success enabled him to keep himself apart, and take no share in the quarrel. He left the care of reconciling the two kings to an ecclesiastical synod; accordingly, in obedience to his orders, all the bishops of the kingdom, neutral by position, formed a council in a neutral town, Paris, where, according to the arrangement agreed on, neither of the sons of Chlothar could put his foot without the consent of the two others.§ The council addressed to the king of Neustria the most pressing exhortations to keep the peace he had sworn to maintain, and no longer to invade his brother's rights. But all their discourses and messages were useless. Hilperik would listen to nothing, but continued his military preparations, and the members of the synod returned to King Gonthrann, bringing with them, as the sole fruit of their mission, the announcement that war was inevitable.]

---


† _Qui vix ad pararem regrediendi liberum habuit adum._ Tamen per Andegavus regressum ad eum redit._ (Ibid.)


§ _Guntfrannos rex omnem episcopos regni sui congregas, ut inter utroque quid veritas haberet, edicerent._ (Ibid.)

---


† _Markus, limit, frontier; grap, chief of a district; governour, judge._
Meanwhile, Theodebert passed the Loire, and by a movement which seemed like military combination, instead of marching at first upon Tours, as his younger brother had done, he directed his march to Poitiers, where the Austrasian chiefs who commanded in Aquitania had concentrated their forces. Gondebalb, the principal amongst them, had the imprudence to hazard a pitched battle against the Neustrians, who were in greater numbers, and more interested in this war than the troops which he led. He was completely defeated, and lost every thing in a single engagement. The conquerors entered Poitiers, and Theodebert, master of this place, in the centre of Austrasian Aquitania, had it in his power to besiege any one of the towns he was ordered to attack. He took a northern course, and entered on that part of the territory of Tours which lies on the left bank of the Loire. Either by his father's orders, or out of mere wantonness, he made war upon the country in a most savage manner, carrying devastation and massacre into every place he passed through. The citizens of Tours saw with horror, from the tops of their walls, the clouds of smoke which arose on all sides, announcing the conflagration of the adjacent country. Although bound to king Sigebert by an oath sworn on the sacred relics, they dropped at once their religious scruples, and surrendered at discretion, imploring the clemency of the victor.

After the submission of Poitiers and Tours, the Neustrian army laid siege to Limoges, which opened its gates, and then marched from thence to Cahors. In this long route, its passage was marked by the devastation of the country, the pillage of houses, and the profanation of holy places. The churches were stripped and burnt, the priests put to death, the nuns violated, and the convents reduced to ruins. At the news of these outrages, a general panic spread itself from one end to the other of the ancient province of Aquitania, from the Loire to the Pyrenees. This extensive and beautiful country, which the Franks had passed sixty years before, not as enemies of the native population, but as adversaries of the Goths, its first masters, and as soldiers of the orthodox faith against an heretical power; this favoured country, which conquest had twice passed over without leaving any traces, where the Roman manners were preserved almost unaltered, and where the Germanic princes beyond the Loire were only known for their reputation as perfect Catholics, was suddenly deprived of the repose it had enjoyed for half a century. The sight of such cruelties and acts of sacrilege struck all minds with wonder and dismay.

The campaign of Theodebert in Aquitania was compared to the persecution of Diocletian; the crimes and depredations of Hilpierik's army were, with singular naivete, contrasted with the acts of piety of Chlodowig the Great, who had founded and enriched so many churches. Injuries and maledictions imitated from the Bible fell from the lips of the Aquistanian bishops and senators, whose Christian faith was their only patriotism; or they recounted to each other, with a smile of hope, the miracles which it was rumoured had occurred in different parts to punish the excesses of the barbarians. This was the name given to the Franks; but this word had in itself no derogatory meaning; it was used in Gaul to designate the conquering race, as the natives were called Romans.

Very often the simplest accident formed the groundwork of those popular tales which excited imaginations coloured with a shade of superstition. A few miles from Tours, on the right bank of the Loire, stood a monastery famous for the relics of Saint Martin; whilst the Franks were plundering on the left bank, twenty of them took a boat to cross the river and pilage this rich monastery. Having neither oars nor poles tipped with iron with which to guide it, they made use of their lances, keeping the iron end upwards, and pushing the other end to the bottom of the river. Seeing them approach, the monks, who could not mistake their intentions, advanced towards them, crying out: "Beware, oh barbarians! beware of landing here, for this monastery belongs to the blessed Martin." But the Franks landed nevertheless; they beat the monks, broke all the furniture of the monastery, carried off everything valuable, making them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft. The boat, badly steered and overloaded, met with one of the shoals which it was impossible to pass without being forced to make them up in bales with which they loaded their small craft.

* Fortique illo in tempore pejor in ecclesiis geminus, quam tempore persecutionum Diocletianorum (Greg. Turon. Hist Franc, lib iv, apud Scrip. Rer Gallic et Francic, t. 11, p. 298.)

† Sed et de Turotut. a reglone maxl

‡ Commoto suo ministeri, Lemovicianum, Cadurci- nun, vel religiones illosor provincias pervadit, vastat, event; ecclesias incendit, monasteria desabit, clerico- interfect, monasteria viorum deject, peullarum diluit, et cuncta devastat. (Ibid.)

§ Ille transagreditor, et, minus simulata, monas- ches cadunt, monasterios evanuerunt, resque dispersit, de quibus facientes sacras, navi importunt. (Ibid. p. 229.)
much astonishment what had happened. Entreated by the plunderers themselves to take back all the booty seized in their house, they regained the bank singing the service for the dead for the souls of those who had perished so unexpectedly.*

Whilst these things were passing in Aquitania, king Sigebert was assembling all the forces of his kingdom to march against Theodebert, or to compel Hilperik to recall him, and so keep the limits which were assigned to him by the treaty of division. He called to arms not only the Franks from the borders of the Meuse, the Moselle, and the Rhine, but all the Germanic tribes on the other side of that river who recognized the authority or patronage of the sons of Merowig. Such were the Sweves, or Swabians, and the Alemanni, the last remains of two formerly very powerful confederacies, the Thuringians, and the Bavarians, who preserved their nationality under hereditary heads; and lastly, some of the smaller nations of Lower Germany, who were detached either by force or by their own free will, from the formidable league of the Saxons, that enemy and rival of the Frankish empire.† These trans-Rhenane nations, as they were then called, were entirely heathen, or nearest to the Gallic frontier ed by any natural defences, as they were then called. They were all whatever lands they like the Franks in search of booty and their brethren, who were always ready to follow in their solemn festivals. To the edge of the Moselle, and the Rhine, but all the Germanic nations a feeling of fear and respect for the Frankish sovereigns; but by enlistning them in his army, and leading them under his banners into the very centre of Gaul, he was likely to renew in them their old jealousy and love of conquest, and thus raise a storm which might be dangerous to both Gauls and Franks.

At the news of this great arming in Austrasia, therefore, a feeling of anxiety spread, not only among Hilperik's subjects, but even amongst those of Gonthramn, who himself shared their fears. Notwithstanding his unwillingness to quarrel without long and extreme provocation, he could not help considering the rising in a mass of the trans-Rhenane nations as an act of hostility against all the Christians in Gaul, and he returned a favourable answer to the request for aid which Hilperik addressed to him: "The two kings had an interview," says a contemporaneous author, "and formed an alliance, swearing to each other that neither of them should let his brother perish."* *

Foreseeing that Sigebert's plan would be to march to the south-west and gain some point of the road between Paris and Tours, Hilperik transported his army to the eastern side of the course of the Seine to defend its passage. Gonthramn, on his side, strengthened the northern frontier with troops, as it was not protected by any natural defence, and came himself to Troyes as a point whence he could observe all that passed. (A. d. 574.) It was in the year 574, that after a march of several days, the troops of the king of Austrasia arrived near Arcis-sur-Aube. Sigebert halted at this spot, and awaited the report of his spies before he proceeded any further.

To render Hilperik's kingdom without changing his line of march, it was necessary to cross the Seine a little above where it was joined by the Aube, at a spot then called Les douze Ponts, and now Pont-sur-Seine; but all the bridges were broken down, and the boats carried away, while the king of Neustria was encamped at no great distance, prepared to give battle, if any one attempted to ford it.† Rather less than ten leagues southward, the Seine with its two banks formed a part of the states, or, as they were then called, the lot of Gonthramn. Sigebert did not hesitate to demand permission to pass through his territories. The message which he sent him was short and significative: "If you do not permit me to pass this river, which runs across your lot, I shall pass over you with my whole army."* The presence of

† Dum haec agerentur, Sigibertus rex gentes illos qua ultra Rhenum habentur commovet, et bellum civile ordine, contra fratrem suum Chilpericum ire destinat. (Ibid.)
‡ Nam ita Christiani sunt iusti barbati, ut multis prisci superstes iuris observant, humanas hostias aliquo impune sacrificarit divinitatem utilililibentes. (Procopii de Belo Gothico, lib ii. cap. xxv., apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic., t. i. p. 37.)

† Dum haec agerentur, Sigibertus rex gentes illos qua ultra Rhenum habentur commovet, et bellum civile ordine, contra fratrem suum Chilpericum ire destinat. (Ibid.)
‡ Sed cum Sigibertus gentes illos adducens venisset, et Chilpericus de alia parte cum suo exercitu renderet, nec haberet rex Sigibertus, super fratrem suum iuris, ubi Sequanam fluvium transegerat. (Ibid.) Sigibertus cum exercitu Arvicae recedens Chilpericus Duodecem Pontes. (Ibid.)

* Fratri suum Gunthramnum mandatum muttit, dicente: Nisi me permiseritis per tuam sorem hume fluvium transire, cum omni exercitu meo super te pergam. (Greg. Torum. loc. super c.)
this formidable army acted powerfully on king Gontrun's imagination, and the same motives of fear which had determined him to coalesce with Hilperik, now induced him to break off that alliance, and violate his oath. All the accounts which he received from his spies and the people of the country, respecting the number and appearance of the Austrasian troops, presented to him in alarming colours the danger to which a refusal must expose him. In fact, if the armies of the Merovingian kings were usually without discipline, that one surpassed in ferocious turbulence all that had been seen since the age of the emperors. The principal battalions consisted of the least civilized and least Christian part of the Frankish population, which inhabited the country near the Rhine; and the greater part of the troops was a horde of barbarians in the fullest force of the term. They were the same wild savages who had overrun Gaul in the times of Attila and Chlodowig, and were only to be met with in popular tales of the times; warriors with long mustachios, and hair combed up to the top of their heads, who hurled their battle-axes into their enemies' faces, or harpooned them at a distance with their hooked javelins. An army like this could not exist without pilage, even in a friendly country; but Gontrun preferred exposing himself to depredation for a short time, rather than encounter the chance of invasion and conquest. He allowed them a passage, probably over the bridge of Troyes; and in that very town he had an interview with his brother Sigebert, to whom he swore inviolable peace and eternal friendship.

At the news of this treachery, Hilperik hastened to leave the position he had taken up on the left bank of the Seine, and to reach the centre of his dominions by a hasty retreat. He marched, without halting, to the neighbourhood of Chartres, and encamped on the banks of the Loir, near the village of Avalloccum, now called Alluye. During this long march he was constantly followed, and closely pressed by the enemy's troops. Several times, Sigebert, thinking he was going to stop, called upon him, accosted him in the Germanic custom, to name a day for the combat; but instead of answering, the king of Neustria quickened his pace and continued to march. Scarcely was he settled in his new quarters when a herald of the Austrasian army brought him the following message: "If you are not a man of nothing, prepare the field of battle, and accept the combat." Such a challenge never remained unanswered by a man of Frankish race; but Hilperik had lost all his former pride. Therefore, after many vain efforts to escape his enemy, he was driven to extremity, and not possessing even the courage of a wild boar at bay, he had recourse to entreaties, and begged for peace upon any terms.

Sigebert, notwithstanding his violent disposition, was not ungenerous; he consented to forgive every thing, provided only the towns of Tours, Pottiers, Limoges, and Cahors, were given back to him without delay, and the army of the Loire crossed the Loire. Thus defeated by his own confession, and deprived for the second time of his hopes of conquest, Hilperik, like an animal caught in a snare, suddenly became more moderate; he even had one of those fits of good-nature, which, in the Germanic character, seemed to alternate with the most brutal ferocity, and the most cunning selfishness. He was uneasy as to the fate of the inhabitants of the four towns, which had submitted to him. "Forgive them," said he to his brother, "and do not lay the blame on them; for if they have been wanting in fidelity towards you, it was because I compelled them to it by fire and sword." Sigebert was humane enough to accept this apology.†

The two kings seemed sufficiently pleased with each other, but the Austrasian army was full of discontent. The men recruited in the countries beyond the Rhine, murmured at being disappointed, by an unexpected peace, of the booty which they had hoped to amass in Gaul. They were indignant at having been led so far from their homes without fighting or gaining anything; and accused king Sigebert of having withdrawn from the field as soon as it became necessary to fight. All the camp was in commotion, and a violent outbreak was expected. The king, without betraying the smallest emotion, mounted on horseback, and galloping towards the groups of the most violent of the mutineers: "What is the matter," said he, "and what is it you ask?" "A battle!" was the cry on all sides. "Give us an opportunity of fighting and getting riches, otherwise we will not return to our own country."†

* See Lettres sur l'Histoire de France, let. vi.
‡ Troms summarunt, et in ecclesia sancti Lupi sacramenta ut pacem sacerd, dedunerunt. (Fredeg. Hist. Franc. Epitom., ibid., p. 407.) — This author confuses facts in a most strange manner, but I have avoided myself of the geographical indications he gives, and which are not to be met with elsewhere.
§ Denuque sentienti Chilpericus quod Guntramnum, relicto eo, ad Sigibertum transisset, castra movit et usque Avalloccum Carnotoneam vicum ubi. (Greg. Turon. loc. supr. cit.)
¶ Quem Sigibertus inexcus, campos sibi preparari

Such

* Ille vero timens, consueto utrique exercitio, etiam regnum eorum conseruer, pacem petivit, civitatenque eus, quia Thoeloburis male perpraecaverit, reddidit. (Greg. Turon. loc. supr. cit.)
might have caused a new conquest in the midst of Gaul, and even the dismemberment of the Frankish government; but Sigebert was not in the least disconcerted by it; and by means of soothing words, and promises made with the appearance of firmness, he succeeded in calming the irritation of these savages without much trouble.

The camp was raised, and the army set out for the banks of the Rhine. They took the road to Paris, but did not pass through that town, for Sigebert, faithful to his engagements, respected its neutrality. The Austrasian troops ravaged all the places they passed on the road, and the environs of Paris suffered long from their passage. Most of the hamlets and villages were burnt, the houses pillaged, and a number of men made prisoners, nor was it possible for the king to prevent these excesses. "He spoke and entertained," says the ancient narrator, "that these things might not be, but he was unable to prevail against the determination of the people from the other side of the Rhine."

These heathens only entered the churches to rob them. In the rich basilica of Saint Denis, one of the captains of the army took a piece of silk worked in gold, and ornamented with precious stones, which covered the tomb of the martyr; another had the audacity to get on the tomb itself in order to reach and knock down with his lance a golden dove, the symbol of the Holy Ghost, which hung from the ceiling of the chapel.† These thefts and profanations exasperated Sigebert as a king and as a Christian; but, feeling that he had no authority over the minds of his soldiers, he acted towards them as his ancestor Childowig did towards the man who broke the vase of Reims. Whilst the army was on its march, he took no notice of what passed, but dissembled his anger; but when these unruly men, having returned to their tribes and homes, were dispersed, he had all those who had distinguished themselves by these acts of mutiny and plunder seized upon one by one, and put to death.† It appears that similar devastations took place at the passage of the Austrasian army on the northern frontier of Gothramn's kingdom, and that this insult, which he felt keenly, caused disagreement between him and Sigebert. On the other hand, the pacific disposition of the king of Neustria did not last long; as soon as he found himself free from danger, he resumed his former plan, and again began to covet the towns of Aquitania, which he had possessed for a short time. The quarrel which had just broken out between his two brothers appeared to him a favourable opportunity for recommencing his projects of conquest; he hastened to avail himself of it; and in less than a year after peace had been concluded, he wrote thus to Gonthram: "Let my brother come to me, let us see each other, and be joined by the same common interest; let us fall upon our common enemy Sigebert." This proposition was very well received; the two kings had an interview, made each other presents in token of friendship, and concluded an offensive alliance against their brother of Austrasia. Hilperik, full of confidence sent fresh troops towards the Loire under the command of his son Theodebert, who crossed the river for the second time in the year 575; he himself entered the territory of Reims, the western frontier of the kingdom of Austrasia, with a large army. His campaign was marked by havoc like that of Theodebert in Aquitania; he burned villages, destroyed harvests, and seized on every thing which could be taken away.‡

The news of these depredations, and of the coalition formed against him, reached Sigebert at the same time. He had forgiven Hilperik, and restored the prayers of his wife, who desired neither peace nor truce with the mur- derer of Galeswintha. His indignation was that of a violent but simple-hearted man, who discovers that his confidence has been abused. He burst into invectives and imprecations. But this boiling rage, a sort of fever which might be again calmed by the submission of the enemy, was too uncertain to satisfy Brunehilda. She employed all the influence she possessed over her husband, to insinuate into his mind some more settled plan of revenge, and to direct his resentment to one end, the death of his brother. To put the assassin to death was the cry of Galeswintha's sister, and this time Sigebert listened to her. It was in the hope of a single combat, in which one should fall, that he again proclaimed war against Hilperik amongst the oriental Franks and the tribes beyond the Rhine.‡

To incite these intractable people to fight desperately, the king of Austrasia promised them every thing; money, plunder, and even lands and cities in Gaul. He marched directly westward to the assistance of the province of Reims, which prevented all anxiety as to the way in which he should cross the Seine. At his approach, Hilperik avoided the combat as he had done in the preceding campaign, and retreated, following the course of the Marne towards the Lower Seine, till he could take up a favourable position. Sigebert pursued him as far as the walls of Paris; but he stopped there, tempted by the idea of occupying that

---

† Post annum iterum Chilpericus ad Gonthramnum fratum suum legatos mittit, dicens: Veniat frater mecum, et videamus nos, et pacifici perseveramus Sigibertum inimicum nostrum. (Ibid.)


§ Quod audaces Sigibertus, iterum convocavit gentibus illis, quorum supra memoriam fecimus, contra fratrem suum ire disponit. (Ibid.)
town, which was then considered very strong, making it his head-quarters, and a place of refuge in case of necessity. However prudent this idea, the king of Austrasia, by following it, committed an act of temerity from which he would doubtless have shrunk, if his passion for revenge had not overcome him in all fears and scruples.

According to the treaty of division, concluded eight years before, Paris, though in three divisions, was nevertheless a neutral town, interdicted to each of Clother's three sons by the most sacred oaths, and by all the terrors of religion. Until then, not one of them had dared to infringe this oath, or to brave the curses pronounced against him who should violate it. Sigebert had the courage to do so, preferring rather to peril his soul than neglect a single means of success.

Paris was in fact necessary to him as a support, or to use a modern phrase, as the basis of his superior operations, either when acting in the west against Hilperik or in the south against Theodebert. He therefore summoned the town to surrender, and in spite of the treaty entered it without resistance, its sole guardians being Saint Polyeuctus, Saint Hilary, and Saint Martin.*

After establishing his quarters at Paris, king Sigebert's first occupation was to send troops against Hilperik's son, who, after traversing Aquitania by the same route as the preceding year, had just arrived at Limoges. Between the cities of Tours and Chartres, there was an extent of land containing the countries of Château-dun and Vendôme, which belonged to the kingdom of Austrasia. Sigebert resolved to levy an army there, in order to spare the forces he had brought with him. His messengers went from town to town, publishing an edict which enjoined every free man to appear at the place of meeting, equipped as well as he could with arms of some sort, from the coat of mail and lance, to the cudgel shod with iron, or even the knife. But no one, either in towns or villages, answered this summons; and notwithstanding the fine of sixty golden solidi ordered to be paid by those who resisted the royal mandate, the inhabitants of Château-dun, of Vendôme, and of the environs of Tours, neither armed nor left their houses. They knew that every death and every head taught them that their country formed a part of Sigebert's lot, and that the taxes levied on them found their way into the Austrasian treasury, but this was all; and as the king on whom they depended did not make them feel his administrative authority by any exercise of it, as this was the first order they had ever received from him, they paid no regard to it.

If this passive resistance had lasted, the king of Austrasia would have been compelled to divide his forces. In order to put a stop to it, instantly and without violence, he sent there two of his cleverest negotiators, Godegisel, mayor of the palace, and Gontram named Bosde, or the cunning, a man of readiness and intrigue, and gifted, notwithstanding his Germanic origin, with a suppleness of mind rarely found but in the Gallo-Roman race. The two Austrasian chiefs succeeded in their mission, and soon passed the Loire at the head of a native army, badly equipped, but sufficiently numerous not to fear a battle with Theodebert's Franks.*

These, already much alarmed by the news of the Austrasian invasion, were still more so when they learnt that troopes were advancing against them, and that all retreat was cut off. But whatever might have been the discouragement of his soldiers, Theodebert, like a true Germanic chief, resolved to march upon the enemy.† He left Limoges, and took up his position on the banks of the Charente, eight or ten miles distant from Angoulême; during the march, so many of his men deserted, that when about to give battle, he found himself almost left alone; he fought, nevertheless, with great bravery, and was killed in the fray. The Gallic peasants who composed the army of Godegisel and Gontram-Bose, had not, like the Franks, a kind of idolatrous feeling for the descendants of Meroving; without respect for the long hair which distinguished the son of king Hilperik, they stripped him with the other dead bodies, and left him naked on the field of battle. But an Austrasian chief named Arnulf was shocked by this profanation, and though Theodebert's enemy, he carried away the body of the young prince with respect; and having washed it, according to custom, and dressed it in rich garments, he caused it to be buried at his own expense in the town of Angoulême.‡

Meanwhile, king Gontram, once more giving way to fear, or his love of repose, had become reconciled with Sigebert. Hilperik learnt this new treachery at the same time as the death of his son, and the loss of his Aquitanian army. Reduced by this double calamity to a complete state of despair, and thinking only of saving his life, he left the banks of the Seine, travelled quickly through the forests and mountains, and took refuge within the walls of Tournai with his wife, his children, and his most faithful warriors.§ The


† At. ile, derelictus a suis, cum paucis remansit: sed tamen ad bellum exire non dubitat. (ibid.)

§ Theodebertis devinctus in campo prosternitur, et ab hostibus examine corpus, quod dicunt dolor est spoliatur. Tunc ab Arnulf quodam collectitu, abutusque, ac dignis vestibus est indutus, et ad Eclosamensem civitatem se pelurus. (ibid.)

§ Chilpericus vero cognoscens, quod iterum se Gonthramnus cum Sigiberto pacificaret, se infra Tornaccen-
strength of this town, the first capital of the empire of the Franks, had determined him to choose it as an asylum. In expectation of a siege, he busied himself in assembling there both men and ammunition, whilst Sigebert, free in his movements throughout the whole extent of Neustria, seized upon the cities of that kingdom.

*Having made himself master of those to the north and east of Paris, he marched westward, resolved to deliver up to his warriors from beyond the Rhine all he had just conquered, both lands and cities, in requital of their service. This project caused anxiety to the Franks even to those of the kingdom of Austrasia.*

The Austrasians were little desirous of possessing as neighbours in Gaul, men whom they looked upon as their natural enemies; and on their side, the Neustrians saw themselves threatened with confiscation of property, political slavery, and all the evils usually produced by a change of masters. The former remonstrated with, and murmured against the king; the latter made an agreement with him. After deliberating on what was proper to be done in so perilous a conjecture, the lords and armans of Neustria addressed a message to Sigebert in the following terms: "The Franks, who formerly looked up to king Hildebert, and who have since become there men to king Hippurik, now turn to thee, and propose, if thou wilt come to them, to elect thee as their king."†

Such was the somewhat singular language of Germanic policy, and it is in this way that the Franks exercised the right of leaving the prince they thought fit, from whom the words "he who governed them, to acknowledge the author- as if, with a woman's rarefy, she wished to dazzle Franks exercised the right of leaving the prince men, who, living near the king, and forming a permanent guard round his person, had as salary the right of dining at his table, or on the produce of his estates. The faith of those who, living at a distance, and in their own homes, enjoyed, by royal permission, the feast or payment in land, was less to be depended on.* It was this latter class of men who, to save their property, desired the cause of Hiperik, and offered the sovereignty to Sigebert; the former, who were more faithful, but less numerous, had followed the fugitive king to Tournai. Sigebert joyfully received the message and offer of the Neustrians, he engaged upon oath that no town should be given up to his soldiers, and promised to come to the assembly where he was to be inaugurated, according to the custom of his ancestors. He then went to Rouen to make a kind of military reconnoitring, and returned to Paris, after having assured himself that no strong town in the west was disposed to hold out against him. In order to guard against a return of brotherly affection on the part of her husband, and to superintend herself the fulfilment of her revenge, Brancheilda left the town of Metz to join Sigebert. She felt so assured of her triumph, that she chose to make this journey accompanied by her two daughters, Ingonda and Chidio-winda, and her son Hildebert, a child of four years old. Her baggage-wagons contained great riches, and her most valuable ornaments in gold and precious stones.† It seems as if, with a woman's vanity, she wished to dazzle all eyes, and to show herself magnificent in every look, even to those of the kingdom of Austrasia. The lust of the princes, still young, and of remarkable beauty, answered more to the idea the Gallic population had of a queen, according to the traditions of the Roman empire, than any other of the wives of the Merovingian monarchs. The daughter of a king, and born in a country where royalty, although of barbaric origin, was imperial in its appearance, she commanded respect as well by the dignity of her manners as by the nobility of her birth. The day of her entry into Paris the inhabitants crowded to meet her, the clergy of the churches and the persons of senatorial family hastened to pay homage to her; but the man whose municipal and ecclesiastical dignities placed him at the head of the city, the bishop Germanus, now honoured as a saint, did not appear.

He was a man highly civilized, and deeply imbued with the Christian faith; one of those sensitive minds in whom the sight of the Roman world, governed by barbarians, caused ineflable disgust, and who wore himself out in a vain

---

* Omnes causa ejus aut amicorum aurorum, tarn illoqui cum illo perganti, quam qui ad propria eorum residendi (Marcus Formul. lib. 1 apud Script. Rem. Gallic. et Franc. t. iv. p 447.)


struggle against the violence and unruly passions of kings. From the commencement of the civil war, St. Germain had endeavoured to interpose as mediator between Hilperik and Sigehbert; and at the arrival of the latter, he had in vain renewed his solicitations and remonstrances. Fatigue and discouragement affected his health; he fell ill, and in the midst of his corporeal sufferings, the present and future state of Gaul appeared to him in the darkest colours. "Why," said he, "have not we a moment of repose? Why can we not say, like the apostles, in the interval of two persecutions, Here at last are days which at least are bearable!"* Unable from illness to make Brunehilda listen to his exhortations in favour of peace, he addressed them to her by letter. This letter, which was conveyed to her by a clerk of Frankish origin, named Gondulf, and which had been preserved to us, begins with respectful exhortations, and the fear of attachments; and then proceeds in the following manner:

"Shall I repeat the rumours which are spread abroad? They surprise me, and I should wish to keep them hidden from your piety. It is said that it is owing to your advice and instigation that the ever-glorious king Sigehbert is so obstinately bent on the ruin of his country. If I mention these things, it is not that I put any faith in them; it is to entreat you to give no occasion for such imputations. Although it is very long since this country was happy, we do not despair that Divine Mercy will yet stop the arm of revenge, provided only those who rule are not themselves governed by thoughts of murder, by cupidity, the source of all evil; and by anger, which deprives men of their reason."

"God knows, and that is enough for me, I have wished to die, that their lives might be prolonged. I have wished to die before them, that my eyes might not see their ruin, and that of this country. But they are never weary of quarrelling and being at war, each one throwing the blame on the other, having no regard for the judgment of God, and unwilling to leave any thing to the decision of the Almighty. Since neither of them will condescend to listen to me, it is to you that I address my entreaties; for if, owing to their discord, the kingdom falls to ruin, it will be no great triumph for you and for your children. Let this country have to bless itself for having received you; show that you come to save, not to destroy it; by calming the king's anger, by persuading him to wait with patience for the judgment of God, you will put an end to the idle talk of the people."

† Vulgi verba literantes, quae nos maxime terrent, vestra pleca in notitis deponentes, quam dissemnata eloquentium ore detractum, quasi vice, spectabili et consitaris in omnibus gloriosissimis Sigehertus rex tam arduce hanc velut perdere regionem. (Ibid.)
‡ Ad hoc vos huc regio suscepsite gratuletur, ut per

"It is with grief that I write these things to you, for I know how kings and nations perish by offending God. Whoever trusts in the strength of his own arm, will be confounded, and will not obtain the victory; whoever opposes with confidence the numbers of his followers, far from being removed from danger, perils his very life. Whoever is proud of his riches in gold and in silver, will meet with disgrace and desolation before his avance is satisfied. This is what we read in the Scriptures."

"To vanquish a brother, to humble a family of relations, and to dissipate property acquired by our ancestors, is a victory without honour. Whist fighting against each other, they fight against themselves; each one works to destroy his own happiness, and the enemy who looks on, approaches rejoicing to see them accomplishing their own destruction... We read that the emperor, in order to make the instrument chosen by God for the good of the world nation show your prudence and the sincerity of your faith by dissuading our lord, king Sigehbert, from an enterprise condemned by the Divine law, and let the people enjoy the benefits of peace, until the Eternal Judge shall pronounce his sentence. Against the man who could lay aside all fraternal affection, who could despise the counsels of a wife, and refuse to acknowledge the truth, all the prophets raise their voices, all the apostles curse him, and God Himself, the All-Powerful, will judge him."†

There was something imposing in the tone of sadness which pervaded every phrase of this letter, in the somewhat haughty gravity of the style, and even in the disdainful way of speaking of kings without naming them, but all was in vain. Brunehilda possessed in the highest degree that vindictive and implacable temperance of which the old Germanic poet has personified the type in a woman who bears the same name.† She cared neither for the menaces of religion, nor for the ancient warnings of human experience as to the instability of fortune. Far from reflecting on the truly critical situation in which she would be placed, if her husband were to suffer any reverse, she showed herself more impatient than ever to see him depart for Tournai, to strike a last blow, and complete his victory by the murder of his brother.

Sigehbert first sent a part of his troops to surround Tournai, and commence its siege; he himself made his preparations for going to some spot where he might be inaugurated king of the

vos salutem, non interitum percipere videat. In hoc populi restituitur verba, si mitigatur inamor, ut Dei focus expectaretur judicium. (Ibid. t. iv. p. 81)
† Propria hos dolones scribit, quavos quos liber caput capitetur et reges et populi, ut Dei incurrant ofensam. (Ibid.)
† In honesta victoria est fraterm vincere, domesticis donos humiliare, et possessionem a parentibus constructum avertere. Contra semetipsum pugnaturius quam sollicitum exterminant; de sua pertinenti gaudii accelestam (Ibid. 13)
‡ The Brynhilda of the Scandinavian Edda, and the Brunhild of the Niebelungen: this resemblance of names is purely accidental.
western Franks.* Neither Paris nor any other town was suited to this ceremony, which was to take place in the open air in the midst of a camp. One of the fiscal domains of the kingdom of Neustria, that of Vitry-on-the-Scarpie, was chosen as the place of assembly, either because it was but at a short distance from Tournai, or because its northerly position made it a more convenient place of meeting for the Frankish population, which was more numerous towards the north. At the moment of departure, just as the king was setting out, escorted by his chosen body of horsemen, all regularly armed with painted bucklers, and lances with streamers, a palanquin in accordance with precedents appeared before him; it was the bishop Germanus, who had risen from his bed of suffering to make one last and solemn appeal: "King Sigebert," said he, "if you go, laying aside the intention of putting your brother to death, you will return alive and victorious; but if you harbour any other thought, you will die: for the Lord hath said by the mouth of Solomon: 'Whoso diggeth a pit for his brother, shall fall into it himself.'"‡ The king was not in the least troubled by this unexpected address; his mind was made up, and he deemed himself sure of victory. Without answering a word, he passed on and soon lost sight of the gates of the town, in which his wife and children were to remain until his return. The passage of Sigebert through the kingdom which was about to belong to him by election, was like an anticipated triumph. The Gallic inhabitants, and the clergy of the towns, came out in procession to meet him, the Franks mounted on horseback to join the cavalcade. Everywhere acclamations resounded in the German and Latin languages.‡ From the banks of the Seine to those of the Somme, the Gallo-Romans predominated; but from the latter river northwards, traces of the Germanic race became more and more frequent. The further you advanced, the more numerous the Frankish population became as compared with the natives; they no longer formed small and scattered bands of idle warriors, as in the central provinces of Gaul; they were now to be seen in entire tribes and agricultural communities, living on the outskirts of the marshes and forests of Belgium. Vitry, near Doin, formed the boundary of these two regions; the northern Franks, labourers and farmers, and the southern ones, military vassals, were easily able to meet there to witness the coronation of their new king. Among the great proprietors and chiefs of the kingdom of Neustria, one only, named Ansowald, was not at the meeting; his absence was remarked, and gained him much subsequent renown on account of his fidelity to the unfortunate.*

The ceremony took place in a plain surrounded by the tents and sheds of those who, unable to lodge in the houses, belonging to the domain of Vitry, were obliged to pass the night in the open air. The Franks, in arms, formed a large circle, in the midst of which king Sigebert placed himself, surrounded by his officers and nobles of high rank. Four robust soldiers advanced, holding a buckler, on which the king sat down, and which they then raised to the height of their shoulders. On this sort of walking throne Sigebert made three rounds of the circle, escorted by the nobles, and saluted by the multitude, who to render their acclamations more noisy, applauded by striking the flats of their swords on their bucklers braced with iron.‡ After the third round, according to the Germanic rites, the inauguration was completed, and from that moment Sigebert had the right to call himself king of the Franks, both of the Oster and Neuster-Ribe. The rest of that day, and several following ones, were passed in rejoicings, in mock fights, and sumptuous feasts, in which the king exhausted the provisions of the farm of Vitry, in doing the honours of his new kingdom to every comer.

A few miles from thence, Tournai, blockaded by the Austrasian troops, was the theatre of very different scenes. As far as the coarseness of his mind rendered him capable of moral suffering, Hilperik felt all the grief of a betrayed sovereign, and the French, who had risen from his bed of suffering to make one last and solemn appeal: "King Sigebert," said he, "if you go, laying aside the intention of putting your brother to death, you will return alive and victorious; but if you harbour any other thought, you will die: for the Lord hath said by the mouth of Solomon: 'Whoso diggeth a pit for his brother, shall fall into it himself.'"‡ The king was not in the least troubled by this unexpected address; his mind was made up, and he deemed himself sure of victory. Without answering a word, he passed on and soon lost sight of the gates of the town, in which his wife and children were to remain until his return. The passage of Sigebert through the kingdom which was about to belong to him by election, was like an anticipated triumph. The Gallic inhabitants, and the clergy of the towns, came out in procession to meet him, the Franks mounted on horseback to join the cavalcade. Everywhere acclamations resounded in the German and Latin languages.‡ From the banks of the Seine to those of the Somme, the Gallo-Romans predominated; but from the latter river northwards, traces of the Germanic race became more and more frequent. The further you advanced, the more numerous the Frankish population became as compared with the natives; they no longer formed small and scattered bands of idle warriors, as in the central provinces of Gaul; they were now to be seen in entire tribes and agricultural communities, living on the outskirts of the marshes and forests of Belgium. Vitry, near Doin, formed the boundary of these two regions; the northern Franks, labourers and farmers, and the southern ones, military vassals, were easily able to meet there to witness the coronation of their new king. Among the great proprietors and chiefs of the kingdom of Neustria, one only, named Ansowald, was not at the meeting; his absence was remarked, and gained him much subsequent renown on account of his fidelity to the unfortunate.*


---


† Si abieris, et fraterum tuum interfeceris nivosus, vivus et mortuus eritis; aut autem aditus convictus, moneria Scaevum Dominus per Solomonem dixit: Foveant quum fratri tuo parabis, in eam conuenes. Quod ille, pecatis facientibus, audire neglegit. (Ibid.)

‡ Hinc cui barbariae, illuc romanica plaudit.

Diversae lingues laesus sonant una vixi. (Fortun. Flandri de Chariberto rege, apud Bibl. Patrum, t. x. p. 560)
The king, judging his position to be almost desperate, awaited the event with indifference; but the queen, more active minded, tormented herself in a thousand ways, made projects of escape, and observed every thing around her, to discover the slightest ray of hope. Amongst the men who had come to Tournai to follow the fortunes of their prince, she remarked two, whose countenances or conversation indicated a profound feeling of sympathy and devotion; they were two young men born in the country of the Terugunde, Franks by origin, and disposed by their characters to that fanatical loyalty which was a part of honour with many of the middle ages. Fredegonda displayed all her address and the advantages which her rank gave her to secure the good will of these men; she sent for them. talked to them of her misfortunes and despair, plying them with strong liquors; and when she thought she had wrought them sufficiently to her purpose, she spoke of their going to Vitry to murder king Sigebert. The young soldiers promised to do what the queen commanded, and she then, with her own hands, gave them each a long knife in a sheath, what the Franks called a skramusax, of which, with an excess of precaution, she had poisoned the blades. "Go," said she, "and if you return alive, I will load you and your posterity with honours; if you fail, I will distribute alms for you in all holy places."

The two young men left Tournai, and giving themselves out as deserters, they passed the out-posts of the Franks, and took the roads which led to the royal domain of Vitry. When they arrived there, the halls were re-echoed with the mirth of feasts and banquets. They said they belonged to the kingdom of Neustria; that they came to do homage to king Sigebert, and to speak to him. In these days of his new dignity, Sigebert was obliged to be affable, and to give audience to whoever should ask of him justice and protection. The Neustrians solicited a moment's conversation apart, which was easily granted them; the knife which each carried at his waist did not excite the smallest suspicion, it being a part of the Germanic costume. Whilst the king was graciously listening to them, one standing at his right hand, the other at his left, they both at the same moment drew their skramusaxes, and stabbed him in the ribs. Sigebert uttered a shriek, and fell down dead. At this cry, Haregbisel, the king's own cousin, and a Gaste, hastily Sigbilo, rushed in with their swords drawn; the former was killed, and the latter wounded by the assassins, who defended themselves with all the fury of despair. But other armed men hastened in, the chamber became full, and the two Neustrians, attacked on all sides, soon fell in this unequal struggle.

At the news of these events, the Austrasians who were besieging Tournai hastened to collect their baggage, and regain the road to their own country. Each was anxious to go and see what was going on at home; for the sudden death of the king would naturally cause in Austrasia a vast deal of disorder, violence, and rapine. This numerous and terrible army thus disappeared in the direction of the Rhine, leaving Hilperik without an enemy to oppose him, and free to go wherever he liked. Having escaped almost certain death, he left the walls of Tournai to return and take possession of his kingdom. The domain of Vitry, the scene of so many events, was the first place he went to. But he only found there a few Austrasian servants watching the corpse of Sigebert, instead of the brilliant assembly of Neustrians, who had returned to their own homes. Hilperik saw his brother's body without either hatred or remorse, and he determined that the funeral should be worthy of a king. By his order, Sigebert was clad in garments and arms of great price, according to the Germanic custom, and buried with pomp in the village of Lambres on the Scarpe.

Such was the end of this long drama, which begins with a murder and ends with one; a real tragedy in which nothing is wanting, neither passions, characters, nor that dark fataality which was the soul of ancient tragedy, and which gives the grandeur of poetry to the accidents of real life. There is no history more forcibly stamped with the seal of an irresistible destiny, than that of the kings of the Merovingian dynasty. These sons of half savage conquerors, born with the ideas of their fathers, in the midst of the enjoyments of luxury and the temptations of power, had neither rule nor measure in their passions and desires. It was in vain for men more enlightened than themselves in the affairs of this world, and the conduct of life, to raise their voices and counsel moderation and prudence; they listened to nothing; they ruined themselves through want of understanding, and it was said: The hand of God is there. Such was the Christian formula; but to those who saw them blindly following the current of their brutal instincts and disorderly passions, like a boat carried away from the shore by the stream, it was easy, without being prophets, to guess and predict the end which awaited almost every one of them.


---


* Fredegunda meminit artium suarum inerravit duas puellas tarwanenses, dixisse eae: Ite ad cuneum Sigberti, eumque interficiete. Si evadetur vivi, ego mirifice hono- rabo vos et sobolem vestram, si autem corrueritis, ego pro vobis eleemosynas ..... (Gesta Reg. Franc., ibid. p. 562.) Skramusax means a knife.
THE MEROVINGIAN TIMES.

(λ. p. 580.) One day that Hilperik's family, re-established in its grandeur, resided at the palace of Braine, two Gallic bishops, Salvius of Alby and Gregory of Tours, after having had an audience, were walking together round the palace. In the midst of the conversation, Salvius, as if struck with an idea, suddenly stopped and said to Gregory, "Doest thou not see something above the roof of that building?" "I see," said the bishop of Tours, "the new balcony which the king has had built there." "And seest thou nothing else?" "Nothing," replied Gregory; "if thou seest any thing else, tell me what it is." Bishop Salvius sighed deeply, and said, "I see the sword of God's anger suspended over this house."* Two years afterwards the king of Neustria perished by a violent death.

THIRD NARRATIVE.

575—578.

THE HISTORY OF MEROWIG, THE SECOND SON OF KING HILPERIK.

(λ. p. 575.)—Ever since the departure of Sigebert, Brunehilda had remained alone at Paris, nourishing ambitious hopes which the events of each day seemed to confirm, and already in imagination both queen of Neustria and mistress of the fate of her enemies, when the news of Sigebert's death reached her: an event by which she was suddenly cast down from the highest pitch of prosperity, and reduced to a state of extreme and imminent danger. Hilperik, victorious through the murder of his brother, advanced toward Paris in order to seize on the family and treasures of Sigebert. Not only did all the Neustrians, without exception, return to their allegiance, but the defection extended to the principal Austrasians, who meeting him on the way, swore fidelity to him, either in hopes of obtaining some of the fiscal lands in return, or to assure themselves of protection in the troubles with which their country was threatened. One noble, named Godin or Godewin, received extensive territories in the neighbourhood of Soissons, as the reward of his defection; and the keeper of the royal ring or great seal of Austrasia, the referendary Sig or Sgiold, and many others, followed the same example.*

Bowed down by her misfortune and this melancholy news, Brunehilda knew not what to decide upon, and there was no one in whom she could trust. The old imperial palace which she inhabited on the banks of the Seine had already become a prison for her and her three children; for, although she was not openly watched, she did not dare to leave it and take the road to Austrasia, for fear of being seized or betrayed in her flight, and thus aggravating the dangers of a situation already sufficiently perilous.† Convinced of the impossibility of flight with her family, and baggage, she conceived the idea of saving at least her son, who, although a child, stood too much in the way of Hilperik's ambition for his life to be spared. The escape of young Hildebert was planned with the most profound secrecy by the only devoted friend his mother still possessed: this was the duke Gondobald, the same who, two years before, had so ill defended Poitou against the invasion of the Neustrians. The child was placed in a large basket which usually held the household provisions, let down from the window, and carried out of the town by night. Gondobald, or, according to other accounts, a servant, who was less likely to excite suspicion, travelled alone with the son of king Sigebert, and conducted him to Metz, to the great astonishment and delight of the Austrasians. His unexpected arrival altered the state of things entirely; the defection ceased, and the oriental Franks proceeded at once to restore their national dynasty. A great assembly of the nobles and warriors of Austrasia took place at Metz; Hildebert the Second, not quite five years old, was

* Godinum autem, quia a sorte Sigiberti se ad Chilpericum transulerat, et multis ab eo numeribus locupletatus est. Villas vero quas et rex a loco in territorio Suevico indulerat. (Ibid. lib. v. l. p. 233.) Sigio quaque referendarius, qui annualum regis Sigiberti tenuerat, et ab Chilperico rege provocatus erat. Multi autem et alii de his qui de regno Sigiberti ad Chilpericum tradiderant. (Ibid. p. 234.) Sig is a familiar cognomin.

† Ignor, interimpto Sigiberto rege, Brunehildis regina cum filius Paralaitus residebat. Quod factum cum adi eam perlata fuisse, et conturbata dolore et lucubi, quid ageret ignorant. .. (Ibid.)
there proclaimed king, and a council was chosen from amongst the bishops and principal men to govern in his name.*

At this news, which deprived him of all hopes of uniting his kingdom to his brother's without war, Hilperik, furious at the failure of his favourite scheme, hastened to Paris to seize at least the person and treasures of Brunehilda.† The widow of King Sigebert soon found herself in presence of her mortal enemy, with no other protection than her beauty, her tears, and feminine coquetry. She was scarcely eight-and-twenty; and whatever might be the evil intentions the husband of Fredegonda entertained towards her, probably the grace of her manners, so lauded by her cotemaries, would have made some impression on him, even had he not been attracted by other charms, those of the treasures which she was known to possess. But Merowig, the eldest of the sons of the king of Neustria, who accompanied their father, was deeply touched at the sight of this fascinating and unfortunate woman, and his looks of pity and admiration did not escape Brunehilda.

Euther because the young man's sympathy was a consolation to the imprisoned queen, or because, with the quick glance of a woman fertil in resources, she saw in it a means of safety, she employed all her address to encourage this infant passion, which soon grew into the most blind and violent love. (A. d. 576.) By giving himself up to it, Merowig became the enemy of his own family, causing thereby an irreparable breach between himself, his father, and all connected with him. Perhaps he was not himself conscious of the criminality and danger of such a position; or perhaps, foreseeing the consequences, he yet determined to brave every thing, and follow, without fear or remorse, wherever his will and inclination might lead him. However this might be, and whatever the degree of attention shown by Merowig to his uncle's widow, Hilperik saw nothing of it: he was too much occupied in looking over and taking an inventory of the 'bags of gold and silver, the coiffes of jewels, and the bales of rich stuffs.' It happened that their number exceeded his hopes, and this fortunate discovery had an immediate influence on his temper, rendering him more mild and merciful towards his prisoner. Instead of cruelly wreaking his vengeance upon her for the ill she had wished him, he contented himself with relieving her by way of punishment, and with a private courtesy even restored to her a small portion of the treasure of which he had despoiled her. Brunehilda, more humanely treated than her own conscience told her she deserved, departed under escort for Rouen, which was assigned to her as a place of banishment. The only really painful trial she had to go through after so many alarms, was her separation from her two daughters, Ingonda and Chlodoswinda, whom King Hilperik, no one knew why, sent to Meaux and detained as prisoners there.‡

This departure left young Merowig tormented by pangs all the more acute for his not daring to confide them to any one; he followed his father to the palace of Braine, a place always dull, and which now appeared to him insupportable.

Fredegonda entertained towards her husband's children a stepmother's hatred, which might have become proverbial, even had she been the only example of it. All their father's tenderness or kindness to them excited jealousy and anger in her. She longed for all their deaths, and that of Theodebert in the preceding year had caused her much delight.† Merowig as the future head of the family, was at present the principal object of her aversion, and of the conscious preparations with which she contrived to harass those whom she hated. The young prince wished to leave Braine and go to Rouen, to her whose looks and, perhaps, words, had told him that he was beloved; but he had neither pretext nor means to enable him successfully to attempt this journey. His father, unconscious of what he was doing, soon furnished him with an opportunity.

Hilperik, who was persevering in his plans more from dulness of apprehension than from energy of character, after having settled the affairs of Neustria in the best way he could, began to meditate another attempt on those towns which had been already the subject of a two years' war between his brother and himself. These towns, which the Austrasian generals had regained a little before Sigebert's death, had just acknowledged the authority of his son, with the exception of Tours, the inhabitants of which, become more cautious, took the oath of fidelity to King Hilperik, because they were nearer the centre of Neustria. The attempt so often repeated upon Poitiers, Limoges, Cahors and Bordeaux, was once more to be renewed. Hilperik chose for the command of this expedition the one of the two sons who remained to him after the death of Theodebert, who had not been defeated; this was Merowig. His father entrusted him with a small army and ordered him to march into Poitou at its head.† This was not the direction the young man would have preferred to follow if he had been free to march wherever he pleased; for his heart was full of a passion very different from that of glory and battles. Whilst marching slowly by the Loire with his

---

† Chilpericus rex Parusiae venit, adprehensamque Brunichildem... theamareque ejus quae Brunichidas deterrat, abstulit. (Greg. Tiron. loc. apocr. cit.)

---

* Brunichildem apud Rotomagensem civitatem in exilium truxit. Filias vero ejus Moidis urbes teneri precepit. (Ibid. p. 233.)
† Es quod Gunthramnus (dux) Fredegundus reginam societatem utique poteret pro interfectione Theodeberti. (Ibid. p. 246)
‡ Chilpericus vero filium suum Merowichum cum exercitu Pictavis dirigat. (Ibid. p. 233.)
horse and foot soldiers, he thought of Brunehilda and regretted that he was not pursuing a road by which he should be nearer to her. This idea, which haunted him incessantly, soon made him lose sight of the object of his expedition, and of the mission with which he was entrusted. On arriving at Tours, instead of a simple halt, he made a stay in that city of several weeks, giving as an excuse his wish to celebrate the festival of Easter in the basilica of Saint Martin.* During this interval of repose, he employed his leisure, not in preparing the plan of his campaign, but in arranging projects of escape, and how to collect for himself a treasure which, consisting of objects of great value but small bulk, could be the most easily transported. Whilst his soldiers overran the environs of the city, pillaging and ravaging everywhere, he took everything he could lay hands upon from Leudast, Count of Tours, a devoted partisan of his father, who had received him in his house with the utmost hospitality.† After plundering this house of everything valuable it contained, and finding himself master of a sum sufficient for his purpose, he left Tours under pretence of visiting his mother, who had been a nun in the Mans ever since Hilperik had repudiated her to marry Fredegonda. But instead of fulfilling this filial duty, with which returning to his army, he passed on, and took the road to Rouen through Chartres and Evreux.‡ Whether Brunehilda expected this proof of affection, or whether the arrival of Hilperik's son was a matter of surprise to her, she was so much rejoiced at it, and their mutual attachment made such rapid progress, that in a few days the widow of Sigebert had entirely forgotten her husband and consented to marry Merowig.§ This marriage, on account of the beauty of the parties, was one of those unions prohibited by the laws of the church; and although religious scruples had little hold on the consciences of the two lovers, they ran the risk of being disappointed in their wishes, from the difficulty of finding a priest who would execute his functions in open violation of canonical rules. The bishop of the metropolitan church of Rouen at that time was Prætextatus, of Gallic origin, and who, by a curious accident was Merowig's godfather, and who, in consequence of this spiritual paternity, had felt the affection of a father for him ever since the day of his baptism.¶ This kind-hearted but weak-minded man was unable to resist the pressing entreaties, and, perhaps, the unmitigated passions of the young prince, whom he called his son; and notwithstanding the duties of his order, he consented to celebrate and bless the marriage of the nephew with the uncle's widow.

During this relapse of Gaul into barbarism, the impatience and neglect of all authority were the vices of the age; and in all minds, even the most enlightened, individual caprice or the enthusiasm of the moment, took the place of law and order. The natives only followed too well in that respect the example of the Germanic conquerors, so that the simplicity of these, no less than their ferocity of the others, contributed to the same end. Blindly yielding to a feeling of sympathy, Prættextatus secretly celebrated the marriage between Merowig and Brunehilda, and holding the hands of the lovers according to the custom of the epoch, he pronounced the sacramental formula of the nuptial benediction, an act of weakness which was one day to cost him his life, and of which the consequences were not less fatal to the rash young man for whom he had performed it.¶

Hilperik was at Paris, full of hope for the success of the Aquitanian expedition, when he received the unexpected account of his son's flight and marriage. His anger was mixed up with suspicions of treachery and fear of some conspiracy against his person and power. In order to defeat it, if there was still time to do so and to withdraw Merowig from the influence and bad counsel of Brunehilda, he immediately set out for Rouen, resolved to separate them and break off their connection.† In the meantime, the newly married lovers, entirely absorbed in the first delights of their marriage, had thought of nothing but love, and notwithstanding her active mind and fertility in expedients, the arrival of the King of Neustria found Brunehilda quite unprepared. To avoid falling into his hands in the first heat of his anger, and to gain time if possible, she and her husband took refuge in the little church of Saint Martin, built on the rampart of the town. It was one of those wooden basiliques then common all over Gaul, and which from their height, their pillars formed by several trunks of trees fastened together and the arches necessarily pointed on account of the difficulty of rounding them with such materials, furnished in all probability the original type of the pointed style, which some centuries afterwards prevailed in architecture.¶ Although such an asylum was very inconvenient, on account of the insufficiency of the accommodations, which, adjoining the walls of the little church, and participating in its privileges, served as a place of retreat for fugitives, Merowig and Brunehilda determined not to leave the spot, so long as they had any reason to suppose

* At illo, relicta ordinatione patris, Turone venit ibique et aequum Pascum tenuit. (Ibid.)

† Nullum enim regionem illam exercitus ejus vastavit. (Ibid.) Adventuerte autem Turonem Merovechum, omnes regum ejus (Merovechus) usquevaque dirupit. (Ibid. p. 283.) See 80th Note above.


§ Et ibi Brunichildi regione conjunxerunt, quam sibi in matrimonio vocavit. (Ibid.)

¶ Properavit uti esse videtur, quod illo moe Merovechus erat, quem de laevi regenerations except. (Ibid. p. 215.)

* See the fourth Narrative.


‡ At illo cibus hoc cognovit, quod esse separatae deterrense, habuit sanctam Mutianam, quae super aqua castro lignis tabulis fabricata est, configurum fact. (Ibid.)
themselves in danger. It was in vain that the King of Neustria used all sorts of stratagems to induce them to leave it; they did not suffer themselves to be deceived, and as Hilperik did not dare to use violence, for fear of drawing down the terrible vengeance of the Maidens upon his head, he was obliged to make a capitulation with his son and daughter-in-law. Before giving themselves up, however, they exacted an oath from the king that he would not employ his authority to separate them. Hilperik made this promise, but in a manner so acutely perfidious that it left him at liberty to act as he pleased; he swore that he would not separate them, if such was the word of God. However ambiguous the terms of this oath, the fugitives were satisfied with them, and partly through weariness partly through persuasion, they left the sacred precincts to which the church of Saint Martin of Rouen communicated its right of sanctuary. Hilperik, a little reassured by his son’s submissive behaviour, prudently dissembled his anger and concealed his suspicions; he even embraced the bride and bridegroom and sat down to dinner, assuming a tone of paternal kindness towards them. After two or three days passed in the most intense dissimulation, he suddenly carried off Merowig and proceeded with him on the road to Soissons, leaving Brunehilda at Rouen more strictly guarded than before.†

A few miles from Soissons, the King of Neustria and his young travelling companion were stopped by the disagreeable intelligence that the city was besieged by an Austrasian army, and that Fredegonda, who was there at the time waiting the return of her husband, had scarcely of young Hildebert, a Roquinig the most indifferent to which the church of a daughter. The oath he swore to them, he had abandoned Hilperik for young Hildebert the Second, and before returning to their own country, thought proper to commemorate this act of repenance by an insolent attack upon the capital of Neustria. Their small army was composed principally of the inhabitants of the Rhenish province, a turbulent race, who as soon as they heard of a war with the Neustrians, crossed the frontiers to plunder the territory of the enemy.†

King Hilperik had no difficulty in assembling a larger army in Paris and Soissons. He marched at once to the relief of the besieged city; butinstead of at once attacking the Austrasians, he contented himself with displaying his troops, and sending them a message, hoping they might be induced to retire without a battle. Godewin and his companions answered that they came there to establish the kingdom of Gaull, with the woman to whom he had united himself by an incestuous marriage. In consequence of these artful representations, the suspicions and want of confidence of the king increased to such a degree as almost to become a panic terror. Imagining his life to be endangered by the presence of his son, he deprived him of his arms and ordered him to be closely watched until some definitive arrangement should be made respecting him.‡

Some days afterwards, an embassy, sent by the nobles who governed Austrasia in the name of young Hildebert, and commissioned to disavow the attempt of Godewin as an act of private warfare, arrived in the presence of Hilperik. The king affected such a love of peace, and so much friendship for his nephew, that the envoy was resolved to add to these apologies a demand, the success of which was very doubtful, that of the liberation of Brunehilda and her two daughters. In any other circumstances, Hilperik would not, at the first request, have given up an enemy who had fallen into his hands; but, struck with the idea that Merowig’s wife would overthrow his kingdom, he seized the occasion of doing an act of prudence with a good grace, and without hesitation granted what was asked of him.¶

* Rex vero advovens, cum in multis ingens exinde suferre interieur et illi dolosse cum puissete facere, non credere, juravit ei, diecens: Sis, inquit, volumia Dei fuisth, ipsis hominare non consuever. (ibid.)

† Hic illi sanctum aduentum, de basilica egressi sunt, ex-sacratique et digerenter accept, eum vict eum. Post dies vero paucos, assumere secum rex Merovecho, Suesssonas reduct. (ibid.)

‡ Collectis alii de Campa, Suesssonas urbem ad-frenduntur, fugantque ex ca Fredegondi regina, auque Chlodoveho filio, Hilperico, v-lebant asibi subito civit- liae, et caput hominum. Cui (ibid.) Sigo quoque referendarius, ad Childelberson regem Sigiberti filium, rectito Hilperico, transvix (ibid. p. 263)

¶ Quod ut Chiplerus rex compert, cum exercitu illic direct, mutatae non nigri injuriam facerent... Illi autem, hic negligenter, preparatur ad bellum, commissaque proelium invulant par Chiplerus... Vagantique religius, Suesssonas ingressur. (ibid.)

† Quo postquam acta sum, rex, proper conjugationem Brunchilda, spectat habere capit Merovechum filium sumum, diecens hic prunus eius sequiar surrexesse. (ibid.)

‡ Spolintumque ab armis, datas custodibus, libera custodi praecept, tactans quid de eo in posterum ordinaret. (ibid. p. 233) Adriani Valensi Res. Francic, lib. x. p. 73

§ Tunc quoque Chiplerus legationem suscipit Childeberi munus, nepos au, potentia matrem saib aibi committuntur, qui de eo habiles: oppidum Tendu, Cui (ibid.) Suum cum munere pace pacenti remansit filio. (Ammoi, de Gen. Franc., apud Script. Rel. Gall. et Francic, lib. l. p. 73.)
At this unhoped-for repeal of the orders which kept her in exile, Brunehilda quitted Rouen and Neustria as hastily as if the earth trembled under her feet. Fearful of the least delay, she hurried the preparations for her departure, and resolved even to set off without her baggage, which was still of great value, notwithstanding the vast losses she had sustained. Several thousands of gold pieces, and many bales containing jewels and valuable tissues, were by her orders confined to the care of the bishop Protexatus, who, by accepting this rich deposit, compromised himself a second time, and still more deeply than he had done before, for the sake of his godson Merowig.* Having left Rouen, the mother of Hildebert the Second went to meet her two daughters at Meaux: then avoiding Soissons, she took the road to Austrasia, where she arrived without obstacle. Her presence, so strongly desired in that country, soon became the cause of great troubles, by exciting the jealousy of the powerful and ambitious chiefs, who wished the care of the young king to remain in their hands alone.

Brunehilda's departure neither put a stop to king Hilpéric's mistrust, nor to the rigorous measures against his eldest son. Merowig, deprived of his arms and military baldric, which among the Germans was deemed a sort of civic degradation, was still kept in confinement and carefully guarded. As soon as the king had recovered from the agitation into which these events, following each other so rapidly, had thrown him, he returned once more to his beloved project of conquering the five cities of Aquitania, of which Tours was the only one in his possession. Having no longer a choice between his two sons, he gave Chlodowig the command of this new expedition, notwithstanding his former misfortune. The young prince was ordered to march upon Poitiers, and assemble as many men as he was able in Touraine and Anjou.† Having levied a small army, he took Poitiers without resistance, and was there joined by a larger force from the south, under the command of a powerful chief of Gallic origin, named Desiderius.

He was a man of high birth, the proprietor of large estates in the neighbourhood of Alby, turbulent and recklessly ambitious, as all men were at that time, but superior to his rivals of barbaric origin, from his extended views and turn for military affairs. As governor of a district near the frontiers of the Goths, he had made himself formidable to that nation, the enemy of the Gallo-Franks, and had acquired great renown and influence amongst the southern Gauls by many brilliant actions.‡ The large number of well equipped men, who, under his orders, joined the Neustrian army, was due to this influence; and from the moment that the two forces were united, Desiderius took the command of the whole. Looking as a warrior and a politician on the plan of taking four towns, separated by considerable distances, one by one, as utterly contemptible, he substituted for Hilpéric's projects a plan for subjugating the whole of the country which lies between the Loire, the ocean, the Pyrenees, and the Cevennes. This project of territorial invasion made no sort of distinction between the cities dependent on Austrasia and those that had been his enemy before. Accordingly Desiderius did not spare the latter, but began by taking possession of Saints, which opened to him the road to Bordeaux.*

At the news of this unexpected aggression, king Gontram for the second time roused himself from his habitual inaction, and hastily dispatched with a sufficient body of forces Eronius Mummolus, a patrician of Provence, who had throughout Gaul the reputation of being invincible. Mummolus advanced through the plain of Auvergne by forced marches, entered the territory of Limoges, and forced Desiderius to abandon the western part of the country for the purpose of marching against him.† The two armies, commanded by men of Gallic race, were soon in presence of each other; and a pitched battle was fought, one of those battles which had not been seen in Gaul since Roman tactics had been supplanted by a warfare of skirmishes and surprises, the only one which the Barbarians could comprehend. The victory was long undecided, but it remained, as usual, in the hands of Mummolus, who compelled his adversary to retreat after a fearful carnage. The chronicles speak of five thousand men killed on one side, and twenty-four thousand on the other. Thus it is difficult to believe; but the exaggeration shows the impression it made on those who lived at the time.

Seeing the Neustrian army thus completely destroyed, Mummolus retreated in his turn, either because such were his instructions, or because he thought he had done enough.‡ Although victorious, he conceived a great respect for the talents of his opponent; and later, this opinion served to unite them in an enterprise of no less importance than the founding a new kingdom in the Gallic territory. In a short time Desiderius was at the head of a new army, and aided by sympathy arising from their common origin and his own personal credit with the Gallo-Romans, he renewed his military opera-

---

† Chilpiscurci rex Chilpiscivechium Illusium Turonum ...: cum pro cunctum in terrarum Tu- ronicum et Andogavum ... (Ibid. p. 239.)
‡ Ibid. lib. viii. t. ii. p. 332. Desiderius Francorum

---

† Mummolus vero, patricius Gunichrami regis, cum magnos exercitus usque Lemovicensium transit, et contra, Desiderium, docem Chilpiscic regis, beltem gestat. (Ibid.)
‡ In quo praelio secundis de exercitio ejus quamque mildia; Desiderii vero viglius quassar mildia. Ipsa quoque De Henderson fugitex vix evasit. Mummolus vero patricius per Arvernium redit. (Ibid.)
tions with uninterrupted success. Five years afterwards, all the cities, from Dax to Poitiers, and from Alby to Limoges, belonged to the king of Neustria; and the Roman conqueror was installed in Toulouse, the ancient capital of the Visigoths, where with the title of duke he became a sort of viceroy. Merowig had already passed several months in a state of semi-captivity, when his doom was pronounced by domestic authority, in which the voice of his stepmother Fredegonda prevailed. This decree, against which there was no appeal, condemned him to lose his hair, that is, to be cut off from the family of the Merowigs. According to an ancient custom, most probably once a part of some religious institution, long hair, preserved untouched by scissors from the moment of birth, was the peculiar attribute of this family, and the symbol of its hereditary right to the royal dignity. The descendants of the first Merowig were thus distinguished from all the other Franks; under the most miserable dress, they were always to be known by their hair, which, sometimes in plaits, sometimes floating at liberty, covered their shoulders and descended to the middle of their loins. To deprive them of the smallest portion of this ornament, was to profane their persons, deprive them of the privilege of receiving the communion, and suspend their rights to sovereignty; a suspension which custom tolerantly limited to the time necessary for the hair to grow to a certain length.

A Merovinian prince might suffer this temporary forfeiture in two ways; either his hair was cut according to the manner of the Franks, to cover the neck, or else it was cropped quite short, in the Roman fashion; and this sort of degradation, more humiliating than the other, was usually accompanied by ecclesiastical tonsure. Such was the severe sentence passed upon his son by king Hilperik; the young man lost at the same time the right of bearing arms, he was forced to become a priest against his own inclination, contrary to the canons of the church, and compelled to deliver up the sword and military badge which had been solemnly given him, according to the Germanic custom, to lay aside every part of the national costume, and put on the Roman dress, which was the costume of the clergy. Merowig was ordered to mount on horseback in this dress, so little suited to his tastes, and to proceed to the monastery of Saint Calais near the Mans, where he was to conform, in the most rigid seclusion, to the rules of ecclesiastical discipline. Escorted by armed horsemen, he departed without hope of flight or deliverance, but perhaps consoled by this popular saying, made for members of his family who were the victims of a similar fate, "The wood is still green, the leaves will shoot forth again." There was at that time in the basilica of Saint Martin of Tours, the most respected of sanctuaries, a fugitive whom king Hilperik was endeavouring to decoy from thence in order to seize his person. This was the Austrasian Gontramn-Bose, whom public rumour accused of having killed young Theodebert with his own hand, or at least of having allowed him to be massacred by his soldiers, when as a generous enemy, he might have spared his life. The terrible news of Sigebert's murder reached him in the centre of Aquitana, and fearing, not without reason, to fall into the hands of the king of Neustria, he had placed himself for safety under the protection of Saint Martin. Duke Gontramn was assured of perfect safety, not only from this supernatural protection, but also from the more visible, though not less efficacious intervention of the Bishop of Tours, Georgius Florentus Gregorius, who was ever the firm guardian and protector of the rights of his church, but more especially of the right of sanctuary. However perils it might be in the midst of these social disorders to defend the cause of the weak and of fugitives against the brute force and bad faith of powerful men, Gregory displayed, in this constantly renewed struggle, an unsullied constancy, and a prudent but incivid dignity.

Since the day in which Gontramn-Bose had fixed himself with his two daughters in one of the houses which formed the court of the basilica of Saint Martin, the bishop of Tours and his clergy had not had a single moment of repose. They had to resist king Hilperik, who, thrusting for vengeance against the fugitive, and yet not daring to drag him by violence from his asylum, was endeavouring to compel the priests themselves to drive him from the sacred precincts, in order to spare himself the crime and dangerous consequences of sacrilege. First, the king sent a friendly invitation, then menacing insinuations, and finally, as words and messages had no effect, such hostile demonstrations as were likely to terrify not only the clergy of Tours, but the entire population.

A Neustrian duke named Rokkolen, encamped at the gates of the city with a body of men raised in the territory of the Mans. He took up his quarters in a house belonging to the metropolitan church of Tours, and sent from thence the following message to the bishop: "If you do not oblige Duke Gontramn to leave the basilica, I will burn the city and its suburbs." The bishop of Tours answered: "Et ad monasterium Conomannicum, quod vocatur Annusala, dirigitur, ut ibi sacerdotalis eruditor regula, (ibid.) In viridi ligno hem frondes succisse sunt, nec omnino arcescunt, sed velociter emergent ut crescerequent. (ibd. lib. ii p. 185) — V Adriani Valens Notit. Galliar p. 322. — U. M. Moreau, Gontramn-Bose, qui tunc de morte Theodoberti impetebatur, a basilica sancta debemus extra hie. (Greg. Turon., lib. v. apud Script. Rer. Gallic. et Francic., t. ii. p. 238.) — See the second Narrative.
calmly replied that the thing was impossible. But he received a second message still more menacing than the first: “If you do not this very day expel the king’s enemy, I will destroy every thing green for one league round the city, so that the plough may pass over it.”

Bishop Gregory was not more moved by this than by the first threat; and Rokkelen, who to all appearance had too few followers to attempt anything serious against the population of a large town, contented himself, after all his hoarding with pillaging and demolishing the house in which he had taken up his abode. It was constructed of pieces of wood joined and fixed with iron fastenings, which the Mars soldiers carried off in their plundering packs with the rest of the booty. Gregory of Tours congratulated himself at seeing this rude trial terminate thus, when new embarrassments occurred, produced by a complication of events impossible to foresee.

Gonthram-Bose was a singular character. Of Germanic origin, he surpassed the most talented men of the Gallo-Roman race in practical ability, the fertility of his inventive genius, and the skill of his soldiers. But he was employed here. It was not the usual Germanic falseness, a brutal lie accompanied by a horse laugh; it was something more refined, and at the same time more corrupt; an universal and restless spirit of intrigue, which carried him uneasingly from one end of Gaul to the other. No one knew better than this Austrasian how to persuade others to venture into danger, and yet keep out of it himself. It was said of him that he had never sworn an oath to a friend without breaking it immediately; and it was to that probably that he owed his Germanic surname.

In the sanctuary of Saint Martin of Tours, instead of leading the habitual life of a fugitive from the world, A travelling cloak, of which he got off his shoulders, his forced ordination and Saint Martin, the doors of whose misfortunes, his forced ordination and exile in the monastery of Saint Calais. The idea struck him of forming out of these materials a plan of escape for himself, by inviting the son of Hilperik to join him, share his sanctuary, and then to concert with him the means of passing together into Austrasia. Gonthram-Bose hoped by these means to augment his own chances of escape, from the far more numerous ones which might be opened to the young prince on account of his rank and the devotion of his friends. He confided his plans and his hopes to a sub-deacon of Frankish origin, named Rikulf, who, out of friendship to him, undertook to go to Saint Calais, and obtain, if possible, an interview with Merowig.

While the sub-deacon was journeying towards the town of Le Mans, Gaileen, a young Frankish warrior attached to Merowig by the ties of vassalage and brotherhood in arms, watched in the environs of Saint Calais for the arrival of the escort which was to place the newly-made recluse in the hands of his superiors and gaolers. As soon as the escort appeared, a body of men lying in ambush rushed upon them, and by the superiority of their number, compelled them to fly and abandon the prisoner confined to their care. On this habeas corpus restored and liberty, Merowig joyfully quoted the clerical dress to resume the military costume of his nation; the shoes fastened round the leg by long strips of leather, tight, short-sleeved tunic hardly reaching to the knees, and the jacket lined with furs, over which was passed the baldric from the sword hung. It was in this dress the messenger of Gonthram-Bose met him, uncertain what direction it would be safe for him to follow. Rikulf’s proposal was accepted without much reflection, and the son of Hilperik, this time escorting by his friends, took the road to Tours. A travelling cloak, of which the hood covered his head, served to protect him from the astonishment and laughter which the sight of the head of a priest on the shoulders of a soldier would have excited. As soon as he arrived under the walls of Tours, he got off his horse, and his head still enveloped in the hood of his cloak, he marched towards the basilica of Saint Martin, the doors of which were at that moment all open.

*Haec audiens Guntramni Boe, quin tunc in basilica Sancti Martini, ut dictum est, residuit, missis Bisculam sublimanum, ut consilium occulte praberet expediendi basilicam Sancti Martini. (ibid. p. 229.)*

*Ab alta parte Galienus puero euis adventi Cunque parvm solatium qui eum ducentum haberebat, ipsa Galhano in timore eque causa esset. (ibid.)*

*Quorum pedes primum per laceras talos ad utque vincentebantur; genua, curta, surrisque sine tegmine Francia hoc vestis alta, strecta, vernaculor, vir appropinquamin popinuous euenus maniue sola brachiorum principes velutine. Penduio ex humero gladii balteos super coruscibus strinxerat clausa bullitas latera rhombus. (Sidon. Apollinar, Epist. apud Script. Gallic. et Franc. t. i. p. 732.)—V Monachi Sangallensi de Gestis Caroli Magni, lib. i. ibid. t. v p. 121, et Vitam Caroli Magni per Egilhardum scriptam, ibid. p. 93.*


*These words opertaque capite are explained by the following passage of the same author, as bearing the meaning which I have attributed to them:—Et tecto...*
It was a solemn festival, and the Bishop of Tours, who officiated pontifically, had just administered to the faithful the communion of the two kinds. The bread which remained over after the consecration of the Eucharist, covered the altar, arranged on cloths by the side of the large two-handled chalice which held the wine. It was the custom for these loaves, which were not consecrated, but only blessed by the priest, to be cut in pieces and distributed among the congregation at the end of the mass; this was called giving the eulogies. The entire assembly, with the exception of excommunicated persons, participated in this distribution made by the deacons, as that of the Eucharist was by the priest or officiating bishop.* After going all over the basilica, giving each one his share of holy bread, the deacons of Saint Martin saw near the door a man unknown to them, and whose face being half hidden, seemed to indicate on his part the desire of not being recognized; they therefore passed him over, and offered him none.

The temper of young Merowig, naturally hot, was over-excited by care and the fatigue of the journey. On finding himself deprived of a distinction which all the rest of the congregation had obtained, he fell into a violent fit of rage. Making his way through the crowd which filled the nave of the church, he penetrated into the choir where Gregory and another bishop, Ragenemod, a Frank by origin, who had just succeeded Saint Germain in the see of Paris, sat. When he came opposite the place where Gregory sat, clothed in his pontifical robes, Merowig said in a rough and imperious tone:

"Bishop, why are not the eulogies given to me as well as to the rest of the faithful? Tell me if I am excommunicated?"

At these words, he threw back the hood of his cloak, and discovered to the bystanders the face, crimson with rage, of a tonsured soldier.

The Bishop of Tours had no difficulty in recognizing the eldest of the sons of King Hilperek, for he had often seen him, and already knew all his story. The young fugitive appeared before him charged with a double infraction of the ecclesiastical laws, marriage within the prohibited degrees, and the renunciation of the sacred character of a priest, so seri-


† Petiti, ut eulogias dare deberemus. Erat autem tunc nobiles Ragenemodum Parisiensem sedis episcopum, qui sancto Germano successerat. (Greg. Turon. Hist. Franc., lib. vi. apud Script. Rel. Gallic. et Franc., t. ii. p. 239.) — In rendering thus literally this speech, I have employed a form of expression very common in the History of Gregory of Tours: *Quid tibi sumum est, o episcope, etc.* See the fourth Narrative.
is doing, in order to give the information they obtain to Merowig." These words were sufficient to rouse Hilperik's suspicions, and orders were given to arrest Nicetius and the deacon, who were the bearers of the message. They were stripped of all the money they had about them, and conducted to the confines of the kingdom, whence neither returned until after an exile of seven months. While the messenger and the relation of Gregory of Tours were treated in this arbitrary manner, he himself received from King Hilperik a dispatch couched in these terms: "Drive the apostate from your borders, or I will lay waste all the surrounding country." The bishop simply replied that such a thing had never occurred, not even in the times of the Gothic kings, who were relatives, and that it could not possibly happen now that the true Christian faith was established. Forced by this answer to proceed from threats to deeds, Hilperik made up his mind to act, but with apathy; and at the instigation of Fredegonda, who had no horror of the crime of sacrilege, it was resolved that an army should be raised, and the king place himself at its head, to punish the city of Tours and violate the sanctuary of Saint Martin.

On learning the news of these preparations, Merowig was seized with a sort of religious terror: "God forbid," he exclaimed, "that the holy basilica of Saint Martin should suffer any violence, or his country be devastated on my account!" He wanted instantly to depart with Gonthrann-Bose; and endeavour to reach Austrasia, where he flattered himself that he should find a safe asylum, repose, riches, and all the delights of power with Brunehilda; but nothing was ready for this long journey; they had neither men enough around them, nor sufficient influence with those at a distance. Gonthrann's advice was, to wait, and not throw themselves from fear of one danger into a still greater one. Incapable of attempting anything without the help of his new friend, the young prince sought a refuge from his anxieties and in acts of fervent devotion which were quite new to him. He resolved to pass a night in prayer in the sanctuary of the basilica, and taking with him his most valuable movables, he laid them as offerings on the tomb of Saint Martin; then, kneeling down near the sepulchre, he besought the saint to come to his assistance, and by his gracious intercession to enable him soon to regain his liberty, and at some future day to become king.

With Merowig, these wishes naturally followed each other, and the last it appears formed the principal topic of his conversations with Gonthrann-Bose, and of the projects they devised together. Gonthrann, full of confidence in the resources of his own mind, rarely invoked the aid of the saints; but on the other hand, he had recourse to fortune-tellers, in order to test the justness of his conclusions by their science. Leaving Merowig to pray alone, he sent one of his followers to a woman in whose predictions he had great confidence, and who had already foretold amongst other things, the year, day, and hour on which King Haribert was to die. When interrogated in the name of duke Gonthrann on the future which was reserved for himself and the son of Hilperik, the sorcerer, who probably knew them both very well, gave this answer, addressed to Gonthrann himself: "It will happen that King Hilperik will die in the course of the year, and that Merowig will obtain the throne, to the exclusion of his brothers: thou, Gonthrann, wilt be duke of all the kingdom for five years; but in the sixth, by the favour of the people, thou wilt receive the episcopal dignity in a town situated on the left bank of the Loire, and thou wilt in time depart this life old and full of days." Gonthrann-Bose, who passed his life in making dupes, was himself the dupe of sorcerers and conjurors. He was delighted with this extravagant prophecy, which was doubly in accordance with his dreams of ambition and most secret thoughts. Thinking that the town so vaguely indicated could be no other than that of Tours, and seeing himself already in imagination the successor of Gregory on the pontifical throne, he took care to impart his future good fortune to him with a malicious satisfaction, for the title of bishop was much coveted by the barbarian chiefs. Gregory had just arrived at the basilica of Saint Martin to perform the night service, when the Austrasian duke made him this strange communication with the air of a man firmly convinced of the infallibility of the sorceress. The bishop answered: "You should ask such things of God," and was unable to restrain his laughter. But

* Quibus visum, Fredegundus regina ait: "Exploratores sunt, et ad sciscendandum quid agat rex advenuerunt, ut sciant quid Merovechus renuntiaret." Et statim expostulat ex eadem retroduce, de quo mina epistume expello relaxat ut sint. (ibid.)

† Ictitur Chilpericus nuncius ad nos direct, dicens: "Ejiciat apostata illum de basilica, si autem, totam regionem illum agi succinnat." Cique nos frangere impossibile esset qua temporibus harenaeourum non furent, Christiani hic nec tempestibus facti, praesertim exercitium coniuvemus. (ibid.)

†Cum videret Merovechus patrem suum in hac delibu
ratione intuens, aduenisse secum Guntheramno duce ad Bruchelchidem peregre cogit, dicens: Abest ut proper miserere posse num basilica domini Martinii violenter per
ferat, ut regno ejus per me captivitas subjacatur. (ibid.)

* Et ingressus basilicam, dum vigilia ageret, rex quas secum habebat, ad sepulchrum beati Martini exhibuit, orans ut siti sanctus succurreret, atque ei concederet gratiam suam, ut regnum accipere posset. (ibid. p. 241.)

† Tune direct Guntheramus puerum ad mulierem quidam, ibi jam cognomin a tempore Chartiari regis, haemem spiritum Pythium, ut ei quae erant orant narraret. (ibid. p. 240.)

‡ Quod hoc ei per pueros mandata remielt: "Futurum est enim ut rex Chilpericus hoc anno deficiat, et Merovechus rex, exclusis fratribus, omnem capitis regnum. Tu vero ducatus totius regni ejus annis quinque tenebis. Sexto vero anno hunc civitatem, quem super Liguras al
veum sita est in destra ejae parte, faveatur populo, episcopatus gratiam adfligera. ..." (ibid.) By the words destra parte we must here understand the right side of the river, going up towards its source. V. Adriani Valesii Notitiam Galliarum.

§ Statim ille vanitate estatus, tanquam et jam in cathedra Turonicum ecclesiam resecit, ad me haec detult
this foolish and insatiable vanity reminded him but too painfully of the pen and miseries of his time. He was preoccupied with these sad reflections during the chanting of the Psalms, and when after the service of the vigil he was desirous of taking a short repose, and retired to bed for that purpose in a room near the church, the crimes of which that church seemed destined to be the theatre in the unnatural war between a father and son, and the misfortunes which he foresaw but was not able to prevent, haunted him until he fell asleep. During his slumber, the same ideas, but in colours still more terrible, presented themselves to his mind. He saw an angel traversing the air, hovering over the basilica, and crying in the most lugubrious accents: “Alias! alas! God has smitten Hilperik and all his sons! Not one of them will survive him, or possess his kingdom.” This dream appeared to Gregory as a revelation of the future far more worthy of credit than the answers and predictions of fortune-tellers.

Fickle and inconsistent in character, Merowig soon had recourse to distractions more in accordance with his turbulent habits, than vigils and prayers by the tombs of saints. The law which sanctioned the inviolability of these religious asylums, also gave the fugitives full power to provide themselves with all sorts of provisions, so that it should be impossible for their pursuers to drive them out by means of famine. The priests of the basilica of Saint Martin took upon themselves the care of supplying the articles necessary to the subsistence of such of their guests as were poor, and consequently had no servants. The rich people were served either by their own servants, who were at liberty to go backwards and forwards, or by men and women from without, whose presence frequently caused a great deal of confusion and excess. The courts of the buildings, and the peristyle of the basilica, were at all hours filled by people engaged in business, or a crowd of idlers and loungers. At the time of the different repasts, the noise and confusion sometimes drowned the chanting of the service, disturbing the priests in the amens, and impeding the monks in the liturgy. Sometimes the guests, half intoxicated, quarreled until they came to blows, and bloody frays took place at the door, and even in the interior of the church.

---

If similar disorders did not follow the banquet by which Merowig and his companions tried to divert themselves, boisterous merriment was not wanting; shouts of laughter and coarse jests resounded in the hall, and above all were heard joined with the names of Hilperik and Fredegonda. Merowig did not spare either of them. He related the crimes of his father, and the debauches of his stepmother, spoke of Fredegonda as an infamous adulteress, and of Hilperik as an imbecile husband, and the persecutor of his own children. “Although there was nothing in this but what was perfectly true,” says the contemporary historian, “I think it was not agreeable to God that such things should be divulged by a son.”* This historian, Gregory of Tours himself, being one day invited to Merowig’s table, heard the young man’s scandalous speeches with his own ears. At the end of the repast, Merowig, who remained alone with his pious guest, felt himself in a devotional mood, and begged the bishop to read him something of the future fortune of his soul. Gregory took the book of Solomon, and opening it at hazard, read the following verse: “This eye of him that mocketh at his father, the ravens of the valley shall pick it out.” This singular coincidence was looked upon by the bishop as a second revelation of the future, as menacing as the first;† Meanwhile Fredegonda, more inveterate in her hatred and more active than her husband, resolved to be beforehand with the expedition which was in preparation, and to have Merowig murdered by an ambush. Leudaste, Count of Tours, who was anxious to be in the queen’s good graces, and who besides had to revenge the pillage committed in his house the preceding year, offered himself with eagerness to be the instrument of the murder. Reckoning on the want of circumspection of the man he wished to kill by surprise, he tried various stratagems to entice him beyond the limits of the sanctuary: he did not succeed. Either out of savage spite, or to excite the anger of the young prince so as to make him lose all feeling of prudence, he caused his followers to be attacked in the streets of the town.† Most of them were massacred, and Merowig, enraged at this news, would have run blindly into the snare, if the prudent Gonthram had not withheld him. When he was raving violently, saying that he

---


* Vigiliis in basilica sancti antistitis celebratis, dum lectulo decumbens obdormissement, vidit angelum per aera volantium. Cumque super sanctam basilicam praeterret, voca magna ait: “Heu! heu! perque Deus! Culpenercum, et omnes filios ejus, nec superabitus de his qui prescerunt ex lumbus ejus qui regat regnum illius in internum.” (Ibid.)

† Nam habe cœdes infra ipsum atrum, quod ad pedes Beatæ excitavit, exeget (Eberfusius), exercens asiduos ebrietates ac vanitates...... Introculos pulsat, cum reliquis passionibus, et se superabat, tales præsentes, mundi, mundani, mundane quà remanuit: Beatæ sepalulchri: quod valde facinorosum religiosus erat...... hæc ille cùm post consecram viro matriti dux adversiss...... Furibus ingredit. (Ibid. lib. vii t. ii. p. 300.)

* Merovechus vero de patre aequo novcerat multum criminis loquebatur; quam cum ex parte veræ sensiti, credo acceptum non fuisse Deo, ut hæc per illum vulgaretur. (Ibid lib. v t. i. p. 240.)

† Quadrum enim die, ad convivium ejus adiuvatis, dum pariter sederebamus, supplicabat petit atque ad instructionem animam legem. Ego vero, rectora Salomonis libro, versuum qui primus occurrerat, qui hæc contenebat: “Ut virtutem pariter pariteras adpettis, ut cum curvam convallium illos”. Illo quoque non Intelligenti, consideravi hunc versiculum a Domino preparatum. (Ibid.)

† Leudaste tunc comes, cum multis in amore Fredegundis insinuaret tendentem, ad extremum pueros ejus, quorum in pago aegro fuerant, circumanessus deo gladio tractatur, ipsumque interimemus suppuris si reiperire loco opportunum potuisset. (Ibid.)
should have no rest until he had avenged him-
self on the lover of Fredegonda, Gontram counselled him to direct his retaliation where there was no risk, and where the advantage would be considerable; to punish for this insult, not Leudaste, who was on his guard, but some other, no matter whom, of the friends of King
Hilperik.†

Marieul, first physician to the king, a very
rich man, and of an unwarlike disposition, was
then at Tours, on his road from Soissons to
Poitiers, his native city. He had with him but
few followers and much baggage; and nothing was more easy than for the young warriors,
Merowig's companions, to carry him off from
his inn. They entered it unawares, and cruelly
ill treated the peaceful doctor, who, luckily for
himself, contrived to escape, and took refuge in
the cathedral almost naked, leaving his gold,
silver, and the rest of his moveables in the hands
of the assailants.‡ All this was looked upon as
lawful booty by the son of Hilperik, who, satis-
fied with the trick he had played his father, and
thinking himself sufficiently revenged, was
anxious to display his clemency. At the request
of the bishop he announced to poor Martleif
who did not yet know of his fate, to display
his clemency. At the request of the bishop he
announced to poor Martleif the success of the
attempt of Co-
vulm.† At the request!
and thinking himself suffic-
mntly revenged, was Tours, and situated in the village of
of the assailan-
sen.
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of the bishop he announced to poor Marieul,
who did not venture to quit his asylum, that he
was at liberty to continue his journey.‡ But at
the moment that Merowig was congratulating
himself on having so prudent a man as Gon-
tramm-Bose as companion of his fortunes and
his intimate friend, the latter did not hesitate in
selling his services to the mortal enemy of the
young man who so inconsiderately placed en-
tire confidence in him.

Far from sharing the hatred which King Hil-
perik felt for Gontram on account of the
murder of Theodebert, Fredegonda was grate-
ful to him for having rid her of one of her step-
sons, as she would fain have been of the other
two. The interest she displayed in favour of the
Arian bishop, he had become still stronger
since she had a glimpse of the possibility of
using him as an instrument in Merowig's
destruction. Gontram-Bose never willingly
undertook a dangerous commission; but the ill
success of the attempt of Count Leudaste, a man
more violent than adroit, determined the queen
to look for one who might, by his craft, render
certain the murder which she meditated, al-
though he did not execute it himself. She
therefore sent a confidential person to Gon-
tramm with this message: "If thou canst con-
trive to decoy Merowig out of the basilica, so
that he may be killed, I will make thee a mag-
nificent present."§ Gontram-Bose joyfully

§ Sed ille consilio usus Guntrammi, et as idem de-
siderant... (Ibid.)

† Redensio Marieilio archatone de præsenti regis
(tum) comprehensi, casuum graevium, a-
blatto auro argentoque ejus, et reliquis rebus quas secum
exhibebat, nundum reliquit. Et interficisse utique, si
non, inter manus cædendium elapsus, ecclesiæ expeti-
sit. (Ibid.)

‡ Quæm nos postea induitum vestimentis, obtenta vilia,
Post tamen manus. (Ibid.)

§ Missa ad Guntrammm Boceunum Fredegundis ra-
gina, quæcum ei jam pro morte Theodeberi patrocinabat-
tur, occulti dicens: Si Merovechum ejusce pueri de

accepted the proposal. Persuaded that the
artful Fredegonda had already taken her mea-
sures, and that suborned assassins kept watch
in the environs of Tours, he went to Merowig
and said to him in a most cheerful tone, "Why
do we lead here the lives of cowards and idlers,
skulking like fowls round this basilica! Let us
send for our horses, and take dogs and hawks
with us, and let us go out hunting; to take exer-
cise, breathe the fresh air, and enjoy the fine
view."‡

The desire for space and fresh air which pri-
soners feel so keenly, spoke to Merowig's heart,
and the extreme facility of his character made
him approve of every thing his friend proposed
without examination. He accepted this attrac-
tive invitation with the readiness natural to his
age. The horses were instantly brought into
the court of the basilica, and the two fugitives
set out completely equipped for hunting, their
birds on their wrists, escorted by their servants,
and followed by their dogs in couples. They
fixed upon a domain belonging to the church
of Tours, and situated in the village of Jocundia-
cum, now Jouay, at a short distance from the
city, as the spot they were to go to. They spent
the day in the manner, hunting and racing to-
gether, without Gontram's giving the slightest
sign of premeditation, or appearing to think of
any thing but amusing themselves as much as
possible. What he expected did not occur;
either Fredegonda's emissaries had not yet
arrived at Tours, or else her instructions had
not been properly followed up, but no armed
troop appeared to fall upon Merowig, either in
the various excursions of the day, or on the way
home. Merowig, therefore, returned quietly to
the sanctuary which afforded him security, re-
joiced at getting his liberty for a few hours, and
not at all aware that he had been in danger of
perishing by the most signal treachery.†

The army which was to attack Tours was
ready, but when it was necessary to depart, Hil-
perik suddenly became undecided and timid;
he wished to know how great at that moment
was Saint Martin's susceptibility against the in-
fingrers of his privileges, and if the holy con-
fessor was in an indulgent or choleric mood.
As there was no one in the world who could
give him the slightest information on this point,
the king conceived the strange idea of writing
to the saint himself, requesting a clear and posi-
tive answer. He therefore composed a letter,
which expressed in law terms his paternal
grievances against the murderer of his son
Theodebert, and appealed to the justice of the
saint against this great culprit.

The conclusion

basslica ut interficatur, magnum de me munis accipies. (Ibid)

* At ille prestito puessae esse interfectorum, sit ad Mer-
Ovechum: "Ut quid hic quasi segetis et timidi resedimus,
et ut hebetes circa basilicam hanc occupemur." Veniant
eum enim cuo nostr, et acceptis accipitribus, cum canibus
exercemur venatione, spectaculique patulis jucunde-
mur. (Ibid.)

Rum enim esse basilea calidé, ut eum a sancta basilici
sepulent. (Ibid.)

† Egressa itaque, ut diximus, de basilica ad Jocundia-
cum, sed omnem dominum civilissimum progressum sunt: sed a
nemine Merovechus nocuit est. (Ibid. p. 241.)
of this request was the following peremptory demand: "Is it permitted me, or is it not, to take Gonthramn from the sanctuary?" It is still more singular, that beneath this there was a stratagem by which King Hilperik thought to deceive his celestial correspondent, intending, if he received permission for Gonthramn, to make use of the same for Merowig, whose name he did not mention for fear of frightening the saint. This singular epistle was brought to Tours by a student of Frankish race, named Baudeghisel, who placed it on Saint Martin's tomb with a sheet of blank paper, on which the saint might write his answer. At the end of three days the messenger returned, and finding on the tombstone the paper just as he had left it, without the smallest word of writing, he supposed that Saint Martin refused to explain himself, and returned to King Hilperik.

What the king feared above all things was, that Merowig should join Brunehilda in Austrasia, and, aided by her counsels and money, should succeed in creating a party in his favour among the Neustrian Franks. In the mind of Hilperik this fear surpassed even his hatred for Gonthramn-Bose, whom he felt inclined to forgive, provided he in no way favoured the escape of his companion in confinement. This produced another plan in which Hilperik again displayed the same heavy and timorous policy. This plan consisted in obtaining from Gonthramn, without whom Merowig was unable to undertake a journey for want of resources and firmness, an oath not to leave the basilica without giving the king notice of it. King Hilperik hoped by this means to be warned in time to intercept all communications between Tours and the Austrasian frontier. He sent emissaries to confer secretly with Gonthramn; and in this struggle between two parties to overreach each other, the latter was not behindhand. Trusting little to the conciliatory speeches sent him by Hilperik, but thinking that it might be a last chance of safety if all others failed, he took the oath required of him, and swore in the sanctuary itself of the basilica, with one hand on the silken cloth which covered the high altar.

This done, he continued secretly, but with no less activity than before, to prepare for a sudden flight.

(§ 577.) Since the lucky blow which had thrown the Doctor Marielett's money into the hands of the fugitives, these preparations had progressed rapidly. Mercenary soldiers, a class of men which conquest had created, offered themselves in numbers to serve as escort to the end of the journey; their number soon amounted to more than five hundred. With such a force, escape was easy, and the arrival in Austrasia highly probable. Gonthramn-Bose, judging that there was no longer any reason for delay, and taking care, notwithstanding his oath, that the king should not have the least notice of it, told Merowig that it was time to think of departing. Merowig, weak and irresolute when not roused by passion, just when he was on the point of making this great attempt, gave way, and again sunk into his former state of indecision. "But," said Gonthramn to him, "have we not the predictions of the soothsayers in our favour?" The young prince was not reassured by this; but to divert himself from his sad forebodings, he determined to seek for information as to the future from some better source.

There was at that time a method of religious divination, which, although prohibited by the councils, was, notwithstanding, practised in Gaul by the wisest and most enlightened men of the time. Merowig determined to have recourse to it. He went to the chapel in which was the tomb of Saint Martin, and placed on the sepulchre three of the inspired books, the book of Kings, the Psalms, and the Gospels. During one whole night he prayed to God and the holy confessor to reveal to him what was to happen, and whether he might hope to obtain his father's kingdom or not. He then fasted three whole days, and on the fourth he returned to the tomb and opened the three volumes one after another. The book of Kings was the one whose reply he was most anxious to obtain: it opened at a page at the top of which stood the following verse: "Because they forsook the Lord their God, and have served other gods; therefore hath the Lord brought upon them all this evil." In opening the book of Psalms, he found this passage: "Thou castedst them down into destruction. How are they brought into desolation?" Lastly, in the Gospels he read these words: "Ye know that after two days is the feast of the passover, and the Son of man is betrayed to be crucified." It was impossible

* Ei quis impetebatur tunc Gonthramnus de interitu dux duxit, Thedoberti, missi Chiliperici rex nationis et episcopis scriptam ad sepulchrum sancti Martinus, quae habebat in eo, ut et beatus Martinus rescriveret, utrum hic cureret extraher Gonthramnum de basilica ejus an non. (Bib.)

† [The attempt of savage cunning to cut out its fears and juggle with the higher powers, is very characteristic of the mixture of superstition, obtuseness, and low cunning of that epoch. Nine centuries later we meet with a still more singular case of this juggling with infernal power. Gilpin de Rots, whose fourteen years' horrible worship of the devil (to whom he offered up no less than 140 infants as sacrifices) blackened the annals of France, at the very time that he was committing this infamy felt himself sure of heaven, having, as he thought, deceived or corrupted his Supreme Judge "by masses and processions." (Michelot, Histoire de France, livre xi.—Enron.)

to imagine anything more appalling for one who imagined he received an answer from God himself, than each of these words; it might have shaken a stronger mind than that of the son of Hilperic. He remained as if overpowered by the weight of this triple menace of treason, ruin, and violent death, and wept bitterly for a long while by the tomb of Saint Martin.* Gonthram-Bose, who had equal faith in his oracle, and, moreover, found in it no cause of fear for himself, persisted in his resolution. By means of that influence which strong minds exercise in an almost magnetic manner upon weak and impressionable characters, he restored the courage of his companion so well, that the departure took place without delay, and Merowig mounted on horseback with a look of tranquility and confidence. Gonthram in this decisive moment had also a trial to go through; he was going to separate himself from his two daughters, who had taken refuge with him in the basilica of Saint Martin, and whom he feared to take with him, on account of the hazards of so long a journey. Notwithstanding his profound selfishness, and imperious duplicity, he was not completely devoid of good feeling, and amongst so many vices, he had at least one redeeming virtue, paternal love;† The society of his daughters was in the highest degree dear to him. If he was separated from them, he never hesitated to expose himself to danger that he might reunite them, and if there was any danger to defend them from, he became fierce and courageous even to rashness. Compelled to leave them in an asylum which King Hilperic, if he became desperate, might cease to respect, he determined to fetch them away himself; and it was with this idea, the only good one which could find a place in his bosom, that he quitted the sanctuary, and galloped on by the side of Merowig.‡

Nearly six hundred horsemen recruited, to all appearance, among the adventurers and vagabonds of the country, both Franks and Gauls by origin, accompanied the two fugitives. Keeping along the left bank of the Loire, from south to north, they passed over King Gonthram’s territories in good order. When they arrived near Orleans, they turned eastward to avoid passing along the left bank of the Loir. They soon quitted the sanctuary, and galloped on by the side of Saint Martin. It was well guarded; nevertheless he forced his way in, and appeared almost immediately with his daughters, whom he wished to place in safety out of Hilperic’s kingdom. After this bold manoeuvre, Gonthram took the road to Poitiers, a town which had become Austrasian ever since the victory of Mummolus. He arrived there without accident, placed his two travelling companions in the basilica of Saint Hilary, and left them to go and see what was passing in Austrasia.†

This time, for fear of a second misfortune, he made a long circuit, and directed his course northwards by Limousin, Auvergne, and the road leading from Lyons to Meiz. Before Count Erpoald was able to give information of this to King Gonthram and receive his orders relative to the prisoner, Merowig succeeded in escaping from the place where he was confined. He took refuge in the principal church of Auxerre, one dedicated to Saint Germerno, the apostle of the Bretons, and established himself there in safety as at Tours, under the shelter of the right of sanctuary.‡ The news of his flight reached King Gonthram almost as soon as that of his arrest. This was more than sufficient to displease in the highest degree this timid and pacific king, whose principal care was to keep himself aloof from the quarrels which might spring up around him. He feared that Merowig’s remaining in his kingdom would create a deal of trouble, and wished either that the son of Hilperic should have been allowed to pass quietly, or else have been detained and strictly guarded. Accusing Erpoald at the same time of excess of zeal and want of skill, he summoned him instantly before him; and when the count was about to answer and justify his conduct, the king interrupted him, saying:

* Cùm iter ageret per Anustodorenem territorium, ab Erpoaldo dux Gonthranni regis comprehensum est. (Ibid.)
† Gonthrannus Boso Turonius cum pacia armatis veniens, filias suas, quas in basilica sancta reliquerat, vi abutuit, et eas usque Pictavis civitatem, quae erat Childerii regis, perduxit. (Ibid. p. 241.)
‡ Cùnique ab eo Erpoale deliniretur, casa secreto quo diligenias, basilicam Sancti Germani ingressus est. (Ibid. p. 241.)
"Thou didst arrest him whom my brother calls his enemy; but, if thy intentions were serious, thou shouldst have brought him to me without loss of time; otherwise thou shouldst not have interfered with a man whom thou didst not intend to keep prisoner."*  

The charge of these expressions provoked on the part of King Gonthram and the repugnance to take part with the sons of fear of quarrelling with the father. The weight of his displeasure fell on Count Erposal, who was not only deprived of his office, but condemned moreover to pay a fine of seven hundred golden pieces.† It seems that in spite of Hilperik's messages and entreaties, Gonthram took no measure for disturbing the fugitive in his new asylum, and that, so far from it, he contrived, without compromising himself, and yet saving appearances, that Merowig should quickly find means to escape and continue his journey. Indeed, after a residence of two months in the basilica of Auxerre, the young prince departed accompanied by his faithful friend Gaiten, and this time the roads were open to him. He at last arrived in the territory of Austrasia, where, after he had found no friends, the delights of marriage and all the honors attached to the title of husband of a queen, but which new obstacles and misfortunes awaited him, which were only to end with his life. The kingdom of Austrasia, governed in the name of a child by a council of nobles and bishops, was at that time the theatre of continual troubles and violent dissensions. The absence of all legal restraint and the headstrong wilfulness of individual wills, were felt there still more strongly than in any other part of Gaul. There was in this respect no distinction of race or state; barbarians or Romans, prelates or military chiefs, all men who felt themselves strong from power or wealth, rivalled each other in turbulence and ambition. Divided into opposite factions, they agreed only in one thing, a violent dislike to Brunehilda, whom they wanted to deprive of all influence in the government of her son. The principal chiefs of this formidable aristocracy were Egidius, Bishop of Reims, notoriously sold to the King of Neustria, and Duke Ranthig, the richest of the Austrasians, the very type, if such an expression can be used, of those who did ill from a sheer love of it, as the other barbarians did from passion or interest.‡  

Traits of almost incredible cruelty, such as popular traditions impute to the nobles of the feudal times, and the remembrance of which is still attached to the ruins of their keeps and castles, were related of him. When he supped, lighted by a slave who held in his hand a waxen torch, one of his favourite amusements was to oblige the poor slave to extinguish the torch against his naked legs, then to light it again and put it out and relight it several times in the same way. The deeper the burn was, the more was Duke Ranthig amused and laughed at the contortions of this miserable wretch who was forced to submit to this species of torture.‡ He caused two of his serfs, a young man and woman, whose crime was having married without his consent, and whom, at the entreaties of a priest, he had sworn not to separate, to be burned alive in the same grave. "I have kept my word," said he with a ferocious sneer; "they are now united for ever."‡  

This terrible man, whose insolence towards Queen Brunehilda exceeded all bounds, and whose conduct was a perpetual rebellion, had for his constant attendants Bertefred and Ursio, the one of Germanic origin, the other, son of a Gallo-Roman, but both thoroughly imbued with the cruelty and violence of Germanic manners. In their savage opposition, they attacked, not only the queen, but whoever sided with her and endeavoured to maintain order and public tranquillity. They had a peculiar hatred to the Roman Lupus, Duke of Champagne, or the Rhinian princess, a severe and vigilant governor, and fully imbued with the traditions of the imperial government. The domains of Lupus were almost daily ravaged, his houses pillaged, and his life threatened by Duke Ranthig's faction. Once Ursio and Bertefred, with a troop of soldiers, fell upon him and his followers at the very gates of the palace where the young king and his mother lived. Attracted by the tumult, Brunehilda hastened to the spot, and courageously throwing herself among the armed men, she exclaimed, addressing herself to the chiefs of the assailants: "Why do you thus attack an innocent man? Do not commit this outrage; do not provoke a war which would be the ruin of the country!" "Woman," replied Ursio with brutal haughtiness, "retire; let it suffice thee to have governed in thy husband's lifetime; it is thy son who reigns now, and it is to our protection, not thine, that the kingdom looks for safety. Retire, then, or we will trample  

* Retholinus, ut frater meus, inimicum eum quod in hoc facere cogebas, ad me eum debuisti prae adducere. Eum autem aliiug, nec tangere debueras quem tenere indisputabas. (Ibid.)  
† Guicharmanus rex in ira commotus Erpomon sepelirem tunc aures damni, et ab honore removet. (Ibid.)  
‡ Merovincus popae duos geminos ad sanctam basilicam redidit, fugam inuit, et ad Brunichildem regnam uerumque percutit. (Ibid.)  
†§ Rauchingus vir omni vanitate reputatus, superbia turbasse, etiam propter tua; qui se ea cum subjectis agebat, ut non cognesceret in se aliquod humanitatis habere, sed ultra modum humanum malum acque subtile in suis desumus nefanda maia gerebat. (Ibid. p. 233.)  
§ R Hugh. I. 28.  
† Seliphrusque eos viventes dicens: "Qua non frustra juramentum meum, ut non separatamur in sempernurn..." In tabulis enim opusculi de sequinisimus erat, nullam aliam habens potus usitatissimum, nisi in cachinas ac dolis. (Ibid.)  
† Ilis consulibus Romanam potestatem fulsit: Te ducit et nobis hic modo Roma reddit. Justinus florentem, faveant te judice, leges, Causarumque sermo pondere libra manet... (Fortunatus carnem de Lupo ducit, apud Script. Rec. Gallic. et Franciae, t. ii. p. 514.)
the under our horses' feet." This situation of things in Austrasia, ill accorded with the hopes in which Merowig had indulged; but the illusion did not last long. He had scarcely entered Metz, the capital of the kingdom, when he received from the council of regency the order to depart immediately, even if he was permitted to enter the town. The ambitious chiefs, who treated Brunehilda as a stranger without rights or power, were not likely to submit to the presence of the husband of this queen, whom they feared, although pretending to despise her. The more she prayed and entreated that Merowig should be received hospitably, and allowed to live with her in peace, the more harsh and inexorable those who governed in the name of the young king became. They alleged as their reason, the danger of a rupture with the King of Neustria; they did not fail to avail themselves of it, and their compliance with their queen's wishes was confined to simply dismissing the son of Hilperik, without using violence, or giving him up to his father. Deprived of his last hope of refuge, Merowig retired by the same road he had come; but before passing the frontier of Gonthranm's kingdom, he left the high road and wandered from village to village through the Rhenish country. He went at random, walking by night and concealing himself all day, especially avoiding people of high rank, who might have recognised him; in constant fear of being betrayed, and exposed to all sorts of evils, and with no prospect in view but that of reaching the sanctuary of St. Martin of Tours in disguise. As soon as all traces of him were lost, it was supposed that he had taken that resolution, and the news of it soon reached Neustria. At this report, King Hilperik dispatched his army to occupy the city of Tours, and guard the abbey of St. Martin. The army, arrived in Touraine, pillaged, devastated, and destroyed the country, without even sparing the property of the church. All sorts of rapine were committed in the buildings of the abbey, which was converted into barracks, where soldiers were quartered to keep guard at all the entrances to the basilica. The gates were kept closed day and night, excepting one, through which a small number of priests were allowed to enter to chant the offices, and the people were excluded from the church, and deprived of Divine service. At the same time that these precautions were taken to cut off the retreat of the fugitive, King Hilperik, probably with the consent of the nobles of Austrasia, passed the frontier in arms, and searched every part of the territory where it was possible that Merowig had concealed himself. Although surrounded like a wild beast pursued by the hunters, the young man succeeded in escaping from his father's search, thanks to the compassion of the lower classes of Franks, or those of Roman origin, in whom alone he could trust. After having fruitlessly scourcd the country, and taken a military ride along the forest of Ardennes, Hilperik re-entered his kingdom without the troops whom he led on this reconnoitering expedition having committed any act of hostility against the inhabitants. Whilst Merowig saw himself reduced to lead the life of an outlaw and a vagrant, his old companion in adversity, Gonthram-Bose, arrived in Austrasia from Pottiers. He was the only man of any importance in the country of whom the son of Hilperik could ask assistance; and he without doubt very soon learnt the retreat, and all the secrets of the unhappy fugitive. So completely desperate a state of things offered to Gonthramm two prospects, between which he was not accustomed to hesitate, an onerous fidelity, or the profits of an act of treachery; he decided in favour of the latter. Such was at least the general opinion; for, according to his usual way, he avoided compromising himself, by working in secret, and playing a double game, so as to enable him boldly to deny it, if the plot did not succeed. Queen Fredegonda, who never failed to act for herself whenever it happened (and it was not a rare occurrence) that her husband's dexterity was at fault, seeing the little success of the chase after Merowig, resolved to have recourse to less noisy, but more certain measures. She communicated her plan to Egdius, Bishop of Reims, who was united to her by friendship, and an assistant in her political intrigues; and through him Gonthramm-Bose once more listened to the instructions and brilliant promises of the queen. From the union of these two men with the implacable enemy of the son of Hilperik, arose a skilfully combined plot to hurry him to his ruin, by means of his greatest foible, the wild ambition natural to a young man, and his desire to reign. Some men from the country of Thirouanne, the country most devoted to Fredegonda, entered Austrasia secretly to obtain an interview with the son of Hilperik. Having found him in the retreat in which he kept himself concealed, they

* Huc ulla loquente, respondit Ursus: "Recede a nobis, o mulier, suffult tibi sub vabo teenuse regnum Nunc autem filius tuus regnat; regnumque ejus non tua, sed nostra tuncque salvator Tu vero recede a nobis, ne te angulus equorum nostrorum cum terra confundat. (Greg. Turon. Hist Franc., lib vi apud Script. Rer Gallici et Franc., t. ii p. 267.)

† Sed ab Austrasia non est collectus (Ibid ibd. lib vi. p. 241.) Adriam Valaisi Rer Franc., lib x. p. 83.)


§ Exercitum Chilperici regis usque Turonis accedere, regionem iliam in praedas mutiri, ascendere aequo devaeant: nec rebus sancti Martini pepercit. (Ibid. p. 241.)

Chilpericon vero custodiem basilicam jubet, et omnes claudi adhibit. Custodes autem usus essent per quod pauci clericis ad officium ingredere, relinquentes, reliqua estis classa tenebant, quod non sine teudio popularis futur. (Ibid p. 246.)

† Patern vero ejus exercitum contra Campanessem commovit, putans eum ibdem occurrere; sed nihil nocument, nec eum patiorem. (Ibid. lib vi. p. 241.)

‡ Loquebatur etiam tunc homines, in hac circumentione Egidium episcopum et Guntchamnonm Bosnonium maxime maximum caput, quo Guntchamnonm Fredegunda reginae occulti amicitius propotere pro interlocutioni Thedobonis Egidius vero quod etiam longo tempore esset carus. (Ibid. lib. vii. t. ii. p. 262.)
gave him the following message, in the name of their fellow-countrymen:—"Since thy hair has grown once more, we will submit to thee, and are ready to abandon thy father, if thou wilt come amongst us." Morowig eagerly seized this offer; he even fancied himself secure of detaining his father, on the good faith of persons he did not know, the delegates of an obscure canton of Neustria. He set out at once for Therouanne, accompanied by a few men blindly devoted to his fortunes; Galien, his inseparable friend in fortune and adversity; Gaukli, count of the palace of Austrasia under King Sigebert, and now fallen into disgrace; and finally Grind, and several others whom the chronicle does not name, but whom he honours with the title of men of courage.†

They ventured into the Neustrian territory, without considering that the further they advanced, the more difficult retreat became. On the confines of the savage district which extended north of Arras to the coasts of the ocean, they found what had been promised them, troops of men who welcomed them, and received King Merowig with acclamations. Invited to rest in one of the farms which the Frankish population inhabited, they entered without mistrust; but the doors were instantly closed upon them, guards defended every issue, and armed bodies of men surrounded the house like a besieged city. At the same time, couriers mounted on horseback, and hastened to Soissons to announce to King Hilperik that his enemies had fallen into the snare, and that he might come and dispose of them.‡

At the noise of the barricaded doors, and the military preparations which rendered his departure impossible, Merowig, struck with the sense of his danger, remained pensive and dejected. The sad and thoughtful imagination of the man of the north, which formed the most striking characteristic, gradually got the better of his reason; he was beset with ideas of violent death, and horrible images of tortures and punishments. A profound terror of the fate for which he was reserved seized on him with such intensity, that, despairing of everything, he saw no resource but suicide.§ But, wanting the courage to strike the blow himself, he required for that purpose another arm than his own, and addressing his brother in arms: "Galen," said he, "we have never had but one soul and one mind until now: do not let me fall into the hands of my enemies, I confide thee; take a sword and kill me." Galien, with the obedience of a vassal, drew the knife which he wore at his girdle, and struck the young prince a mortal blow. King Hilperik, who arrived in great haste to seize his son, found only his corpse.‡ Galien was taken with the other companions of Morowig; he had clung to life, either from some remaining hope, or some inexplicable weakness.

There were persons who doubted the truth of these facts, and believed that Fredegonda, going straight to the point, had had her step-son murdered, and that the suicide was an invention to get over the paternal scruples of the king. However, the horrible treatment which Merowig's companions met with, seemed to justify his forebodings for himself and his anticipated terrors. Galien perished, mutilated in the most barbarous manner; his feet, hands, nose, and ears, were cut off: Grind had his limbs broken on the wheel, which was raised in the air, and where he expired: Gaukli, the eldest of the three, was the least unfortunate; he was simply beheaded.†

Thus Merowig paid the penalty of his disgraceful intimacy with the murderer of his brother, and Gunthram-Bose became a second time the instrument of that fatality which seemed to attend upon the sons of Hilperik. He did not feel his conscience more loaded than before; and, like the bird of prey who, at the end of his chase, returns to the nest, he became anxious about his two daughters whom he had left at Pottiers. This town had just fallen again into the hands of the King of Neustria; the project of conquest which the victory of Mummoldus (A. D. 578) had put an end to for the time, was recommenced after an interval of a year, and Desiderius, at the head of a numerous army, again menaced all Aquitania. Those who had been left were not able to resist. Frankish kings, Hildebert, or to whom King Hilperik had any particular dislike, were arrested in their houses, and sent under escort to the palace of Braine. The Roman Enudios, Count of Pottiers, guilty of having attempted to defend that city, and the Frank Dak, son of Dagark, who had shown himself in the field as a partisan leader, were seen passing in the same plough on the road from Tours to Soissons.‡ In such circumstances,

---

* Vocato ad se Galilano familiaris suo, ait: Una nobis usque nunc et anima et consilium fuit: rego ne pateris me manibus inimicorum tradit: sed accepisti gladio intrare in me. Quod ille nec dubitans, eum culto confedit. Advenit autem rex mortuus est repertus. (Ibid.)

† Exspectavit tunc qui adsererint verbo Merovechi, qui superius diximus, a regina fuisse conficta: Merovechum vero eus fuisse sussu clam interemptum. Galilano vero adprehensum, abaxis manibus et pedibus, auribus et naribus summa tobosatos, et alius multae cruciatibus adsererant. (Ibid. lib. VIII, c. 26.)

‡ In spectatoribus detegens dolos, in villam eum quantum condutum, et circumseptum cum armatis, multis patri dirigitur. Quod ille audient, illuc prope rare demina. (Ibid.)

§ Sed hic cum in hospitilium quodam retinuerit, timens ne ad vindiciae inimicorum multae laevet penas . . . . . (Ibid. lib. B. vi. t. ii. p. 246.)
the return to Poitiers was a perilous enterprise for Gonthramn-Bose; but this time he did not reflect, and determined, at any price, to deliver his daughters from the danger of being carried off from their asylum. Accompanied by a few friends, for he always found some in spite of his multiplied treacheries, he took the road to the south as the safest he could select, arrived at Poitiers without molestation, and was no less successful in withdrawing his two daughters from the basilica of Saint Hilary. This was not all; it was necessary to hasten away and reach promptly some spot where they might be safe from pursuit. Gonthramn and his friends remounted their horses without loss of time, and left Poitiers by the gate which opened on the road to Tours.*

They marched by the side of the covered wagon which contained the two young girls, armed with daggers and short lances, the ordinary equipment of the most peaceful travellers. They had not advanced more than a few hundred yards on the road, when they perceived some horsemen coming towards them. The two forces halted to reconnoiter each other, and that of Gonthramn-Bose placed itself on the defensive, for the men in front of it were soon discovered to be enemies.† These had for their leader a certain Drakolen, a very active partisan of the King of Neustria, and who was returning from the palace of Braine, whither he had been conveying the son of Dagarik and other captives, their hands tied behind their backs. Gonthramn felt that it was necessary to give battle; but before coming to an engagement, he tried to parley. He sent one of his friends to Drakolen, giving him the following instructions: "Go, and tell him this in my name: Thou knowest that formerly there was an alliance between us; I therefore pray thee to leave me a free passage: take what thou wilt of my property; I abandon every thing to thee, even should I remain naked; only let me and my daughters go where we intend."†

---

* On hearing these words, Drakolen, who thought himself the stronger of the two, gave a shout of derision, and pointing to a bundle of cords which hung at his saddle-bow, he said to the messenger, "Here is the cord with which I bound the other culprits I have led to the king; it will do for him also." Instantly spurring his horse, he rushed upon Gonthramn-Bose, and attempted to give him a blow with his lance; but the blow was ill-directed, and the iron of the lance, detaching itself from the wood, fell to the ground. Gonthramn resolutely seized that moment, and striking Drakolen on the face, made him stagger in his saddle; some one else knocked him down and dispatched him with a stroke of a lance through the ribs. The Neustrians, seeing their leader dead, turned their horses' heads, and Gonthramn-Bose continued his journey, but not before he had carefully stripped the body of his enemy.†

† After this adventure, Duke Gonthramn travelled quietly into Austrasia. Arrived at Metz, he recommenced the life of a great Frankish noble, a life of savage and disorderly independence, which neither partook of the dignity of the Roman patrician, nor the chivalric manners of the feudal lord. History makes little mention of him during an interval of three years; we then suddenly meet with him at Constantinople, where he seems to have been drawn by his restless and truant disposition. It was in this journey that, through his mediation, the great intrigue of the century was planned, an intrigue which shook the whole of Gaul, in which the feeling of rivalry of the Austrasian Franks towards their western brethren, united with the national hatred of the southern Gauls, for the destruction of the two kingdoms of which Soissons and Châlons-sur-Saône were the capital towns.

---

regul Chilperico, hic illeque vagaretur, a Dracolenus ducus, qui dicebatur industrius, fraudulenter adprehensus est, quem vincitum ad Chilpericum regem Brennacum deduxit ... (Ibid. lib. v. t. ii. p. 246)

* Hic diebus Gonthramnus Bose filias suas a Pictavo suferens conabatur. (Ibid. p. 249)

† Dracolenus se super eum object; sed illi, sicur erant partis conuentus, se defensarum nubiabant. (Ibid.)

‡ Gonthramnus vero mexit unam de amicis suis ad

---

eum, dicens: "Vade et dic et Scis enim quod sedes in ter nos instant habemus, rogo ut de meo removas insidias. Quantum vis de rebus tollere non prohibе: tantum mihi esto: nudo liceat eum filiabus meis accedere quo volueris." (Ibid.)

† Elevateque cuncta, Dracolenus atat in faucibus. Suspensumque de eoque aurum, usus de amicis suis cum lanceae latere verberatum finivit. Fugatique ecasti, ipso spirito, Gonthramnus cum filiabus liber absce- lan. (Ibid.)
FOURTH NARRATIVE.

577—586.

THE HISTORY OF PRETEXTATUS, BISHOP OF ROUEN.

(A.D. 577.) Whilst the son of Hilperik, unable to find shelter in the kingdoms of his father or of his wife, wandered amidst the heaths and forests of Champagne, there was born one day throughout Neustria who had sufficient courage to proclaim himself his friend. This was Pretextatus, Bishop of Rouen, who, since the day that he held the young prince, at the baptismal font, had conceived for him one of those devoted, absolute, and unreflecting attachments, of which a blind or a nurse alone seems capable. The blind sympathy which had led him, in spite of the laws of the church, to favour the passion of Merowig for his uncle's widow, only increased his efforts with the misfortunes which attended this intolerable passion. It was probably to the zeal of Pretextatus that the husband of Brunehilda was indebted for the money, by means of which he succeeded in escaping from the basilica of Saint Martin of Tours, and reaching the frontiers of Austrasia. At the news of the ill success of this escape, the bishop was not discouraged; on the contrary, he, as his spiritual father, increased his efforts to procure friends and a home for the fugitive persecuted by his natural father. He took very little trouble to disguise sentiments and actions, which appeared duties to him. No man of the least importance among the Franks, who inhabited his diocese, paid him a visit without hearing a long account of the misfortunes of Merowig, and the affection and support of the visitor being earnestly solicited for his godson; for his dear son, as he called than by any other information, of his wife, wandered amidst the heaths and to the counsels and assistance of Fredegonda, his godson; for his dear son, as he called her in her misfortunes of Merowig, and the affection and of golden pieces to the number of two thousand and three hundred and forty, which, in the simplicity of his heart, he repeated to his own profit; he then banished Pretextatus, under safe escort, far from his diocese until the meeting of the synod, which was to assemble and judge him. Letters of convocation addressed to all the bishops of Hilperik's kingdom, commanded them to come to Paris at the end of the spring

news, Hilperik fell into one of those fits of rage and terror, during which he abandoned himself to the counsels and assistance of Fredegonda, being himself uncertain of escape. Since the day that he had succeeded in separating Merowig and Brunehilda, he had almost forgotten Pretextatus for having solemnisized their marriage; but Fredegonda, less forgetful, and less confined in her passions to the interest of the moment, had contracted a profound hatred towards the bishop, one of those hatreds which, with her, ended only with the life of whoever had the misfortune to excite it. Seizing this occasion, therefore, she persuaded the king to denounce Pretextatus before a council of bishops, as guilty of high treason according to the Roman law, and to insist at least on his being punished for infringing the canons of the church, even if he was not found guilty of any other crime.

Pretextatus was arrested in his house, and conducted to the royal residence to undergo an examination on the facts which were imputed to him, and on his relations with Queen Brunehilda since the day that she left Rouen to return to Austrasia. They learnt from the answers of the bishop that he had not entirely restored to that queen the treasures she had entrusted him with at her departure; and that two bales full of stuffs and jewels, which were estimated at three thousand golden sols, and moreover a bag of golden pieces to the number of two thousand, still remained. More rejoiced at this discovery than by any other information, Hilperik hastened to seize this deposit, and to confiscate it to his own profit; he then banished Pretextatus, under safe escort, far from his diocese until the meeting of the synod, which was to assemble and judge him.


** Audiens Chilpericus quod Pretextatus, Rothomagensis episcopus, contra utilitatem suam populus munera dat, eum ad suum accessum preceptit. (Ibid. lib. v. t. ii. p. 243.)

*** Quo discusso, reperit cum eodem re Brunehildis regina commendata. (Ibid. lib. v. t. ii. p. 243.) Duo voluita speciebus et diversa ornamenta referant a consilio capit. reducing true quam tria millia solidorum. Sed et saccum cum numismatis sunt pondera tenentem quas millia duo (Ibid p. 245.) According to the valuation made by Mr. Guérard, three thousand golden solidi are intrinsically worth 1112i and relatively worth 11,944i. 2s 6d.

** Ipsaque (rebus) alatias, eum in exilio usque ad sacerdotalis iudicium ruinera preceptit. (Ibid. p. 243.)
of the year 577. Since the death of King Sigebert, the King of Neustria looked upon this city as his property, and disregarded the oath which forbade his entering it. Either because he really feared some enterprise on the part of the secret partisans of Brunehilda and Merovig, or to make more impression on the minds of the judges of Prætextatus, he made the journey from Soissons to Paris accompanied by a retinue so numerous that it might have passed for an army. These troops encamped at the gates of the king's abode, which was, apparently, the ancient imperial palace which rose on the banks of the Seine, to the south of the city of Paris. Its eastern front was by the side of the Roman road, which, leaving the little bridge of the city, took a southern direction. Opposite the principal entrance, another Roman road, in an eastern, but afterwards in a south-eastern direction, led through vineyards to the greatest elevation of the southern range of hills. There stood a church dedicated to the invocation of the apostles St. Peter and St. Paul, and which was probably chosen as the hall for the synodal meeting, on account of its proximity to the royal habitation, and the encampment of the soldiery.*

This church, which had been built half a century, contained the tombs of King Chlodog, Queen Chlothilda, and St. Genevieve or Genevieve. Chlodog had ordered its construction at Chlothilda's entreaties at the moment of his departure to the war against the Visigoths; when he arrived at the destined spot, he threw with the dignity and reach of his arm some day be judged of by the length of the edifice.† It was one of those basilicas of the fifth and sixth centuries, more remarkable for the richness of their decoration than the grandeur of their architectural proportions, ornamented in the interior with marble columns, mosaics, painted and gilt ceilings, and the exterior with a copper roof and a portico. The portico of the church of St. Peter consisted of three galleries, one running along the front of the building, and the others forming on each side flying buttresses in the shape of horse-shoes. These galleries were decorated throughout their length with pictures in fresco, divided into four large compartments, representing the four phalanxes of the sainthood of the old and the new law, the patriarchs, the prophets, the martyrs and confessors.‡

Such are the details furnished us by the original documents respecting the spot where this council assembled, the fifth of those held at Paris. On the day fixed by the letters of convocation, forty-five bishops met in the basilica of St. Peter. The king also came to the church; he entered it, attended by a few of his leudes armed only with their swords; and the crowd of Franks equipped for war remained under the portico, of which every avenue was filled. The choir of the basilica formed most probably the enclosure reserved for the judges, the plaintiff, and the defendant; as convincing evidence, the two bales and the bag of golden pieces seized in the house of Prætextatus were placed there. The king on his arrival pointed them out to the bishops, announcing that these were to play a conspicuous part in the cause which was to be discussed.* The members of the synod, who came either from the towns which were King Hilderik's original possessions, or from those he had conquered since the death of his brother, were partly by origin Gauls and partly Franks. Among the former, who were by far the more numerous, were Gregory, Bishop of Tours, Felix of Nantes, Domnolus of the Mans, Honoratus of Amiens, Æthelmar of Lisleu, and Poppulus of Chartres. Among the latter were Raphenemod, Bishop of Paris, Leudowald of Bayeux, Romohare of Coutance, Marowig of Poitiers, Malulf of Sens, and Berthram of Bordeaux; the latter was, it appears, honoured by his colleagues with the dignity and functions of president.† He was an officer of high birth, nearly related to the kings through his mother Ingeltrauda, and who owed to this relationship great riches and influence. He imitated the polish and elegance of Roman manners; he liked to appear in public in a car drawn by four horses, and escorted by the young priests of his church, like a patron surrounded by his clients.‡ To this taste for luxury and senatorial pomp, Bishop Berthram added a taste for poetry, and composed Latin epigrams, which he boldly offered to the admiration of connoisseurs, although they were full

---

* See l'histoire de Paris, by Dalatre, tom 1. aux Articles Palais des Thernes, rue Saint Jacques, rue Galanée, et rue de la Montagne Sainte Genevieve.


‡ The curious practice of measuring certain boundaries by throwing the axe, the hammer, or the javelin, is copiously illustrated in Machelet's "Origines du Droit Français," pp 70—77. Ed.


† Cui est ponens applicata triplex, nec non et patriarcharum et prophetarum, et martyrum aequo confesso-

---


† Conjuncto autem consilio, exhibuerat esse Erant autem episcopi qui adventaverant ad Parisium, in basilica sancti Petri apostoli. (Ibid. p. 243) Ibid. lib. vii. cap. xvi. et passim. It has been objected to this double classification, that in the sixth century Roman or Germanic names are not always an infallible sign of the origin of those who bear them, for that some Germanic names are to be found in Gallo-Roman families. I am aware of this; but these are rare exceptions which prove the rule. If, until we have distinct proofs to the contrary, we may not class as Franks all those of the Merovingian times who bear Germanic names, and as Gauls those who bear Roman ones, history is no longer possible.

Hac ego damn famulis comitiu juventudem eodem

Et mea membra esse domum vehantur equo . . . .

of stolen lines and faults of rhythm.* More insinuating and adroit than men of the Germanic race usually were, he had preserved the love of open and shameless proficiency which characterized them. Following the example of the kings his relations, he took servants as concubines, and not content with them, he chose mistresses from among married women.† It was reported that he carried on an adulterous intercourse with Queen Fredegonda, and either from this, or some other cause, he had espoused the resentment of this queen against the Bishop of Rouen in the most violent manner. Generally speaking, the prelates of Frankish origin inclined to favour the king's cause by sacrificing their colleague. The Roman bishops had more sympathy with the accused, more feeling of justice and respect for the dignity of their order; but they were alarmed by the military preparations by which Hilderic was surrounded, and especially by the presence of Fredegonda, who, mistrusting as usual her husband's powers, had come to work herself at the accomplishment of her revenge. When the accused had been brought in, and the audience began, the king rose, and instead of addressing himself to the two judges, he hastily apostrophized his adversary, saying: “Bishop, how didst thou venture to marry my enemy Merowig, who should have been my son, to his aunt? I mean to say, to the wife of his uncle? Wilt thou ignorant of what the canonical decrees ordain in this respect? Not only art thou convicted of having sinned thus, but moreover thou hast plotted with him of whom I speak, and hast distributed presents to get me assassinated. Thou hast made the son an enemy to his father; thou hast seduced the people with it, that none should bear me the fidelity which they owe me; thou hast endeavoured to betray my kingdom into the hands of another. . . .” These last words, pronounced as they were amid the general silence, reached the ears of the Frankish warriors, who, stationed along the church, pressed with curiosity to the doors, which had been closed when the meeting opened. At the voice of the king saying he was betrayed, this armed multitude answered instantly by a murmur of indignation, and cries of death to the traitor; then roused to fury, they attempted to force open the doors, enter the church, drag out the bishop, and stone him to death. The members of the council, terrified by this unexpected tumult, left their places, and the king himself was obliged to go to the assailants to appease them and restore them again to order.*

The assembly being sufficiently calmed to resume the proceedings, the Bishop of Rouen was permitted to speak in his defence. He was unable to exculpate himself from having infringed the canonical laws by the celebration of the marriage; but he absolutely denied the acts of conspiracy and treason which the king had imputed to him. Then Hilderic announced that he had witnesses to be heard, and ordered them to be brought forward. Several men of Frankish origin appeared, holding in their hands many valuable things which they placed under the eyes of the accused, saying to him: “Dost thou remember this? Here is what thou gavest us that we might swear fidelity to Merowig.”† The bishop, not at all disconcerted, replied: “You say truly; I made you presents more than once, but it was not in order that the king should be driven out of his kingdom. When you offered me a fine horse or anything else, could I forgive myself for not showing myself as generous as yourselves, and returning gift for gift?”

There was some little equivocation in this reply, however sincere it might be on the whole: but the fact of any organized plot was not able to be proved by any valid evidence. The remainder of the debate brought no proof against the accused, and the king, discontented with the failure of this first attempt, closed the meeting and left the church to return to his palace. His leudes followed him, and the bishops went all together to rest in the vestry.§

As they were sitting in groups, conversing familiarly, though not without a certain reserve, for they mistrusted one another, a man who was only known by name to most of them, unexpectedly presented himself. This was Astius, archdeacon of the church of Paris. After saluting the bishops, he said to them, commencing at once the most dangerous topic of conversation, “Listen to me, priests of the Lord here assembled together, the present occasion is a great and important one for you. You are either going to honour yourselves with the glory of a good name, or else you will lose in the opinion of all the world the title of ministers of God. It is necessary to choose; show yourselves firm and judicious, and do not let your brother perish.”§ This address was fol-

---

* Hec coae dicente, infrumenta multitudine Francorum, voluta eae basilica rumpens, quae ut extractum sacer- doatem lapidibus urgeret: sed rex prohibuit fieri (ibid.)
† Cunque Praxeustinus episcopus in quo rex dixisset facta negaret, advenuerunt falsi testes, qui esse debuerant species aliquas, dicentes: Hec et hae nobis deduxit, ut Merovech filiam prouta debueramus (ibid.)
‡ Ad haec ille dicerat: Verum tum dixit vos a me sapuis muneratati, sed non haec causas executit, ut rex ejcicerant urgens (ibid.)
§ Recedente vero rege ad metatum sumum, nos collecti in unum se debusmus in secretario basilicai beati Patr. (ibid.)
|| Confusantibusque nobis, subito adventis Arctius, archidioecus Parisiis ecclesiasticus, salutariusque nobis, at Audite me, o sacerdotis Domini, qui in unum collecti estis. (ibid.)

---

* Sed tam in vestro quaedam sermo notavi, Carumn de vetere furta novella loqui. Ex quibus in paucis superaddita syllaba frigati, Ex, pade limae suo, munice cartace jaclat. (ibid.)
‡ Tum Bertechramus Burdilgenes civilitatis episcopus hoc cui regina criminae imperium fuerat... (ibid., lib. v. p. 238.)

---

1 Cum rex sit: Quid tibi viam est, o episcopus, ut inimici cum membris Merovechum, qui filius eae decrebat, cum amita sua, id est patris sui uxore, conjungere? An ignorant eras, quae pro hac causa canonom statuta sanxia sunt? (ibid., p. 243.)
lowed by a profound silence; the bishops not knowing whether they saw before them a spy sent by Fredegonda, only answered by placing a finger on their lips in token of discretion. They remembered with terror the ferocious cries of the Frankish warriors, and the blows of their war axes rebounding against the doors of the church. They asked all, and the Gauls in particular, trembled to see themselves pointed out as suspicious to the distrustful loyalty of these fiery vassals of the king; they remained immovable, and as if stupefied, on their seats. But Gregory of Tours, more morally courageous than the others, and indignant at this pusillanimity, continued, of his own accord, the discourse and exhortations of the Archdeacon Ääius. “I treat you,” said he, “to pay attention to my words, most holy priests of God, and especially you who are intimately admitted to familiar intercourse with the king. Give him pious counsel worthy of the sacerdotal character; for it is to be feared that his animosity against a minister of the Lord will draw down on him the Divine anger, and deprive him of his kingdom and his glory.” The Frankish bishops, to whom this discourse was especially addressed, remained silent like the rest, and Gregory added in a firm voice, “Remember, my lords and brethren, the words of the prophet, who says, ‘If the watchman see the sword coming, and blow not the trumpet; if the sword come, and take away any person from among them, his blood will I require at the hand of the watchman.’ Therefore do not keep silence, but speak boldly, and place his injustice before the eyes of the king, for fear misfortune should befall him, and you become responsible for it.” The bishop paused for a reply, but none of the bystanders said a word. They hastened to quit the place, some to avoid all appearance of their being accomplices to such discourses, and to shelter themselves from the storm which they already saw bursting over the head of their colleague; others, like Berthramm and Ragnhemod, to pay their court to the king, and bring him the news. It was not long before Hilperik received a detailed account of all that had occurred. His flatterers told him that he had no greater enemy in this affair, these were their words, than the Bishop of Tours. The king, very much enraged, sent one of his courtiers instantly in all haste to fetch the bishop, and bring him before him. Gregory obeyed, and followed his conductor with an assured and tranquil demeanour. He found the king outside the palace, under a hut made of boughs, in the midst of the tents and huts of the soldiery. Hilperik was standing with Berthramm, Bishop of Bordeaux, on his right, and on his left Ragnhemod, Bishop of Paris, both of whom had acted the part of informers against their colleague. Before them stood a large bench covered with leaves, dressed meats, and different dishes destined to be offered to every new comer; for custom and a sort of etiquette required that no person should leave the king after a visit, without eating something at his table. At the sight of the man whom he had sent for in his anger, and whose inflexible character against threats he knew, Hilperik composed himself the better to attain his ends, and affecting a gentle and facetious tone instead of sharpness, he said, “O bishop, thy duty is to dispense justice to all men, and I cannot obtain it from thee; instead of that, I see clearly that thou dost connive with iniquity, and showest the truth of the proverb: ‘the crow does not pick out the fowl’s eyes.’” The bishop did not think proper to notice the joke; but with the traditional respect of the ancient subjects of the Roman empire for the sovereign power, a respect which in him, at least, excluded neither personal dignity nor the love of independence, he gravely answered, “If any one of us, O king, strays from the path of justice, he may be corrected by thee; but if thou art in fault, who will correct thee? We speak to thee, and if thou choosest, thou listenest to us; but if thou dost not choose, who shall condemn thee? He alone who has said that he was justice itself.” The king interrupted him, and replied, “I have found justice from all, and cannot get it from thee; but I know what I will do, that thou mayest be noted among the people, and that all may know that thou art an unjust man. I will assemble the inhabitants of Tours, and will say to them, Raise thy voices against Gregory, and proclaim that he is unjust, and does justice to nobody; and while they proclaim this, I will add, If I who am king cannot obtain justice of him, how should you who are below me, obtain it?”

This species of cunning hypocrisy, by which a man who had power to do every thing endeav

---

* Hec ec dicente, nullus sacerdorum ei quicquam re spoudi. Timebant enim regine furorum, cumus iuxta instar haec aegabantur. Quibus intentis, et or praediti compri mentibus. (Ibid.)

† Ego aut: Attenti estote, quesses, sermonebus, si sanctuariori adferdetis Del, et praeponet vos, qui familiares esses regi videmini: adhibete eis consilium sanctum et sacerdoca. (Ibid.)

‡ Illis vero silentius adiecti: Mementote, Domino mei sacerdotis, verbi prophetici quod aut: si viderit speculator... (Ibid.) Ezek. xxiii. 6

§ Hac igitur, non respondit ultius quicquam, sed erant omnes intentis et stupentes. Duo tamen adulatorum ex ipsis, quod de episcopis dicilo dolum est, nuntiaverunt regi... (Ibid., p. 244.)

---

* Dicentes: Qua nullum majores inimicium in suis causis quam me habebat. Illico unus ex aulas cursum rapido ad me representandum dirigitur. (Ibid.)

† Cunque venisset, stabat rex juxta tabernaculum ex maris factum et ad sideroibus ejus Betechannus episcopus, ad eum vero Ragnemodus stabat; et erat ante eum scan 

---

* Tusquino me rex au: O episcopo, justitiam cunctis largi debes, et ecce ego justitiam te non accepis, sed, ut video, consentias iniquitati, et impletur in te proverbum ilium: Sic est ilium munere non existit. (Ibid.)

§ Ad hac ego: bi quis de nobis, o rex, justitiam transtem transcendere voluit, a te corrigi potest; et a vero tu excessoris, quis te corrigit? Loquimur enim tibi, sed si volueris, audia; si autem nonueris, quae te condemnavit. (Ibid.)

† Ad hac ille, ut erat aut adulatoribus contra me accessus, aut: Cum omnibus enim invenit justitiam, et te cum invenire non posse. Sed scio quid factum, ut notor in populo... (Ibid.)
voured to represent himself as oppressed, raised in the heart of Gregory a contempt which he found it difficult to suppress, and which gave his words a drier and haughtier expression. "If I am unjust," he replied, "it is not thou who knowest it; it is He who knows my conscience, and sees in the depths of hearts; and as to the clamours of the people whom thou wilt call together, they will avail nothing, for every one will know that thou hast caused them. But enough on this subject; thou hast the laws and the church to consult them carefully, and if thou dost not observe what they ordain, know that the judgment of God is on thy head."

The king felt these severe words, and as if to efface from the mind of Gregory the disagreeable event which had called them forth, he assumed an air of cajolery, and ponting to a vase full of soup, which stood amid the loaves, the dishes of meat, and the drinking cups, he said, "Here is some soup which I have had prepared expressly for thee; nothing has been put into it but some poultry and gray peas." These last words were intended to flatter the self-love of the bishop; for holy persons in those days, and in general all those who aspired to Christian perfection, abstained from the coarser meats, and lived on vegetables, fish, and poultry only. Gregory was not the dupe of this new artifice, and shaking his head in token of refusal, he replied, "Our nourishment should be the will of God, and not to take pleasure in delicate food. Thou who taxest others with injustice, commence by promising that thou wilt not disregard the law and the canons, and we will believe that it is justice which thou seekest." The king, who was anxious not to break with the Bishop of Tours, and who, in an emergency, was never sparing in oaths, secure of finding later some method of eluding them, raised his head, and swore by the Almighty God that he would in no way transgress against the law and the canons. Then Gregory took some bread, and drank a small wine, a sort of hospitable communion, which could not be refused under any person's roof without sinning deeply against respect and politeness. Apparently reconciled to the king, he left him to return to his apartments in the basilica of Saint Julia, near the imperial palace.

The following night, whilst the Bishop of Tours, after chaunting the service of nocturns, was resting in his apartment, he heard reiterated knocks at the door of the house. Astonished at this noise, he sent down one of his servants, who brought him word that some messengers from the Queen Frederogenda wished to see him. These people having been introduced, saluted Gregory in the name of the queen, and told him they came to request him not to show himself opposed to what she desired in the affair submitted to the council. They added in confidence, that they were commissioned to promise him two hundred pounds of silver, if he destroyed Prætextatus by declaring himself against him. The Bishop of Tours, with his habitual prudence and calmness, objected merely, that he was not sole judge in the cause, and that his voice, on whichever side it was, could not decide any thing. "Yes it would," answered the envoys, "for we already have the promise of all the others; what we want is, that you should not go against us." The bishop answered in the same tone, "If you were to give me a thousand pounds of gold and silver, it would be impossible for me to do any thing but what the Lord commands; all that I can promise is, that I will join the other bishops in whatever they have decided conformably to the canonical law." The envoys mistook the meaning of these words, either because they had not the smallest notion of what the canons of the church were, or because they imagined that the word Lord was applied to the king who in common conversation was frequently called by this title, and with many thanks they departed, joyful to be able to bring the queen the favourable answer which they thought they had received. Their mistake delivered Bishop Gregory from further importunities, and allowed him to rest till the next morning.

The members of the council assembled early for the second meeting, and the king, already quite recovered from his disappointment, arrived there with great punctuality. In order to find a way of uniting the oath of the preceding day with the project of revenge which the queen persisted in, he had brought into play all his literary and theological learning; he had looked over the collection of canons, and stopped at the first article, which pronounced against a bishop the most severe punishment, that of deposition. There was nothing more for him to do, but to accuse the Bishop of Rouen on fresh grounds of a crime mentioned in this article, and this did

* Ad haec ego: Quod sim injustus, tu nescis. Scit enim ille conscientiam meam, cui occultis cordis sunt manifesta. Quod vero falsom clamorem populus tu insolitans vociferaverit, nihil est, quia scirem omnem te haec enem mus. (Ibid.)

† Ad ille quo me demulcens, quod dolores faciles putabat me non intelligentes, conversus ad jussimque quod coron erat postum, igitur: Propit te haec jussella paravai, in quibus nihil aliud praeter voluntatis ex junctura et parumper ecclesiae continentia. (Ibid.)

‡ Ad haec ego, cognoscens adulationes ejus, dixi: Nostris tribus case debet, facere voluntatem Dei, et non his deliciis delactari. (Ibid.)

§ Ille vero, porrecta dextris, juravit per omnipotentem Deum, quod ea quo lex et canones eccebas, nullo praetermitteretur pacto. Post haec, accepto pane, hausto eum iam diuisset. (Ibid.)

* Oslum manonis nostrae gravibus a judiciis vertitus: missaque puero, nuntius Frederogundis reginae adhaerens cognoscit. (Ibid.)

† Deinde precatur puero, ut in ejus causas contrarium non existat, annulque ducantes argenti promissum libras, a Prætextato expungante opprimaturer. (Ibid.) According to Mr. Guérard's valuation, two hundred pounds of silver were really equivalent to £559 10s., and relatively equivalent to £5,972 10s.

‡ Discibant enim: Jam omnium episcoporum promissum habemus: tantum tu adversus non incursas. Quibus ego respondi: Si mihi mille libras aurum argenteum censas, nuncquid adhuc faciam possum, nisi quod Dominus agere praebuit. (Ibid.)

§ At illis non intelligentes quse discibamus, gratias agentes dicessunt. (Ibid.)

† Convenientibus autem nobis in basilica sancti Petri, mane rex adduxit. (Ibid.)
not in the least embarrass him; certain, as he thought himself, of all the voices of the synod, he gave himself full liberty for accusations and lies. When the judges and the accused had taken their places, as in the former meeting, Hilperik spoke, and said with the gravity of a doctor commenting on ecclesiastical law: "The bishop convicted of theft must be deprived of episcopal functions; for so the authority of the canons has decided." The members of the synod, astonished by this opening, of which they understood nothing, asked unanimously what bishop was accused of the crime of theft. "It is he," answered the king; turning with singular impudence to Prætextatus, "he himself; and in connection with what he robbed us?"

They then remembered the two bales of stuff and the bag of money, which the king had shown them without explaining whence they came, or what connection they had in his mind with this accusation. However affronting this new attack was to him, Prætextatus patiently replied to his adversary: "I think you must remember, that after Queen Brunehilda had left Rouen, I came to you and informed you that I had in my house a deposit of that queen's property, that is to say, five bales of considerable size and weight; that her servants frequently came demanding them of me, but I would not give them up without your permission. You then said to me: 'Get rid of these things, and let them return to the woman to whom they belong, for fear that enmity should result between me and my nephew Hildebert.' On my return to my metropolis, I sent one of the bales by the servants, for they could not carry any more. They returned later to ask for the others, and I went again to consult your magnificence. The order that I received from you was the same as the first time: 'Send away, send away all these things, O bishop, for fear they should breed quarrels.' I therefore gave them two more bales, and the other two remained with me. Now, why do you calumniate me, and accuse me of theft, when this is no case of stolen goods, but simply of goods confided to my care?" "If this deposit had been placed in thy care," replied the king, giving another turn to the accusation without the least embarrassment, and abandoning the part of plaintiff to become public accuser, "if thouwert the depository, why didst thou open one of the bales, take out the trimmings of a robe woven of golden threads, and cut it in pieces, in order to give it to men who conspired to deprive me of my kingdom?"

The accused answered with the same calmness: "I have already told thee once that these men had made me presents; having nothing of my own at that moment which I could give them in return, I drew from thence, and did not think I was doing wrong. I considered as my own property whatever belonged to my son Merowig to whom I stood godfather." The king did not know how to reply to these words, which so naïvely expressed the paternal feeling, which was an unceasing passion, a sort of fixed idea in the old bishop. Hilperik found himself at the end of his resources, and an air of embarrassment and confusion succeeded to the assurance he had at first shown; he abruptly ended the meeting, and retired still more disconcerted and discontented than the preceding day.

What most preoccupied him was the reception he would in all probability receive from the impious Fredegund after such a disaster, and it appears that his return to the palace was followed by a domestic storm, of which the violence consternated him. Not knowing what further to do to effect the run, as his wife wished, of the inoffensive old priest whose destruction she had vowed, he called to him the members of the council who were most devoted him, amongst others Berthram and Raghenemod. "I confess," said he to them, "that I am overcome by the words of the bishop, and I know that what he says is true. What shall I do that the will of the queen respecting him may be accomplished?" The priests, much embarrassed, did not know what to answer; they remained grave and silent, when the king, suddenly stimulated, and as if inspired by the mixture of love and fear which formed his conjugal affection, added with spirit: "Go to him, and seeming to advise him from yourselves, say: Thou knowest that King Hilperik is kind and easy to move, that he is with facility won to mercy; humble thyself before him, and say to please him that thou hast done the things of which he accuses thee; we will then all throw ourselves at his feet, and obtain thine pardon."

Either the bishops persuaded their weak and credulous colleague that the king, repenting his error...

---

* Dixitque: Episcopus enim in furtis deprehensus, ab episcopali officio ut evellatur canonum auctoritas sanctic. (ibid.)

* Nobis quoque respondentibus, quia ille sacerdos ac set cum furti crimen inagratum, respondit rex: Videat everybody suasae nec nobis turtu abituum. (ibid. 245.)

* Hare enim d iebat rex, sibi ab episcopo fuisse forata Qui respondit: Recolere vos credo, discendite a Rothermann: urbe Brunichilde regina, quoniam veneris ad vos, dominum vos, quia res eae, id est quonque sacrarum, commendas habeas. (ibid.)

* Revera iterum requiratur alia: iterum consulit magnificissimam vestram. Tu autem praecepisti dicere: Ego, ego habe a ter, sacerdos, ne factat scandalum haec causa... Tu autem quod nunc calumnium, et me tene argus, cum hoc canes non ad furtum, sed ad custodem debere deputari? (ibid.)

* Ad haec rex: Si hoc depositum penes te habebatur ad custodem, cur solvisum unum ex his, et limbum aurem contextum filis in paro dissecatos, et dedicati per vurus, qui me sit a se reo sanctic. (ibid.)

* Jam dixi tibi superius, quas munera eorum accepisse; ideoque cun non haberem de praeent: quod darem, hinc praesumpe et vos vosse studiendum munerum tribu. Proprium mihi esse videbatur, quod filio meo Merovecho erat, quem de laevacag glamorous occiso off (ibid.)

* Videas autem rex Chilperich, quod eum haec hunc calumnias superare nusquet, autem uidelicet, qui seinitur, a conscientia confusus, discessit a nobis. (ibid.)

* Vocantque quosdam de adulatoribus suis, et alit: Vicem mea verbis episcopi fato, et vera esse quod dicit Melam; quod nunc factum, ut regina de eo voluntas dissimulare? (ibid.)

* Et alit: Iste, et accendentes ad eum dicit, quasi consilium ex vobismetuis dantes; Nobis quod sit rex Chilperichus plus atque compunctus, et cito depictur ad misericordiam: humiliter sub et, dicete ab eo obiecta a te perpetuati fuisse... (ibid.)
accusations, only wished their truth not to be denied, or they frightened him by representing that his innocence before the council would not save him from royal vengeance if he persisted in braving it; and Praetextatus, intimidated, moreover, by his knowledge of the servile and venal disposition of most of his judges, did not reject these strange counsels. He kept in his mind as a last chance of safety, the ignominious resource which was offered him, thus giving a sad example of the moral enervation which was then spreading even to the men whose care it was to maintain the rules of duty, and the scruples of honour, in the midst of this half-destroyed society. Thanked by him whom they were betraying, as if for a kind action, the bishops brought King Hilperik news of the success of their errand. They promised that the accused, falling at once into the snare, would confess all at the first interpellation; and Hilperik, delivered by this assurance from the trouble of inventing any fresh expedient to revive the proceedings, resolved to abandon them to their ordinary course.

Things were therefore placed at the third meeting precisely at the point at which they stood at the end of the first, and the witnesses who had already appeared, were again summoned to confirm their former allegations.

The next day at the opening of the sitting, the king said to the accused, as if he had simply resumed his last speech of two days before, pointing out to him the witnesses who were standing there: "If thy only intention was to exchange gifts for gifts with these men, wherefore didst thou ask of them an oath of fidelity to Merowig?" However enervated his conscience had become since his interview with the bishops, still, with an instinct of shame stronger than all his apprehensions, Praetextatus shrank from the lie he was to utter against himself: "I confess," answered he, "that I requested their friendship for him, and I would have called not only men, but the angels of heaven to his assistance, if I had the power to do so, for he was, as I have already said, my spiritual son by baptism." At those words, which seemed to indicate on the part of Praetextatus the intention to continue to defend himself, the king, exasperated at finding his expectations deceived, broke out in the most terrible manner. His anger, which was as brutal at that moment as his stratagems had been patient until then, caused a nervous commotion in the feeble old man, which annihilated at once what moral courage remained to him. He fell on his knees, and prostrating himself with his face on the ground, said: "O most merciful king, I have sinned against Heaven and against thee; I am a detestable homicide; I have wished to kill thee and place thy son on the throne."

... As soon as the king saw his adversary at his feet, his anger was pacified, and hypocrisy again predominated. Peigning to be carried away by the excess of his emotion, he threw himself on his knees before the assembly and exclaimed: "Do you hear, most pious bishops, do you hear the criminal who avow this execrable attempt?" The members of the council all rushed from their seats, and ran to raise the king whom they surrounded, some affected to tears, and others, perhaps, laughing inwardly at the singular scene which their treachery of the preceding day had contributed to prepare. As soon as Hilperik rose, he ordered that Praetextatus should leave the basilica, as if it had been impossible for him to bear any longer the sight of so great a culprit. He himself retired almost directly, in order to leave the council to deliberate, according to custom, before pronouncing judgment.

On his return to the palace, the king, without losing a moment, sent the assembled bishops a copy of the collection of canons taken from his own library. Besides the entire code of canonical laws incontestably admitted by the Gallican church, this volume contained a supplement of a new book of canons attributed to the apostles, but little spread at that time in Gaul, and little studied, and imperfectly known by the most erudite theologians. It was there that the article of discipline cited with so much emphasis by the king at the second meeting, when he took a fancy to turn the accusation for conspiracy into one for theft, was to be found. This article, which decreed the punishment of deposition, pleased him much on that account; but as the text no longer conformed with the confessions of the accused, Hilperik carrying duplicity and effrontery to their utmost extent, did not hesitate to falsify it, either with his own hand, or by that of one of his secretaries. In the altered copy were these words: "The bishop convicted of homicide, adultery, or perjury, shall be degraded from episcopacy." The word theft had disappeared (Ibid.), was replaced by the word homicide, and yet, what is still more strange, none of the members of the council, not even the Bishop of Tours, suspected the fraud. Only it appears that the upright and conscientious Gregory, the man of law and justice, made efforts to induce his colleagues to content themselves with the ordinary code, and to decline the authority of the pretended apostolic canons, but without success.4

---

* His seditus Praetextatus episcopus, politicus est in sua facie. (Ibid.)

† Mane autem factum, conveniunt ad consuetum locum: ad themum si rebus; si ad episcopum: St munera pro munentibus hos hominibus es largius, car sacramenta postulatis ut fideem Merovecho servaret. (Ibid.)

‡ Respondit episcopus Petri, fatero, amicitias eorum haberi cun eo; et non eolum hominem, sed, si faa fuisse, angelum de curo evocassum, qui esset adutor ejus; tibi eum mili euri, ut ampe diei, spernalis ex lavacro. (Ibid.)

---

4 Cúmque hac altercatio alius tolleretur, Praetextatus episcopus, prostratus solo, ait: Peccavi in colenum et coram te, o rex missericordissime, ego sum homines nefandus; ego te interficere volui, et illum tuum in solo tuo erisse. (Ibid.)

† Hac eo dicente, prostratae sunt coram pelibus sacerdotum, dicentes: Audite, o pateres sacerdotum, reum crimen expediens confitemini. Cúmque nos flentes regem elevassamus a solo. (Ibid.)

‡ Justus eum basilicam egredi: Ipsi vero ad metatum discernerunt. (Ibid.)

§ Transmittens librum canonicum, in quo erat quarternio
When the deliberation was ended, the parties were again summoned to hear sentence pronounced. The fatal article, one of those composing the one and twentieth canon, having been read aloud, the Bishop of Bordeaux, as president of the council, addressing himself to the accused, said to him, "Listen, brother and co-bishop, thou canst no longer remain in communion with us, or enjoy our charity, until the day when the king, with whom thou art not in favour, shall grant thy pardon."* At this sentence, pronounced by the mouth of a man who the day before had so shamefully taken advantage of his simplicity, Praetextatus stood silent, and as if stupefied. As to the king, so complete a victory was no longer sufficient for him, and he was trying to discover some additional means of aggravating his condemnation. Instantly raising his voice, he demanded that before the condemned man left their presence, his tunic should be torn on his back, or else that the 109th Psalm, which contains the curses applied to Judas Iscariot in the Acts of the Apostles, should be recited over him: "Let his days be few; let his children be fatherless, and his wife a widow. Let the extortioners catch all that enter this house of the principle of a man who had abused their power, or who had exercised it with rigour, and without consideration for any one, caused their goods to be seized, their houses pillaged and burned; each one profited of this opportunity to retaliate on his oppressors and enemies. The hereditary feuds of family against family, of town against town, of canton against canton, were revived, and produced private broils, murders, and highway robberies.† Prisoners left their prisons, and outlaws returned to the kingdom, as if their sentence had been annulled by the death of the prince in whose name it was pronounced. It was thus that Praetextatus returned from exile, recalled by a deputation sent to him by the citizens of Rouen. He made his entry into the town escorted by an immense crowd amidst the acclamations of the people, who established him of their own authority in the metropolitan see, and expelled as an intruder the Gaul Melantius, whom the king had placed in his stead.‡

Meanwhile, Queen Fredengoda, accused of all the evils which had been done under her hus-

---


† Qui (Audo judex) post mortem regis ab ipsa (Francia) spoliatus ac denudatus est, ut nihil ei praece per quod se auferre poterit remanet. Domos eum ejus incendio subsiderebat, abolivisse uique et ipsum vitam, hui cum regina ecclesiam expersisset. (Greg. Turon. Hist. Franc., lib. v, apud Script. Rad. Gallic. et Franc., t. ii, p. 245.)

‡ Quem cives Rohomagenses post excessum regis de exilio expetentes cum grandi iustitia et gaudio civilitate sus resuerunt. (Ibid.)
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band's reign, had been compelled to take refuge in the principal church of Paris, leaving her only son of about four months old* in the hands of the Frankish nobles, who proclaimed him king, and assumed the government in his name. Having left this place of security when the disturbance became less violent, she was obliged to conceal herself in a retreat distant from the young king's residence. Renouncing her habits of luxury and domination with much regret, she retired to the domain of Routain, near the confluence of the Eure and the Seine. Thus circumstances led her within a few leagues of the town where the bishop whom she had caused to be deposed and banished was now re-established in spite of her. Although in her heart she neither forgot nor forgave, and although seven years of exile on the head of an old man had not rendered him less odious to her than the first day, she had not leisure at first to think about him; her thoughts and hatred were directed elsewhere.

Unhappy at finding herself reduced to an almost private condition, she had perpetually before her eyes the happiness and power of Brunehilda, who was now the uncontrolled guardian of a son fifteen years of age. She said with bitterness: "That woman will think herself above me." Such an idea in Fredegoda's mind was synonymous with the idea of murder; as soon as her mind had dwelt upon it, she had no other occupation than dark and avaricious meditations on the means of perfecting the instruments of murder, and training men of an enthusiastic disposition to crime and fearlessness.† Those who appeared to answer her plans best were young clerks of barbaric race, ill disciplined in the spirit of their new state, and still preserving the habits and manners of vassalage. There were several of these among the inhabitants of her house; she kept up their devotion by largesses and a sort of familiarity; from time to time she had made on them the experiment of intoxicating liquors and cordials, of which the mysterious composition was one of her secrets. The first of these young men who appeared to her sufficiently prepared, received from her lips the order to go to Austrasia, to present himself as a deserter before Queen Brunehilda, gain her confidence, and kill her as soon as he should find an opportunity.‡ He departed, and succeeded in introducing himself to the queen; he even entered her service, but at the end of a few days he excited suspicion, he was put on the rack, and when he had confessed everything, he was dismissed without further injury, and was told, "Return to thy patroness." Fredegonda, infuriated by this clemency, which appeared to her an insult and a defiance, revenged herself on her awkward emissary by depriving him of his feet and hands." (A. n. 585.)

At the end of a few months, when she thought the moment was come for a second attempt, concealing all her genius for evil, she had some daggers of a new sort made from her own instructions. These were long knives with sheaths, similar in shape to those which the Franks generally wore at their girdles, but of which the blade was carved all over with indented figures. Though apparently innocent, those ornaments had a truly diabolical purpose; they were made in order that the iron might be more thoroughly poisoned, by the venomous substance becoming incrusted in the carvings instead of running off the polished steel.† Two of these arms, rubbed with a subtile poison, were given by the queen to two young clerks whose loyalty had not been cooled by the sad fate of their companion. They were ordered to go dressed like beggars to the residence of King Hildebert, to watch him in his walks, and when an opportunity presented itself, both to approach him asking for alms, and then together strike him down with the daggers. "Take these daggers," said Fredegonda to them, "and go quickly, that I may at last see Brunehilda, whose arrogance proceeds from that child, lose all power by its death, and become my inferior. If the child is too well guarded for you to approach it, kill my enemy; if you perish in the enterprise, I will load your relations with kindness, I will enrich them with my gifts, and will raise them to the first rank in the kingdom. Be therefore without fear, and take no concern about death."‡

At this discourse, of which the explicitness left no other prospect than a danger without chance of escape, some signs of confusion and hesitation appeared on the faces of the two young clerks. Fredegonda perceived it, and instantly brought a beverage composed with all possible art to raise the spirits and flatter the palate. Each of the young men drank a cup of this drink, and its effect was not long in showing itself in their looks and manners.§ Satisfied with the experiment, the queen then

---

* Chlothar, born in 561, after the death of all the other sons of Hilperik and Fredegonda.
‡ Postquam autem Fredegundus regina ad supradictam villam (Rouvalensim) abibat, cum esset valde maesta, quid ei potestas ex parte fuisse abidia, meliorum se ex leugnem Brunehildem in voluntatem, Pontifex Mox. Rer Franc., lib. vii. apud Script. Rer. Gallie et Franc. t. i. p. 299."
§ Miscit occulta clericius sibi familiarium, quae eam circumventam dolis interirem possit, videlicet ut cum se subuller in ejus subdeter filiamulu..... (Ibid., p. 300.)

---

* Redire permessus est ad patronum: rosaronusque que acta fuerant, effaces quod jusse patarem non potuisset, manuum ac pedum abscension multatar. (Ibid.)
† Fredegundus duos cultos ferres fieri praecep; eos eam caraxari profundius, et venem inificserat, scitam et mortalem adsumt vitale non disolvet animas, vel ipsa venenato vitam possess velocissima exortare. (Ibid., lib. vii. t. u. p. 324.)
‡ Quos cultos dubus clericius cum his mandatis tradit, dicens. Accepta haec gladios, et quantocus pergite ad Childebertum regem, adsimulantus esse medici... ut tandem Brunehildus, quas ab illo adrogationem sumit, eo cadente contras, minuque subatur. Quod si tanta est custodia circa pueros, ut accedere nequeat, vel ipsum interiori licenciam. (Ibid.)
§ Cumque haec mulier loqueatur, clerici tremere comperant, difficile putantes haec possese compleri. At illa dubios cernens, medicator potione directe quo precepisse, statimque robur animorum advectum. (Ibid., p. 352.)
added: "When the day is come to execute my orders, I desire that before going to work, you should take a draught of this liquor, to make you alert and courageous." The two clerks departed for Austrasia, provided with their personal knapsacks and baggage containing the precious cordial; but good watch was kept round the young king and his mother. At their arrival, Fredegonda's emissaries were seized upon as suspicious, and this time no mercy was shown them. Both perished in torture.* These events took place in the last months of the year 585; towards the commencement of (A.D. n. 586) the year following, it happened that Fredegonda, weary, perhaps of her solitude, left the Val de Reuil to spend some days at Rouen. She thus found herself more than once, in public meetings and ceremonies, in the presence of the bishop whose return was a sort of denial of her power. From what she knew by experience of the character of this man, she expected at least to find him in her presence with a humble and ill-assisted countenance, and timed manners, like an outlaw only by action and simply tolerated; but instead of showing her the obsequious deference of which she was still more jealous since she felt herself fallen from her former rank, Praetextatus, it appears, was haughty and disdainful; his spirit, once so weak and effeminate, had in some sort been tempered by suffering and adversity.†

In one of the meetings which civil or religious ceremonies caused between the bishop and the queen, the latter allowing her hatred and vexation to overflow, said, loud enough to be heard by every person present: "This man should remember that the time may return for him to take once more the road to exile."† Praetextatus did not overlook this speech, and braving the rage of his terrible enemy, he answered boldly, "In exile, and out of exile, I have never ceased to be a bishop; I am one, and shall always be one; but thou, canst thou say that thou wilt always enjoy regal power? From the depth of my exile, if I return to it, God will call me to the kingdom of heaven, and thou, from thy kingdom in this world, shalt be precipitated into the abyss of hell. It is time for thee to abandon henceforward thy follies and crimes, to renounce the pride which swells thee up, and to follow a better course, that thou mayest deserve eternal life, and lead up to manhood the child which thou hast brought into the world."§ These words, in which the most bitter irony was mingled with the stately gravity of a sacerdotal admonition, roused all the passion contained in Fredegonda's soul; but far from giving way to furious discourses, or publicly exhibiting her shame and anger, she went out without uttering a single word, to brood over the injury and prepare her revenge in the solitude of her chamber.†

Meliantus, an ancient protegé and client of the queen's, and who for seven years had unlawfully occupied the episcopal see, had joined her since her arrival at the domain of Reuil, and had not left her since that period.† It was he who received the first confidence of her sinister designs. This man, whom the regret of no longer being a bishop tormented enough to render him capable of daring every thing to become one again, did not hesitate to become the accomplice of a project which might lead him to the summit of his ambition. The seven years of his episcopacy had not been without influence on the persons forming the clergy of the metropolitan church. Many of the dignitaries promoted during that period, considered themselves as his creatures, and saw with displeasure the restoration of a man whom they owed nothing, and from whom they expected little favour. Praetextatus, simple and confiding by nature, had not made himself uneasy on his return at the new faces he met in the episcopal palace; he never thought of those whom such a change could not fail to alarm, and as he was kindly disposed to all, he did not think he was hated by any one. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the warm and deep affection which the people of Rouen bore him, most of the members of the clergy felt but little zeal and attachment for him.

But with some, especially in the higher ranks, the aversion was excessive; one of the archdeacons or metropolitan vicars carried it to frenzy, either from devotion to the cause of Meliantus, or because he aspired himself to the episcopal dignity. Whatever were the motives of the deadly hatred which he harboured against his bishop, Fredegonda and Meliantus considered that they could not do without him, and admitted him as a third in the conspiracy. The archdeacon had conferences with them in which the means of executing it were discussed. It was decided, that among the serfs attached to the domain of the Church of Rouen, a man capable of being seduced by the promise of being enfranchised with his wife and children, should be sought for. One was found, whom the hope of liberty, however doubtful, infatuated to the extent of making him ready to commit the double crime of murder and sacrilege. This unfortunate man received two hundred pieces of gold as an encouragement; a hundred from Fredegonda, fifty given by Meliantus, and the remainder by the archdeacon; all necessary measures were taken, and the blow decided for the Sunday following, the 24th of February.†

* Nithlominus vascularum hac potione repleatum ippo levare jubet, dicens: In die illa cum hoc quo praecepto factus, mane praeueam opus incipiam, hunc potum utime ... (Vid.)
† Dum hum agerentur, et Fredegundis apud Rothoma-gensin urbe commorumatitur ... (Ibid., p. 326)
§ Verba amariudins cum Praetextato pontifice habuit, dicens venasrum esse tempus, quando exutilis in quibus destinavit fuerat, reviserat. (Ibid.)
in this crime, nor what strange scene they were to witness. Praetextatus was on his bed, his countenance bearing all the signs of approaching death, but still retaining feeling and consciousness. The queen dissembled the joy she felt, and assuming an appearance of sympathy, she said to the dying bishop in a tone of royal dignity: "It is sad for us, O holy bishop, as well as for the rest of thy people, that such an affliction should have befallen thy venerable person. Would to God that he who has dared to commit this horrible action could be pointed out to us, that he might be punished by torture proportioned to his crime."

The old man, whose suspicions were confirmed by this visit, raised himself on his bed of suffering, and fixing his eyes on Fredegonda, answered, "And who has struck the blow, if it is not the hand that has murdered kings, that has so frequently shed innocent blood, and done so much evil in the kingdom?" No sign of uneasiness appeared on the queen's face, and as if these words had been entirely devoid of meaning to her, and the simple effect of febrile derangement, she replied in the most calm and affectionate tone, "There are amongst us very learned physicians capable of healing this wound; permit them to visit thee." The patience of the bishop could not hold out against such effrontery, and in a transport of indignation which exhausted the remains of his strength, he said, "I feel that God is calling me from this world; but as for thou who hast conceived and directed the attempt which deprives me of life, thou wilt be in all centuries an object of execration, and Divine justice will avenge my blood upon thy head." Fredegonda retired without uttering a word, and a few minutes afterwards, Praetextatus breathed his last.

At the news of this event, all the town of Rouen was thrown into commotion; the citizens, Romans and Franks united, without distinction of races, in the same feelings of grief and horror. The former, possessing no political existence beyond the limits of the city, could only express an impotent sorrow at the crime of which the queen was the chief instigator; but amongst the latter, there was a certain number at least, those whose fortune or hereditary nobility procured them the title of lords, who, according to the old privilege of Germanic liberty, might find fault with any one whomsoever, and

---


Cuique inter psallendum formula decemmeratu, credelis adfult homicida quippepsom super formulam quiescentem, extracto balthe culbro, sub asella percussa. Ille vero vocem emuntus, ut clerici qui aderant, adjuvare et minuus auxilio de tantis adversibus est adiutus. (Ibid.)


Sic enim eam aequo sacros sanctissime profecerat, ut et qui hanc facta, nisi qui regem interemit, qui senex sanguinem innocentem effudit. (Ibid.)

Respondit mulier: Sunt apud nos permissim mediici, qui hoc vulneri mediari possunt; permute ut accedant ad te. (Ibid.)

Et ille: Jam, inquit, me Deus praeceperit de hoc mundo vocari. Nam si tu hes eclesiebus princeps inventa esses, eam maledixt in seculo, et erit Deus ullo sanguinis mei de capita tuo. (Ibid.)
Frank, who was on the point of mounting his horse, waited in the hall with his friends.

A moment afterwards the servant descended, bearing large cups of the drink which men of barbaric race preferred between meals; it was wine mixed with honey and absinth. The Frank, to whom the queen’s message was addressed, was the first served. He thoughtlessly emptied the cup of perfumed liquor at one draught; but he had hardly swallowed the last drop when atrocious sufferings and a sort of tearing in his inside told him that he had swallowed a most virulent poison.

For one instant silent under the empire of this awful sensation, when he saw his companions about to follow his example and do honour to the absinth wine, he cried out to them: “Do not touch this beverage; save yourselves, unhappily, save yourselves, in order not to perish with me!” These words struck the Franks with a sort of panic terror: the idea of poison, which with them was inseparable from that of witchcraft and sorcery, and the presence of a mysterious danger which it was impossible to repel by the sword, put to flight these warriors, who would not have flinched from a barbarian. They all mounted to their horses, the one who drank the poison did the same, and managed to mount, but his sight was getting dim, and his hands were losing the power to hold the bridle. Led by his horse, which he was no longer able to control, and which galloped with him after the others, he was dragged along for a few hundred paces and then fell dead on the ground.

The report of this adventure caused at a distance a superstitious dread, and none of the possessors of estates in the diocese of Rouen ever spoke again of summoning Fredegunda to appear before the great assembly of justice, which under the name of māl met at least twice every year.

It was Leudowald, Bishop of Bayeux, who, as the first suffragan of the archbishopric of Rouen, was to undertake the government of the metropolitan church during the vacancy of the see. He went to the metropolis and from thence addressed officially to all the bishops of the province an account of the violent death of Protextatus; then calling a municipal synod of the clergy of the town, he ordered, conformably to the advice of this assembly, that all the churches in Rouen should be closed, and that no service should be performed in them until a public inquiry had given some clue as to the authors and accusers of the crime.

Some men of...
Gallic race and of inferior rank were arrested as suspicious and put to the torture; most of them had had some knowledge of the plot against the life of the archbishop and had received overtures and offers on that account; their revelations served to confirm the general suspicion which rested on Fredegonda, but they did not name either of her two accomplices, Melanius and the archdeacon. The queen, feeling she could easily defeat this ecclesiastical proceeding, took the accused under her protection, and openly procured them the means of escaping from legal inquiry, either by flight, or by offering armed resistance.* Far from allowing himself to be discouraged by the obstacles of all kinds which he met with, Bishop Leudowald, a conscientious man and one attached to his sacerdotal duties, increased in zeal and endeavours to discover the author of the murder, and fathom the mysteries of this horrible plot. Fredegonda then brought into play the resources which she reserved for extreme cases; assassins were seen skulking about the bishop's house, and attempting to enter it; Leudowald was obliged to be guarded day and night by his servants and clerks.† His resolution could not withstand such alarms; the proceedings began at first with a certain vigour, gradually abated, and the inquiry according to the Roman law was soon abandoned, as the prosecution before the Frankish judges assembled according to the Salic law had been.‡

The rumour of these events, which little by little was spreading throughout Gaul, reached King Gontrann at his residence at Châlons-sur-Saône. The emotion he felt at these reports was sufficiently strong to rouse him for a moment from the state of political lethargy in which he delighted. His character, as has been already seen, was formed of the most strange contrasts; of gentle piety and rigid equity, through which fermented, so to speak, or burst forth at intervals, the smouldering remains of a savage and sanguinary nature. The old leaven of Germanic ferocity betrayed its presence in the soul of the people of the Merovingian kings, sometimes by fits of brutal rage, sometimes by cold-blooded cruelties. Ausrithilda, Gontrann's second wife, being attacked in the year 580, by an illness which she felt to be mortal, had the barbarous fancy of not choosing to die alone, but requested that her two physicians should be decapitated on the day of her funeral. The king promised it as the most simple thing possible, and had the doctors' heads cut off.‡ After this act of conjugal complaisance, worthy of the most atrocious tyrant, Gontrann had resumed with inexplicable facility his habits of paternal government and accustomed kindness. On learning the double crime of homicide and sacrilege of which general rumour accused the widow of his brother, he felt really indignant, and as the head of the Merovingian family, he thought himself called upon for a great act of patriarchal justice. He sent three bishops on an embassy to the nobles who governed in the name of the son of Hilperik, Artemius of Sens, Agramius of Troyes, and Veranus of Cavaillon in the province of Arles. These envoys received orders to obtain permission to seek for the person guilty of this crime by means of a solemn inquiry, and bring him by force if required into the presence of King Gontrann.†

The three bishops repaired to Paris, where the child in whose name the kingdom of Neustria had been governed for two years was educated. Far from all idea of the deliberation of regency, they delivered their message, insisting on the enormity of the crime of which King Gontrann demanded the punishment. When they had ceased speaking, the Neustrian chief, who ranked first among the guardians of the young king, and who was called his foster-father, rose and said: "Such crimes displease us also extremely, and we more and more desire that they should be punished; but if there is any one amongst us guilty of them, it is not into yourking's presence that he is to be brought, for we have means of repressing with the royal sanction all the crimes committed amongst us."§ This language, firm and dignified as it appeared, covered an evasive answer, and the regents of Neustria had less regard for the rod of the Neustrians than they had for Fredegonda. The ambassadors were not deceived, and one of them answered hastily: "Know, that if the person who has committed this crime is not discovered and brought to light, our king will come with an army and ravage all this country with fire and sword; for it is manifest that she who caused the death of the Frank by witchcraft, is the same who has killed the bishop by the sword."§ The Neustrians were little moved by such a threat; they knew that King Gontrann was always wanting in

---

† Itaque cum haec ad Gentrumatinum regem profata fusaem, et crimen super multiamere jacetere, motu tres episcopos ad Ellum, qui esset decurio Chlorici ... ut scribant cum his qui parvulium nutriebant persequerent hypus ecclesiis personam, et in conspectu ejus exhiberent. (ibid., lib viii, p. 327.)
‡ Quod cum sacerdotes locuti fuerint, responderunt seniores Nobis prosumus haec facta displicere, et magis haec magis necascri. Ne non potes fieri ut quis inter nos culpabiles inventur, in conspectu regis vestri deducatur. (Ibid.)
§ Tunc sacerdotes dixerunt: Noveritis enim, quia si persona qua haec perpetravit in medio prae non fuerit, rex noster cum exercitu haec veniens, omnem haec res ad gladio incendenda valentibus; quaedam enim. hanc interfeceris gladio episcopum, quae maleficia Francium justi interfici. (Ibid.)
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determination when the time came for action. They renewed their former answers, and the bishops put an end to this useless interview, by protesting beforehand against the reinstatement of Melanitus in the episcopal see of Rouen. But they had scarcely returned to King Gon-thramm, before Melanitus was re-established, thanks to the protection of the queen and the ascendant she had once more resumed through intrigue and terror. This man, a creature worthy of Fredegonda, went daily, for more than fifteen years, to sit and pray in the same place where the blood of Prætextatus had flowed.

Proud of so much success, the queen crowned her work by a last stroke of insolence, a sign of the most unutterable contempt for all those who had ventured to find fault with her. She caused the hench whom she had herself paid to commit the crime, to be publicly seized and brought before her: "It is thou, then," said she to him, feigning most vehement indignation, "thou who hast stabbed Prætextatus, Bishop of Rouen, and art cause of the calamities circulated against me!" She then had him flogged under her own eyes, and delivered him up to the relations of the bishop, without troubling herself about the consequences any more than if the man had been perfectly ignorant of the plot of which he had been the instrument. The nephew of Prætextatus, one of those violent-tempered Gauls, who, taking example from the Germanic manners, only lived for private revenge, and always went armed like the Franks, seized on this unfortunate wretch, and put him to the torture in his own house. The assassin was not long in giving his answers, and confessing all: "I struck the blow," said he, "and I received a hundred sals of gold from Queen Fredegonda, fifty from the bishop, and fifty from the archdeacon of the town to induce me to strike it; and, moreover, freedom was promised to me and my wife."

However certain this information, it was clear that henceforward they could lead to no result. All the social powers of the epoch had in vain attempted to act in this frightful affair; the aristocracy, the priesthood, royalty itself had fruitlessly endeavoured to attain the true culprits. Persuaded that there would be no justice for him but at his own hands, the nephew of Prætextatus ended all by a deed worthy of a savage, but in which despair had as large a share as ferocity; he drew his sword, and cut in pieces the slave who had been given to him as his prey. As it almost always happened in those disorderly times, one murder brutally committed was the sole reparation of another murder. The people alone did not neglect the cause of their murdered bishop; he was honoured with the title of martyr, and whilst the church enthroned one of the assassins, and bishops called him brother, the citizens of Rouen invoked the name of the victim in their prayers, and knelt on his tomb. It is with this halo of popular veneration around him, that the memory of St. Prætextatus has endured for centuries, an object of pious homage to the faithful who know little of him beyond his name. If the details of a life thoroughly human from its adversities and weaknesses diminish the glory of the saint, they will at least obtain a feeling of sympathy for the man; for is there not something touching in the character of this old man, who died for having loved too well the child whom he had held at the baptismal font, thus realizing the ideal of the spiritual paternity instituted by Christianity?

• Quo cdm eum in supplicio posuerat, omnem rem evidenter aperiit, dixitque: A regna eum Prædegonda centum solidos accipserat, ut hoc fecerat; a Melantio vero episcopo quaquam; et ab archiducem civilissime alios quaquam: Ianepser et pristsum habuit ut ingenium ficeret, eicet et xot mea. (Ibid)
• In hac voce illius, evaginato homine ille gladio praecipium reum in frustra concidit (Ibid)

* Et his dictis dicemurunt, nullum razonabile responsum accipientes, obtestantes omnino ut nunquam in ecclesia illa Melanitus, qui prisc in loco Prætextati subrogatus fuerat, sacerdotie fungeretur officio. (Ibid, p 328)
* Prædegundus vero Melanitus, quem priscus episcopus posuerat, ecclesiam in matrimonium. (Ibid., p 331)
* Iliqua quoque quo facibus detergenter a crimine, adprehensum puernum cardvi jussit vehementem, dicens: Tu hoc blasphemum super me intulisti, ut Prætextatum episcopum gladio adverteres. Et tradidit eum nepoti ipissim sacerdotis (Ibid.) Gregory of Tours appears to me to have mistaken the motives of this strange action.
FIFTH NARRATIVE.

A. D. 579—581.

THE HISTORY OF LEUDASTE, COUNT OF TOURS.—THE POITIANS FORTUNATUS.—THE CONVENT OF RAMGONDA AT POITIERS.

During the reign of Chlothar the First, the island of Rhé, situated about three leagues from the coast of Saintonge, formed part of the dominions of the royal *facie*. Its vines, the meagre produce of a soil incessantly beaten by the sea breezes, were then under the superintendence of a Gaul named Leocadus. This man had a son whom he called Leudaste, a Germanic name which probably belonged to some rich Frankish noble, well known in the country, and which the Gallic vine-dresser chose in preference to all others either to obtain useful patronage for the new-born infant, or else to place on his head a sort of omen of great success, and thus foster in him the illusions and hopes of paternal ambition.* Born a royal serf, the son of Leocadus, on emerging from childhood, was included in a body of young men chosen for the service of the kitchens, by the head steward of King Haribert's dominions.† This sort of impressment was exercised on many occasions by order of the Frankish kings on the families who peopled their vast estates; and persons of all ages, of all professions, and even of high birth, were compelled to submit to it.‡

Thus transported far from the little island where he was born, young Leudaste at first distinguished himself amongst all his companions in servitude, by his want of zeal for work, and his undisciplined spirit. He had weak eyes, and the acridity of the smoke was a great annoyance to him, a circumstance of which he availed himself with more or less reason as an excuse for carelessness and disobedience. After several useless attempts to fit him for the required duties, it was found necessary either to dismiss him or give him some other employment. The latter plan was adopted, and the son of the vine-dresser passed from the kitchen to the bakehouse, or, as his original biographer expressed it, from the pestle to the kneading trough.* Deprived of the pretext he could allege against his former occupation, Leudaste thenceforward studied dissimulation, and appeared to take an extreme delight in his new functions. He fulfilled them for some time with so much ardour, that he contrived to lull the watchfulness of his masters and guards; then, seeing the first favourable opportunity, he ran away.† He was pursued, brought back, and thrice again ran away. The disciplinary punishment of flogging and imprisonment, to which he was successively subjected as a run-away, being judged ineffectual against such confirmed obstinacy, the last and most efficacious of all was inflicted on him, that of marking by an incision made in one of the ears.‡

Although this mutilation rendered flight more difficult and less secure for the future, he once more ran away, at the risk of not knowing where to find a refuge. After wandering in different directions, always fearful of being discovered from the sign of his servile condition, which was visible to all eyes, and weary of this life of alarm and misery, he took a bold resolution.† This was the period when King Haribert married Markowefa, a servant of the palace, and the daughter of a woolcomber. Leudaste had perhaps some acquaintance with this woman's family; or perhaps he only confided in the goodness of her heart, and her sympathy for an old companion in slavery. Be this as it may, instead of marching forward to get at the greatest possible distance from the royal habitation, he retraced his steps, and concealing himself in some neighbouring forest, watched for the moment when he could present himself before the new queen without fear of being seen and arrested by some of the domestics.‡ He succeeded, and Markowefa, deeply interested by his entreaties, took him under her protection. She confided her best horses to his care, and gave him amongst her servants the title of

---

† Exinde ad servitium accessitus, culinae regiae depurator. (Greg. Turon., loc. supr. cit.)
‡ Ipse vero (Chippetus) jam regressus Parisiis, familias multas de domibus fiscalisibus austreri precipit et in planis regione componit, multa vero metrones natus, quae compellebantur audire, testamenta condiderunt. (Ibid., lib. vi. p. 259.)

* Sed quia lippus erat in adolescentia oculus, quibus fumi acerbus non congruebat, amatos ut pullo promovatur ad cophinum. (Ibid., lib. v. t. ii. p. 261)
† Sed dum inter fermentatae massae se delectari consulat, servitium fugam invenit dereliquit. (Ibid.)
‡ Cumque bis aut tertio reductus a fugae lapsu teperti non posset, auris usus incisione multatur. (Ibid.)
§ Dehinc cum notam indicatae corpori occultare nullius auctoritatem visui sed auctoritate visum est. (Ibid.)
|| Ad Marcoveman regulum, quam Chariberus rex omnium diligens, in loco auctoritis thoros ascivertat, fugit. (Ibid.)
Marishalk, as it was called in the Germanic language.

Leudaste, encouraged by this success and unexpected favour, soon ceased to limit his desires to his present position, and aspiring still higher, coveted the post of superintendent of the whole stud of his patroness, and the title of count of the stable, a dignity which the barbarian kings had borrowed from the imperial court.† He attained it in a very short time, aided by his good star, for he had more audacity and boasting than shrewdness and real talent. In this post, which placed him on an equality, not only with freemen, but with the nobles of Frankish race, he completely forgot his origin, and his former days of slavery and distress. He became harsh and contemptuous to those beneath him, arrogant with his equals, greedy of money and all articles of luxury, and ambitious without bounds or restraint.† Elevated to a sort of favouritism by the queen’s affection, he interposed in all her affairs, and derived immense profits by unrestrainedly abusing her weakness and confidence.‡ On her death, at the end of some years, he was already sufficiently enriched to constitute himself in one hand the arbiter, or else he made false accusations of the principal men of the persons unjustly accused, of which he became the principal dignitary, and made Count of Tours, one of the principal cities of the kingdom of Haribert.‡

The office of count, such as it existed in Gaul ever since the conquest of the Franks, answered, according to their political ideas, to that of the magistrat whom they called grafs in their language, and who, in every canton of Germany, administered criminal justice, aided by the heads of families or by the principal men of the canton. The naturally hostile relations of the conquerors with the population of the conquered towns, had induced the addition of military

† *Qua liberent eum colligaes, provocat, equorumque meliorem deputat esse cumrum.*—(ibid.) Si manu calcar, qui super xii caballos est, occiditur — (Lex Alam., tit. lxxix § iv) Lex Gallic, tit. vii § vi.

‡ Hence, obviously, the modern words, Marschall, Marschah, Marsh-hal, Marshal.—Es.


§ Cæspic at succession, et in cæsum patrone alumnæ prædomine hue, illeque ducitur. (ibid.)

† Cupus post obtitum referens prædes locum ipsum cum rege Hariberto obtulit numerumus tenere captae. Post hæc, pecussa popoli ingenuitos, comes Turonis desinavit. (ibid.)

‡ Quique se amplius honora gloriosi supercilii aequat ; ubi se exspectat rapacem prædas, turgidum nunc, ambulare luulentum. (ibid.)

† Qui seminando discordian, et inuenendo calamitatem, non modiceris theauros aggregavimus. (ibid.)
who received him as one of his leudes.* During his years of adversity, the ex-count of Tours subsisted in Neustria on the hospitality of the palace, following the court from province to province, and taking his place at the immense table at which the vassals...and guests of the king sat, taking precedence according to age or rank.

(A. D. 572.) Five years after the flight of Count Leudaste, Georgius Florentius, who took the name of Gregory at his accession, was named Bishop of Tours by King Sigibert, at the request of the citizens, whose esteem and affection he had won in a devotional pilgrimage which he made to the tomb of Saint Martin from Auvergne in his native country. This man, whose character has been already developed in the preceding narratives, was from his religious zeal, his love of the holy Scriptures, and the dignity of his manners, a perfect type of the high Christian aristocracy of Gaul, amongst which his ancestors had shone. From the time of his installation in the metropolitan see of Tours, Gregory, in virtue of the political prerogatives then attached to the episcopal dignity, and on account of the personal consideration with which he was surrounded, found himself invested with supreme influence over the affairs of the town, and the deliberations of the senate by which it was governed. The splendour of this position was necessarily amply compensated by its fatigue, cares, and innumerable perils; Gregory was not long before he experienced this. (573.) In the first year of his bishopric of Tours, he was invaded by the troops of King Hilperik, and taken again immediately after by those of Sigibert. In the following year (574), Theldebert, Hilperik’s eldest son, made a ravaging campaign on the banks of the Loire which filled the citizens of Tours with terror, and compelled them to submit a second time to the King of Neustria.† It appears that Leudaste, endeavouring to retrieve his fortune, had engaged in this expedition, either as leader of a company, or as one of the chosen vassals who surrounded the young son of the king.

On his entry into the town which he had compelled to acknowledge his father’s authority, Theldebert presented the former count to the bishop and municipal council, saying that the city of Tours would do well to submit to the government of him who had ruled it with wisdom and firmness in the times of the former puppet.*

Independently of the recollections which Leudaste had left at Tours, and which were well calculated to revol the upright and pious mind of Gregory, this descendant of the most illustrious senatorial families of the Berry and Auvergne, could not see without repugnance a man of nothing, and who bore on his body the indelible mark of his servile extraction, raised to a post so near his own. But the recommendations of the young chief of the Neustrian army were commands, however deferentially expressed; the present interest of the town, menaced with plunder and fire, required that the fancies of the conqueror should be yielded to with a good grace, and this was done by the Bishop of Tours with that prudence, of which his life offers the continual example. The wishes of the principal citizens thus seemed to accord with the projects of Theldebert for the re-establishment of Leudaste in his functions and honours. This re-establishment was not long waited for; and a few days afterwards, the son of Leucadius received in the palace of Neustria his royal letter of appointment, a diploma, the tenour of which we find in the official formulas of the period, and which contrasted strangely with his character and conduct.

*If there are occasions in which the perfection of royal clemency is more especially displayed, it is in the choice it makes of upright and vigilant persons from among the whole people. It would not be proper for the dignity of judge to be conferred on some one whose integrity and firmness had not been previously tried. Therefore, being well assured of thy fidelity and merit, we have committed to thy care the office of count in the canton of Tours, to possess and exercise all its prerogatives,* in such a manner as to preserve an entire and inviolable faith with our government; that the men inhabiting within the limits of thy jurisdiction, whether Franks, Romans, or of any other nation whatsoever, may live in peace and good order under thy power and authority; that thou mayest direct them in the right way according to their laws and customs; that thou mayest show thyself the special defender of widows and orphans; that the crimes of thieves and other malefactors may be severely repressed by thee; finally, that the people, finding life pleasant under thy administration, may rejoice and remain quiet, and let what belongs to the fisc from the revenue of thy situation, be by thy care paid yearly into our treasury.†

The new Count of Tours, who did not yet feel the ground quite secure under his feet, and who feared that the fortune of arms might again reduce the town to the power of the King of Au- strasia, studied to live in perfect understanding with the municipal senators, and especially with the bishop, whose powerful protection might

---

* Post obitum vero Chariberti, cum in Sigiberto sectem civilitas illa venisset, transseuere ad Chilpericum, omnia quoque adegregavera, sibi dehus nobilis nomina regis duxerat sunt. (Ibid.)
† Parvam semper Chilperico regis Theldebertum filium urbeb Turonum, cum jam ego Turonum adventass (Ibid.) See above, Second Narrative.
* Ergo dum et fidem et utilitatem tuam videmur habere comperiam, ideo tibi actionem commissam in pago illo... tibi ad agendum regendumque commissam (Charia de ducatu vel comitatu, Marcus Fulci, ib. i apud Script. Er. Gallic. et Franc., t. iv, p. 472.)
† Vidus et pupilla maximi defensoris apparas; latrunum et malefaciuntur scelerata a te severissime reprimatur; ut populi bene vivantem sub tuo gubernio imperio debeatens consimilis quiete: et quidquid de ipsa actione in factis distonibus speratur, per vometipos annis singularis nostris urmis inferatur. (Ibid.)
become necessary to him.* In the presence of Gregory he was modest and even humble in his manners and conversation, observing the distance which separated him from a man of such high birth, and carefully flattering the aristocratica vanity, of which a slight leaven was mixed with the solid qualities of this great and thoughtful mind. He assured the bishop that his greatest desire was to please him, and to follow his advice in all things. He promised to refrain from all excess of power, and to take justice and reason as his rules of conduct. Finally, to render his promises and protestations more worthy of belief, he accompanied them with numerous oaths on the tomb of Saint Martin. Sometimes he swore to Gregory, like a dependent to his patron, to remain faithful to him in all circumstances, and never to oppose him in any thing, whether in affairs which interested him personally, or in those in which the interests of the church were called in question.†

Things were in this position, and the city of Tours enjoyed a quiet which no one had at first expected, when Theodebert’s army was destroyed near Angouëme, and Hilperik, thinking his cause desperate, took refuge within the walls of Tournai, events of which detailed accounts are given in one of the preceding narratives.‡ The citizens of Tours, who only obeyed the King of Neustria from necessity, recognized the authority of Sigebert, and Leudaste again took flight, as he had done seven years before; but, owing, perhaps, to the mediation of Bishop Gregory, his property was this time respected, and he left the town without sustaining any loss. He retired into Lower Brittany, a country which then enjoyed complete independence from the Frankish kingdoms, and which often served as a place of refuge for outlaws, and the malcontents of those kingdoms.§

(L. d. 575.) The murder which in the year 575 put so sudden an end to Sigebert’s life, caused a double restoration, that of Hilperik as King of Neustria, and that of Leudaste as Count of Tours. He returned after wearing a year, and washed himself in his office.** Henceforth sure of the future, he no longer took the trouble of restraining himself; he threw off the mask, and resumed the vices of his first administration. Abandoning himself at once to all the evil passions which can tempt a man in power, he exhibited the spectacle of the most notorious frauds, and the most revolting brutalities. When he held his public audiences, having as assessors the principal men of the town, nobles of Frankish origin, Romans of senatorial birth, and dignitaries of the metropolitian church, if some person with a lawsuit whom he wanted to ruin, or some culprit whom he wished to destroy, presented himself with assurance, asserting his rights and demanding justice, the count interrupted him, and shook himself on his judge’s bench like a madman.** If at those times the crowd, which formed a circle around the tribunal, testifed by their gestures or their murmurs sympathy for the oppressed, it was against them that the anger of Leudaste was directed, and he loaded the citizens with reproaches and gross epithets.‡ As impartial in his violence as he should have been in his justice, he respected neither the rights, the rank, nor the condition of any one; he caused priests to be brought before him handcuffed, and had warriors of Frankish origin beaten with sticks. It seemed as if this upset slave took a pleasure in confounding all distinctions, in braving all the conventions of the social order of his epoch, above which the accident of birth had at first placed him, and in which other chances had afterwards raised him to such a height.†

Whatever were the despotic tendencies of Count Leudaste, and his wish to level every thing before his interest and caprice, there was in the town a rival power to his own, and a man against whom, for fear of losing himself, he was unable to dare any thing. He felt this; and it was cunning, and not open violence, which he resorted to, to compel the bishop to give way, or at least to be silent before him. The reputation of Gregory, which was spread throughout Gaul, was great at the court of the King of Neustria; but his well-known affection for the family of Sigebert sometimes alarmed Hilperik, always anxious about the possession of the city of Tours, which was his conquest, and the key of the country south of the Loire, which he wanted to possess. It was on this distrust of his possession of the king that Leudaste founded his hopes of ameliorating the credit of the bishop, by rendering him more and more suspicious, and making himself looked upon as the man necessary to the preservation of the town, as an advanced sentinel, always on the watch, and exposed to hateful prejudices, and secret or declared enmities, on account of his vigilance. This was the surest way of obtaining absolute impunity for himself, and of finding opportunities for molesting at pleasure his most fearful antagonist the bishop, without appearing to exceed his duty.

In this war of intrigues and petty machinations, he sometimes had recourse to the most fantastic expedients. When any affair required his presence in the episcopal palace, he went there completely armed, his helmet on his head,  


‡ Murium nos habemus substabunque reddebat, qvras sequus super sequerurum sanct Antustinus, numquam se contra rationes ordine esse venturus, sequi muti, tam in causas propriis, quam in ecclesiis necessitatibus, in omnibus esse fidelem. (Ibid.)

† See above, Second Narrative.

‡ Sed dum Sigebertus in anno Turonis tenuit, hic in Britanniae latuit (Ibid.) Quo defuncto, succedente Iuris Chilperico in regnum, iust in consilium accedit. (Ibid.)

* Jam a num judicato cum senioribus, vel laclae, vel clerici resedisset, et vidisset hominem justitiae praesequentem, prunos negabatur in forns. (Ibid.)

† Bucinato comite in eaves (Ibid.)

‡ Presbyteros manuica jubebat extrahiri, milites exstibus verberari; tantaque ut ubebatur crudelitate, Vix fortis posset. (Ibid.)
his curass on his back, his quiver slung in his shoulder-belt, and a long lance in his hand, either to give himself a terrible appearance, or to make people believe he was in danger of ambushes and snares in that house of peace and prayer. In the year 576, when Merowig, passing through Tours, deprived him of every thing he possessed in money and in precious furniture, he pretended that the young prince had only committed that plunder at Gregory's counsel and instigation. Then suddenly, from contradiction of character, or on account of the ill success of this unfounded accusation, he endeavored to reconcile himself with the bishop, and swore to him, by the most solemn oath, holding in his hand the silken cloth which covered the tomb of Saint Martin, that he never would again in the course of his life attempt any unfriendly action against him. But the in-ordinate desire of Leudaste to repair as promptly as possible the enormous losses he had sustained, excited him to multiply his exactions and plunderings. (A. d. 576—579.) Amongst the rich citizens whom he preferred attacking, several were intimate friends of Gregory's, and they were not spared more than the rest. Thus, notwithstanding his last promises and prudent resolutions, the Count of Tours again found himself in indirect hostility with his rival in power. More and more carried away by the desire of accumulating riches, he began to encroach upon the property of the churches, and the differences between the two adversaries became personal. Gregory, with a forbearance partaking both of sacerdotal patience and the circumspect policy of the men of the aristocracy, at first only opposed in this struggle a moral resi-tance to acts of physical violence. He received blows without striking any himself, until the precise moment of action was arrived; and then, after two years of calm expectation, which made the Bishop of Tours more certain of resignation, he energetically took the offensive.

(A. d. 579.) Towards the end of the year 579, a deputation secretly sent to King Hilperik, denounced to him, with irreproachable proofs, the preparations of Count Leudaste, and the numberless evils which he inflicted on the churches and inhabitants of Tours. It is not known under what circumstances this deputation came to the palace of Neustria, nor what various causes contributed to the success of its mission, but it was perfectly successful; and notwithstanding the favour which Leudaste had so long enjoyed with the king, notwithstanding the numerous friends he possessed among the vasals and confidential domestics of the palace, his removal was certain. On dismissing the ambassadors, Hilperik sent with them Assowald, his most intimate counsellor, to take measures to effect the change which they solicited. Assowald arrived at Tours in the month of November; and, not content with declaring Leudaste deprived of his office, he left the nomination of a new count in the hands of the bishop and the body of the citizens. The suffrages were unanimous in favour of a man of Gallic race called Eunomius, who was installed in his charge amidst the acclamations and hopes of the people.

Struck by this unexpected blow, Leudaste, whom his imperturbable presumption had never for one moment dreamt of the possibility of such a disaster, was roused to fury, and laid the blame upon his friends in the palace, whom he thought should have upheld him. He especially, and with great bitterness, accused Queen Fridegonda, to whose service he had deviated himself for good and for evil, whom he thought all-powerful to save him from this peril, and who only repaid him by ungratefully withdrawing her patronage. These grievances, whether imaginary or not, took such firm root in the mind of the dismissed count, that he vowed henceforth a hatred to his former patroness, equal to that he bore the cause of his disgrace, the Bishop of Tours. He no longer separated them in his desire for revenge; and roused by anger, he commenced forming the most adventur-ous schemes, combining plans of new fortune and future elevation, in which entered, as one of his most ardent wishes, the ruin of the bishop, and what was still more astonishing, the ruin even of Fridegonda, her divorce, and the for-fiture of her queenly state.

There was then at Tours a priest named Riculf, who, notwithstanding his Germanic name, was, perhaps, like Leudaste, whom he a good deal resembled in character, a Gaul by origin. Born in that city, and of poor parents, he had risen in orders under the patronage of Bishop Euphronius, Gregory's predecessor. His pre-sumption and ambition were boundless: he thought himself out of his true place so long as he was not invested with episcopal dignity. To attain it with certainty, he had for some years placed himself under the patronage of Chlodowig, the last son of King Hilperik and Queen Audowera. Although divorced and

* In tali levitate elatus est, ut in domo ecclesiae cum thoracibus atque loricis, praecinctis phariis, et conium manum gerens, capite galato ingredens (ibid.)
† Discendens autem Merovechus, qui res ejus disponebat, nobis calumniatus exsultavit, adsumus fallax merovechum nostrum consulio, ut res ejus avertatur. (Ibid.) See above, the Third Narrative.
‡ Saepe post infima damna, iterum iterum sacramenta, palamque eputuchri beat Marini fidiusseorsum donat, se nobis nunquam adversarumur. (Ibid., p. 292)
§ Itigit post multa multa quo in me quisque intimuit, post multas direcurum reum ecclesiae sacrarum. (Ibid.)

† See above, the Third Narrative.
§ Nam hic suo Eunomius episcopo de pauperibus provocabat archbishopum ordinantis est. Exinde ad praebendas, ut sua praebens elatus, inflatus, praeposuerunt. (Ibid., p. 264.)
|| Ricius vero praebiter, qui jam a tempore beat Euphronii episcopi, amicus est Chlodovechi. (Ibid.)
banished, this queen, a woman of free and probably distinguished origin, had preserved in her misfortunes numerous partisans, who hoped for her return to favour, and believed more in the good fortune of her sons, already grown up to manhood, than in that of the young children of her rival. Fredegonda, notwithstanding the brilliancy of her success and power, had never been able entirely to obliterate the memory of her original condition, or to inspire a firm confidence in the validity of the happiness she enjoyed. There were doubts as to the continuance of the fascination which she exercised on the mind of the king; many people acceded her the honours of a queen with regret; her own daughter Righonta, the eldest of her four children, blushéd for her, and with a precocious instinct of feminine vanity, felt very keenly the shame of having for mother a former servant of the palace.* Thus mental torments were not wanting to the beloved wife of Hilperik; and the most painful of all to her, besides the stain of her birth which nothing could efface, was the apprehension caused by the competition for their father's kingdom, between her children and those of the first bed.

Delivered by a violent death of the two eldest sons of Audoí, she still saw Chlodowig, the third, holding in check the fortunes of her two sons, Chlodobert and Dagobert, the eldest of whom was not fifteen.† The ambitious hopes, desires, and opinions of the palace of Neustria, and that of the others; there were two opposite factions, who branched out from the palace, and were to be met with in every part of the kingdom. Both reckoned amongst them men long and firmly devoted, and passing recruits who attached and detached themselves according to the impulse of the moment. It was thus that Rikulf and Leudaste, the one an old adherent of the fortunes of Chlodowig, the other recently the enemy of that young prince, as he had been that of his brother Merowig, suddenly met and found a perfect conformity in their political sentiments. They soon became intimate friends, confided to each other all their secrets, and made their projects and hopes in common.—(A. n. 579, 580.) During the latter months of the year 579, and the beginning of the year following, these two men, equally accustomed to intrigues, had frequent conferences, to which they admitted as a third a subdeacon named Rikulf as well as the priest, the same who has been seen acting as the emissary of the cleverest intriger of the epoch, the Austrasian, Gontranm-Bose;‡

The first point agreed upon by the three associates, was to cause the rumours generally bruited respecting the conjugal inidelity and disorders of Fredegonda to reach the ears of King Hilperik. They thought that the more blind and confiding the king's love was, in spite of evidences clear to every one else, the more terrible would his anger be, when he should be undeceived. Fredegonda expelled from the kingdom, her children hated by the king, banished with her and disinherited, Chlodowig succeeded to his father's kingdom without contest or partition, such were the results which they looked upon as certain to follow from their officious informations. To obviate the responsibility of a formal denunciation against the queen, but at the same time to compromise their second enemy, the Bishop of Tours, they resolved by a tolerably subtle trick to accuse him of having repeated before witnesses the scandalous stories which were then circulated, and which they did not venture to repeat on their own account.*

In this intrigue, there was a double chance for the deposition of the bishop, either immediately, by a blow of King Hilperik's anger, or later, when Chlodowig should take possession of the throne; and the priest Rikulf already considered himself his successor in the episcopal see. Leudaste, who guaranteed the infallibility of this promotion to his new friend, marked his place near King Chlodowig as that of the second great person in the kingdom, of which he should have the supreme administration, and the title of duke. In order that Rikulf, the subdeacon, should also find a comfortable situation, it was decided that Plato, archdeacon of the church of Tours, and the intimate friend of Bishop Gregory, should be compromised with him, and involved in his ruin.†

It appears that, after having thus arranged their plans, the three conspirators sent messages to Chlodowig to announce to him the enterprise formed in his interests, to communicate their intentions, and make conditions with him. The young prince, of a thoughtless disposition, and ambitious without prudence, promised, in case of success, to do all that was required of him, and a good deal more. The moment for action having arrived, the parts were distributed. That which devolved on the priest Rikulf, was to prepare the way for Gregory's future deposition, by exciting against him in the town the abettors of disturbances, and those who from a spirit of provincial patriotism, did not like him because he was a foreigner, and wished for a native bishop in his stead. Rikulf, the subdeacon, formerly one of the most humble domestics of the episcopal palace, and who had purposely quarrelled with his patron to be more free to visit Leudaste, assiduously returned to the bishop with submission and a show of repentance; he endeavoured, by regaining his

---

* Riguntha autem filia Chilperici, cum sequus matri calumnias inferret, diciereque se esse dominum, genetris, et quam suum servitio redirebint, et multas eas at cibro convicis inessent... (Ibid., Lib. x. p. 282.)
† Samson, bors ut Tournay during the siege of that city, died in 577.
‡ See above, the Third Narrative.

† Hoc regine crimen objectum, ut ejusca regno, inperfecit rex ut patre Chlorichorum regnum acciperet; Leundasteas ducatum. Riculis vero prebytery... episcopatum Turonicum ambit, hunc Ricullfo clerico... archisagcomau promissio. (Ibid.)
moment before for the friends of Bishop Greg-
ory. But the distinction which he endeav-
oured to draw in favour of his accomplice did not enter into the thoughts of the king, who equally furious against all those who had taken a part in the scandal by which his honour was wounded, caused Leudaste himself to be put in chains, and instantly sent in order to Tours for the arrest of Rikulf:

This man, by means of consummate treache-
ry, had, during the last month, completely su-
cceeded in regaining the favour of Bishop Gre-
ory, and he was once more received as a faithful dependent in his house and at his table. After the departure of Leudaste, when he sup-
pposed, from the number of days which had elapsed, and the denunciation had been made, and his name mentioned in the king's presence, he endeavoured to persuade the bishop into committing some suspicious act, by working on his kind-heartedness and pity for distress. He presented himself before him with an air of de-
jection and deep anxiety, and at the first words said by Gregory, inquiring what was the matter, he threw himself at his feet, exclaiming: "I am a lost man, if thou dost not quickly rescue me. Incited by Leudaste, I have said things which I ought not to have said. Grant me, without loss of time, thy permission to depart for another kingdom; for if I remain here, the king's officers will seize me, and I shall be put to the torture." A clerk in those days could not go any distance from the church to which he belonged without leave from his bishop, nor be received unto the diocese of another bishop, without a letter from his own, which served him as a passport. In soliciting leave to travel under pretence of the peril of death with which he said he was threatened, the subdeacon Rikulf played a double game; he endeavoured to occasion a very im-
portant circumstance capable of serving as a corroboration of Leudaste's words, and more-
over procured for himself the means of disap-
ppearing from the scene of action, and awaiting the issue of this great intrigue in perfect safety.

Gregory by no means suspected the motives of Leudaste's departure, nor what was then going forwards at Soissons; but the request of the sub-deacon, obscurely worded, and accom-
pounded with a sort of pantomimic tragedy, in-
stead of touching, only surprised and frighted him. The excesses of the times, the sudden catastrophes which daily under his own eyes runned the most fortunate, the feeling of the precariousness there was then in the position and life of every one, had obliged him to adopt as a habit the utmost circumspection. He there-

* Hic vero Eufubius subdiaconus, similiter levitare per-
facilis, ante hunc annum consilio cum Leudaste de hac causa habito, causas offendentes requirit, quibus seclitus me, ad Leudastem transire. nactusque tandem ipsum advenit, ac per munera quatuor doles omnibus ac multisopra praebatur, ad me ... veritatem, depressa ut eum debeat recipere excusatam (ibid.)

† Usqueunque, o pisseme rex, custoditi civitatem Tu-
ronicam: nunc aetem, me ab actione remotum, vile quali-
ter custodiatur ... (ibid., p. 261)

‡ Quid audientes rex aut: Neg quaquam, sed quae remotus es, hinc haec adpositis. (Ibid.)

§ Etille: Magna, inquit, de te esse episcopum: dext
enim regnum tuum in adultero cum episcopo Ber-
chramo nasceri. (Ibid.)

|| Tunc ratus rex, causam pugnis et calicibus ... (Ibid.)

Alexander archidacicus, nunc Plato, sub Gallusso-
num hostem subderentur pene, convicentur me uti-
que locum. (Ibid., p. 262)
fere held himself on his guard, and to the great disappointment of Rikulf, who had hoped by means of his feigned despair to draw him into the snare, answered, "If thou hast spoken contrary to reason and duty, may thy words rest upon thine own head; I shall not let thee go into another kingdom, for fear of making myself suspicious in the king's eyes."*

The sub-deacon arose confounded at the failure of this first attempt, and perhaps was preparing to try some other scheme, when he was quietly arrested by order of the king, and led to Soissons. Here, as soon as he arrived, he was subjected alone to an examination, in which, notwithstanding his critical position, he fulfilled in every respect the agreement he had made with his two accomplices. Declaring himself a witness of the fact, he deposed, that on the day on which Bishop Gregory had spoken ill of the queen, the archdeacon Plato and Gallienus were present, and that both had spoken in the same way.

This formal testimony set at liberty Leudaste, whose veracity no longer appeared doubtful, and who seemed to have nothing further to tell.† Set at liberty whilst his companion in falsehood took his place in prison, he had a right to consider himself henceforth the object of a sort of favour; for by a singular choice, he was the person fixed upon by King Hilperik to go to Tours and seize Gallienus and the archdeacon Plato. This commission was probably entrusted to him, because, with his usual self-conceit, he boasted that he was the only man capable of succeeding in it, and that in order to make himself necessary, he gave accounts of the state of the town and the disposition of the citizens calculated to alarm the suspicious disposition of the king.

Leudaste, proud of his new character of a trusty and steadfast man, and of the fortune he already fancied he had attained, set out during Easter-week. On the Friday of that week there was a great disturbance in the halls attached to the cathedral of Tours, occasioned by the turbulence of the priest Rikulf. This man, unmoved in his expectations, far from conceiving the least fear from the arrest of the sub-deacon, his namesake and accomplice, saw nothing in it but a step towards the conclusion of the intrigue which was to raise him to episcopacy.‡ In the hope of a success which he no longer doubted, his head became so excited that he was like a drunken man, incapable of regulating his words or actions. In one of those intervals of repose which the clergy took between the services, he passed backwards and forwards two or three times before the bishop with an air of bravado, and ended by saying aloud, that the city of Tours

should be cleared of Auvergnats.*

Gregory took little notice of this unmannish speech, of which the motive escaped him. Accustomed, especially from the plebeians of his church, to meet with the coarseness of voice and manner which was more and more extending in Gaul, from the imitation of barbarian customs, he answered without anger, and with words that arose from his dignity: "It is not true that the natives of Auvergne are strangers here; for, with the exception of five, all the bishops of Tours have come of families related to ours; thou shouldst not be ignorant of that."† Nothing was more calculated to irritate to the highest pitch the jealousy of the ambitious priest than such a reply. It was so much increased, that unable to contain himself, he addressed to the bishop direct insults and threatening gestures. He would probably have passed from menaces to blows, if the other clerks, by their interposition, had not prevented the last effects of his frenzy.‡

The next day after this scene of disorder, Leudaste arrived at Tours; he entered it without show or armed followers, as if he only came about his private affairs.§ This discretion, so foreign to his character, was probably prescribed him in the king's orders, as a means of effecting more certainly the two arrests he had to make. During some portion of the day, he appeared to be otherwise occupied, and then, suddenly darting on his prey, he invaded the houses of Gallienus and the archdeacon Plato with a troop of soldiers. These two unfortunate men were seized in the most brutal manner, deprived of their garments, and bound together with iron chains.¶ Whilst leading them thus through the town, Leudaste mysteriously announced that justice was going to be executed on all the queen's enemies, and that it would not be long before a greater culprit was seized. Either wishing to give a great idea of his confidential mission, and the importance of his capture, or fearing really some ambush or insurrection, he took extraordinary precautions for leaving the town. Instead of crossing the Loire on the bridge of Tours, he took it into his head to cross with the two prisoners and their guards, on a sort of dying bridge, composed of two boats joined together by boards, and towed by other boats.¶

---

* In die sexta Paschae, in tannum me convivium et apud eum agit. — (Ibid.) Turoniam urbem ab Arernus populis emundavit. (Ibid., p. 264.)
† Ignaro miser, quasi praeter quaque episcopos, reliqui omnes quae su erectionem Turoniacum suscepterunt, parentum nostrorum praeposuit exo conjunctus. (Ibid.)
‡ Ut vis a mantiis temperaret ibidem et doli quem preparaverat. (Ibid.)
§ In catastrophem die, id est sabato, in pietate Paschae, venit Leudastus in urbem Turoniam, adsimilansque gifts negotio aegro. (Ibid.)
¶ Ad theseum ecclesiae, quapropter archidiocone et Gallienum in vincula coniecti, cemenatorque se extos veste jubebat eos ad regiam deducit. (Ibid.)
¶ Interex ingressus in rivulum super potius qui duos tribus tenebatur. — (Ibid., p. 262.) This interpretation appears to me the only one capable of rationalizing the obscure passage. It would be utterly impossible to throw over the Loire in the month of April, a
When the news of these events reached the ears of Gregory, he was in the episcopal palace, occupied with numerous affairs, the regulation of which filled up every hour which his sacred ministry left vacant. The two certain misfortunes of his two friends, and the danger existing to himself in the vague but sinister reports which were beginning to spread, all this, joined to the still lively impression of the painful event of the preceding day, caused him profound emotion. Struck by a sadness mixed with anxiety and depression, he interrupted his occupations and entered his oratory alone. He knelt down and prayed; but his prayer, fervent as it was, did not calm him. What is about to happen? he asked himself with grief; this question, full of doubts impossible to solve, he turned over in his mind, without being able to find an answer. To escape the torments of uncertainty, he did a thing which he had more than once censured in common with the councils and fathers of the church, he took the Psalms of David, and opened them at hazard, to see if he should not find, as he himself says, some consoling text.

The passage on which his eyes fell was the following: "They went forth full of hope, and were not afraid, and their enemies were swallowed up in the depths of the sea." The accidental coincident of these words with the ideas which beset him, made a stronger impression than either reason or faith alone had been able to do. He thought he saw in it an answer from on high, a promise of Divine protection for his two friends, and for whoever should be involved in the sort of proscription which public rumour announced, and of which they were the first victims.

Meanwhile, the ex-count of Tours, with the air of a prudent chief, accustomed to ambushes and stratagems, was endeavouring to effect the passage of the Loire with an attempt at military order. The better to direct his plan, and to keep on the look-out, he took his place in the fore part of the raft; the prisoners were in the stern, the troop of guards occupied the middle of the flooring, and thus this clumsily built raft was loaded with people. The middle of the river, a spot which the violence of the current might render dangerous, was already passed, when a rash and incon siderate order given by Leudaste, suddenly brought a great number of people on the fore part of the bridge. The boat which served to support it, sinking under the weight, became filled with water; the floor was weighed down on one side, and most of those who stood there, lost their balance, and fell into the river. Leudaste fell in among the first, and swam ashore, while the raft, partly beneath the water, partly sustained by the second boat on which the chained prisoners were, made its way with great difficulty towards the place of landing.

Excepting this accident, which failed to give a literal fulfilment to the text of David, the journey from Tours to Soissons took place without difficulty, and with all the celerity possible.

As soon as the two captives had been led before the king, their conductor made the greatest efforts to excite his anger against them, and to draw from him, before he had time for reflection, a sentence of capital punishment, and an order of execution. He felt that such a blow struck at first would render the position of the Bishop of Tours an extremely critical one, and that once engaged in this path of atrocious violence, the king could no longer draw back; but his calculations and hopes were frustrated. Blinded anew by the seductions under the empire of which his life was passed, Hilperik had recovered from his doubts of Fredegonda's fidelity, and the same violent irritability was no longer to be found in him. He looked at this affair with greater calmness. He wished to follow it for the future slowly, and even to carry the regularity of a lawyer into the examination of facts, and the whole proceeding; a sort of pretension he combined to that of being a clever versifier, a connoisseur in the fine arts, and a profound theologian.

Fredegonda employed all her strength and prudence in restraining herself. She artfully judged, that the best way for her to dissipate all shade of suspicion in her husband's mind was to appear dignified and serene, to assume a matronly attitude, and appear in nowise anxious to see the legal inquires ended. This double disposition, which Leudaste had not anticipated on either side, saved the lives of the prisoners.

Not only was no harm done to them, but by a kind of over-price of the service, and the king, treating them far better than the subdeas, their accuser, left them in a kind of half-liberty under the guard of his officers of justice.

It then became necessary to seize the principal criminal; but there commenced King Hilperik's embarrassment and perplexities. He had shown himself formerly full of decision, and even of animosity, in his prosecution of Bishop Prættextatus. But Gregory was not an ordinary bishop; his reputation and influence extended throughout Gaul; in him, so to speak, the moral power of episcopacy was concentrated and personified. Against such an adversary violence would have been dangerous, it would have given universal offence, which Hilperik, in the heat of his anger, might, perhaps have disregarded, but which in cool blood he did not

*Navis illa quæ Leudastam vehebat, demergerit; et navis illa quæ Leudastam vehabat...

Hic ego autem, dum in domo ecclesiae residerem mortuis, turbatiusque ingressoris oratorium. (Ibid.)

† Davidis carminus sumo librum, ut scilicet aperuit aliquem consolatique verbum dare. (Ibid.)

In quo ipse repertum est: Eduxit eos in epi, et non timuerunt; et inimicos eorum operuit mare. (Ibid.)
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thinking of flight, and Berulf found himself obliged to work underhand to determine him to it, or to suggest the idea to him. By means of money he gained over some persons intimately acquainted with Gregory, who went one after another with an air of deep sympathy to speak to him of the danger he was in, and of the fears of all his friends. Probably, in these treacherous insinuations, the character of King Hilperik was not spared; and the epithets of the Herod and Nero of the century, which were applied to him secretly by many, were this time pronounced with impunity by the agents of treason.* Recalling to the bishop these words of the holy Scriptures, "Fly from city in city before thy persecutors," they advised him to carry away secretly the most valuable things his church possessed, and return to one of the cities of Avergne, there to await better days. But, either because he suspected the true motives of this strange proposal, or because such advice, even if sincere, appeared to him unworthy of adoption, he remained unmoved, declaring that he would not depart.†

There was therefore no other way left of securing the person of this man, whom they dared not touch unless he gave himself up; and it was necessary for the king to come to the determination of awaiting the voluntary appearance of the accused, whom he wished to prosecute legally. As a preparation for this great trial, letters of convocation were addressed to all the bishops of Neustria, as in the cause of Prætxtatus; they were ordered to be at Soissons at the beginning of the month of August of the year 580. From all appearances this synod was to be still more numerous than that of Paris in 577; for the bishops of several southern cities recently conquered from the kingdom of Austrasia, and amongst others, that of Albi, were summoned to attend.‡ The Bishop of Tours received this summons in the same form as his colleagues; and making it in some sort a point of honour, he hastened to obey it instantly, and arrived one of the first at Soissons.

Public expectation was then raised to the utmost in the town, and this arrangement of one of such high rank, virtue, and renown, excited universal interest. His calm and dignified bearing, perfectly free from affectation, his serene countenance, theref

---

* Adriani Valet. Lib. Francisci, lib. x. p. 119
‡ Ponunt portis dolose custodes, qui civitatem temerit adsimulantes, me utique custodire. (Ibid.)

† Chilpericus, Nero nostri temporis et Herodes. (Ibid., lib. v. p. 280.)
‡ Miutunt eum qui mihi consulium ministretur, ut occulte adsimuis mellioribus rebus ecclesie, Arvernorum fuga secedere; sed non adveni. (Ibid., lib. v. p. 263.)
† Igitur rex, accensus regni sui episcopis, causam diligentiae suæ quæsit. (Ibid., pp. 263, 264.)
pressed them in public with the most undaunted vehemence. While awaiting the arrival of the members of the synod and the opening of the debates, the preparations for the trial were continued upon no other foundation than the evidence of one man. The subdeacon Rikulf, who was never weary of making fresh declarations in support of the first, and of multiplying testimonies against Gregory and his friends, was frequently led from the prison to the king's palace, where his examinations took place with all the mystery observed in the most important affairs.*

On the way there and back, a number of mechanics, leaving their work-shops, assembled on his passage, and pursued him with murmurs, hardly restrained by the fierce aspect of gory, who kept watch that night in the basilica, and pursued him with tours, hardly restrained by the fierce aspect of gory, who kept watch that night in the basilica, and escaping. Bishop Gregory, who kept watch that night in the basilica of Saint Medardus, to his great surprise saw him enter and weepingly implore his blessing.

The report of this adventure, which spread from mouth to mouth, was well calculated to increase the general excitement at Soissons.

However inferior the condition of men of Roman race was at that epoch in the social state, there was something in the voice of a whole town exclaiming against the prosecution of the Bishop of Tours, which must have annoyed the adversarial bishop, who was keenly interested in the cause, and who, in the minds of the judges, either to withdraw the members of the synod from this influence, or to remove himself from the scene of a popularity which displeased him, Hilperik decided that the assembly of bishops and the judgment of the cause should take place at the royal estate of Braine. He went thither with all his family, followed by all the bishops already assembled at Soissons. As there was no church there, but only private oratories, the members of the council received orders to hold their assemblies in one of the houses on the estate, perhaps in the great hall of wood which was used twice a year when the king resided at Braine, for the national meetings of the chiefs and freedmen of the Frankish race.†

The first event which signalized the opening of the synod was a literary one; it was the arrival of a long piece of poetry composed by Venantius Fortunatus, and addressed to King Hilperik and to all the bishops assembled at Braine.‡ The singular career which this Italian, the last poet of the aristocratic Gallo-Roman society, had created for himself by his talents and the elegance of his manners, demands here an episodic digression.¶

* Chunque Ricolus clericus episius discutenter occulta, et contra me vel meos mulas fallacias promulgaret.... (Ibid., p. 264.)
† Modestus quidam faber lignarius sit ad eum: O felix, qui contra epycuminum tam constanter ita meditatur! sed tibi est silere.... (Ibid.)
‡ Modestus, torcustor, flagellator, et in vincula compactus custodiam deputatur. (Ibid., p. 262.)
§ Nundinarii prolati hunc reginem. Adprehenditur Modestus, torcustor, flagellator, et in vincula compactus custodiem deputatur. (Ibid., p. 262.)
¶ See the First Narrative.
Born in the environs of Treviso, and educated at Ravenna, Fortunatus came to Gaul to visit the tomb of St. Martin, in fulfilment of a pious vow; but this journey being in all ways delightful to him, he made no haste to terminate it. After having accomplished his pilgrimage to Tours, he continued to travel from town to town, and was sought and welcomed by all the rich and noble men who still piqued themselves on their refinement and elegance. He travelled all over Gaul, from Mayence to Bordeaux, and from Toulouse to Cologne, visiting on his road the bishops, counts, and dukes, either of Gallic or Frankish origin, and finding in most of them obliging hosts, and often truly kind friends.

Those whom he left, after a stay of a longer or shorter period in their episcopal palaces, their country houses, or strong fortresses, kept up a regular correspondence with him from that period, and he replied to their letters by pieces of elegant poetry, in which he retraced the remembrances and incidents of his journey. He spoke to every one of the natural beauties and monuments of their country; he described the picturesque spots, the rivers and forests, the culture of the land, the riches of the churches and the delights of the country-houses. These pictures, sometimes tolerably accurate, and sometimes vaguely emphatic, were mixed up with compliments and flattery. The poet and wit praised the kindness, the hospitality of the Frankish nobles, not omitting the facility with which they conversed in Latin, and the political talents, the ingenuity, and the knowledge of law and business which characterized the Gallo-Roman nobles. To praise of the piety of the bishops and their zeal in building and consecrating new churches, he added approbation of their administrative works for the prosperity, ornament, or safety of towns. He praised one for having restored ancient edifices, a pretorium, a portico, and baths; a second for having turned the course of a river, and dug canals for irrigation; a third for having erected a citadel fortified with towers and machines of war.

All this, it must be owned, was marked with signs of extreme literary degeneracy, being written in a style at once pedantic and careless, full of incorrect and distorted expressions and of puerile puns; but, setting these aside, it is pleasant to witness the appearance of Venantius Fortunatus rekindling a last spark of intellectual life in Gaul, and to see this stranger becoming a common bond of union between those who, in the midst of a society declining into barbarism, here and there retained the love of literature and mental enjoyments. Of all his friendships, the deepest and most permanent was one which he formed with a woman, Radegonda, one of the wives of King Chlothar the First, then living retired at Poitiers in a convent which she had herself founded, and where she had taken the veil as a simple nun.

In the year 529, Chlothar, King of Neustria, had attached himself as an auxiliary to his brother Theoderik, who was marching against the Thongers or Thuringians, a people of the Saxon confederacy, and both a neighbour and enemy of the Austrasian Franks. The Thuringians lost several battles; the bravest of their warriors were cut in pieces on the banks of the Unstrid; their country, ravaged with fire and sword, became tributary to the victorious kings, who made an equal division of booty and prisoners. Two children of royal race fell to the lot of the King of Neustria, the son and daughter of Berther, the last king but one of the Thuringians. The young girl, Radegonda, was hardly eight years old; but her grace and precocious beauty made such an impression on the sensual mind of the Frankish prince, that he resolved to have her educated so that she might one day become one of his wives.

Radegonda was carefully guarded in one of the royal palaces of Neustria, on the estate of Aues on the Somme. There, from a praiseworthy fancy of her master and future husband, she received, not the simple education of girls of the German race, who learnt little besides spinning and hunting, but the refined education of rich Gallic women. To all the elegant occupations of a civilized woman, were added the study of Roman literature, and an acquaintance with the profane poets and the ecclesiastical writers.

Either her mind was naturally sensitive to all delicate impressions, or else the ruin of her country and family, and the scenes of barbaric life which she had witnessed, had saddened and disgusted her, for she loved books as if they had opened to her an ideal world, better than that which surrounded her. When she read the

---

* Vita Fortunati, praefixa ejus Operibus, auctore Michele Angelo Luchi.
† Quendam viam religiosa, nomine Fortunatum, meritis verbae insignem, qui mutus potentibus hauritorum vires, in his Gallis et Belgicis regionibus per diversa loca, tunc viac ac scientiae sum merito invitabantur ... Hincarumus de Egydio Rem. Episc. In Vita § Beuneli, apud Fortunati Viam, p. 61.
‡ V. Fortunati, lib. i. carm. 19—21; lib. iii. carm. 6, 8, et passim.
§ Fortunatii Opera, lib. i. carm. 1—5, 15, 16; lib. ix. carm. 16 et passim; lib. vii. carm. 7—13, 14; lib. x. carm. 53, et passim.
|| Fortunatii Opera, lib. i. carm. 18, ad Leontium Burdigalorum episcopum de Bisacum, villa Burdagensis. Ibid., lib. ili. carm. 10, ad Felicianum Nannetenensem episcopum adhibetur de laudis eiusmodi floreum. Ibid. carm. 12, ad Niceto Tresvinensem de castello super Mosellam.
Scriptures and the lives of the saints, she wept and longed for martyrdom; and probably also, less dismal dreams, dreams of peace and of liberty, accompanied her other readings. But religious enthusiasm, which then absorbed all that was noble and elevated in human faculties, soon predominated in her; and this young barbarian, in attaching herself to the ideas and customs of civilization, embraced them in their purest form, a Christian life.

Turning her thoughts more and more from the men and things of this century of violence and brutality, she saw a marriageable age, and the moment (538) of becoming wife to the king whose captive she was, approach with terror. When the order was given to send her to the royal residence for the celebration of the nuptials, compelled by an instinct of invincible repugnance, she took flight; but she was caught, brought back, and against her will was married at Soissons, and became queen, or rather one of the queens of the Neustrian Franks; for Chlothar, faithful to the customs of ancient Germany, was not, in spite of his numerous concubines, contented with one wife. Inexpressible disgust, which in a mind like Radegonda's the attractions of power and riches could not diminish, followed this forced union between the barbarian king and the woman who was estranged from him by the very moral perfections which he had rejoiced to find, and which he himself had caused to be cultivated in her.

(A. d. 538 to 544.) In order to withdraw herself, at least partly, from the duties of her condition, which weighed on her like a chain, Radegonda imposed on herself others apparently more rigorous; she devoted all her leisure to works of charity or of Christian austerity; she devoted herself personally to the service of the poor and sick. The royal house of Attila, where she had been brought up, and which she had received as a wedding gift, became a hospital for indigent women. One of the queen's favourite occupations was, going, not merely to visit it, but to fulfil the office of nurse in all its most revolting details. The pleasures of the court of Neustria, the noisy banquets, the perilous chases, the reviews and warlike titles, the society of vassals with their loud voices and uncultivated minds, fatigued and saddened her.

But if any bishop, or polished and well-informed clerk, a man of peace and mild conversation, arrived, she instantly abandoned all for his society; she remained with him for hours, and when the time came for his departure, she loaded him with presents as tokens of remembrance, wished him a thousand times adieu, and relapsed into her former melancholy.

She was never ready, either purposely or from forgetfulness, at the hours of meals which she took with her husband, and was always absorbed in instructive reading or pious exercises. It was necessary to remind her several times, and the king, tired of waiting, quartered her with her violently, without succeeding in making her more exact.† At night, under some pretext or other, she got up from his side, and went to sleep on the ground on a simple mat or hair-cloth, only returning to the nuptial couch when she was benumbed with cold, and associating in a curious manner Christian mortifications with the sentiment of insurmountable aversion with which her husband inspired her. All these signs of disgust did not, however, weary the love of the King of Neustria. Chlothar was not a man to feel any scruples of delicacy on that point; provided the woman whose beauty pleased him remained in his possession, he was quite indifferent to the moral violence which he exercised over her. Radegonda's reluctance irritated him without causing any real discomfort, and in his conjugal annoyances, he contented himself with saying: "It is a nun, and not a queen that I have got."§

And in truth, there was but one refuge, a conventional life, for this soul, wounded in all the ties which bound it to the world. Radegonda's whole wishes aspired to it; but the obstacles were great, and six years passed before she ventured to brave them. (544.) A last family misfortune gave her courage to do so. Her brother, who had grown up at the court of Neustria as a hostage of the Thuringian nation, was put to death by the king's orders, perhaps for some patriotic regrets or inconsiderate menaces.† As soon as the queen

* Nec fortu adrum ruinum nemptem illam liberatibus informari, cujos annos et sexu non minus acumen ingeni quam causas in sua magna superabant. (Vita S. Radegundis, auctore Hildeberto, Cenoman episc. apud Bolland Acta Sanctorum Augusti, t. iii. p. 84.) Frequenter locum curvarum, si conferret sors temporis, martyr fieri copiis. (Vita S. Radegundis, auctore Fortunato, ibid. p. 68.)
† Radegondis nam preparatis expensis Victurcius voluerat praeda spectaculare, per Batarbiam ab Atteus mocto curvarum elapsa est. Deinde Suossonum cumbam dirixit, ut regnum ereteret. (Script. Reg. Gallie et Francie, t. iii. p. 455.) The probabilities of this polygamous union are a great cause of anxiety to the modern historians, who have occupied themselves about Saint Radegonda's actions. Father Mabillon remarks the difficulty, and despair of solving it locus sancti labriscor ac deflectit. (Annales Benefactiuni, t. p. 124.)
§ Ad eum optimem si quis servorum Dei visas fluctus, vel per se, vel vocatus occurrens, videres illam coelestem habentes luctum. Ipsa se totam occupabat quietum virtutis, ut quidem rebus et temporibus, sed coram levis et humanae turmis, habebat ad unum. (Ibid., p. 69.)
† Unde hora sectudina, dum se numinaeque tarde quod eam rerumque ad mensam se levius habebat, tamen qua a consulis racemibus erat. (Ibid.)
++ Nocturno tempore, cunreclaturum cum principe, in aspectu eorumque insipientum et humili hominum, et vivere egresso cubiculo, tamen ante secretum orationis incumbebat jucunda cithara, ut solo calum et spiritu, jucet elum penetras, tota carne praemortu. (Bolland. Acta Sanctorum Augusti, p. 68.)
† De quo regi dicitur: "Habere se magis jugulare monachum quam eam," (ibid.)
learnt this horrible news, her resolution was taken; but she concealed it. Feigning only to seek religious consolation, but in reality seeking a man capable of becoming her deliverer, she went to Noyon, to the Bishop Medardus, the son of a Frank and a Roman, a personage then celebrated throughout Gaul for his reputation of sanctity. Chlothar had not the least suspicion of this pious step, and not only did not oppose it, but even ordered every thing for the queen's departure himself; for her tears annoyed him, and he was anxious to see her more calm and in a less melancholy humour. Radegonda found the Bishop of Noyon in his church, adorating at the altar. When she found herself in his presence, the feelings which agitated her, and which she had until then repressed, burst forth, and her first words were a cry of distress: "Most holy priest, I wish to leave this world, and to change my costume! I'm future the doubly sacred character of a queen and a woman devoted to God.

The first thought of the new convert (that was the name then given to express the renunciation of the world), was to strip herself of all the jewels and valuables she wore. She covered the altar with her head ornaments, her bracelets, her clasps of precious stones, and the fringes of her robes, woven of purple and golden threads; she broke her rich girdle of massive gold with her own hands, saying, "I give it to the poor;" and then thought of saving herself from all danger by instantaneous flight. Free to choose her road, she directed her steps towards the south, leaving the centre of Frankish dominion from an instinct of safety, and perhaps also from an instinct of refinement, which attracted her towards those regions of Gaul, in which barbarism had made least inroad; she arrived at the town of Orleans, and embarked on the Loire, which she descended as far as Tours. There she halted, to await, under the protection of the numerous sanctuaries open near the tomb of St. Martin, what the husband whom she had abandoned, would determine respecting her. She led thus for some time the disturbed and restless life of the outlaws who sought refuge in sanctuaries, trembling for fear of being surprised, if she took one step beyond the protecting bounds, sending petitions to the king, sometimes haughty, sometimes suppliant, negotiating with him through the medium of the bishops, to induce him to resign himself to never seeing again in a combat of another kind also danger by instantaneous flight. Free to choose her road, she directed her steps towards the south, leaving the centre of Frankish dominion from an instinct of safety, and perhaps also from an instinct of refinement, which attracted her towards those regions of Gaul, in which barbarism had made least inroad; she arrived at the town of Orleans, and embarked on the Loire, which she descended as far as Tours. There she halted, to await, under the protection of the numerous sanctuaries open near the tomb of St. Martin, what the husband whom she had abandoned, would determine respecting her. She led thus for some time the disturbed and restless life of the outlaws who sought refuge in sanctuaries, trembling for fear of being surprised, if she took one step beyond the protecting bounds, sending petitions to the king, sometimes haughty, sometimes suppliant, negotiating with him through the medium of the bishops, to induce him to resign himself to never seeing again...
her again, and permitting her to accomplish her monastic vows.

(A. D. 544 to 550.)—Chlothar at first showed himself deaf to prayers and entreaties; he claimed his right as a husband, attested the laws of his ancestors, and threatened to go himself to seize the fugitive, and bring her back. Terrified when public rumour or the letters of her friends brought her news of this kind, Radegonda then gave herself up to an increase of austerities, to fasts, vigils, and mace-rations in hair cloth, in hopes at the same time of obtaining assistance from above, and losing all the charms she possessed for the man who persecuted her with his love. To augment the distance which separated them, she went from Tours to Poitiers, from the sanctuary of Saint Martin to the no less revered sanctuary of Saint Hilary. The king, however, was not to be discouraged, and he once came to Tours under the false pretext of devotion; but the energetic remonstrances of Saint Germain, the illustrious Bishop of Paris, prevented his going any further.† Controlled, so to speak, by that moral power before which the vehement will of the barbarian kings was forced to give way, he, weary of the struggle, consented that the daughter of the Thuringian kings should found a monastery for women at Poitiers: following the example given in the town of Arles by a Gallo-Roman matron, Caesaria, the sister of the Bishop Cæsarius, or Saint Caesare.‡

Every thing which Radegonda had received from her husband, according to the Germanic custom, either as dowry or as morning gift, was devoted by her to the establishment of the congregation which was to form her chosen family in the place of that which she had lost by the disasters of a conquest, and the suspicious tyranny of the conquerors of her country. She laid the foundations of the new monastery, which was to be an asylum open to all women who wished to escape by retreat, from the seductions of the world on the invasions of the barbarians, on a piece of ground which she possessed at the gates of the city of Poitiers. Notwithstanding the anxiety of the queen and the assistance of Pentius, Bishop of Poitiers, several years elapsed before the building was completed;§ it was a Roman villa, with all its appurtenances, gardens, porticos, baths, and a church. Either as some symbol, or as a precaution for bodily safety against the violence of the times, the architect had given a military aspect to the exterior of this peaceful convent. The walls were high and strong like ramparts, and several towers were erected at the principal entrance. These somewhat strange preparations made a strong impression on the general imagination, and the announcement of their progress spread abroad like news of great importance: "See," it was said in the mystical language of the time, "see the ark which is building amongst us against the excess of the passions, and the storms of this world."†

The day on which everything was ready, and the queen entered this place of refuge, which her vows ordered her never to quit until she was dead, was a day of popular rejoicing. The squares and streets of the town which she was to pass through were filled by an immense crowd; the roofs of the houses were covered with spectators anxious to see her, before the gates of the convent closed upon her.‡ She made the passage on foot, escorted by a large number of young girls, who, attracted to her by the fame of her Christian virtues, and perhaps also by the grandeur of her rank, were going to share her seclusion. Most of them were of Gallic race, and daughters of senators.§ These were the women who, from their habits of reserve and domestic tranquillity, were most likely to profit by the maternal care and pious intentions of their directress; for the women of Frankish race brought some of the original vices of barbarism even into the cloister. Their zeal was impecunious, but of short duration; and, incapable of keeping within any rule or measure, they suddenly passed from the most unbending rigour to the complete forgetfulness of all duty and subordination. [A. D. 550.—It was about the year 550 when Radegonda commenced the life of peace and retirement which she had so long desired. This long dreamed-of life was a sort of com-

---

* Transaustritus autem nobis sub muro, iuratum coeptum per fines terrae turriam, et ipsa quae muti pro- pugnavit, voces proferret ac lamentari desuper capit. (Greg. Turon., lib. de Gloria Confessorum, cap. cvi.)
† Tota congregatio supra muros lamnianas... (Acta Sanctorum Augusti, t. iii p. 82.)
‡ Quasi recentor temporis nostri Noe, propiter turbines et procellass, sodalibus vel sororibus in lauree ecclesiae monastiri fabricat arcam. (Vita S. Caesarii, Aralet. episc. apud Annal. Franc. Eccles.).
§ Qua via vera congruus popularum exitus die qua se sancta deliberavit recludere, ut quos plateae non caperent, ascendetes teota compleverent. (Acta Sanctorum Augusti t. iii p. 72.)
§§ Multitudine immensa sanctimonialium, ad numerum circiter pleraque solent, quae per illius praecellationem con- verse vitam sanctam agant, quod secum sequantur in sacerdotii non modo de testibus, verum etiam nonnullae de ipse resaet stren haec religiosae forma florant. (Greg. Turon., lib. de Gloria Confessorum, cap. cvi.)
promise between the monastic austerity and the indolently luxurious habits of civilized society. The study of literature occupied the first rank among the occupations imposed on all the community; two hours of each day were to be devoted to it, and the rest of the time was employed in religious exercises, the reading of holy books, and needlework. One of the sisters read aloud during the working, which was done all together; and the most intelligent, instead of speaking, explaining, or embroidering, were busy in another room transcribing books, to multiply the copies of them.* Although severe on certain points, such as abstinence from meat and wine, the rules tolerated some of the comforts, and even some of the pleasures of a worldly life: the frequent use of the bath in large tanks of warm water, and amusements of all kinds were permitted, and, amongst others, the game of dice.† The foundress and dignitaries of the convent received as visitors not only bishops and members of the clergy, but also laymen of distinction. A sumptuous table was frequently spread for visitors and friends; delicate collations, sometimes perfect banquets were set before them, of which the queen did the honours out of courtesy, although abstaining from taking any part in them herself.‡ (A. D. 550 to 567.) Thus occurring for some time gave rise to parties of another kind in the convent: dramatic scenes were represented on various occasions, in which young girls from without, and probably also the novices of the house, appeared in brilliant costumes.§

Such was the order established by Radegonda in her convent of Poitiers, a compound of her personal inclinations and of the traditions preserved for half a century in the celebrated convent of Arles. After having thus traced out the plan and given the impulse to it, either from Christian humility or a stroke of policy, she abdicated all official supremacy, and made the community elect an abbesse whom she took care to point out, placing herself as well as the other sisters, under her absolute authority. The woman she selected for this office was named Agnes, a girl of Gallic race, much younger than herself, but whom she had loved from infancy, and who was in turn devoted to her.* Thus willingly reduced to the rank of a simple nun, Radegonda, when her turn came, cooked, swept the house, and carried wood and water, like the rest; but, notwithstanding this apparent equality, she was queen in the convent, from her royal birth, her title of foundress, and the ascendency of intellect, learning, and goodness.† It was she who maintained the rules, or modified them at pleasure; she who strengthened wavering souls by daily exhortations, who explained and commented on the text of the Holy Scriptures, mingling her grave homilies with little sentences full of tenderness and peculiarly feminine grace: "You, whom I have chosen, my daughters; you tend plants, objects of all my cares; you, my eyes; you, my life—you, my repose and sole happiness..." *(A. D. 567.)—The monastery of Poitiers had already attracted the attention of the whole Christian world for more than fifteen years, when Venantius Fortunatus, in his pilgrimage of devotion and pleasure through Gaul, visited it as one of the most remarkable sights which his travels afforded him. He was received there with flattering distinction; the warm reception which the queen was accustomed to give to men of talent and refinement was lavished on him as the most illustrious and amiable of their guests. He saw himself loaded by her and the abbess with care, attentions, and praises. This admiration, reproduced each day under various forms, and distilled, so to speak, into the ear of the poet by two women, the one older, the other younger than himself, detained by some new charm longer than he had expected.‡ Weeks, months passed, and all delays were exhausted; and when the traveller spoke of setting forth again, Radegonda said to him: "Why should you go? Why not remain with us?" This wish, uttered by friendship, was to Fortunatus a decree of fate (A. D. 567 to

---


† De balneo vero... pro calcis amalitudine, ne labanthes noceret notarius ipsius fabricae jussisse donnam Radegundem, ut servientes monasterii publice hoc visitarent, donee omnis operi notandae discerderent. De tabula vero respondit, et in lacus vetere donna Radegundem... (G. Turon Hist. Franc. ed. Ruminart, p. 472.)

‡ Aique successus cum abbasissa paucis... De conversis ejusm. alii se nullam novam feclae consuetudinem, sed actum est sub domina Radegunde. (Ibid., p. 372, 373.)

§ De pallia holocestra vestimenta nepti sum temperare fecerint: folia aurea, quae fuerant in gyro palma, inconditione susurrium, et ad collum neptis sum facinosorum suspenderit vitam de axo exornatum edem nepi sum suorum fecerat: barbarorum istius se quid celebraverunt. (Ibid.)

---

* Electis etiam nostris congregatis domnonam et sororem meam Agnetem, quam ab insigne state loco filiae colu est educavi, abbatissam institut, ac me post Deum qua ordinationi regulari obedituram commisi. (G. Turon Hist. Franc. ed. Ruminart, p. 472.)

† Nos vero hujus desideramus in ea doctrinam, fumam, vultum, personam, scientiam, pictatem, bonitatem, dulcedinem, quam speciorem a Domino inter ceteros homines habuit. (Vita S. Radegundis, authore Baudonis, apud Acta Sanctorum Augusti, t. i. p. 81.) See Fortunatus' poems on Saint Radegond's sciences and readings. She read assiduously Saint Gregory Nazianzen, Saint Basilis, Saint Athanasius, Saint Hilary, Saint Ambrose, Saint Jerome, Saint Augustin, Sedulius, and Paul Oresius. (Lib. v. carm. i.)

‡ Nobis dum proiectabant dicerat: Vos elegi filias, vos mea lemas, vos mea vita, vos mea reque toaque felicitas, vos nostra planta... (Vita S. Radegundis, apud Acta Sanctorum Augusti, t. i. p. 77.)

§ Hoc quoque quod desiderabiler adjectus: me domina mea Radegundis mortuo charitatis inclusionis, scio quidem quos non ex melius meritis, sed e illius consuetudinum circum consuectores mihi immo, circum circitantur, qui legis colossi, aappointment: (Fortunatis opuse ad Felicem, episc. Namnet, inter ejus Opera, lib. ii. p. 75.)
590); he no longer thought of crossing the Alps, but settled at Pottiers, took orders there, and became a priest of the metropolitan church.*

This change of profession facilitated his intercourse with his two friends, whom he called his mother and sister, and it became still more assiduous and intimate than before.† Apart from the ordinary necessity of women being governed by a man, there were imperious reasons in the case of the foundress and abbess of the convent of Pottiers, which demanded an union of attention and firmness only to be met with in a man. The monastery had considerable property, which it was not only necessary to manage, but also to guard with daily vigilance against impositions and robberies. This security was only to be obtained by means of royal diplomatics, threats of excommunication from the bishops, and perpetual negotiations with dukes, counts, and judges, who were little anxious to act from duty, but who did a great deal from interest or private friendship. A task like this demanded both address and activity, frequent journeys, visits to the courts of kings, the talent of pleasing powerful men, and of treating with all sorts of people. Fortunatus employed in it all his knowledge of the world and the resources of his mind with as much success as zeal; he became the counsellor, confidential agent, ambassador, steward, and secretary, of the queen and the abbess.‡ His influence, absolute in external matters, was hardly less so on the internal order and arrangements of the house; he was the arbitrator of little quarrels, the moderator of rival passions and feminine spite. All mitigations of the rules, all favours, holidays, and extra repasts were obtained through his intervention and at his request.§ He even had, to a certain extent, the direction of consciences; and his advice, sometimes given in verse, always inclined to the least rigid side.¶ Moreover, Fortunatus combined great suppleness of mind with considerable freedom of manners. A Christian chiefly regarded friendship, a sort of interest or private friendship, a sort of intellectual love.¶ With regard to the abbess, who was little more than thirty when this liaison began, this intimacy appeared suspicious, and became the subject of scandalous insinuations. The reputation of

---

* Malhibou, Annales Benedicti, t. i. p. 135.

† V. Fortunati Opera, lib vii. carn. 15—19, id. vii. carn. 25, 26, 29, 30; lib ix. carn. 22; lib x. carn. 12; lib xi. carn. 16—24, et passim.

‡ Fortunati, lib xi. carn. 12 de eulegique, 13 pro castene, 14 pro lacte, 15 alu pro lacte, 18 pro prunulis, 19 pro alius delicatis et lacte, 20 pro ovis et prunis.

§ Delicis variis tumendo me ventre tradi, Omnia sumendo lac, holus, ovus, butyr. (Ibid. carn. 23.)

¶ Hec quoque prima fuit hominum copae causa: Quod si perfusum mente dedimus holus. . . .

§ Praeirens venit minus cum colius alti, Undique carnali monte superbus apex.

¶ Delicis cunctis qua terra vel unda ministrant, Compositus eplissi horulti mius erat. (Fortunati, lib xi. carn. 9.)

|| Carnea dona tennens, gaviota argentea perfert, Quo mouo perfusum mele dedicam holus. . . .

¶ Marmorosa defert discus quod gigniur fortis. Quo inhi melittus fluxit in ore sapor.

§ Intompulli pullus vide t cellata rotula.

¶ Mollis arenarum ruuentiam copae florunt, Vix tuos cunius habebis quo modo metis rosas. Insuntur epulis atulitani gemonis fulcis.

¶ Moliere sancte! cur rosa pulchra tegis? Enuti partis viridi pendente chorymbio. Quo loca calces habet, huc rosa pro tua rubet. (Ibid., carn. 10.)

¶ V. Fortunati Opera, lib. xi. passim.
the priest Fortunatus suffered from them, and he was obliged to defend himself, and to protest that he only felt for Agnes like a brother, a purely spiritual love, a celestial affection. He did it with dignity, in some verses, in which he takes Christ and the Virgin as witnesses of the innocence of his heart.*

This man of frivolous and gay disposition, whose maxim was to enjoy the present, and always to look on the bright side of life, was, in his conversations with the daughter of the King of Thuringia, the confidant of deep suffering, of melancholy reminiscences of which he felt himself incapable.† Radegonda had attained the age when the hair begins to whiten, without having forgotten any of the impressions of her early childhood; and at fifty, the memory of the days spent in her own country amidst her friends, came to her as fresh and as painful as at the moment of her capture. She often said, "I am a poor captive woman!" she delighted in retracing, even in their smallest details, the scenes of desolation, of murder, and of violence, of which she had been a witness, and partly a victim.‡ After so many years of exile, and notwithstanding a total change of tastes and habits, the remembrance of the paternal fireside, and the old family affections, remained to her objects of worship and of love; it was the remnant, the only one she had retained, of the Germanic manners and character. The images of her dead or banished parents never ceased to be present to her, in spite of her new attachments, and the peace of mind she had acquired. There was even something vehement, an almost savage ardour, in her yearnings towards the last remnant of her race, towards the son of her uncle, who had taken refuge at Constanti- nople, towards cousins born in exile, and whom she only knew by name.§ This woman, who, in a strange land, had never been able to love anything which was not both Christian and civilized, coloured her patriotic regrets with a rude poetry, a reminiscence of national songs which she had formerly heard in the wooden palace of her ancestors, or on the heaths of her country. The traces of them are still visibly, though certainly in a softened degree, to be met with here and there in some pieces of poetry, in which the Italian poet, speaking in the name of the queen of the barbarians, endeavours to

render her melancholy confidences in the way that he received them from her:

"I have seen women carried into slavery, with bound hands and flowing hair; one walked barefooted in the blood of her husband, the other passed over the corpse of her brother." Each one has had cause for tears, and I, I have wept for all. I have wept for my relations who have died, and I must weep for those who remain alive. When my tears cease to flow, when my sighs are hushed, my sorrow is not silent. When the wind murmurs, I listen if it brings me any news; but no shadow of my relations presents itself to me;† A whole world divides me from what I love most. Where are they? I ask it of the wind that whistles; I ask it of the clouds that float by: I wish some bird would come and tell me of them.‡ Ah! if I was not with held by the sacred walls of this convent, they would see me arrive at the moment when they least expected me. I would set out in bad weather; I would sail joyfully through the tempest. The sailors might tremble, but I should have no fear. If the vessel split, I would fasten myself to a plank, and continue my voyage; and if I could seize no fragment, I would swim to them."§

Such was the life which Fortunatus had led since the year 587, a life consisting of religion without moroseness, of affection without anxiety, of grave cares, and leisure filled with agreeable trifling. This last and curious example of an attempt at uniting Christian perfection with the social refinements of ancient civilization, would have passed away without leaving any trace, if the friend of Agnes and Radegonda had not himself, in his poetical works, noted even the smallest phases of the destiny, which with so perfect an instinct of happiness, he had chosen for himself. In them is found inscribed almost day by day, the history of this society of three persons connected by a strong sympathy, the love of every thing elegant, and the want of lively and intellectual conversation. There are verses on all the little events of which this sweet and monotonous mode of existence was made up—on the pain of separation, the dulness of absence and the delights of return; on little presents made and received, on flowers, fruits, and all sorts of dainties, on willow-baskets, which the poet amused himself in playing with his own.

---

* Nuda maritalem calicum planta cruorem,
Blandaque trambat, fratro jactante, soror.
(Foruntai Opera, t. i. p. 475.)
† Sape sub humecto conium lumina vultu,
Nuruma clausa latent, nec mea cura tacent.
(Specie libens aequa unci tauris amenat,
Notique du canum umbra parentis ador.
( Ibid.)
‡ Quae loco te tenens, sibi latum aura, requiro,
Nubilis eius veneta, posco locum ...
Quod si signa nihic terrae nec aqua muntunt,
Prospera vel veniens nutria ferrea aua.
( Ibid.)
§ Imbribus infans si solvetem una carinam,
Tenebrem tabula remige vece mari.
Sorte sub infans si prendere ligna vetare,
Ad te venissem lassas maternus.
( Ibid.)
hands as gifts for his two friends.* There are some on the suppressers of the three in the convent, animated by deliciou",chat; and for the solitary repasts in which Fortunatus, whilst eating his utmost, regretted having only one pleasure at a time, and not having his eyes and ears charmed as well. Finally, there are some on the sad and happy days which every year brought round, such as the anniversary of Agnes' birth, and the first day of Lent, when Radegond, in obedience to a vow, shut herself up in a cell, to pass there the time of that long fast. Where is my light hidden? Wherefore does she conceal herself from my eyes?' the poet then exclaimed in a passionate accent which might have been thought profane; and when Easter-day, and the end of this long absence arrived, he then, mingling the similes of a madrigal with the grave reflections of the Christian faith, said to Radegond: 'Thou hast robbed me of my happiness; now it returns to me with thee: thou makest me doubly celebrate this solemn festival.'

The delights of a tranquility unique in that century, the Italian emigrant added that of a glory which was no less so, and he was even able to deceive himself as to the duration of the grave reflections of the local colas, the first of his three in the convent, his removal to the palace of the court of the Grimaldus, admired him, and did their best to delight in his presence to a vow.

§ Fortunatii Opera, lib vii. carm. 2. de munere suo, cum ad dominum Germanorum iure deberet, et a domna Radegundem tenereur. Lib. viii. carm. 10, ad dominam Radegundem de viribus et voce, 12 ad eadem, pro floribus transmissis Lib. xi. carm. 7, ad Abbassam et Radegundem, absens, de munere suo; 21, de absentia sua: 25, de munere suo; 27, de munere suo; 94, alius de munere suo. See the Courts d'Hosto, Moderno de M. Guizot, in the year 1829, the Eighteenth Part.

† Blanda magistru suum verbus recreavit et essec, Elsatat vario deliciante joco

(Foruntali, lib xi. carm 23.)

‡ Quis mihi det reliquas eplulas, ubi voce fideli,
Delicias animae te loqueo esse meum;
A vola absens coluji ignuma prandens,
Nec sone ne poterit me saturate oibus

( Ibid., carm. 16.)

§ Fortunatii, lib xi. carm. 3, de natu et fate Amatus, 5, ad Abbassam de natu suo. Lib. viii. carm. 13, ad dominam Radegundem, cùm se recluerit, 14, ad eadem cùm reddit. Lib. xi. carm. 2, ad dominam Radegundem quando se recluerit.

[Quo sone mea mea lux osculis errantes adhirt, Nec paucit visu se praerare mea]

(Foruntali, lib xi. carm. 2)

Abstulerba tecum, revocas mea glanda tecum,
Paschalemque facis me celebrare diem.

( Ibid., lib vii. carm. 14)

† Ubi mihi tantundem volente raturum genere quod cantare, apud quos nihil dispars erat ut simile anseris aut canori orbe; sola empe bombiscans, barbaros leudos harpa reidebat; . . . quo residentes audientes inter aecernas pocula, lutea bilibentes, insana, Baccho judex, decubarent. (Fortunati, lib. Proemium ad Gregorium episc. Turov. p. 2.)

kings were objects of public expectation.* On his arrival in Gaul, he had celebrated the marriage of Sighebert and Brunehilda, in the heathen style, and the conversion of the Arian Brunehilda to the Catholic faith in the Christian style.† The warlike character of Sighebert, the conqueror of the nations beyond the Rhine, was the first theme of his poetical flatteries; later, when settled at Poitiers in the kingdom of Haribert, he wrote the praise of a pacific king in honour of that unwarlike prince. Haribert died in the year 561, and the precarious situation of the town of Poitiers, alternately taken by the Kings of Neustria and Austrasia, obliged the poet to observe a prudent silence for a long while, and his tongue became unloosed only on the day on which the city it inhabited appeared to him to have definitely fallen into the power of King Hilperik. He then composed for that king his first panegyrick in elegiac versés; this was the piece mentioned above, and the sending of which to Brane gave rise to this long episode. (A. D. 580.) The occasion of the holding of this council was adroitly seized by Fortunatus in the interest of his literary success, for the bishops assemblèd at Brane were the first of the men of science and talent of Gaul, forming a real academy. Besides, in placing his work under their patronage, he carefully refrained from making the slightest allusion to the difficult case they were called upon to judge. Not a word on the painful trial to which Gregory of Tours, the first of his literary confidants, his friend and benefactor, was about to submit.§ Nothing, in this piece of a hundred and fifty lines, which related to the circumstances which presented a reflection of the local colouring, or a feature of individual physiognomy. Nothing was to be seen in it but fine generalities applicable to all times and places; an assembly of venerable prelates, a king, a model of justice, enlightenment, and courage, a queen admirable for her virtues, grace, and amiability; fancy figures, pure abstractions, as unlike the reality, as was the political state of Gaul to the peaceful retreat of the convent of Poitiers.†

After the bishops had adored with the false feeling and easy taste of epochs of literary degeneracy, the poetical tricks, the exaggerations and subleties of the panegyrist, they were obliged to return from the chimera of this ideal to the impressions of real life. The opening of

---

* His B. Martini vitam quoddam in libris heroico in versu contextum, et multa alia, maximeque hymnos singularum festivitatem, et præcipue ad singulos amicos versiculos, nulli postea secundum, suavi et diserto sermores composit. (Paulus diaconus, apud Fortunati Vitam, p. 147.)

† Fortunati, lib vii. carm. 2. 3. See the First Narrative.

‡ Fortunati, lib vii. carm. 4

§ V. Fortunati, Opera, lib v. carm. 3. 5. 9. 12. 14. 16. 19. 20. Lib. viii. carm 19-26

|| Quid de justissim reformatur moderamini, principe,
Quod male nemo reddi, si bene justa petit . . .
Te arma ferant generi amnilae et litterarum,
Sic veterum regum par annal atque prior . . .
Omnibus excellens merita, Frigedungha opima
Atque sorona sue fulges ab ore dies.

(Foruntali, lib ix. carm. 1.)
against my wife is an outrage to me; it was my duty to resent it. If you think right that witnesses against the bishop should be produced, here they are present; but if you think that this should not be done, but that the veracity of the bishop should be trusted, say so, and I willingly abide by whatever you determine."

The bishops, delighted and somewhat surprised at this moderation and docility in King Hilperik, permitted him immediately to bring forward the witnesses whose presence he announced; but he was only able to introduce one, the subdeacon Rikulf, and Pluto and Gallienus insisted that they had nothing to declare. As to Leudaste, profiting by his liberty and the disorder which prevailed at the settling of these proceedings, not only had he not come to the meeting, but had moreover taken the precaution of absenting himself from the scene of the debates. Rikulf, audacious to the end, began to speak; but the members of the synod stopped him, calling out on all sides, "A priest of inferior rank cannot in law be believed against a bishop."

All witnesses being thus set aside, nothing remained but to be satisfied with the word and oath of the accused; the king, faithful to his promise, made no objection to the principle, but caviled respecting the form. Either from some caprice of imagination, or because vague reminiscences of some old German superstitions came into his mind under Christian forms, he wanted the justification of Bishop Gregory to be accompanied by strange acts, tending to make it resemble a sort of magic trial. He insisted that the bishop should say mass three times following at three different altars, and that, at the end of each mass, standing on the steps of the altar, he should swear that he had not held the language which was attributed to him.

There was already something unsuited to the ideas and practices of orthodoxy in the celebration of mass added to an oath, with the view of rendering it more terrible; but the accumulation of oaths for one and the same fact was formally contrary to the canons of the church. The members of the synod acknowledged this, but were nevertheless of opinion that this concession to the king's singular fancies should be made. Gregory himself consented to infringe the rule which he had so many times proclaimed. Perhaps, being personally accused, he made it a point of honour not to draw back from any kind of trial; perhaps also, in that house, where every thing had a Germanic look, where the appearance of the men was that of barbarians, and customs still half heathenish, he did not

* See the Fourth Narrative.
† Dehinc adventu regis, data omnibus salutatione ac benedictione accepta, resedit (Greg. Turon. Hist Franc. lib. v. apud Scip. Ber Gallie. et Franc., t. ii p. 283.)
‡ Tun. OЄsenses, Burghelauen, Burghelau, civitatis episcopos, cui hoc cum rebus criminis impacatum fuerat, causam proponit, meque interpellat, dicens a me abs abs est crimen objectum (Ibid.)
§ Negavi ego in veritatem, me habuic locutionem et audiebam quidem alioque me non exoragissi. (Ibid.) See the opinion of DomRemar, on the meaning of this passage, p. 114.

* Rex autem dicerat: Crimen uxoris meo meum habuerit opprobrium. Si ergo censetis ut super episcopum testes adhibeamur, ecce adsumi. Certa et veritate ut hoc non factum, et ad eum episcopum, consimulantur, dicit, libenter audiam quos jubebis (Ibid.)
† Mirati sunt omnes regis prudentiam vel patientiam simul. (Ibid.)
‡ Tunc censuit dicentur: Non potest persona inferior super, sacerdotem credi. (Ibid.)
§ Resistitur ad hoc causa, ut dicta miseria in tribus altariis, me de his verbis exequam sacramenta. (Ibid.)
possess the same energy, the same liberty of conscience, as in the inclosure of the Gallic towns, or under the roofs of the basilicas.*

Whilst these events were passing, Fredegonde, retired at some distance, awaited the decision of the judges, feigning a passive calmness, and meditating in her heart on a cruel retaliation on the condemned, whoever they might be. Her daughter Rigontha, more from antipathy to her than any sincere feeling of affection for the Bishop of Tours, seemed to be deeply moved by the tribulations of this man, whom she hardly knew but by name, and whose merits she was moreover incapable of appreciating. Shut up that day in her apartment, she fasted and made her attendants fast, until the hour that a servant whom she had bribed came to announce that the bishop was declared innocent.† It appears that the king, in order to give a sign of his full and entire confidence in the members of the council, abstained from following up in person the trials which he had demanded, and left the bishops alone to accompany the accused to the oratory of the palace of Braine, where the three masses were said and the three oaths taken on the three altars. Immediately afterwards, the council met again; Hilperik had already taken his seat; the president of the assembly remained standing, and said with majestic gravity, "O king! the bishop has accomplished all the things which had been prescribed to him; his innocence is proved; and now what have we to do? It only remains for us to deprive thee and Berthamn, the accuser of one of his Christian brethren, of Christian communion."‡ Astonished at this unexpected sentence, the king changed countenance, and, with the confused look of a schoolboy who throws his fault on his accomplices, he answered, "But I said nothing but what I had heard." "Who said it first?" asked the president of the council in a firmer tone of authority. § "It is from Leudaste that I learned all," replied the king still agitated by having heard the sound of the terrible word excommunication in his ears.

The order was at once given to bring Leudaste to the bar of the assembly, but he was neither to be found in the palace nor its neighbourhood; he had prudently made his escape. The bishops determined to outlaw and excommunicate him. When the deliberation was ended, the president of the synod rose, and pronounced the anathema according to the accustomed formula—

* Et Hic canonibus euent contrariis, pro causa temen rigae impleta sunt. (Ibid.)
† Sed nec hoc ales, quod Regiones regina condolens descripsit ut hic omni domo sua celebratibus, quosque puer sustinetet omnia sacra inspice, ut futurii instituta. (Ibid.)
‡ Impleta sunt omnii ab episcopo quae imperata sunt, o rex. Quid nunc ad te nimi ut cum Berchthanno accusa dorio fratri communi pneumonia verba? (Ibid.)
§ Et ille: Non, inquit, ego nisi audita narravi. Quartoque huius quum diciam, respondi se hanc ut Leudaste audisse." (Ibid.)
|| Ille autem, secundum infirmitatem vel consilii vel propositionis sua, jam fugam inerat. Tunc placuit omnes sacerdotes ut ....... (Ibid.)

"By the judgment of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and in virtue of the power granted to the apostles and the successors of the apostles, of loosing and unloosing in heaven and on earth, we all together decree that Leudaste, a sower of scandal, the accuser of the queen and false denouncer of a bishop, seeing that he has avoided the assembly to avoid its decision, shall henceforth be separated from the pale of the holy mother church, and excluded from Christian communion in the present life, and in the life to come.* Let no Christian salute him, or give him the kiss of peace. Let no priest celebrate mass for him, nor administer to him the holy communion of the body and blood of Jesus Christ. Let no person keep company with him, nor receive him in his house, nor treat of any affair with him, nor eat, drink, nor converse with him, unless it be to induce him to repent.† Let him be cursed by God and the Father, who made him; let him be cursed by God the Son, who suffered for man; let him be cursed by the Holy Ghost, who comes into us when we are baptized; let him be cursed by all the saints who since the commencement of the world have found grace in the sight of God. Let him be cursed wherever he is, in the house or in the field, in the high road or in the footpath. Let him be cursed living or dying, waking or sleeping, working or resting. Let him be cursed in all the vigour and all the organs of his body. Let him be cursed in all his limbs, and let him not have a single healthy part, from the crown of his head to the soles of his feet.‡ Let him be delivered to eternal torments with Dathan and Abiron, and with those who have said to the Lord: Retire thou from us. And as fire is extinguished in the water, so let his light be extinguished forever, unless he should repent and come to give satisfaction."

At these last words all the members of the council, who had listened until then in devout silence, raised their voices, and exclaimed several times, "Amen, so be it, so be it; let him be anathematized; Amen, Amen."§

This verdict, of which the religious threats were truly fearful, and the civil effects equivalent to outlawry for the condemned, was announced in a circular letter to all those bishops of Neustria who had not attended the

‡ Maledictus ut ubicumque fuerit, sive in domo, sive in agro, sive in via, sive in semita .... Maledictus sit in tota viribus corporis .... Maledictus sit in toto compaginis membrorum; a vertice capitis usque ad plantam pedis non sit in eo semel. (Ibid., p. 612.)
§ Et sicue aqua ignis extinguitur, sic extinguitur lucerna ejusque membrorum, nunc scintillationem venerit. (Ibid., p. 612.) Et respondentem omnes tenet: Amen, aut fiat, fiat, aut anathema sit. (Ibid., p. 611.)
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council. They then passed to the judgment of the subdeacon Rikulf, convicted, by the justification of the Bishop of Tours, of giving false evidence. The Roman law, which was that of all ecclesiastics, without distinction of race, punished the calumnious accusation of a capital crime, such as high treason, with death;† this law was applied in all its rigour, and the synod pronounced a sentence against the priest Rikulf, which delivered him over to the secular arm. This was the last act of the assembly; it separated immediately afterwards, and each of the bishops, having taken leave of the king, prepared himself for the journey. The fear of the approaching of departure, Gregory solicited the pardon of the man who had pursued him with his impositions with such perversity and effrontery. Hilperik was then in a mild mood, either from the joy which he felt at the termination of the embarrasments into which the care of his conjugal honour had hurried him, or because he had at heart the wish of atoning, by polite attention, for the wrongs of the Bishop of Tours. At his prayer, he remitted the capital punishment, and only retained the torture, which, according to the Roman legislature, was inflicted, not as a punishment, but as a supplementary examination.‡

Fredengoda herself decided that it was in her policy to ratify this act of clemency, and to leave life to one whom a solemn judgment had delivered into her hands. But it seems as if in sparing him she wanted to try on him the experiment of how much pain a man could endure without dying; and in this ferocious amusement, she was but too well seconded by the officious zeal of the vassals and servants of the palace, who emulated each other as the executioners of the condemned. "I do not think," says the contemporary narrator, who is here no other than the Bishop of Tours, "I do not think that any inanimate thing, any metal could have resisted all the blows with which this poor unfortunate was bruised. From the third hour of the day to the ninth, he remained suspended from a tree by his hands tied behind his back. At the ninth hour he was taken down, and stretched on a bough where he was beaten with sticks, rods, and leather straps doubled, and thus, not by one or two men, but as many as could approach him set to work and struck him."†


† Compromatorem unum maximum humanae vitae malum, delatorum exsequenda pecuniae... illa ut iudices nec calamitatum nec vocem prorsus desertores admittunt. Sed qui delator exitior capitali sententiae subjungitur. (Cod. Theod. constit. ann. 319.) Ibid., constit. ann. 233, de calumnioribus.

‡ Et sic unusquecumque in locum suum regreasse est. (Greg. Turon. loc. supr. cit.)


† Nam nullus, nullum mensum, tanta verbis potuit sustineri, sicut hic misererrim. Eodemmodo fratres, virgins, ac eoris duplicitis, et nos ab uno vel duoibus, His sufferings, as well as his resentment against Leudaste, whose tool he had been, combined to make him reveal the still unknown foundation of this dark intrigue. He said that in accusing the queen of adultery, his two accomplices and himself had for object her expulsion from the kingdom with her two sons, in order that Chlodowig, the son of Audowera, should alone remain to succeed his father. He added that, according to their hopes, in case of success, Leudaste was to be made a duke, the priest Rikulf a bishop, and himself Archdeacon of Tours. These revelations did not directly challenge the plan of Gregory. Chlodowig was a member of the plot, but his interests had been connected with those of the three conspirators; Fredengoda did not forget it, and from that moment he was marked in her mind among her mortal enemies.

News traveled slowly in that century, unless carried by express; and thus several weeks elapsed before the issue of the trial carried on at Soissonss and judged at Braine, could be known. During these days of uncertainty, the citizens, anxious respecting the fate of their bishop, suffered moreover from the troubles caused by the turbulence and boasting of the enemies of Gregory. Their chief, the priest Rikulf, had of his own private authority, installed himself in the episcopal palace, and there, as if he had already possessed the title of bishop, the object of his vain ambition, exercised the absolute power then attached to that title.† Disposing of the property of the metropolitan church as if he was his master, he made out an inventory of all the plate; and to secure himself adherents, he began by distributing rich gifts to the principal members of the clergy, giving valuable furniture to one, and fields or vineyards to others. As to the priests of inferior rank, of whom he thought he was in no want, he treated them in a perfectly different manner, and only let them feel the power he had arrogated to himself, by acts of rigour and violence. For the least fault, he had them beaten with sticks, or struck them with his own hand, saying, "acknowledge your master."‡ He repeated constantly in a tone of emphatic vanity, "It is I, who by my wisdom, have purged the city of Tours of that brood which came from Auvergne."§ If his intimate friends ever expressed any doubt of the success of this


‡ Cùm autem jam in disserente esset, tunc aperuit veritatem, et arcanum dulce patetifica licebat enim ob hoc regnum crimen objectum, ut ejecta de regno. (Ibid.)

† Num me adhuc commorante cum rege, hic, quasi jam esset episcopus, in domum ecclesiae ingreditur impudenter. (Ibid.)

§ Argentum describit ecclesiam, reliquiarum res sub suam redigit potentatem. Majoris clericos muneribus dedit, larguarum vinum, pratis distribuit: minoris vero faberibus ligeque multis, etiam mans praestabit, adi- canes: Recognotia dominum venam. (Ibid., p. 264.)

5 Cujus ingenium Turonumice urbem ab Arvornis populus emuadavit. (Ibid.)
usurpation, and the sincerity of those whom his extravagant largesses attracted to him, he said with a smile of superiority: "Leave me alone; a prudent man is never taken by surprise; he can only be deceived by perjury."* 

This braggart, so full of himself, was suddenly roused from his dreams of ambition by the arrival of Gregory, who made his entry into Tours amidst universal rejoicing. Compelled to restore the episcopal palace to its legitimate possessor, Rikulf did not come to salute the bishop, as not only the members of the clergy but all the other citizens did on that day. At first he affected airs of scorn, and a kind of silent bravado; then his impotent malice turned to frenzy, he used furious language, and talked of nothing but threats of death:†

Gregory, always observant of forms, did not hasten to use force against this dangerous enemy; but, proceeding calmly and without intimidation, he united the suffrages of the see of Tours in a provincial synod. His letters of convocation were addressed individually to the bishops of all the cities of the third Lyonnese province, excepting those possessed by the Bretons, a people as jealous of their religious as of their political independence, and whose national church had no fixed and regular relations with the church of the Gauls.‡ The bishops of Angers, of the Mans, and of Rennes, took deeply to heart the peace of the church of Tours, and the interest of its bishop. But Felix, Bishop of Nantes, either by his absence from the synod, or the part he took in the deliberations, gave unequivocal signs of ill-will to Gregory, and partiality to his enemies. He was a man of Gallic race and of high birth, who said he was descended from the ancient sovereign chiefs of the territory of Aquitania, and reckoned among his ancestors prefects of the pretorium, patricians and consuls.§ To this nobility, of which he was very proud, he added qualities rare in his time; a strong and enterprising mind, the talent of speaking with eloquence and writing with facility, and a spark of that administrative genius which shone in Gaul under the Roman government:‖

Bishop of a frontier incessantly menaced by the hostile inroads of the Bretons, and which the Merovingian kings were unable always to protect, Felix had taken upon himself to provide for every thing, to watch at the same time over the safety and prosperity of his diocese.* In default of an army, he opposed vigilant policy and adroit negotiations to the encroachments of the Bretons; and when security was restored around him, he executed out of his own funds works of public utility:† In the midst of this life of activity and impulses given to improvements, his character had contracted something fierce and imperious, very different from the ideal of a priest according to the apostolical traditions. He once happened to have a great desire for a domain which the church of Tours possessed near Nantes, and which was perhaps necessary to him for the accomplishment of a great enterprise, that of altering the course of the Loire, and of making a new bed for the river, a plan advantageous both to agriculture and commerce.‡ With his scrupulous and somewhat rigid regularity, Gregory refused to give up the smallest portion of the property of the church; and this dispute becoming violent by degrees, gave rise to a pen and ink warfare, which doubtless caused great scandal. (A. n. 576—580.) They addressed to one another, in the form of letters, diatribes, which they took care to communicate to their friends, and which circulated publicly like real pamphlets.

In this conflict of bitter words and injurious accusations, the Bishop of Tours, more candid, less bad tempered, and less witty than his adversary, was far from having the advantage.—To the cutting and furious reproaches with which Felix loaded him on account of his refusal to relinquish the contested property, he answered with a docile and good humor: "Remember the words of the prophet: Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay field to field, till there be no place, that they may be placed alone in the midst of the earth!§ And when the irascible Bishop of Nantes, setting aside the object of the controversy, endeavoured to throw ridicule and odium on the person and family of his antagonist, Gregory found only sallies of this kind in reply: "Oh! if Marlseilhes had thee for its bishop, the ships would

* Restituens terrae quod publica juris potestat.

† Temporibus nostriis gaudia priscis se repente ....

‡ (Fortunati Opera, lib. lii. carn. 5.)

§ Britannia, et anno post mortem domini nostro Tungrum costantia a nobis recognita et praeclare comissum esse manifestum esse verisimile.

† Britannia, et anno post mortem domini nostro Tungrum costantia a nobis recognita et praeclare comissum esse manifestum esse verisimile.

§ Britannia, et anno post mortem domini nostro Tungrum costantia a nobis recognita et praeclare comissum esse manifestum esse verisimile.

† Britannia, et anno post mortem domini nostro Tungrum costantia a nobis recognita et praeclare comissum esse manifestum esse verisimile.

§ Britannia, et anno post mortem domini nostro Tungrum costantia a nobis recognita et praeclare comissum esse manifestum esse verisimile.
no longer bring in oil or other provisions of that kind; nothing but cargoes of papryus, that thou mightest have wherewith to write at thy ease, to defame worthy people; but the want of paper puts a stop to thy idle talk . . ."*

Perhaps the misunderstanding which divided the Bishops of Tours and Nantes had tended to cause asylums of immoderation and persecution to fall. The imputation of immoderate pride, which Gregory addressed to Felix, gives us reason to think that some rivalry of aristocracy existed between them.† It seems as if, for the descendant of the ancient princes of Aquitania suffered at finding himself hierarchically submitting to a man of nobility inferior to his own, or that, from an exaggerated sentiment of local patriotism, he would have wished the ecclesiastical dignities in the western provinces to have been the exclusive patrimony of the great families of the country. Thence arose probably his sympathy and understanding with the faction at Tours, who hated Gregory because he was a stranger; for he had long known and even favoured the intrigues of the priest Rikulf;‡ (a. d. 580.) These evil dispositions of the most powerful and talented of the suffragans of the bishopric of Tours, did not prevent the provincial synod from assembling regularly and administering justice. Rikulf, condemned as an abettor of disturbances and a rebel to his bishop, was sent into seclusion in a monastery, the place of which is not mentioned.§ Hardly a month had elapsed after he had been shut up there under careful superintendence, when some trusty adherents of the Bishop of Nantes dexterously introduced themselves to the abbot who governed the monastery. They employed all sorts of stratagems to circumvent him; and the aid of false oaths they obtained from him permission for the absence of the prisoner, under promise of his return. But Rikulf, when he found himself outside, took flight, and hastened to Felix, who received him with pleasure, thus bringing the authority of his metropolitan in the most insulting manner.¶ This was the last and perhaps the keenest annoyance caused to the Bishop of Tours by this wretched affair; for it was the work of a man of the same origin, the same rank, and the same education as himself; a man of whom he could not say, as of his other enemies, whether of barbarian, or equally ignorant and slaves to their passions as the barbarians. "My God, they know not what they do."

Meanwhile, Leudaste, outlawed by a sentence of excommunication, and by a royal edict, which forbade every one from procuring for him either a home, bread, or shelter, led a wandering life, full of perils and obstacles. He came from Braine to Paris with the intention of taking refuge in the basilica of St. Peter; but the anathema which declared him excluded from the asylum offered to all outlaws, obliged him to renounce this plan, and confide in the fidelity and courage of some friend.† Whilst he was hesitating what direction he should take, he learnt that his only son was just dead; thus news, it appears, awoke in him all his family affections, and inspired him with an irresistible desire to see his own fireside again. Concealing his name, and walking alone in the poorest dress possible, he took the road to Tours; and on his arrival crept stealthily into the house which his wife inhabited.‡ When he had devoted to paternal emotions some moments which the fickleness of his character and his pressing anxieties must have rendered very short, he hastened to place in safety the money and valuables which he had amassed by his plunder while in office.

He kept up relations of mutual hospitality in the country of Bourges with some persons of Germanic origin, relations which, according to the barbarian customs, imposed duties so sacred that neither the prohibitions of the law nor even the menaces of religion could prevail against them. It was in the care of his hosts that he resolved to place all the riches he possessed, until better days; and he had time to send off the largest portion of them before the edict of proscription issued against him was promulgated at Tours.¶ But these moments of respite were not of long duration; the royal messengers brought the fatal decree, escorted by a troop of armed men, who, from evidence gathered from stage to stage, followed the trace of the outlaw. They surrounded Leudaste’s house; he had the good fortune to escape; but his wife, less fortunate, was seized and conveyed to Soisson, and afterwards, by the king’s orders, exiled to the neighbouring country of Touraine.§ The fugitive, taking the same road as the wagons which carried his treasure, went towards the town of Blois, and entered the territory of King Gontramb, where Hilperik’s followers did not venture to pursue him. He arrived at his host’s house at the same time as his baggage, the aspect and volume of which, unfortunately for him, tempted the inhabitants of the place.¶ Thinking the property of a

---

* O si te habebis Messia sacerdotem nuncum naves oleum aut reliquias species detulisset, nist tantum chartam, quo majorem opportunitatem scribendi ad bonos infamandos habebes. (Sed pauperas chartas finem imposit verba statutim (Greg. Turon. loc. sup. cit.)


‡ Felix episcopi . . qui memorant causa factus existerat. (Ibid., p. 384.)

§ Cum consilio comprovincialium eum in monasterium removeri praecepit. (Ibid.)

|| Cunctus ibidem actus distinguerat, intercedentibus Felicis episcopi missis . . . circumvento perjuriae aabate, fugae labitur, utque ad Felicem accedit episcoporum; omnque ille ambiens colligit quem exsecrari debuerat. (Ibid.)

+++ Leudaste vero . . basilica sancti Petri Parisiis expectat Sed cum audisset edictum regis, ut in regio no nullo colligeretur . . (Ibid., p. 283.)

† Et praeferret quod filius ejus, quem domi reliquerat, obisuit, Turonum occulte veniens . . (Ibid.)

‡ Quae optimae habitavit in Biturico transspuitil. (Ibid.)

§ Prossequuntur vero regalibus pueros, imper pulchrum labitur. Capit quoque uxor ejus in pagam Turonensem exilium remigrat. (Ibid.)

|| Leudastes vero in Bituricense pergane, omnes-thessas.
stranger a fair prize, they assembled to seize it; and the judge of the district placed himself at their head, in order to have his share of the booty. Leudaste had with him no power able to repulse such an attack, and if his hosts endeavoured to assist him, their resistance was fruitless. Everything was pillaged by the aggressors, who carried off the money-bags, the gold and silver plate, the furniture, and the clothes, only leaving the plundered man what he had on, and threatening to kill him if he did not depart as quickly as possible. Again obliged to fly, Leudaste retraced his steps, and audaciously took the road to Tours: the want to which he now found himself reduced, had inspired him with a desperate resolution.

As soon as he had reached the frontier of the kingdom of Hilperik, and of his own former government, he announced in the first village, that there was a good move to be made on the estates of King Gothramm, at the distance of a day's march, and that every man of courage who would run the risk of this adventure, should be generously rewarded. Young peasants and vagabonds of all classes, who were then never wanting on the high roads, assembled at this news, and followed the ex-count of Tours without much inquiring where he was leading them. Leudaste took his measures so as to arrive speedily at the spot which his spoliators inhabited, and fell suddenly on the house where he had seen the produce of their plunder stored away. This bold manoeuvre was perfectly successful; the Tourranges attacked bravely, killed one man, wounded several, and took back a considerable portion of the booty which the people of the Berri had not yet divided amongst themselves.

Elated by this stroke of policy, and the protestations of devotion which he received after distributing his bounty, Leudaste thought himself in future powerful against any enemy whomsoever, and recovering his former presumption, took up his abode in (581) the neighbourhood of Tours, taking no care to conceal his presence. On the reports of it which were spread, Duke Berulf sent his officers with a troop of armed men to seize the outlaw. Leudaste narrowly escaped falling into their hands; just on the point of being seized, he contrived to slip away, but it was by abandoning all the money and furniture which remained to him. Whilst an inventory of the wares of his fortune was being made out, as belonging to the asec, and sent off to Soissons, he himself, follow-

ing the opposite road, endeavoured to reach Pottiers, there to take refuge, despairing of his cause, in the basilica of St. Hilary.

It seems as if the neighbourhood of the convent of Radegunda, and even the character of this mild and revered woman had shed over the church of Pottiers an indulgent spirit which distinguished it from all others. This is, at least, the only possible explanation of the charitable reception which a man at once outlawed and excommunicated found in the bosom of this church, after having found the sanctuary of St. Martin of Tours and the basiliacs of Paris closed against him. Leudaste's joy at finding himself once more in safety was at first very great, but it soon diminished; and he felt only what was insupportable to his vanity, the humiliation of being one of the poorest of those who shared with him the sanctuary of St. Hilary. To avoid this, and to satisfy his inveterate love of sensuality and debauchery, he organized into a band of men the most worthless and the most determined of his companions in the sanctuary. When the police of the town was less strong or less vigilant than usual, the ex-count of Tours, informed of it by his spies, left the basiliac of St. Hilary at the head of his troop, and running to some house which had been pointed out to him as a rich one, he carried off by force the money and valuable plate, or ransomed the terrified proprietors on his own terms. Loaded with booty, the bandits instantly re-entered the enclosure of the basilica, where they divided it, and then ate, drank, quarreled, or played dice together.

Sometimes the holy sanctuary became the scene of still more shameful excesses; Leudaste brought there women of disorderly lives, some of whom, married women, were found in adultery with him under the porticoes of the church. Either because at the report of these scandalous occurrences, an order was issued from the Court of Soissons prescribing the rigorous execution of the sentence passed at Braine, or because Radegunda herself, shocked by these profanations, begged for the expulsion of Leudaste, he was driven from the sanctuary of St. Hilary as unworthy of all pity. Not knowing where to rest his head, he once more applied to his friends in the Berri. Notwithstanding the obstacles raised around them by
SIXTH NARRATIVE.

560—563.

HILPERIK A THEOLOGIAN.—THE JEW PRISCUS.—CONTINUATION AND END OF THE HISTORY OF LEUDESTE.

(A.D. 560.)—After the fortunate issue of the accusation made against him, the Bishop of Tours had resumed the course of his religious and political occupations which had been for a short time interrupted. Not only the affairs of his diocese and the care of his municipal government demanded daily vigilance on his part, but interests still more general, those of the Gallican church, and the national peace, continued to intercede by the Frankish kings, caused him much anxiety. Alone, or in company with other bishops, he made frequent journeys to the various residences which the court of Neustria successively occupied; and in that palace of Braine, where he had been summoned, accused of high treason, he found himself surrounded with honours and attentions.† In order suitably to receive such a guest, King Hilperik studied to assume all the externals of Roman civilization, and to give proofs of his knowledge and good taste. He even made confidential readings of his compositions to the bishop, asking his advice, and displaying before him with naive vanity his slightest literary performances.

These rude essays, the fruits of a praiseworthy, but useless, because unsteady love of imitation, touched upon all sorts of studies, grammar, poetry, the fine-arts, jurisprudence, theology; and in his fits of love of civilization, the barbarian king passed from one subject to another with all the petulance of an inexperienced scholar. The last of the Latin poets, Fortunatus, had celebrated this royal caprice as a subject of hope for the friends of ancient intellectual cultivation, who were more and more discouraged;‡ but Bishop Gregory, less sanctified with prudence and foresight, there was no longer any safety for him; an inevitable fatality hung over his head, the revenge of Fredegond, who could sometimes wait, but never could forget.


‡ Fortunati, lib. ix. cap. 1, ad Chilpericum regem.

* Scriptas alios libros idem rex versatus, quasi Sedulium secutus; sed versiculi illi nulli penitus metricum conveniunt ratione. (Ibid., p. 360) Confectique duos libros, quasi Sedulium meditatus, quorum versiculi debiles nullius pedibus subestera possunt, in quibus dum non intelligebat, pro longis syllabas breves posuit, et pro brevibus longas statuet; et alia opuscula, vel hymnos, sive missas, quaes ratione suscipi possunt. (Ibid., lib. vi. p. 291.)
rectifying the Roman alphabet, and ordering, by letters addressed to the counts of towns and the municipal senates, that in all public schools the books used for teaching should be erased with pumice-stone, and re-written according to the new system.

One day King Hildesich, having taken the Bishop of Tours apart as if for an affair of the greatest importance, made one of his secretaries read to him a little treatise he had just written on important theological points. The principal thesis sustained in this singularly daring book was, that the Holy Trinity should not be designated by the distinction of persons, and that it should have but one name, that of God; that it was an unworthy thing that God should receive the appellation of person, like a man of flesh and blood; that He who is the Father is the same as the Son and the same as the Holy Ghost; and that He who is the Holy Ghost, is the same as the Father, and that the Son, and that it was thus that He appeared to the patriarchs and the prophets, and that He was announced by the law.† At the first words of this new creed Gregory was violently agitated, for he recognized with horror the heresy of Sabellius, the most dangerous of all after that of Arius, because, like the latter, it seemed to rest on some rational foundation.‡ Whether the king had imbibed from his reading the doctrine he thus reproduced, or had arrived at it himself by abuse of reasoning, he was then as convinced that he held the truth of the Christian tenets, as he was proud of having learnedly expounded it. The more and more visible signs of dislike which escaped from the bishop, surprised and irritated him to the last degree. With the vanity of the logician who believes himself perfectly right, and the despotism of the master who will not allow any one to think him wrong, he said in a stern tone, "I insist that thou and the other doctors of the Church shall believe this."§ At this imperious declaration, Gregory, resuming his calmness and habitual gravity, replied, "Most pious king, it is necessary for thee to abjure this error, and follow the doctrine left us by the apostles, and after them by the fathers of the Church, which Hilary, Bishop of Potters, and Eusebius, Bishop of Verece, have taught, and which thou thyself didst profess at thy baptism." But," replied Hildesich, with increas-

* Additum autem litterarum litterae nostrae, id est: scitque Greec habent, &c. Turon. H. p. 159.

† Per idem tempus Hilpericus rex scriptum indicium, ut sancta Trinitas non in personarum distinctione, sed tantum Deus nominaret: adserens indicium esse, ut Deus persona, scit homo carmens, nominaretur. Camh. hoc mihi rectari jussisset, ut (ibid. 159. 260.) Nullamque se asserebat esse prudentiorem. (ibid. 159. 291.)

‡ Per idem tempus Hilpericus rex scriptum indicium, ut sancta Trinitas non in personarum distinctione, sed tantum Deus nominaret: adserens indicium esse, ut Deus persona, scit homo carmens, nominaretur. Camh. hoc mihi rectari jussisset, ut (ibid. 159. 260.) Nullamque se asserebat esse prudentiorem. (ibid. 159. 291.)


† Cui ego respondi: Hac credulitate relicta, pie rex, ling ill-humour, "it is manifest that Hilary and Eusebius were strongly opposed to one another on this point." This objection was embarrassing, and Gregory found that he had placed himself upon dangerous ground. To elude the difficulty of a direct answer, he spoke in these terms: "Thou must be careful not to utter words which offend God or his saints;"* then passing to an exposition of the orthodox creed, such as he might have pronounced from the pulpit, he continued, "Know that, considering them in their separate persons, the Father is one, the Son is one, the Holy Ghost is one. It is not the Father who made Himself flesh, nor is it the Holy Ghost; it is the Son who for the redemption of mankind, being the Son of God, became also the son of a Virgin. It is not the Father who suffered death, nor is it the Holy Ghost; it is the Son; that He who made Himself flesh in this world, might be offered as a sacrifice for the world. As to the persons of whom thou speakest, they are not to be understood literally, but figuratively; and thus, although in reality they are three, there is among them but one glory, one eternity, one power."†

This sort of pastoral instruction was interrupted by the king, who, not choosing to listen to any thing further, exclaimed angrily, "I shall have it read to wiser persons than thou, and they will be of my opinion."‡ Gregory was piqued by his speech, and excited on his side into incautiously answering, "There will not be one man of sense or learning, there will be none but a fool who will ever admit what thou provonest;"§ It is impossible to say what passed in Hildesich's mind at that minute; he left the bishop without saying a word, but a shudder of rage proved that the literary and theological king had lost none of his ancestral violence of temper. Some days afterwards, he made a trial of his book upon Salvinus, Bishop of Albay; and this second attempt not being more successful than the first, he was immediately discouraged, and abandoned his opinions on the Divine nature with as much ease as he had at first been obstinate in maintaining them.]

(Ad. n. 581.) There was no vestige remaining of this grave dissenion, when, in the year 581, King Hildesich chose as a summer residence the domain of Noyent, on the banks of
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the Marne, and near its confluence with the Seine. The Bishop of Tours, perfectly reconciled, came to pay the king a visit in his new domicile, and whilst he was inhabiting it, a great event occurred, which caused a diversion to the habitual monotony of the internal life of the palace.* This was the return of an embassy sent to Constantinople to congratulate the Emperor Tiberius, the successor of Justin the Younger, on his accession to the throne. The ambassadors, loaded with presents from the new emperor to King Hilperik, had returned by sea to Gaul; but instead of landing at Marseilles, a city which King Gonthram and the guards of young King Hildebert were then disputing about, they had preferred a strange harbour, that of Agde, in the kingdom of the Goths, as being safer for them.† Overtaken by a storm in sight of the coast of Septimania, their vessel struck on some breakers, and whilst they were trying to save themselves by swimming, all the cargo was pillaged by the inhabitants of the country. Fortunately, the officer who governed the town of Agde in the name of the King of the Goths, thought it either his duty or his policy to intercede, and caused, if not all the baggage, at least the greatest part of the rich presents destined to their king to be restored to the Franks.‡ They arrived thus at the palace of Nogent to the great delight of Hilperik, who hastened to display to his leaders and guests all the precious stuffs, gold plate and ornaments of all kinds which had been sent him by the emperor.§ Amongst a large number of curious and magnificent things, what the Bishop of Tours examined most attentively, perhaps because he was delighted to see in them a symbol of civilized sovereignty, were large golden medals bearing on one side the head of the emperor with this inscription: TIBERIUS CONSTANTINUS FOR EVER AUGUSTUS, and on the other a winged figure and these words: GLORY OF THE ROMANS. Every coin weighed a pound, and they had been struck in commemoration of the beginning of the new reign.] In the presence of these splendid productions of the arts of the empire, and signs of imperial grandeur, the King of Neustria, as if he feared for himself some unfavourable comparison, was piqued into displaying proofs of his own magnificence. He sent for, and placed by the side of the presents which his leaders contemplated, some with naïve astonishment, others with looks of envy, an enormous golden basin decorated with precious stones, which had been made by order of his king. This basin, destined to appear on the royal table on grand occasions, weighed no less than fifty pounds. At the sight of it, all the bystanders exclaimed with admiration on the coarseness of the material and the beauty of the workmanship. The king enjoyed for some time in silence the pleasure which these praises caused him, and then said with a mingled expression of pride and satisfaction: "I have done this to give splendour and renown to the nation of the Franks, and if God gives me life, I will do many other things."† The counsellor and agent of Hilperik in his plans of royal luxury and purchases of valuable things, was a Parisian Jew, named Priscus. This man, whom the king liked very much, and often sent for, and with whom he endeavoured to indulge in a certain degree of familiarity, was then at Nogent.‡ After having devoted some time to the superintendence of the works, and the verification of the agricultural produce of his great estate on the Marne, Hilperik took a fancy to go and settle at Paris, either in the ancient imperial palace, of which the ruins still exist, or in another less extensive palace built within the walls of the city at the western extremity of the island. On the day of departure, at the moment when the king was giving the order to put the horse to the baggage wagons, the file of which he was to follow on horseback with his leaders, Bishop Gregory came to take leave of him, and whilst the bishop was making his adieux, the Jew Priscus arrived to make his also.§ Hilperik, who was that day in a good-humoured mood, playfully took the Jew by the hair, and pulling him gently to make him bend his head, said to Gregory: "Come, priest of God, and bless him."


† Legati Chimplericii regis, qui ante triennium ad Tiberium imperatorem abierant, regresse sunt non una gravissima damnos atque laborum. Nam cum Massilissensem portum, proprium regem discordium, adire non esse cantus. (Greg. Turon Hist. Franc., lib. vi. apud Script. Rer. Gall. et Franc. t. 266.)

‡ Res autem quae undique interrexerat, incolae rapuerunt: ex quibus quod melius fuit recipientes, ad Chimplericum regem retulerunt. Multa tamen ex has Agathoneos secum retinuerunt. (ibid.)

§ Multa autem et alia ornamenta quae a legatis sunt exhibita ostendebatur, ostendebatur. (ibid.)

|| Aureas etiam singularum librarum pondera, quae imperator mint, ostendebat, habebant a una parte iconem imperatoris pictam, et scriptum in circulo: TIBERIUS CONS-

stantinus Posthumus Augustus; ab aliis vero parte habebant eas quadragen et ascensorum, continentisque scriptum: GLORIA ROMANORUM. (ibid.)

* Ille autem remittente, ait rex: O mons dura, et genera- ratio semper incedens, quae non intellegit Dei Filium eiis prophetarum vocibus promissum! (ibid.)
tion, Hilperik let go the Jew’s hair, and left him at liberty; the latter, immediately recovering from his fright, and returning attack for attack, answered: “God does not marry, he does not need it, he has no posterity born to him, and he suffers no companion of his power, he who has said by the mouth of Moses: ‘See, see, I am the Lord, and there is no other God but me! It is I who kill and who give life, I who smile and who make whole.’”

Far from feeling indignant at such boldness of speech, King Hilperik was delighted that what had at first been only play, furnished him with an opportunity of displaying in a regular controversy his theological science, free this time from all reproach of heresy. Assuming the grave look and solemn tone of an ecclesiastical doctor instructing his catechumens, he replied: “God has spiritually engendered from all eternity a Son who is neither younger than himself, nor less powerful, nor of weaker condition; he has himself said, ‘I have conceived you before the morning star.’ This Son, born before all centuries, he sent him some centuries ago into the world to save it, according to what thy prophet says: ‘He sent his Holy Spirit, and they were made whole.’ And when thou dost pretend that he does not generate, listen to what thy prophet says, speaking in the name of the Lord: ‘Shall not I, who cause others to bring forth, bring forth myself likewise?’ By that, he means the people who were to be regenerated in him through faith.‡ The Jew, more and more emboldened by the discussion, resumed: “Is it possible that God should have made man, that he should have been born of a woman, should have been beaten with rods, and have been condemned to death?”

This objection, which addressed itself to the simplest, and it may also be said, the commonest of human understanding, touched one of the weak points of the king’s mind; he appeared astonished, and finding nothing to answer, he remained silent. This was the moment for the Bishop of Tours to interfere.§ “If the Son of God,” said he to Priscus, “if God himself made himself man, it is for us, and by no means from a necessity of his own; for he could only redeem man from the chains of sin and the dominion of the devil, by assuming human nature. I will not take my proofs from the Gospels and the apostles, in whom thou dost not believe, but from thine own books, in order to kill thee with thine own word, as it is said David formerly

killed Goliah.” Learn, then, from one of the prophets that God was to become man: ‘God is man,’ said he, ‘and who doth not know it?’ and elsewhere, ‘This is our God, and there shall none other be accounted of in comparison of him; he hath found out all the way of knowledge, and hath given it unto Jacob his servant, and to Israel his beloved; afterward did he shew himself upon earth, and conversed with men.’ Respecting his being born of a virgin, listen likewise to thy prophet when he says, ‘Behold, a Virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel, that is, God with us.’ And about his being beaten with rods, pierced with nails, and submitted to other ignomynious tortures, another prophet has said, ‘They pierced my hands and feet, and they parted my garments among them;’ and again: ‘they gave me gall to eat; and when I was thirsty, they gave me vinegar to drink.’†

“But,” replied the Jew, “what obliged God to submit to these things?” The bishop saw by this question that he had been little understood, and perhaps badly listened to; however he resumed, without betraying the least impatience:‡ “I have already told thee; God created man innocent, but deceived by the cunning of the serpent, man disobeyed God’s commands, and for this fault he was expelled from Paradise, and subjected to the labours of this world. It is by the death of Christ, the only Son of God, that he has been reconciled to the Father.”§

“But,” again retorted the Jew, “could not God send prophets or apostles to bring men back into the paths of salvation, without humiliating himself by becoming flesh?” The bishop, always calm and grave, replied: “The human race has never ceased to sin from the beginning; neither the inundation of the deluge, the burning of Sodom, the plagues of Egypt, nor the miracles which opened the Red Sea, and the waters of the Jordan, none of these were able to terrify it. It has always resisted the law of God, it has not believed the prophets, and not only has not believed, but has put to death those who came to preach repentance. Thus, if God himself had not come to redeem it, no other could have accomplished the work of redemption.¶ We have been regenerated by his birth, cleansed by his baptism, healed by his wounds, raised by his resurrection, glorified by his ascension; and to tell us that He was to come to

* Judæus ait: Deus non eget conjugio, neque prole diatatur, neque ulum consortem regni habere patitur ...... (Ibid.)
† Ad haec rex ait: Deus ab spirituali etero Filium generat semi pertinentum, non aste jurepore, non potestate minorem, de quo ipsa sit .... Quod autem si, quia ipsa non generat, eum prophetam tuum dicerem ex voce dominica ca. ...... (Ibid.) Ps. cxix. 3. cv. 21. Isaias lxvi. 9.
‡ Ad haec Judæus respondit: Non quidem Deus homo fieri potuit, aut de muliere nasci, verum verborum subdi, morte damnari? (Greg. Turon., loc. supr. cit.)

† Ut Deus, Dei filius, homo fieret, non seminare necessitatem exstitit causa ...... Ego vero, non de evangeliis et apostolo, quon se credo, sed a tuis libris testimonia prabens, prò quo mecum confondam, sicquod quendam David solam legitimatur iuridicasse. (Ibid.)
‡ Judæus respondit: Quo Deo fui necessitas, ut ista pateretur? Cui ego ...... (Greg. Turon., ib. vi. p. 268.)
§ Jam dixi tibi, Deus hominem creativ internos, sed aut serpentis circumventus ...... (Ibid.)
¶ Non poterat Deus mittere prophetasut apostolos, qui eum ad Domum ipsum portaret, qui salutis, nis ipsa humilitatem future in carne? (Ibid.)
‖ Ad haec ego: A principio genus semper deligitur humanum, quem munquam terruit nec submerso dilivit, nec incendit Sodomam, nec plagia Egypti. (Ibid.)
bringing the remedy for all our ills, one of thy prophets has said, "with his stripes we are healed." And elsewhere: 'and he bare the sin of many, and made intercession for the transgressors.' And again: 'he is brought like a lamb to the slaughter; and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so he openeth not his mouth; he was taken from prison and from judgment; and who shall declare his generation? His name is the Lord of Hosts.' Jacob himself, from whom thou boastseth thou art descended, when blessing his son Judah, said, as if he were speaking to Christ the Son of God: 'thy father's children shall bow down before thee. Judah is a lion's whelp; from the prey, my son, let thou go up; he will stoop down to sleep like a lion; who shall rouse him up?"... These discourses, desultory in their logic, but bearing in their very rudeness the marks of a certain grandeur of character, produced no effect on the mind of the Jew Priscus; he ceased to dispute, but without appearing the least shaken in his belief†. When the king saw that he remained silent like a man who will not give way, he turned to the Bishop of Tours and said, "Holy priest, let this wretched man go without thy blessing; I will say to thee what Jacob said to the angel with whom he conversed: 'I will not let thee go, except thou bless me.'" After these words, which were neither wanting in grace nor dignity, Hilperik asked for some water for himself and the bishop to wash their hands in; and when both had washed, Gregory, laying his right hand on the king's head, pronounced the blessing in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.†

There stood near, on a table, some bread and wine, and probably other dishes, destined to be offered to the persons of distinction who came to pay their farewell salutations to the king. According to the rules of Frankish politeness, Hilperik invited the Bishop of Tours not to leave him without eating something at his table. The bishop took a piece of bread, made the sign of the cross upon it, then breaking it in two, he kept one piece, and presented the other to the king, who ate with him standing. Then having both poured out a little wine, they drank together, wishing each other adieu. The bishop prepared to resume the road to his diocese; the king mounted on horseback in the midst of his lords and attendants, escorting with them the covered wagon which contained the queen and her daughter Rigontha. The royal family of Neustria, once so numerous, was now reduced to these two persons. The two sons of Hilperik and Fredegonda had been carried off in the preceding year by an epidemic; the last of Audowera's sons had perished almost at the same time by a bloody catastrophe, the sombre details of which will form the subject of our next narrative.

This scene of religious controversy, so singularly produced by a jest, had, it appears, left a strong impression on the mind of King Hilperik. During his residence in Paris, he reflected seriously on the impossibility of convincing the Jews, and drawing them into the pale of the church by reasoning with them. These reflections continued to preoccupy him even in the midst of great political troubles, and the cares of the invasive war he was making on his southern frontier; the result was, in the year 582, a royal proclamation, which ordered that all the Jews living at Paris should be baptized. This decree, addressed in the usual style to the count or judge of the town, ended with a formula of the king's invention, a truly barbarous one, which he was accustomed to use, sometimes as a bugbear, and sometimes with the serious intention of conforming to the letter of it: "If any one disregard our command, let him be punished by having his eyes put out."†

Struck with terror, the Jews obeyed, and went to church to receive Christian instruction. The king took a childish pride in attending the ceremonies of their baptism with great pomp, and even in standing godfather to some of these converts by compulsion. One man, however, dared to resist, and refused to abjure; it was the same Priscus whose logical defence had been so obstinate. Hilperik was patient; he tried anew the power of persuasion on the mind of the reasoner who had contended with him; but, after an useless conference, irritated at finding for the second time his eloquence of no avail, he exclaimed, "If he will not believe willingly, I will make him believe whether he will or no."† The Jew Priscus, then thrown into prison, did not lose courage; adroitly profiting by the intimate knowledge he possessed of the king's character, he took advantage of his foible, and offered him rich gifts, on condition of obtaining a short respite in return. His son, he said, was soon to marry a Jewess at Marseilles, and he

† See the Third and Fifth Narratives.


§ Ex quibus plus excepit etc. sanctorum lavabo. (Ibid., p. 297.)

† Priscus vero ad cognoscentiam veritatem nulla penitentiam ratione deflectit. (Ibid., p. 276.)

† Tunc fuit rex jussit eum custodiis mancipari, sibi ut quem crederet voluntarie non poterat, saltem crederet faceret vel invitus. (Ibid.)
only wanted the time to conclude this marriage, after which he would submit like the others and change his religion.* Hiplerik cared little whether the pretext was true, and the promise sincere, and the bait of the gold suddenly calming his proselytising mania, he ordered the Jew merchant to be set at liberty. Thus Priscus alone remained free from apostasy, and calm of conscience amongst his fellow believers, who, agitated in various ways by fear and remorse, assembled secretly to celebrate the Sabbath-day, and the next attended as Christians the services of the church.†

Amongst those of the new converts whom King Hiplerik had honoured by the favour of his spiritual matrimony, was a certain Phatir, a native of the kingdom of the Burgondes, and recently established at Paris. This man, of a gloomy disposition, had no sooner forsaken the faith of his ancestors, than he felt deep remorse for so doing; the consciousness of the opprobrium into which he had fallen soon became insupportable to him. The bitterness of his feelings turned into a violent jealousy of Priscus, who, more fortunate than himself, could walk with his head erect, exempt from the shame and torments which gnaw the heart of an apostate. This secretly-cherished hatred increased to frenzy, and Phatir resolved to assassinate the man whose happiness he envied. Every Sabbath day Priscus went secretly to fullfil the rites of Jewish worship, at a lone house south of the town, on one of the two Roman roads which met at a short distance from the little bridge.—Phatir conceived the plan of awaiting his passage, and taking with him his slaves armed with swords and daggers, posted himself in ambush in the portico of the basilica of Saint Julian. The unfortunate Priscus, suspecting nothing, followed his usual road: according to the custom of the Jews when they went to the temple, he had no sort of weapon, but wore, tied round his body like a sash, the veil with which he was to cover his head during the adoration; but the relations of Priscus followed in his train, as it were, to guard him and protect him from the sufferings with which the anger of the people threatened them, and the torture which, according to the law, was to precede their execution, they resolved unanimously that one of them should kill the others, and then kill himself; and they named by acclamation the one who was to undertake the office of executioner. The slave who was to execute the general desire struck his companions one after the other; but when he saw himself alone remaining, he hesitated at turning the steel against his own breast.† A vague hope of escape, or the thought of at least selling his life dearly, impelled him to rush from the basilica into the midst of the assembled people. Brandishing his sword dripping with blood, he attempted to force a passage through the crowd; but, after a struggle of a few moments, he was crushed by the multitude, and perished, cruelly mutilated.‡ Phatir solicited from the king, for his own security, permission to return to the country whence he came; he departed from Gontram's kingdom, but the relations of Priscus followed in his traces, overtook him, and by his death avenged that of their relation.[]*

Whilest these things were passing in Paris, an unexpected event, about the end of the year 582, set the city of Tours in an uproar, after the tolerably peaceful state it had enjoyed under the government of Eunomius, its new count. Leudaste, the ex-count, reappeared there, no longer in a mysterious manner, but publicly, with his habitual confidence and presumption. He was

---

* Sæsi ille, datu quibusdam muneriibus, spatium postulat, donae filius eius Massiasiam in Hebræam accipiat, pollicetur doceo se deinceps quæ rex jussaret impetiatur. (Ibd.)
† Nonnulli tamen eorum corpore tantum, nem corde abutit, ad eam quam præséntiam habuerant, Deo mentiti regresserunt, nia ut eum sabbatum observaret, e sem dominicanum honorare videtur. (Ibd., p. 275, 276.)
‡ Interea oritur intentio Inter illum et Phatirem ex Judaeo conversum, qui jam regis filius erat in lavacro (Ibd.)
§ Chaucæ de sabbati Priscus praecunctus orario, nullum in manus fereos ferramentum, Monstrum lege quis impetiatur, secretoriam competet. (Ibd., p. 276.)

---

* Subito Phatir adventavae, ipsum gladiam cum socie quæ aderant jugulant. Quibus interfector, ad basilicam sancti Juliani, cum puero suo, qui ad proponquam pialem erat, consecuat. (Ibd.)
† Chaucæ ibidem residerent, audient quod rex domini vita excessive, solum tamquam malefactores a basilica tractos, suberen interfecerunt (Ibd.)
‡ Tunc unus ex his evagia gladii, dominum suum fuga, scelere suas interfecerunt. (Ibd.)
§ Ipse postmodum cum clamo de basilica egregius... sed immensae super se populæ, cruciabil interfector est. (Ibd.)
¶ Phatir autem, accepta licentia, ad regnum Guntram, unde venerat, est regresurus... sed non post multos dies a parentibus Prisci interfector est. (Ibd.)
the bearer of a royal edict which gave him permission to recall his wife from exile, to resume his estates, and inhabit his former residence. He owed this favour, which he looked upon as the first step to new prosperity, to the solicitations of the numerous friends he possessed at court among the chiefs of the Frankish race, whose turbulent dispositions sympathized with his own. During nearly two years, they had never ceased to importune with their entreaties, sometimes King Hilperik, sometimes the bishops of the council of Braine, sometimes Fredegonda herself, who had become more accessible to them since the death of her two sons on whom her fortunes depended. Yielding to a desire of popularity, and her hatred and love of revenge giving way before the interest of the moment, she consented on her side, that the man who had accused her of adultery should be released from the sentence of excommunication pronounced against him. At this promise of pardon and oblivion, the friends of Leudaste set out to solicit more earnestly the indulgence becoming more cautious than before, when an emissary from the bishops, requesting him to consent with them to place their names at the bottom of a written paper, in the form of a pastoral letter, which contained a declaration that the condemned of Braine should be in future received into the bosom of the church and the Christian communion. They succeeded in this way, in collecting the adhesion and signature of a considerable number of bishops; but, either from delicacy, or the fear of not succeeding, no application was made to the one whom Leudaste had endeavoured to ruin by his false accusations.

Gregory was therefore extremely surprised to learn that his greatest enemy, who had been excommunicated by a council and outlawed by the king, was returning with a letter of pardon to inhabit the territory of Tours. He was still more so, when an emissary from Leudaste came and presented to him the letter signed by the bishops, requesting him to consent with them to a repeal of the excommunication. Suspecting some new plot designed to compromise him, he said to the messenger: "Canst thou also show this document to the queen, on whose account in particular he was separated from the Christian communion?" The answer was in the negative, and Gregory resumed: "When I have seen orders from the queen, I will receive him without delay into my communion." The prudent bishop did not confine himself to these words; he sent off an express, with orders to obtain information for him of the authenticity of the document which had been presented to him, and of the intentions of Queen Fredegonda. She replied to his questions by a letter couched in these terms: "Presssed by a number of persons, I was unable to do otherwise than permit him to return to Tours; I now beg thee not to grant him thy peace, nor to give him the eulogies with thy hand, until we have fully determined what ought to be done." Bishop Gregory knew Fredegonda's style; he saw clearly that she was meditating, not pardon, but revenge and murder. Forgetting his own wrongs, he took compassion on the man who had formerly plotted his ruin, and who was now rushing to his own destruction for want of judgment and prudence. He sent for Leudaste's father-in-law, and showing him this note of sinister brevity, conjured him to see that his son-in-law acted with caution, and again keep himself concealed until he was quite certain of having pacified the queen. But this counsel, inspired by evangelical charity, was misunderstood, and ill received; Leudaste, judging others by himself, imagined that a man whose enemy he was could only think of laying snares for him, or doing him some bad turn. Far from becoming more cautious, he acted as if he had taken the advice in a contrary sense, and passing from security to the most audacious rashness, he resolved to go of his own accord and present himself before King Hilperik. He left Tours in the middle of the year 583, and took the direction of the town of Melun which the king was then attacking, and which he besieged in person.

This siege was to be the prelude only of an entire invasion of the states of Gonthrann, an invasion planned by Hilperik, from the moment that he had seen his first ambitious hopes realized by the conquest of almost all the towns of Aquitania. Having become in less than six years, owing to the military talent of the Gallo-Roman Desderius, sole master of the vast territory contained within the southern limits of the Berri, the Loire, the Ocean, the Pyrenees, and the Auvergne, he was considered, perhaps at the instigation of that adventurous warrior, a still more daring project, that of uniting to the Neustrian provinces the entire kingdom of the Burgondes. To insure the execution of this difficult enterprise, he intrigued with the principal nobles of Austrasia, gained over several by money, and received from them an embassy empowered to conclude with him, in the name of young King Hildebert, an offensive

---

* Interea ad eum dirigo: quae misi scripta remielt dicere: Compressa autem, abhuc facere non potuimus, ut eum abire permetterim; nunc autem rogavimus ut pacem quam non merescat, neque eulogias de manu tua suscipimus, donec a nobis quid agendum placuerit, cum adhuc nobis eadem causa maxima a communione remota fuerat, ipsam recte discriptionem. Cun regina mandatum suscipere, tunc sum recipere non morabor. (ibid.)

† Sed et nobilis epistolam accedere munus subscriptam datui, ut in communione accepturus. (ibid., p. 292.)

‡ Sed quoniam internus regina non viderimus, cujus causa maxime a communione remotus fuerat, ipsam recipere discriptionem. Cun regina mandatum suscipere, tunc sum recipere non morabor. (ibid.)

§ Sed ita consilium meum, quod pro Dei intuendo simpliciter insuevi, dolores suscipiens, cun adhuc nobis esse commissum, loquitur agere quin mandata... Spreo ergo hunc canonem, cun regem dirigit, qui tunc sum exercitu in pago Miguianensi degebat. (ibid.)

|| See Third Narrative.
Alliance against Gonthram. The compact was made and confirmed by reciprocal oaths, in the early months of the year 588; King Hilperik instantly assembled his troops, and commenced the war on his own account, without waiting for the actual co-operation of the Austrasian forces.†

His plan of campaign, in which it was easy to trace the ideas of an intellect superior to his own, and a better fruit of the counsels of the ladies, Gallo-Roman chief, consisted in seizing at once, by a simultaneous attack, the two most important places of the eastern frontier of the kingdom of the Burgondes, the town of Bourges and the castle of Melun. The king chose to command the army that was to march against the latter place himself, and gave Desiderius, whom he had made Duke of Toulouse, the care of conducting the operations against Bourges, with the assistance of a great body of men levied south of the Loire. The order sent from the Neustrian chancery to the dukes of Toulouse, Poitiers, and Bordeaux, for the general arming of the militia of their provinces was of singularly energetic conciseness: "Enter the territory of Bourges, and having arrived as far as the city, administer the oath of fidelity in our name."§

Berulf, Duke of Poitiers, proclaimed war in Poitou, Touraine, Angoumois, and the country of Nantes. Bladaste, Duke of Bordeaux, called to arms the inhabitants of the two banks of the Garonne, and Desiderius, Duke of Toulouse, assembled under his banners the freedmen of the countries of Toulouse, Alby, Cahors, and Limoges. The two last-mentioned chiefs, uniting their forces, entered the Berri by the southern, and Duke Berulf by the western road.§ The two invading armies were almost entirely composed of men of the Gallo-Roman race; the southern one, commanded in chief by Desiderius, the best of the Neustrian generals, was more expeditious than the other, and notwithstanding the enormous distance it had to travel over, arrived first in the territory of Bourges. Informed of his approach, the inhabitants of Bourges and its district were unimpressed by the peril which threatened them. Their city, formerly one of the most powerful and warlike in Gaul, preserved ancient traditions of glory and courage; and to this national pride was added the splendour with which it had shone under the Roman administration, by its title of metropolis of a province, its public edifices, and the nobility of its senatorial families.

Although very much fallen since the reign of the barbarians, such a town could still give proofs of energy, and it was not easy to compel it to do what it did not choose. Therefore, either on account of the bad reputation of Hilperik’s government, or that they might not see themselves banded about from one domination to another, the citizens of Bourges clung firmly to that of which they had formed a part ever since the union of the ancient kingdom of Orleans and the kingdom of the Burgondes into one state. Resolved not only to sustain a siege, but also to go out themselves and face the enemy, they sent to the city 18,000 men completely equipped for war.*

This army encountered a few leagues to the south of Bourges that of Desiderius and Bladaste, far more numerous, and moreover superior from the talent of its commander-in-chief. Notwithstanding such disadvantages, the men of the Berri did not hesitate to accept the combat; they held out so well, and the struggle was so obstinate, that according to public report, more than seven thousand men perished on either side.† For one moment thrown back, the southrons were victorious at last by the superiority of their numbers. Chasing before them the remains of the vanquished army, they continued their march towards Bourges, and all along the road imitated the barbarian hordes in the recklessness of their ravages; they burned houses, pillaged churches, tore up vines, and cut off trees at the roots. It was thus they arrived under the walls of Bourges, where the army of Duke Berulf joined them.‡ The city had closed its gates, and the defeat of its citizens in the open plain rendered it neither less haughty nor more disposed to surrender at the summons of the Neustrian chiefs. Desiderius and his two colleagues of Frankish race, surrounded it on all sides, and according to the almost extinct traditions of the art of the Romans, they began to trace their intrenchments and construct besieging machines.§

The place of meeting assigned to the troops who were to act against Melun, was the city of Paris; during several months they flowed in from all sides, and made the inhabitants suffer all sorts of vexations and losses.¶ In this army, recruited in the north and centre of Neustria, the men of Frankish origin formed the greater number, and the indigeneous Gallic race was found only in a minority. When King Hilperik

* Buurici vero cum quindecim milibus ad Mediolanense castrum (Château Meillant) conducerunt (ibid.)
† Ibique contra Desiderium ducem confugien: factaque est ibi strages magnae, ut utroque exercitu amplius quam septem milia cencidunt. (ibid.)
‡ Duces quoque cum reliqua partepopuli, ad civilitatem pervenerunt, cuncta dirigentes vel devastates: talesque depopulation ibi acabat acta, quals nec antiquissis est audita fune, ut nec domus remanerat, nec vinea nec arborea; sed cuncta succiderent, incendierent, debellaverent. Nam cum belliculos auxerantur sacra ministrata. (ibid., p. 281, 282)
thought he had assembled a sufficient number, he gave the order for departure, and set out at the head of his troops by the south-eastern Roman road. The troops followed the left bank of the Seine, which, in the immediate neighbourhood of Paris, belonged to the kingdom of Gontrann. They marched without order or discipline, went out of their way right and left to pillage and burn, carrying off the furniture of the houses, the cattle, horses, and men, who, tied two and two, were prisoners of war, followed the long file of baggage wagons.*

The devastation spread over the country to the south of Paris, from Etampes to Melun, and continued round the latter city when the Neustrian bands hailed to besiege it. Under the command of so inexperienced a warrior as King Hilperik, it was impossible for the siege not to be of long duration. The castle of Melun, situated like Paris in an island of the Seine, was then reputed very strong from its position; it had almost nothing to fear from the violent but irregular attacks of a body of men unskilful in military warfare, and capable only of bravely skirmishing in boats at the foot of its walls. Days and months passed in fruitless renewed attempts at assault, in which the Frankish warriors no doubt displayed much valour, but which exhausted their patience. Weary of so prolonged an encampment, they became more and more unruly, neglected the service which was commanded them, and only bused themselves with ardour in scouring the country to amass booty.†

Such were the dispositions of the army encamped before Melun, when Leudaste arrived at King Hilperik’s quarters full of hope and assurance. He was welcomed by the leudes, who found in him an old companion in arms, brave in combat, jovial at table, and enterprising at play; but when he endeavoured to gain admission to the king’s presence, his requests for an audience, and the solicitations of the highest in rank and credit among his friends, were repulsed. Tolerably forgetful of injuries when his anger was calmed, and he did not feel his interests especially wronged, Hilperik would have complied with the entreaties of those who surrounded him, and admitted the accuser of Frédegonde to his presence, if the fear of displeasing the queen, and incurring her reproaches, had not withheld him. The ex-count of Tours, after having employed the mediation of nobles and chiefs of tribes, to no purpose, thought of a new expedient, that of making himself popular in the inferior ranks of the army, and exuding in his favour the interests of the multitude.‡

He succeeded completely, owing to the very faults of his character, his capricious disposition and imperturbable assurance, and this crowd of men, whom idleness rendered inquisitive and easy to excite, soon became animated with a passionate sympathy for him. When he thought the time for trying his popularity had arrived, he begged the whole army to entreat the king to receive him into his presence; and one day, when Hilperik was passing through the camp, this request, uttered by thousands of voices, suddenly resounded in his ears.* The entreaties of armed troops, undisciplined and discontented, were equivalent to commands; the king submitted, for fear of his refusal causing a disturbance, and he announced that the outlaw Braine might present himself before him. Leudaste instantly appeared, and prostrated himself at the king’s feet, begging forgiveness.—Hilperik raised him up, said that he sincerely forgave him, and added in an almost paternal tone of kindness: “Behave thyself prudently until I have seen the queen, and it is settled that thou art to be restored to her good graces; for thou knowest that she has a right to consider thee very guilty.”†

Meanwhile the report of the double aggression attempted against Melun and Bourges, roused King Gontrann from his inertia and unwarlike habits. Ever since the first conquests of the Neustrians in Aquitania, he had only lent assistance to the cities of his division by sending his generals, and he had never placed himself in person at the head of an army. Threatened with seeing his western frontier attacked at two different points, and the Neustrian invaders penetrating this time into the heart of his kingdom, he did not hesitate to march himself against the King of Neustria, and to provoke a decisive battle, which, according to his belief, a compound of Germanic traditions and Christian ideas, was to declare the judgment of God. He prepared himself for this great event by prayer, fasting, and alms-giving, and assembling his best troops, he took with them the road to Melun.‡

When arrived at a short distance from that town, and Hilperik’s encampment, he stopped, and whatever confidence in the Divine protection he might feel, he chose, following the instinct of his cautious nature, leisurely to observe the position and arrangement of the enemy. He was not long before he received information of the want of order which prevailed in the camp, and the carelessness with which guard was kept both night and day. At this news, he took his measures to approach as near as he could to the besieging army, without inspiring sufficient fear to induce greater vigilance; and one night, seizing the occasion when a large body

---

* Ciliciarius vero jussit exercitum qui ad eum accedisset, per Parsuas transeire Quo transeunt et ipse transire, atque ad Mglionemque castrum euntur. Cuncta incendio tradens atque devastans (ibid., p. 281.)
† Attam Valentin Rec Francie, lib. xii. p. 157.
‡ Ibid., p. 159.

† Rex se volendum et præsentium prosstratusque pedibus ejus veniam proficax: cui rex Castrum, inquit, ut re Turig. paulisper, donec ut regius convenit quietatem ad ejus stratam revertarentur, cu multum iuvaret esse culpabilis. (Ibid., p. 282, 283.)
‡ Guntchannus vero rex cum exercitu contra fratrem suum adventit utam spem in Dei iudicio collocans (ibid.) Ipsae autem rex, ut se diximus, in eisemorientia magnus, in vigillis atque Jejunius prompsum esse. (Ibid., lib. ix. p. 347.)
of the troops had dispersed abroad to forage and plunder, he directed a sudden and well-conducted attack against the diminished forces. The Neustrian soldiers, surprised in their camp at the moment when they least expected to fight, were unable to sustain the shock of the assailants, and the gangs of foragers, returning one by one, were cut to pieces. At the end of a few hours, King Gonthrann remained master of the field of battle, and thus won his first and last victory as a general.

It is not known what King Hilperik's behaviour was in this bloody fray; perhaps he fought bravely during the action; but after the defeat, when it was necessary to rally the remains of his army and prepare a retaliation, his courage failed him. As he was quite wanting in foresight, the least reverse disconcerted him, and suddenly deprived him of all bravery and presence of mind. Disgusted with the enterprise for which he had made such warlike preparations, he thought only of peace, and on the morning which followed this frightful disaster, he sent proposals of reconciliation to King Gonthrann. Gonthrann, always pacific, and nowise elated by the pride of triumph, had himself but one wish, that of promptly ending the quarrel, and returning to his usual state of repose. He on his side deputed envoys, who, meeting those of Hilperik, concluded with them a compact of reconciliation between the two kings.

According to this compact, worked after the ancient Germanic custom, the kings treated together, not as independent sovereigns, but as members of one tribe, submitting, notwithstanding their rank, to a superior authority, that of the national law. They agreed to refer to the decision of the elders of the people, and the bishops, and promised each other, that whenever of the two was convicted of having exceeded the limits of the law, should compound with the other, and indemnify him according to the decision of the judges. To suit his actions to his words, the King of Neustria sent off on the spot orders to three dukes who were besieging Bourges, to raise the siege and evacuate the country. He himself took the road to Paris, his army diminished in numbers, and followed by a crowd of wounded; less haughty in appearance, but with rounded the royal seat, and prostrating himself before the queen, he thought only of peace, and on the second day, spent without much precaution, finding himself neither pursuaded nor threatened, he thought he was forgetting exactly to fight.

Peace thus restored, the army returned through a friendly country; but of this the Neustrian soldier took no account, and began to plunder, ravage, and take prisoners on the road. Either from some scruple of conscience which was unusual with him, or from some latent feeling of the necessity of order, Hilperik saw with sorrow these acts of robbery, and resolved to suppress them. The injunction which he gave the chiefs, to watch their people and keep them strictly within bounds, was too unusual not to meet with resistance; the Frankish nobles murmured at it, and one of them, the Count of Rouen, declared that he should not prevent any body from doing what he had always been allowed. As soon as these words had their effect, Hilperik, suddenly finding his energy, had the count seized and put to death, to serve as an example to others. He ordered, moreover, that all the booty should be restored and all the captives released, measures which, if taken in time, would no doubt have prevented the ill success of his arms.

He entered Paris more master of his troops, and more capable of leading them successfully, than he had been at his departure; unfortunately, these qualities, so essential to the leader of an army, were developed in him at a time when his thoughts were entirely turned to peace. The rude lesson of the battle of Melun had put an end to his projects of conquest, and for the future he thought only of keeping by stratagem what he had hitherto gained by force.

Leudaste, who returned safe and sound, had followed the king to Paris, where Fredegonda then resided. Instead of avoiding this town, a dangerous one for him, or only passing through it with the army, he stayed there, reckoning that the good graces of the husband would in ease of necessity be his protection against the ill-will of the wife. After some days spent without much precaution, finding himself neither pursued nor threatened, he thought he was forgiven by the queen, and judged that the time was come when he might present himself before her. One Sunday, when the king and queen attended mass together in the cathedral of Paris, Leudaste went to the church, traversed with an air of bold assurance the crowd which surrounded the royal seat, and protruding himself at the feet of Fredegonda, entreated her to forgive him.

At this sudden apparition of a man she so mortally hated, and who seemed to have come there less to implore pardon than to brave her anger, the queen was seized with a most violent fit of rage. The colour mounted to her brow, road, and her eyes streamed down her cheeks, and casting a bitterly disdainful look at her husband, who stood immovable by her side, she exclaimed: 

"Since I have no son left on whom I can repose.


‡ Adna Valesi Rer. Franc., lib. xi. p. 158.


§ Et sic pacifici duceserunt. At isti qui Biturigues obdederant, accepto mandato ut reverteantur ad propriam. (Ibid.)

* Chilpericus vero rex Ciburum exercitum suum a praeda arceri non posse, Rothomagensi comitem gladiis trucidavit: et sic Parisiis redit dominum relinquiens praeludam, captivumque venturus. (Ibid.)

† At ille, ut erat incutac ac levis, in hoc facilem quod regum praebentiam meruerat. (Ibid., p. 253.)

‡ Die dominica in ecclesia sancta regina pedibus provolvit veniam deprecans. (Ibid.)
the care of avenging my injuries, it is to thee, Lord Jesus, that I must leave that care.†

Then, as if to make a last appeal to the conscience of him whose duty it was to protect her, she threw herself at the feet of the king, saying with an expression of violent grief and wounded dignity: "Wo is me! who see my enemy and the science, and the courtiers of the realm and its appurte-
naments—spreading from the church to the king's palace, was from having been wantoned, he imagined that if he had been unsuccessful with the queen, it was from having been wanting in address, and presenting himself suddenly before her, instead of preceding her request by some handsome present. This absurd idea prevailing over every other, he decided to remain in the town, and immediately to visit the shops of the most renowned jewelers and merchants of stuffs.‡

There was near the cathedral, and on the road from the church to the king's palace, a vast space, limited on the west by the palace and its appurtenances, and on the east, by the road where the bridge which joined the two banks of the southern branch of the Seine ended. This space, destined to commerce, was lined with counters and shops in which mer-
chandize of all kinds was displayed. The ex-count of Tours walked through it, going from one shop to another; looking carefully at every thing, playing the rich man, talking of his affairs, and saying to those who stood there: 'I have suffered great losses, but I still possess treasures of gold and silver.' Then, like an experienced purchaser, he began deliberating with himself and choosing with discretion; he handled the stuffs, tried the jewels on his own person, weighed the valuable plate, and when

his choice was made, he added in a loud and haughty tone: "This is good; put this aside; I intend taking all that."* Whilst he was thus buying things of great value, without troubling himself as to where he should find money to pay for them, mass ended, and the faithful left the cathedral in large numbers. The king and queen, walking together, took the most direct road to the palace, and crossed the square of Commerce.‡ The crowd which followed them, and the people who made way before them, admonished Leudaste of their passage, but he took no notice of it, and continued to converse with the merchants under the wooden portico which surrounded the square, and served as a sort of aneroom to the different shops.‡ Although Fredegonda had no reason to expect to meet him there, with the piercing eye-sight of a bird of prey, she discovered her enemy at the first glance among the crowd of loungers and buyers. She passed on, not to frighten the man whom she wanted to seize by a well-aimed blow, and as soon as she had set her foot within the threshold of the palace, she sent several of her bravest and most dextrous men to surprise Leudaste, seize him alive, and bring him chained before her.§

In order to approach him without inspiring any mistrust, the queen's servants laid their swords and bucklers behind one of the pillars of the portico; then, distributing their parts, they advanced in such a manner as to render flight and resistance impossible.¶ But their plan was badly executed, and one of them, too impatient for action, laid hands on Leudaste before the others were near enough to surround and disarm him. The ex-count of Tours, guessing the peril with which he was threatened, drew his sword, and struck the man who attacked him. His companions drew back, and seizing their arms, returned sword in hand and bucklers on their arms, furious against Leudaste and determined no longer to spare his life.§ As asladed before and behind at the same time, Leudaste received in this unequal combat a wound which turned out of the church, and the two kings, raising their arms, returned sword in hand, and, scattering the enemy in his front, and ran, covered

* Species rimarum, arguentum pensati, atque diversa ornamenta prospecti, deucea: Hec et huc comparabo, qua multum mihi aurum arguentumque resedit. (Ibid.)
† Ignotus esse regem reginae de ecclesia sancta... (Ibid.)
‡ Ista illa dicente... (Ibid.) The absence of any vestige of Roman masonry leads us to conjecture that the buildings of that public place were of wood, a very com-
mon occurrence at that period in the northern cities of Gaul. The wood architecture often employed in the construction of churches, and other large edifices, was not without taste (V Fortunati cartami de Domine lignaram, apud Biblioth. Patrum, t. x p. 353).
ⅰ Ille vero evanitum gladio unum verberat: religii exinde succedens sefe adprehendi parsis et gladius, super eum inirruit. (Ibid.)
with blood, towards the little bridge, in order to leave the city by the southern gate.‡

This bridge was of wood, and its state of decay bespoke either the decay of municipal authority, or the rapine and exactions of the agents of the royal işec. There were places in which the planks rotten with age, left empty spaces between two rafiers of the wood-work, and obliged the passengers to walk with caution. Close pressed in his flight, and compelled to cross the bridge at full speed, Leudaste had no time to avoid false steps; one of his feet, slipping between two ill-joined beams, became so entangled, that he was thrown down, and in falling broke his leg.† His pursuers having captured him, owing to this accident, tied his hands behind his back, and as they could not present him to the queen in such a state, they put him on a horse, and conveyed him to the town prison until further orders.‡

Orders came, given by the king, who, impatient to regain Frédégonde's good graces, tortured his wits to devise something perfectly agreeable to her. Far from having the least pity for the unfortunate man, whose presumptuous delusions and imprudence had been encouraged by his own acts of foolishness and pardon, he began to think what sort of death could be inflicted on Leudaste, calculating in his own mind the advantages and disadvantages of various kinds of torture, to discover what would best succeed in containing the queen's revenge. After mature reflections, made with atrocious coolness, Hilperek found that the prisoner, so seriously wounded as he was, and weakened by great loss of blood, would sink under the slightest torture, and he resolved to have him cured, to render him capable of supporting to the end the agones of a prolonged punishment.†

Encouraged to the care of the most skilful physicians, Leudaste was taken from his unhealthy prison, and carried out of the town to one of the royal domains, that the fresh air and delightful-ness of the spot might hasten his recovery.

Perhaps, by a refinement of barbarous precautions, he was allowed to think that this kind treatment was a sign of mercy, and that he would be set free when he recovered his health; but all was useless, his wounds mortified, and his condition became desperate.] This news reached the queen, who was unable to let her enemy die in peace; and whilst a little life still remained in him, she ordered he should be finished by a singular punishment, which she had apparently the pleasure of inventing. The dying man was dragged from his bed and stretched on the pavement, with the nape of his neck resting on an immense iron bar, whilst a man armed with another bar struck him on the throat, and repeated the blows until he had breathed his last sigh.‡

Thus ended the adventurous existence of this pavene of the sixth century, the son of a Gallo-Roman serf, raised by an act of royal favour to the rank of the chiefs of the conquerors of Gaul. If the name of Leudaste, hardly mentioned in the most voluminous histories of France, was not deserving of being rescued from oblivion, his life, intimately connected with that of many celebrated persons, affords one of the most characteristic episodes of the general life of the century. Problems on which the opinions of the learned have been divided, are, it may be said, served by the facts of this curious history. What fortune the Gaul and the man of servile condition could make under the Frankish domination? How the episcopal towns were then governed, placed under the double authority of their count and bishop? What the mutual relations of these two powers, naturally enemies, or at least rivals, of one another, were? These are questions which the simple narrative of the adventures of the son of Leucadius clearly answer.

Other points of historical controversy will have been, I hope, set beyond any serious debate by the preceding narratives. Although full of details, and marked by essentially individual touches, these narratives have all a general meaning, easy to trace in each of them. The history of the Bishop Prætextatus is the picture of a Gallo-Frankish council; that of young Merowig describes the life of an outlaw, and the interior of religious sanctuaries; that of Galeswinka paints conjugal life and the domestic customs of the Merovingian palaces; finally, that of Sighebert presents in its origin the national hostility of Austrasia against Neustria. Perhaps these different views of men and things in the sixth century, rising from a purely narrative groundwork, may on that account alone become to the reader more clear and precise. It has been said that the object of the historian is to narrate, and not to prove. I know not how that may be, but I am persuaded that the best sort of proof in history,—that which is most, capable of striking and convincing all minds, that which admits of the least mistrust, and which leaves the fewest doubts, is a complete narrative, exhausting texts, assembling scattered details, collecting even to the slightest indications of facts and of characters, and from all these forming one body, into which science and art unite to breathe the breath of life.

§ Ex quibus unus libris iactum maximum parsum captus ejus a captis et curte destruct. (ibid.)
† Cúmque per pontem urbis fugeret, alpeo inter duos axes qui pontem facient pede, effracta oppressus est tuba. (ibid.)
‡ Legatique post tertum manibus custodes manipul. (ibid.)
§ Falsaque rex uberrimae a medica quadragu- que ab his locibus sanitates domitorum supplicio cruciatu. (ibid.)
|| Sed cum ad villam fiscalam ductus furit, et com- puntoecentius plagis extremum agerit vitam. .... (ibid.)